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How good is Musical
Fidelity's new player?

the diablo

danish firepower
audio salon
4park circus, glasgow, g3 6ax, scotland
t: 0141 333 9700
e : info@audiosalon.co.uk
w : www.audiosalon.co.uk
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Designed from the outset to
exploit the statement performance
of the single-chassis Mikado
Reference CD source —now a
modern legend — the Diablo is
not an exercise in compromise.
Provocatively styled and
priced, be prepared

to lower your expectations ...
of cost. At
it is hardly
inexpensive, but it will easily
surpass the performance of apreamp or apower amplifier bearing
the same price ticket. If you are
ready to discover timbrai details
and dynamics that amplifiers have
been holding back we can help.
We are proud to have on order,
at the time of writing, Diablos 002
and 003. No.001 remains in the
factory as areference. It will be
your passion in the years to come
and the jewel in your system.The
Diablo is aredefinition of audio
amplification and abargain at its
price. Don't get left behind

Specifications:
•True Dual Mono configuration
•Zero negative feedback
•Microprocessor-controlled 50-step
relay volume attenuator for
best sonic performance featuring
Welwyn ultra precision resistors
•Ultra-short signal path
•Optional MM/MC phonostage
module
•I
2Vdc link input and dtpuxt
•Flash memory upgrades via PC
•Non-invasive protection system
•Infrared remote control
•3-year (non-transferable) warranty
in Denmark

•2x250W @ 80,2 x500W @
40,2 x800W @ 20
•Output impedance: 00190
•Frequency Bandwidth (- 3dB):
0.1 to 250KHz
•Power Supply Capacity:
2x58.000uF
•SUB output gain: + 6dB
•Input Impedance, balanced
(20-20000Hz): 20K0
•Input Impedance, single ended
(20-20000Hz):8KD
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Welcome

You may notice on acouple of
pages in this issue there is a
little ' roundel' logo that marks
50 years of HiFi News. The

actual anniversary effectively falls during June 2006 as the first issue ( featuring
those famous classic yellow borders) was cover dated June 1956. We have plenty
of plans in place to celebrate this anniversary (watch this space) but perhaps

you'd like to let me know what you think have been the most significant hi-fi
developments over the past 50 years? Feel free to send me your thoughts.
In keeping with the 50th anniversary theme Icommissioned audio industry
stalwart Andy Giles to review the book Sound Bites (
by Ken Kessler and Steve
Harris) that deftly traces the history of audio and HiFi News over the past 50
years. Iwon't spoil Andy's conclusions for you, save to say turn to page 21 (where
you can also learn where to buy copies of what Ithink is asuperb tome).
Another nod to the past is Tony Bolton's fascinating examination of aservice of
his Quad 33/303 amp units in comparison with an upgrade by NET Audio. Which
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one do you think worked out for the best? Find out on page 50.
Also of interest this month are the reviews of the Musical
Fidelity kW DM25 two- box conventional CD system and the
Denon 1500AE SACD system. Both are HiFi News exclusives
but perhaps more interestingly they illustrate afundamental
difference of opinion over whether to stick with the
SACD route (with its comparatively limited amount of
software) or take atrip back to conventional CD.
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WHAT'S HOT!
TURNTABLES - The turntable market
has been picking up for acouple
of years but now Pro-Ject is going
upmarket with its trio of new decks
(see News, page 7). Other newcomers
are out from EAR and Phonosophie
amongst others. For asubE300 ( Goldring
NAD yPro-Ject)

HI-FI • David Allcock, David Berriman.

group test just

Tony Bolton, Christopher Breunig,

turn to page 29...

SONY BMG SOFTWARE — You don't
really expect to ruin your computer
when you play aCD on it but that's
just what has happened in the US
thanks to the hidden
XCP copyright software
contained on just over
50 Sony BMG releases.
The total cost could yet
run into nine figures!
See pages 7and 77...
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new player?

turn to page 60 now!
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MD- 208 FM Rece:ver
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MD- 90 FM Tuner
MD-106T FM Valve Tuner
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Magnum Dynalab
Magnum Dynalab - pure analogue FM
tuners and essential ancillaries. They
never fail to present your favourite radio
programme in an entirely natural and
highly musical manner.

F-205 FM Signal Amplifier

Acustica Applicata (DAAD) • Avalon Acoustics • Avalon Music Systems • Benz- Micro • Cardas
conrad-johnson • Esopower • finite elemente • Harmonix • Karan Acoustics • Kuzma • Magnum Dynalab
McCormack • Muse Electronics • Phonomena • Reimyo by Harmonix • Tri Planar
Distributed Exclusively by
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DISTRIBUTORS OF FINE AUDIO + HOME ENIERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT

tel: 020 8948 4153 fax: 020 8948 4250 email: infol@audiofreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk
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PRO-JECT'S TRIPLE
DECK ASSAULT
PRO-JECT TURNTABLES
Austro -Czech brand Pro-Ject

The deck's three
compliant feet have
been modified to now

is poised to introduce three

include Sorbothane

new turntables to attack the

for better immunity to

premium end of the market.

exterior vibration. The

The company's current
flagship, the RPM 9is set to
be upgraded to 9.1 status ( with

RPM 9.1 and 9.1X will both
cost £ 1000.
At £ 1500 without

asister 9.1x model), while

cartridge, the new RPM 10

the new £ 1500 RPM 10 model

will be the brand's most

will become the company's

expensive deck yet. It sports

flagship turntable.

acarbon- fibre 10in arm, also

RPM 9.1 is now in dark

The RPM 9.1 gains an

with integrated headshell but

grey piano gloss finish

integrated headshell on its

constructed to more exacting

as standard

9c carbon- fibre arm, said

engineering standards. The

to give the assembly better

deck sports adeeper plinth

mechanical integrity, and the

than the RPM 9.1, with the

arm's bearings have also been

same metal powder damping

improved. The plinth on the

of that deck, plus arevised

RPM 9.1 sees added mass

bearing assembly that employs

and damping in the form of a

magnetic repulsion to reduce

chamber around the bearing

load on the pivot point.

ABOVE:The Pro-Ject

LEFT: Pro-Ject RPM

housing filled with powdered

Pro-Ject, with its HQ in

metal fillings. This asset isn't

Vienna and production in the

9.1X and RPM 10

on the sister 9.1X model, which

Czech Republic, has been

models, on soak test

uses aclear acrylic plinth

making turntables since 1991.

before final packing

instead of painted MDF.

www.project-audio.com

and shipping

SONY BMG FACING HUGE BILL OVER CD
COPYRIGHT SOFTWARE THAT INFECTS PCS
program, it was found to make

is suing separately. Groups

PCs even more vulnerable

of individuals are suing for

Celine Dion and Bette Midler

Record label Sony BMG is

to malicious attack. So the

damages to their infected PCs.

will suffer from lost CD sales.

facing lawsuits and abill for

uninstall program is now being

tens of millions of dollars after

recalled and replaced.

SOFTWARE LAWSUITS

Frank Sinatra, Burt Bacharach,

Sony has recalled 2.7 million
unsold discs from retailers,

Because Sony is offering free
collection and delivery by the

and 2.1 million already sold to

United States Postal Service,

US which use the XCP Digital

accusing Sony of cloak and

consumers. The discs will be

the cost of carriage alone will

Rights Management and copy

dagger deceit and suing under

replaced with CDs that don't

be up to US $ 20 million.

protection system developed by

its new anti-spyware laws.

use XCP, but this process has

the UK company First4Internet,

Consumer protection group the

taken up to six weeks Major

writes Barry Fox.

Electronic Frontier Foundation

artists including Neil Diamond,

releasing 52 CD titles in the

The state of Texas is

To add insult to injury the
research firm Gartner has
now discovered that there is a
way that XCP can be defeated.

When the CDs are played on

'The user simply applies a

acomputer they bury and hide
*rootkit' software deep inside

LEFT: Sony

fingernail- sized piece of opaque

the PC's operating system to

artists such as

tape to the outer edge of the

control copying. A disastrous

Bette Midler

disc, rendering Session 2 -

side effect, which Sony failed

and Celine

which contains the self- loading

to foresee, is that the rootkit

Dion have lost

DRM software - unreadable',

makes the computer vulnerable

sales due to

said Gartner.

to Internet viruses.

the Sony BMG

The stealth software is very
hard for average users to find

software error

•For more comment on the
ins and outs of the XCP scandal
turn to Barry Fox's column on

on their PCs and remove. When

page 77 of this magazine.

Sony BMG issued an uninstall

www.sonybmgmusic.co.uk

ca
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Esoteric:
serious hi-fi for the initiated

Born of an obsession with perfect
reproduction of the finest detail, these
components are precision instruments,
finely engineered and beautifully designed.

This range of components is, quite simply,
peerless. Listen once and you'll remember
it for ever.

For further information contact
Symmetry on 01727 865488 or
info@symmetry-systems.co.uk

TEAC's unique VRDS-NEO clamping
mechanism, precision machined from

www.teac. co. uk

ultra-dense materials

by TEAC

News
NEW NXT TECHNOLOGY PROMISES
MORE BASS AND BETTER STEREO
SPEAKER TECHNOLOGY

full- range operation and low

the need

manufacturing cost'.

for ' low-

BMR panels, circular or

Flat- panel speaker innovator

frequency-

NXT has unveiled anew type

rectangular, are mounted

specific'

of loudspeaker drive unit

in achassis much like a

speakers.

that uses its Balanced Mode

conventional drive unit.

Radiator ( BMR) technology.

Although BMR draws on NXT's

At arecent press briefing
NXT demonstrated that a

NXT
envisages abroad

expertise in bending wave

range of applications

physics, it's quite different in

for the circular BMR

pair of small loudspeakers,

principle from the company's

drive unit, which it calls AFR

each with asingle 4.5 inch

flat- panel Distributed

(Audio Full Range), while the

ABOVE: A 4.5in circular BMR

diameter BMR drive unit, could

Mode Loudspeaker ( DML)

rectangular BMR unit ( in ' NXT

drive unit

give hi-fi sound quality with

technology.

speak' it's called Hign Aspect

awide frequency range and

While BMR low- frequency

exceptional stereo imagery.

performance is equivalent to

Hi Fi News' Consultant

Ratio Panel, or HARP) will suit
slimline speaker designs.

bending wave physics'.
Up to 5.1 million

conventional drive units of the

NXT's Chief Technology

loudspeakers using NXT

Editor Steve Harris explained:

same size, the high- frequency

Officer, Henry Azima, said:

'BMR can be seen as alow-

range is extended, with wide

'The latest NXT technology is

licensee companies in the year

cost, drop- in replaxcement

directivity. The technology is

aresult of our commitment to

to June 30, 2005. NXT will now

for conventional speaker

scalable, so true full- range

inventiveness and underlines

be licensing BMR.

drivers with the advantages of

drivers are feasible, obviating

our expertise in the field of

www.nxtsound.com

technology were shipped by

ABOVE: NXT Chief Technology
Officer Henry Azima
RIGHT: NXT's DML technology is employed in
anumber of consumer products such as these
from Kensington, Oregon ( bottom, right) and
Pioneer ( portable speaker)

HOW BMR IS DIFFERENT
In aDML loudspeaker panel a

directivity ( thanks to the panel's modal

large number of bending modes, or

behaviour, its directivity would no longer

resonances, across the frequency

be dependent on its size).

spectrum can be excited by applying a

In reality, the disc or panel has to be

bending force, so that the sum of their

driven by avoice- coil, which adds mass

contributions to the output constitutes to

and ' spoils' the naturally flat response.

aflat frequency response.

But by adding other small masses at

BMR's concept starts with an

prescribed positions, it is possible to

optimally flexible ' free' panel of simple

recreate the mode shape of the free disc

shape that has few modes - acircular

and restore the desired response.

disc or ahigh- aspect- ratio rectangle.

In the circular BMR prototype, this

In theory, if this could be driven at

balancing act is achieved by the design

apoint by aperfect force, the result

of the surround - which in this case is

would be an ideal response, in terms

attached at aprescribed distance in from

of both on- axis pressure response and

the edge, while the edge remains free.
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GOLD STANDARD SIGNS IN
and groove construction and extensive
vertical and radial internal bracing.

MONITOR SPEAKERS
Monitor Audio has announced details
of anew range of six flagship speakers
known as the Gold Signatures.
The six models are the GS10 stand
mounted speaker, the GS20 and GS60
floorstanders, the dual- mode GSFX surround speaker, the GS-LCR
dedicated centre- channel speaker
and the GSW-12 ( a1000W RMS active
subwoofer). Monitor Audio says that
compared to the original Gold Reference
speakers 'wholesale improvements
have been made in the construction and
quality of materials used'.
Amongst those claimed
improvements on the updates are:
•anti- resonance build - the cast
aluminium driver chassis are held in
place via an ' innovative' zinc alloy clamp
system. The cabinet is made more
rigid by the use of traditional tongue

•new drivers - the Gold Signature
6.5in die cast aluminium chassis bass
and bass- mid drivers have anew Rigid
Surface Technology C- CAM alloy cone
profile that has been refined to deliver a
smoother, agile response, better control
of break-up and awider dynamic range.
•HiVe port design - anew port
design that with astraight rifled
construction to aid air flow and reduce
turbulence. This is said to give fast
powerful bass coupled with superior
transient response.
Prices for the Gold Signatures are
as follows: GS10 - £ 800 ( pair); GS20
- £ 1500 ( pair); GS60 - E2000 ( pair); GSLCR - £ 500 each; GS-FX - £ 900 ( pair);
GSW-12 £ 1000 ( each). The stand for the
GS10 is £ 249.90 and the stand for the
GS-LCR is £ 149.90.
www.goldsignature.co.uk

ABOVE: Close-up on the styling of the
new Monitor Audio Gold Signature GS10

TI•t••••••••••-

TANNOY SIGNS UP FOR
MINIATURE HOMAGE
AUTOGRAPH SPEAKER
Looking like its been zapped
by the incredible shrinking
gun, the Tannoy Autograph
Mini is ascaled replica of a
1950s classic loudspeaker.
The Autograph Mini stands
just 345mm tall, with awidth
and depth of 210mm and
130mm, making adiminutive
3.5 litre hexagonal cabinet.
In keeping with the vintage
theme, the cabinet is
constructed from high- density
birch ply and comes with

authentic oatmeal- coloured
grille cloth.
It uses an updated version
of the Dual Concentric driver,
but with frequency response
extended to 54kHz (- 6dB) by a
3/4in titanium dome tweeter.
The bass/mid unit has a
heavy cast alloy frame and
uses amixed fibre pulp cone,
100mm across. A rear- firing
reflex port helps extend bass
response to 68Hz (- 6dB). It's
due February 2006 for £ 1250.
Tannoy, 01236 420199 •
www.tannoy.com

Tannoy's Au
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raph Mini in
room setting

MUSICAL FIDELITY SET TO
PROVE ITS STABILITY

Close-up
view of the
STABLE- 1
isolation
platform
ISOLATION PLATFORM
Following its use of isolation
technology in the M1
turntable and kW DM25
two- box CD player, Musical
Fidelity is making available
auniversal standalone
isolation platform for audio
equipment. Named the
Stable- 1, it's designed to sit
under CD players, turntables
and amplifiers to provide
'excellent isolation and
freedom from acoustic and
seismic feedback'.
It comprises aone- inch
thick piece of high- density

MDF. No spikes are included
as the company says that
spiked feet 'do the exact
opposite of isolating a
component from seismic
and acoustic feedback. The
sales pitch says that the
equipment is -grounded"(!),
but in reality this term has
no meaning other than to
say that the equipment
is guaranteed to suffer
from acoustic and seismic
feedback. Wow! What an
achievement It's due out in
February at £ 199.
MF, 020 8900 2866 • www.
musicalfidelity.corn

NAD BRINGS DOWN DVD-A
From NAD comes anew
affordably- priced DVD
player that offers DVD-Audio
capability. The T524 uses
24/192 DACs to play DVDA hi -res' discs, and will

On the video side, four
54MHz 10- bit video DACs are
installed, with progressiveenabled Component video
output in Y/Cr/Cb form. NAD
fans in the US are offered
asimilar model, the T534,
which additionally offers an

also decode Dolby Digital
soundtracks. DTS playback
requires aseparate decoder.

HDMI digital video output.
This model will also upsample
standard definition NTSC 480i

DVD PLAYER

BRIEFS

video up to 1080i, using a
Faroudja DCDi chip, although
the screen must be compliant
with High Definition Content
Protection ( HDCP) restriction
technology.
The NAD T524 DVD player
is out now and priced at
£199.95 in the UK.

SOUND SURGERY
Thesoundsurgery is anew company
specialising in accessories such as
cables, isolation and room tuning
through awebsite and web shop.

Lenbrook UK, 01908 319360 •
www.nadelectronics.com

Go to www.soundsurgery.co.uk,
e-mail: askfdsoundsurgery.co.uk or
call 01392 662920 or 07989 022492

Thesoundsurgery specialises in
home demonstrations through mail
order or home visit on atry before
you buy' basis on selected products

CHINESE VALVES

ABOVE: NAD's new slimline T 524 DVD player

BEAUTY IS D_SKIN DEEP
DISC SKINS

Promising to end ' disc
death' is anew product
that protects the
playing side of aCD or
DVD with athin coating
of film. The d_skin

re" •,"

ABOVE: The d- skin
protective disc skins

Protective Disc Skin is an
optically- clear protective
cover designed to guard
against scratches.
A coloured seal snaps
around the edge of the disc
and holds the film in place

with eight small tabs. This
film can be discarded at
any time should it become
scratched or damaged itself.
Discs protected by ad_skin
cover are said to be readable
right through the skin, and
the system can be used on
film DVDs, data CDs, video
games, as well as music CDs.
They come in tins - five for
£4.99, 20 for £ 16.99, 50 for
£29.99 or 100 for £ 49.99.
dskin, 01225 864999 • www.
dskin.net

Dared is anew brand of valve
amplifiers that has just been
launched in the UK. Dared is said to
have 'awide and diverse range of
products' including seven integrated
amplifiers (SE and PP), avalve
headphone amplifier, three preamplifiers and six power amplifiers
(SE and PP). Prices start at E450
for the integrated amps and with a
pair of 3008 monoblocks at under
0000. Contact Kronos Hi Fi on
02887 753606.
SALSA 'I1ME
Salsa is anew loudspeaker cable
from Black Rhodium that features 2
core 19 x0.45 silver-plated copper
conductors insulated in silicone
rubber 9mm diameter. Bespoke
lengths can be made to your
requirements - the cable is £25 per
metre. Contact 01332 342233 or go
to www.blackrhodium.co.uk
DAVID GAMMON
David Gammon, founder and
designer of Transcriptors Limited
(famous for its hi-fi turntables in

O'HEOCHA TURNS HEADS AGAIN
IRISH SPEAKERS
Another head- turner from
Irish designer Aongus
O'hEocha is the new £ 5000
02 Saturn. Cloaked in a
similar 'space helmet styling
as the original D2 model, the
new Saturn variant features
isobarically-loaded bass,
with two down- firing 280mm
diameter woofers.
This approach, with two
drive units facing each other
but wired to work in- phase
together, is said to create
the equivalent of a36 litre
cabinet from amodest 18
litre volume. Two 170mm mid

drivers are also employed,
rear- and front- firing. The
tweeter, a28mm soft- dome
type, is compliantly- mounted
in aseparate pod on top
of the main sphere, with a
'resonance control spike'
projecting from the back.
The cabinet is made from
aircraft- grade aluminium
and stands 1062mm high.
Frequency response is given
as 20Hz-20kHz ( no limits
specified), sensitivity at 91dB
and anominal impedance
of 8ohm for the three-way
system.
O'hEocha Design, +353 91
506970 • www.oheocha.com

the 1960s and 1970s), passed away
in early December 2005. His classic
Hydraulic Reference turntable was
used by Stanley Kubrick in the
1971 movie AClockwork Orange.
Transcriptors was also the first
British company to have an exhibit
in New York's MoMa museum. www.
transcriptors.org.uk
FLYING MOLES
Japanese company Flying Mole has
announced its new CA-S3 integrated
digital stereo amplifier that is saki

ABOVE: The new space age
O'hEocha 02 Saturn speaker

to deliver tube- like sound'. The
CA-S3 is rated at 20W/8ohm and
30W/4ohm per channel. To find out
more go to www.flyingmole.cojp
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20th Anniversar

20 years

of the world's best rated audio and video cables

20 years

of the world's best rated analogue and digital cables

20 years
20 years

of love and care for our customers

20 years

of ground- breaking technological innovation

of guaranteed quality ( Life- Long Warranty)

R.T. Services 32 Rawthey Avanue, Didcot , Oxfordshire, OX11 7XN

Letters

YOUR VIEWS

High prices, praise for Mr. Kessler, and Jewish penitence prayers feature this
month. To express your heart- felt opinions on aspects of hi-fi just write to: Letters,
Hi -Fi News, Leon House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ or send your views by
e-mail to: hi-finewsfflipcmedia.com - please mark it ' Letters'

LET'S GET
SERIOUS

OBJECTIONABLE TWIT
Never in all my bot nyears did

to make reviews ( God forbid!)

Iwas amused to read the Hi -

Ienvisage atime when Iwould

interesting to read. You may

Fi News review of the Janos

be writing aletter like this.

not agree with his opinions,

Starker recording of Dvorak

The mental agony is almost

and boy does he let you know

and Bruch ( Nov 2005). On the

unbearable. So, here goes...

what they are, but at least it's

Bruch piece, the reviewer wrote:

not acoma inducing, soul-

'Kol Nidrei ( rather glum for all

I'd like to offer afew words
of support for Ken Kessler. The

crushing chore to read one of

its alleged popularity) is well

man can be an objectionable

his articles.

done'. Your reviewer does not

little twit, has farcical

There are times when he

understand the meaning of Kol

facial hair, and his rather

has me spitting feathers, and

conservative views on politics

he has on several occasions

recited on the eve of the Jewish

and economics at times leave

made me wish Icould slap that

holiday Yom Kippur. This is a

me wishing for the revolution.

smug little grin right of his

However, this man can do

face. But through all this, he

depression with tire in his

needs to be happy Iwould have

something that is increasingly

has caused me to think; to get

heart and humeur in his

far fewer CDs in my collection!

rare in the hi-fi publishing

worked up; to feel something.

moustacne.

Helen Rinde, New York

world today. He can write!

Which is avery, very rare thing

In comparison to the reams
of ' blah blah glorious midrange

in hi-fi publishing these days.
As much as it pains me to

Nidrei - it's apenitence prayer

serious piece. If all good music

Ken, you are in many ways a

LIVING PRESENÇAM22

walking. talking ; should that be
swaggering and pontificating?]

blah blah subtle textures blah

admit it, the article Iturn to

example of much of what is

blah' audio guff that spews

first each month is his little

wrong, and in equal measure

forth from the majority of

page of woe and misery for the

much of what is right with the

magazine ' reviewers' - don't

two channel industry at least).

UK hi-fi industry. Please, never

even get me started on the

What adoom- laden bringer

change. Now, Martin Colloms.

illiterate cretins who inhabit

of sad tidings he is. But at

He realty is an a**hole.

the ' interweb' - he manages

least he spreads his personal

M. Black, by e-mail

35t,

aria

PRICE PROBLEMS

RADIO ON

aspect of hi-fi get you hot under the collar?' My answer is an

Just read Ken Ke5sler's article

irrefutable ' yes', simply because of the ridiculously high prices

'Government killed the radio

demanded for loudspeakers mounted in flimsy wooden cabinets

star' ( November 2005). Irefer

the majority of which Iwouldn't touch with abarge pole. My local

you to BBC Radio 4Feedback

plenty of time to enjoy as things

carpenter built me asand- filled solid wooden cabinet ( corner

1.30-2pm 23/39/05 where Roger

as they stand ( thank goodness!)

horn) for £ 50,000 with glorious reproduction.

Bolton interviewed Jennie

Tony Richards, Hassocks

Richard Williams, Southampton

Abramski ( Director of

Steve Fairclough replies: 'Idaren't even contemplate illustrating this letter

said: ' No switch off in

as Imay end up in court. Does anyone agree or disagree with Richard?'

2012 for the analogue

On your Letters pages HiFi News poses the question ' Does any

Radio & Music BBC) who

PERPETUAL MOTION
As aresult of David Allcock's
enthusiastic review of the

aftermarket cable available.
After e- mailing Brad Vojtech,

radio signal as at
present there is not
nearly enough digital

it

bought one and was astonished

date at present,

later one on the Monolithic PSU,

by the difference. He also makes

at which time it is

Ipurchased them and have been

umbilical power cords for the

proposed to switch

very satisfied with their quality.

PSU that are as impressive.

off the analogue TV

Brad uses deep cryogenic

signals. You can hear

free i2s cable was probably

treated ultra purity solid silver

the Radio 4Feedback

aweak link, so Icontacted

conductors. The pricing is very

programme above

Perpetual Technologies who

competitive considering the

also including other

recommended Revelation Audio

quality and sound.

things on line BBC

Labs as the maker of the best

Dave Sheard, Leeds

iy NI' OP..

Government killed
the radio star
:::re:',
'
„
'
,
'
,
ZiZZIZZ:72",,e.';= ,

«...d

ovaA. au»

eb•Ore,
•••••••••,
,T.........
Me. el tbe ..........
. 0,....../...1•11
...Me I.

2012 is the current

and P- 3A combination and the

only the radio! You still have

Listen Up

the UK'.

the helpful founder/owner, I

It occurred to me that the

Calm down Mr. Kessler - it's

spectrum available over

Perpetual Technologies P- 1A

Radio 4Feedback links etc

..a.
....v.',

••••1.1•5.

••••••••••••
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Letters
GREAT GARRARDS

THE GOOD
OLD DAYS

Ihave just caught up with Ken Kessler's article

UK, and with the march of CDs, Isold the 401 to

on Garrard turntables (
Hi Fi News, June 2005).

ajazz enthusiast who firmly believed in vinyl and

Ihave had the privilege of not

The pictures, reminded me of the Lab 80

valve amplifiers. In the US Garrard turntables

only reading every single copy

and SP25 models that marked stages in my

(changers) were very popular. Not so the 301 and

of your magazine from the

audiophile progress. In the late 1950s Ihelped to

401 models. For some reason, when these units

first issue in 1956 to 1963, but

mount my father's new 301 onto it's plinth.

ran on the 115- volt tapping, the motor had poor

have also owned much of the

He worked for Cable & Wireless, but was

tolerance to slight voltage fluctuations causing

equipment from that golden

not technical. Thus under the guidance of a

changes to the motor speed. This was reported

age of hi- fl, such as Goodmans'

colleague, who had been an audiophile from

in aUS test report, and virtually killed sales.

Axiom 80 units and Stanley

1950, Igained valuable experience. My godfather
also with Cable & Wireless, gave me a 1930s

Personally Iwitnessed this in Bermuda, when
playing apiano concerto. The oven thermostat

Garrard turntable that only spun at 78rpm. I
managed to burn out the motor.

cut in, and the pitch of the piano
changed drastically. From

Ten years later in Bermuda Iimported
my own 301, and fitted it into abig

the strobe markings on
the platter, Icould

cabinet. This had to be large enough
to accommodate the required
mounting on an 18x18ins board,
which in turn was sprung mounted

Kelly Ribbon Horn tweeters, in
cabinets made by Andrew Davis.
Iremember when you published
the full circuit diagram for the
Radford Valve Amplifier.
In the first issue, there

see that the motor

were complaints from readers

had slowed down.

about the quality of 33 rpm LP

Chris Coakes,

records and one writer praised

Solon

his acoustic horn gramophone,

on a20x2Oins board, and two Quad II

playing shellac 78s with athorn

amplifiers. Always plagued by alow

needle, claiming it was far

frequency background noise, whilst

superior to the then modern

playing discs. Isold the 301

sound. Ibelieve there was

to afriend. A 401 was

also an article about

purchased locally

apossible ' Battery

and shoe-

Powered Leak Amplifier'

horned into an

(wishful thinking!). Sadly,

18ins square

the Axiom 80s used fibre

plinth that sat on

(hygroscopic) cones and

its own 20ins shelf.

disintegrated, but Idon't think

After returning to the

I'll hear their like again.
C.J. Cook, Montrose

Ir'

STUPID LETTER
What astupid letter from

stiL line. Who wants to muck

Phil Rowland about how he

about gluing back together

Broadcast LS 3/5a V2 review (
Hi-

hates both Ken Kessler and

dog eared old cardboard

Fi News, October 2005). What a

CD jewel cases ( Letters, Hi Fi

sleeves containing noisy, worn

great way of keeping the old ' baby

News, December 20051. Whilst

out pieces of plastic? The only

beef) .legend alive and available!

Ken Kessler's reviews tend

reason Imaintain aturntable

K. Bakker, The Netherlands

to be something of atriumph

is for playing old LPs that I

of style over substance with

can't renew on CD.

virtually nothing in the way
of real critique or technical

Isuspect that Mr. Rowland

Ireally enjoyed the Stirling

Steve Fairclough asks: 'Are
there any other classic speakers

is one of those people who

readers would like to see being

analysis, Ihave to admit his

fails to understand that vinyl

revived?'

experience and enthusiasm

yCD and analog ydigital are

for both hi-fi and music are so

two different and increasingly

infectious that most of what he

redundant debates and, as

HI-FI NIRVANA

writes is still enjoyable to read

aresult, holds valiantly and

Irecently went to aconcert

and he's areally nice guy to

obstinately to the closed

by the Moscow Philharmonic

talk to as well.

minded attitude that all

Orchestra at Birmingham's

of money on high-powered

records sound better than all

Symphony Hall, during which

American muscle amps and

As for CD jewel cases,

If so it's easily achieved, not
by spending outrageous sums

Ithink they're great.

CDs. Sorry, Mr. Rowland, but

Iclosed my eyes. When Idid

speakers but with Quad 99/909

Occasionally, one gets

they don't. Open your mind

Icould easily imagine myself

gear feeding into ESL989 .s. It

damaged in transit, but so

and your ears and put away

sitting in my armchair at home

really is ' the closest approach

what? You just replace it for

the hate.

listening to the same orchestra.

to the original sound'. Ihave no

about 40p and the contents are

Julian Stevens, Bristol

Ihad areal sense of ' being

connection with the company.

there'. Is this hi-fi Nirvana?

Keith Bates, by e-mait

• Correspondents express their own opinions, not those of HiFi News. We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication. Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address which won't be published'. Letters
seeking advice will be answered, in print on our O&A pages, but we regret that we're unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi. We regret that we cannot answer hi-fi queries over the telephone, by post or by e-maiL
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imagine inyitinc 3 beautifully
connected awarc-vvinners
into your home
The

HT- P1200

Home Theatre

System

delivers the

ultimate in home entertainment. That's why it's won a
coveted EISA award. Why'

It del:vers incredible sound

and vision through the pure digital HDMi connection.
Also, the unique JSB host connectivity allows you to iink
Y1-1-r0 portable nedia pl.ayer
best proouct 2005-2006
LE40M61B LCD TV
best product 2005-2006

ober digital devices, such as the EISA award-winring
YH-J70 portable digital

media player for

stunning

playback of music, movies and pictures. Now that's
award- winning entertainment.

www.samsung.com/uk

4g2re

Objects of Desire

The retro took
A glance back at classic Tannoys, astylish German made
turntable and anew concept in DVDs from Monster feature in
our regular round- up of favourite recent hi-fi pieces...

TANNOY AUTOGRAPH MINI
•£ 1250 ( PER PAIR)
This is

miniature ver sien o annoy s

MUSICAL FIDELITY STABLE- 1
ISOLATION PLATFORM £ 199

PHONOSOPHIE No 3TURNTABLE
•FROM £ 3275

Not due out unlit February 2006 this

Now out with achoice of five tonearms

legendary ( and immense) Autograph

isolation table from the MF stable ( pun)

-from Kuzma, Naim and Phonosophie - the

loudspeaker that weighs in at just 4kgs and

is made from one- inch thick high- density

No 3turntable's chassis is made from a

measures 210x345x130mm ( whd). Already

mdf with anon- reflective non- resonant

special chip board that's veneered on both

the pre- launch buzz means production

surface finish. Said to offer ' excellent

sides. The turntable is shown here with its

models make take alittle while to filter

isolation and freedom' from acoustic and

original Phonosophie tonearm that was

through. Awonderful touch from Tannoy.

seismic feedback for turntables, CD players,

developed in conjunction with ClearAudio.

www.tannoy.com

tube amps and hybrid amps. A typically

www.phonosophie.co.uk

d

restrained yet classic MF design.
www.musicalfidelity.com
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CHIC AUDIO PIECES

Tivoli Audio

•

Ile

Tivoli Audio

Ile7
1
97
irnn
—

•

ti1

fè"8
4

iSongBook
AMR%

TIVOLI ¡ SONGBOOK • £ 59.99

ANN

MONSTER SUPERDISCS • £tbc

Tivoli's new portable ¡ Pod music system

A new concept from the Monster company

-the iSongBook - has style and anumber
of firsts in adedicated ' Made for iPod .

(best known for its cables) is Superdiscs.
Most of them include two discs - one

product. It's the first with aconcealed
flipdown docking station and the first with a

the other featuring HD Surround Sound in

detachable second speaker with integrated

Dolby Digital and DTS96/24 as well as HD

audio cable management for stereo sound.

PCM 96/24 Stereo ( for any DVD player).

It's also the first with aremote to control the

Some also feature special mixes and they
also have digital music files that allow you

iPod's Album and Playlist features.
www.tivotiaudio.com

featuring astereo mix ( for CD players) and

to download to an MP3 player!
www.MonsterMusic.com

41.111114ammallIfilliffilumiliffilailmingar

AUDIO ACOUSTICS SAPPHIRE Ti C
SPEAKERS • £ 31,999
Looking like something out of an episode
of Doctor Who the Sapphire Ti C speakers
feature anumber of ' world first' innovations.
They're finished off with adeep- lacquer
metallic finish that can take up to 16 coats
and 14 days and delivers adurable mirror
finish. Available in achoice of colours
including Ferrari Red and Mirabella Maroon.
www.audioacoustics.co.uk
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True beauty,
revealed
-7

-,ema Acoustics, we an
passionate about sound. Years
of research and endless testing
are reflected in every Leema product.
Perfection is a standard requirement.
When you listen with Leema, the
true beauty of your music is revealed.

/

1

Listen'

IN MY OPINION

Is tweaking still
alive and kicking?
It's time to make the most of tweaking says Ken Kessler as he
recounts his experiences with near- freebie' improvements
and tells you his hot tweak recommendations...
stweaking alive and well,
or is its seeming demise

I

supports amassive 251b per foot

an inevitable part of the

-enough for most power amps.

alarge segment of the audio

SOUND BENEFIT

community forsaken the pursuit
of ' near- freebie' improvements,
ironically at atime when

All Iwanted was physical
clearance between pre- amp

springs per foot; you buy extras)

malaise affecting audio? Has

and carpet. What happened
was abenefit to the sound that
Isimply did not anticipate. The

everyone is belt- tightening?
A couple of occurrences
related to my hi-fi show demos

Sunilda is arobust, beautifully
made, all-valve phono stage

at Heathrow suggest to me that
tweaks have never been more

ABOVE: The wonderfully named Feet of Silence, left, and the Isoclear feet, right

with no obvious problems. And

necessary nor more welcomed.
Take, for example, the

yet placing it on the IsoClears
affordable tweaks are amuch-

Golden Sound chip ( GSIC1 ( see

needed tonic during these - how

my June 2005 column}, the
one that ' treats' CDs in under

do Iput it? - truly shitty times.
The demonstrations yielded

two seconds. I. plus ahost

asecond taste of beer- budget

of other respected listeners,

benefits because Isorely needed
some equipment supports for

heard genuine and for the
most part beneficial cnanges,
but Iwas wary of reporting the
experience. Clearly, Ihave been

apre- amp on the floor. As the
AudioValve Sunilda had to be

forgiven, if not quite exonerated,

raised above the carpet, Isought
something like an IsoPlat ( how's

as my carcass remains free of

that for aname from the past?)

both tar and feathers.

or other single- component
platform to lift it above the cut-

NOOSES & BRICKBATS

pile, merely for safety's sake.

'I was wary of
reporting the
experience,
but Ihave been
forgiven as my
carcass is free of
tar and feathers'

lowered the noise floor quite
audibly. Background silence
simply became quieter.
Itook the set-up home,
not wanting to rely on ahasty
assessment amidst hi-fi show
chaos. Istuck with components
weighing around 45lb, including
small, integrated valve amps.
Every time, aclean up on apar
with better mains cables.

apart, played with the spring
positioning, reassembled them,

what Bjiirn said they cost, but

Idon't remember precisely

and placed them under the
Sunilda. Problem solved.

were cheap, under £ 50. Alas,

Iseem to recall the IsoClears

Never happy with acalm life, I

To the rescue came Solid

risked all by demonstrating the

Tech. Ihad used the company's

learned the feet can be fitted

so either phone 0046 40 491

Golden Sound chip at the show,

crazily expensive chrome-

with between one and seven

352, fax 0046 40 491 352 or

with audiences of upwards of
50 listeners. There I
was, within

and- steel- and- rubber Feet of

springs, determined by the

e-mail info(asolid-tech.net. Or

Silence before, which worked

weight of the product to support.

check out www.solid-tech.net.

reach of nooses and brickbats,

well but struck me as fiddly and

One spring per foot will support

Ican't recommend them highly

not protected by print on apage.

3.6lb per foot, while an IsoClear
with seven springs ( the standard

enough. Just one thing: BjCirn,

Idon't recall anyone reacting

decidedly overkill' - not what I
wanted. All Ineeded was some

violently.1 can't remember any

means of raising the pre- amp

kit is supplied with three

cries of ' Bollocks!' Instead, a
handful of visitors wnispered

off the floor by an inch or two.
Solid Tech's Bjórn Ohlson
arrived with abubblepack

that they had already bought

On closer examination, I

there's no UK distributor listed,

can you please make the top
surface less slippery? CI

KEN liESSLEWS eAVOURILTE

`CHEAPO' TWEAKS

GSICs ard were amazed by the
results, while others told me

containing four round
IsoClear feet, 2in across

•Blu-tac - this is still the plug/socket cleaner . Don't with one ( ala SME), buy

emphatically that they would be

and 1in high. They consist

best damping material to

forget to clean all plugs

one. It mates your LP to the

trying them in the near future.

of two 'sandwiches', discs of

use between speaker and

and sockets at least once

platter.

Their ears told them it was

Perspex holding some black,

stand. The FaberCastell

ayear!

•The Golden Sound GSIC

worth doing and at acost of

rubbery damping compound,

brand tends to be popular.

•Arecord clamp - if your

chip - treats your CDs, but

less than 90p per disc for an

the sandwiches separated by

•Kontak or any other

turntable doesn't come

I
don't know how it works!

audible benefit you can see why

coil springs. He prised them
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Aspirational

Chord Choral Series
and Aspire Rack
Compact high- end
system components

horal. Small, but perfectly formed.
A discerning range of compact
system components that will captivate
you, delight you and intrigue you.
•'DAC64' Digital to Analogue Converter
•' Symphonic' Phono Stage
•' Prima' Pre- Amplifier
•' Mezzo 50' Power Amplifier
• Blu' CD Transport
• NEW One' CD Player
• NEW ' Mezzo 140' Power Amplifier
• NEW Aspire' Solid Aluminium Rack
• NEW Brilliant Finish
To find out more about our hand-crafted
audiophile products, please contact
us for detais of your nearest dealer.

•
Chord Electronics Limited
For more information
T 01622 721444
E sales@chordelectronics.co.uk
W www.chordelectronics.co.uk

History

BOOK REVIEW

Simply Sound Bites
OP!"

This year Hi- Fe News celebrates its 50th
anniversary and its history, and hi-fi

soun(1.
bites

folklore, are in Sound Bites, the new
book by Ken Kessler and Steve Harris.

1)0 YEARS OF HI-FI NEWS
AIM RESStER & STEVE NARRIS

Audio industry veteran Andy Giles gets
to grips with this ' must- have' tome in
this exclusive review...

t's rare to come across a
book where Adolf Hitler,

I

journalism covers the US

the UK's leading audio journals

companies with an enthusiasm

including What Hi Fi?, Hi Fi

industry it serves. You don't have

Frank Sinatra, Bob

that is matchless. Who could

Choice and Hi Fi News. His

to have been involved in the

Monkhouse, Dick Van Dyke

go to bed when some new

measured contribution is

audio business to enjoy Sound

and Moby Dick get amention.

audio thrill lurked around every

invaluable as he fills in with

Bites, just interested in hi-fi

Particularly when the book's

corner?' he asks manifesting

well constructed insight and

equipment and its growth. There

dedicated intention is to

his unbridled enthrallment with

information, together with

are also the industry characters,

celebrate 50 years of Hi Fi News,

all things stereo as he tells of a

the type of detail one would

many of then giving quotes and

widely regarded as the most

gruelling fact-finding trip to the

only expect from an Editor.

telling captivating audio fables.

conservative, certainly the most

US, visiting some of the more

His writing style could hardly

This, together with an intriguing

respected magazine about high-

esoteric manufacturers.

be more different from that

history of the development of

of Kessler's - Hams is the

Hi Fi News from 1956 to today

fidelity equipment in the world.

about amagazine and the

But this is no ordinary series of

FRESH AUDIO MORSELS

welcome half-time tea and

makes Sound Bites agem. Oh...

audiophile recollections - it's

Only Kessler would lament

biscuits to the wonderfully

Amstrad gets amention too! 1:1

frenetic copy of Kessler.

probably the most informative

having to go to bed in case

and entertaining book on

he missed some fresh audio

the recent history of the hi-fi

morsel during the night!

business yet written.
An enterprising collaboration

steadying part he

between long-time audio writer

has played so well

This book is
primarily

Harris plays the

WHERE TO
BUY SOUND BITES

and HiFi News columnist Ken

for many years

Kessler and erstwhile Hi Fi

as Editor of

News Editor Steve Harris, Sound

some

you can order online, by post

For more details contact:

Bites is abook which - providing

of

or by telephone. naddition

Black Books, PO Box 3875,

postage arid packing is free,

Kidderminster, DY10 2WL.

-grabs your attention and

So, now you've read the

so you only pay the normal

Tel: 01562 69296; fax: 01562

maintains it for page after

review you might want to

£14.99 p- ice of the book.

630592 or just go to www.

page of anecdote, faithfully

know where to get the book!

Payment can be made by

aarons-books.co.uk. Please

recorded history, humour

Single copies of Sound Bites

cash, creait card, or cheque

quote ISBN l0-86296-242-01

and audio nostalgia.
Kessler's magnificent

are being sold exclusively

(cheques should be made

when ordering your copies

through Black Books and

payable to Black Books'I.

of Sound Bites.

you're interested in the subject
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With some 4000 slices of vinyl lining the walls of his listening room
it's perhaps no surprise that reader David M. takes his record- playing
equipment very seriously. So just how and why has he settled on the
components he currently owns? Steve Harris finds out...

D

avid M. does buy CDs,
but vinyl was his first
love. His collection

includes alot of classical
music and jazz but centres
around classic rock and folk,

bookshelf... Ican't remember
much about the amp.'
Eventually, the SP25 was

Ekos came out. The Naim Aro

replaced by aThorens TD160,

came out about the same time,

with SME 3009 arm.

and Iput off buying until Icould

'Then when the Linn Sondek

all original issues where it has

came out, Ihad one of the

been possible.

very early ones. Ifitted the

So although he now has a

Id been thinking about
changing my arm when the

hear the two. But Iwent for the
Ekos and aLingo.
'My system stayed like

SME 3009 arm and bought a

that for afew years. It only

CD player that he quite likes,

Metrosound ST60 amplifier.

changed again - and changed

most of David's efforts over

I'm not sure what the speakers

quite dramatically - when I

the years have gone into the

were then, but at some point

moved to aflat in Putney in

development of avery good

Ibought apair of Lecson HL1

1991. The Linn Sondek went,

system for playing records.

speakers, which were horn-

to be replaced by aMichell

loaded and were theoretically

GyroDec, with fat that stage]

'My brothers had alittle box
with alift- up iid, they put about

meant to go either back

12 singles on, playing one after

against awall or across a

the other... everything seemed

corner. Quite big imposing

to be singles. Idon't know if

things... you could lift off the

they ever owned an LP. Then

top wood inset and you could

my parents had a stereogram,

actually turn the midrange and

Iremember, and that got used

treble horns. The bass was two

for parties. That's when alot

13 x8in ellipticals'.

of my records ceased to be,
because it's very difficult to
clean beer off records'.
'The first system Ihad was
aGarrard SP25 Mk III. The
speakers would have been
little things that sat on the

'I had that system for quite
awhile, then the Metrosound
packed up and Igot the Lecson
AC1/AP1 pre-/ power amp
-very stylish and flashy'.
In time, David acquired a
Linn Ekos tonearm.
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BELOW: Source first: the SME Model 20

En

SWEETSPOT

Thiel CS2.4
Loudspeakers

Acoustic Arts CD player [ top] and Ayre K- lx pre- amp

THE ROOM
In David's cosy Victorian oet3ched
house, the sitting- room dimensions are
around 140 16't ) 3.5 Y4m) with ahigh
Power to the boxes: externat power

ceiling and good solid walls. The 40110 -

supply units for ligtE

plus vinyl recoid collection lining te
side and and link walls o-obably helps
the acoustics too.

Ts.

4

4;;;1110

aRega RB'3-00 arm, and an

I've noticed that over

Ortofon moving- coil caitridge

the years I've prefe-red

-up to that point f'd had a

decks that aren't so

Gola ring 1042 and then a Linn

bouncy. Iheard the

K9 moving- magnet - and I

two together and they

bought an Audio Innovations

were d"fferent... Ithink

First Audio triode amplifier

it was also because- I'd

with seven and ahalf watts per

got rid of my car, and

channel! My phono stage was a

there would have been

Michell Is°. And Lchanged my

adifficulty about getting

speakers too, and that's when I

the Linn serviced - I'm

got the Impulse H2'.

not someone who tiKes to

Why get rid of the Linn?
'It's no speclic thing, but

itî

gf3

SPEAKER

SPEAKER

TURNTABLE,
CD PLAYER,
PRE- AMP &
POWER UNITS

tweak with
things, and I
do think that
aregular
service is

For afew Dollars more ..

something
that you need

•

speakers from Diva in

with aLinn.

Battersea. At the time Ialso

'n the end I

listened to Trangle speakers

went for valves,

-obviously, also very efficient.

triodes, because

With the Michell Ihad the

the things they

original clear Perspex power

do very much

supply, but then Iupgraded to

appealed to me
at that time. I
suppose Iwas looking
for achange'.
'I got the Michell and the
First Audio and the mpolse

2006

STORAGE

the ' top hat' one. Then you had
variable speed change and that
was asignificant improvement'.
Later, Davin succumbed
to the allure of the Unison
Research Mystery One pre-

fee
READER SYSTEMS

I'd always been very impressed

Q&A

with SME, though I'd previously

DAVID M.

only heard the SME 10. And I
was thinking Iwas probably

v\lhat was the first

going to get aConrad- Johnson

piece of hi-fi you ever

pre- amp, probably the 17, and

bought?
'Garrard SP25 14k

in speakers Iwas thinking
along the lines of the Amphion

.*Aimmiclei. III turntable. I
can't

at about £ 2000. So Ilistened

remember the amp
and speakers that went with it!'

to quite alot of stuff, and
Ipreferred the Ayre to the

First album bought?

Conrad- Johnson. Istretched

'The Beatles. must have been

my budget to take in the SME

Revolver. I
just about did that before

20 and Isaved alittle bit of

getting aMonkees one'.

money, strangely, in that I

What's your favourite piece of hi-fi

listened to the Ayre balanced

equipment?

phono stage, which is about

'The SME Model 20 turntable'.

£1700, and the Whest, which

What would be your dream kit?

is about £ 1300 - and when you

'A dCS CO player. Or any CD player that

get the Ayre phono stage in the

will be as good as vinyl, if there is such

pre- amplifier as Idid, it is only

athing'

an extra £ 1000. Idid marginally
prefer the Ayre, but they were

wine with Stria Harris

'I was listening to the

Johnson do the MV60 and

Amphion speakers and Ialso

then they do the Premier 350

listened to Audio Physic and

and there's asubstantial gap

they worked not too badly close

between the two.

to the wall, but Imarginally

'But the Premier 11 has

prefered the Amphion. But then

stood me in good stead, and I

Iheard these - the Thiel CS2.4s

don't know if I'll ever change
it. If Idid, I'd probably have

-and Ireally loved them.
'And then we did the same
sort of stuff with the cabling. I

dare

eConrad-John

émier 11 power amp

range Ayre. But I've been very
pleased with it'. In fact, David is

I'd bought in bits and bobs. I

obviously very pleased with the

listened to the Cardas speaker

equipment he has now. And we

cables and to these Canadian

felt that the system sounded

ones from Virtual Dynamics.
Ithink it was just amatter of

very good indeed, exuding a

°I was listening to the Amphion

thing like aroll-top desk, with

speakers, and also to Audio Physic.

smocth richness - if perhaps
with alittte less treble sparkle
evident and super- detailing
than we'd heard with the

Iprobably bought my first CD

But then Iheard the Thiel CS2.4s, and

player then - the one I've got

Ireally loved them'

now is only my second - a

alisten to the top- of- the-

had some Cardas cable which

amp, 'A very stylish- looking
nice wooden sides. Ana Ithink

There isn't anything around
that price point now. Conrad-

both bloody good.

Thiel CS2.4 driven by Halcro
amplification.
'It was aserious amount of
money and aserious change in

Frencn one, a Helios. Idon't

-that's when Ifound out it was

taste between the Cardas and

quality. ithink it's going to stay

think they were imported for

no longer imported! The prayer

these. Ilike them, they are abit

like this for awhile'.

very long.

Ihave now was an ex-dern one

strange, they take ahell of alot

that The Audio Consultants

of bending and they are sort of

at moderate levels, he does

with the Orbe platter, and an

had, ! don't think they stock it

magnetised. But yes, it made a

occasionally turn it up loud:

SME IV. And the phono stage

now, called Acoustic Arts, from

tremendous difference.

went to the Groove.

Germany. It's quite snazzy, it

'The amplifier stayed. Ijust

'I got the Groove phono

even came with white gloves.

couldn't afford to change that.

stage from Progressive Audio

It is very good. Ido play more

in Kent, ana about the same

CDs than Iused to - they

time Ibought the Conrad-

useo to remain untouched for

'I also upgraded my deck

Though David usually listens

'But then, my eight- year- old
son usually interrupts me and
wants me to play the Beatles'3

Johnson Premier 11. That

months, but the new player

•SME Model 20 tyntable

•Thiel CS2.4 loudspeakers

made, obviously, ahuge

was asignificant improvement

•SME Series IV arm

•Finite Elemente Pagode
equipment rack

•Lyra Helicon cartridge

oifference, going from seven

'Then towards the middle

and ahalf watts to 7C watts!

of 2005, Ihad afairly rrtassiv

•Acoustic Arts CD Player 1

•Finite Elemente Pagode amplifier stand

upgrade. Idid stretch my

•Ayre K- lx pre- amplifier

•Cardas Mterconnects

while, until late in 2004, when

budget abit. Iwas looking at

•Conrad- Johnson Premier 11 power amp

•Virtual Dynamics loudspeaker cables

my Helios CD player gave up

changing the record deck and

'It stayed like that for afair

r
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ILUX MAN

www.luxman.coralk

The AV products which not only providing good AV performance
but also providing good Stereo effect.

o

..

•

er7I-

DVA-250 (SACD and
DVD Audio player)

I

•••

• 500

LR 6500 (AV Receiver)

o
• •••••

ese

sees

• 11■1,.

a-rl•

LP 7500 (AV Receiver)

•00

So.0

• 08.11
trw

I LR 8500 (AV Receiver)

NEWS COMPETITION

WIN LEEMA ACOUSTICS XAVIER SPEAKERS!

Win these superb
Leema speakers!
This month we're giving you the chance to win
apair of the £ 1999 Leema Acoustics Xavier
speakers in our free- to- enter competition
his month you have the chanc€ to
win apair of the the top of the range

T

output of 108dB continuous and greater

Leema Acoustics speakers - the

5conditions.

three-way model, uses high quality drive

30kHz, +/- 3dB, and with adesign originating

stunning Xaviers. This solid design, a ! rue

than 114dB peak, under controlled IEC 268Frequency response is given as 28Hz to

units from Scandinavia - aLogic 25mm

from ex- BBC engineers, you can be sure

soft- dome tweeter ( as in the incredible

that this will be on neutral performer.

Leema Xen micro monitor, the company's
first ever product), a140mm midrange

The Xavier was tested in Hi Fi News,
January 2005 by David Alicock who said:

unit from Vifa and alarge peerless driver

'Superb build and attention to detail are

optimised for bass and sub- bass work,

blended with eminently natural voicing

sited in aseparate reflex- ported section

that is true to the studio monitor roots

of the cabinet. These are all mounted on a

of Leema Acoustics. A loudspeaker that

massive front baffle 43mm thick.

deserves nothing short of avery strong

The speaker stands 960mm tall and
each cabinet weighs asubstantial 35kg•
Sensitivity is quoted as 86dB, with a

recommendation'. To be in with achance of
winning apair just enter below...
•For more details on Leema Acoustics

recommended amplifier up to 200W. The

products call 01470 511248 or go to

Xavier has been measured with amaximum

www.leema-acoustics.com

LEEMA SPEAKER COMPETITION - ENTRY FORM
Complete this entry form ( please answer all the questions) and then send it in to: Leema Acoustics Xavier Speaker Competition,
Hi -Fi News, PO Box 531, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2ZA. Entries must arrive no later than Frlday, 3February, 2006!
I Please

1.

answer the following three questions:

The Xavier uses three drive units configured in what

umanner?

Xena
Xavier
Xen
Zen

Two-way
Three-way
Two- and- a- half way
No way
2. High sound pressure levels are possible from the
Xavier, but what is its peak volume level?
I
I

3. What was Leema Acoustics' first ever product
called?

86dB
96dB
108dB
>114dB

Name
Address
Postcode
Daytime Tel
e-mail

Competition rules

I .1 Haie for entries is today. 3February 2006
I
•

I

: ompetition is open to UK readers aged 18
r. except employees of IPC Media. Lemma
es or their agents. Overseas readers are
irtble to enter 21 There is no cash or other
•

,he

P,^,V

pore

coed at the time of gm; to press. IPC

Media conot be held responsible for any ertors 04
discrepancies. 41 the tonner wL he selected shortly
after the closing date and mil be contacted by post
51 the Fditor sdecision win be final and binding ano

Hi Ft News 61 the tonner should be prepared to cooperate with publicity arising as aresult of winning
the prize 71 Entry to this competition implies
acceptance of the rules All entry forms submitted
become the property of IPC Media
ni- ri Nswe
odhlishrtd hv

entry Would you tiNeto receive e-maili. trom
News magazine and MO containing news, special
offers. and product and service information and take
pont in our martazinetesearch na e- mad. If yes.
plcuse tick hem .
71
14, -P

Nffl , nAVM ant"

fPf

mutt

ike to

year °plow A AM magazines and . i
he -eif yuprefer not to real
J
IFE ne. yoccasionally ;
carefully selected inganisati
you by teleprione on post rota
a-

Arl.Aq

LiJ

¡AltAlls sen

in
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Have you been

missing something?

Laudiolab
t 8000 series
l'he original 8000 series from Audiolab
started something of a revolution in value
and performance. When they disappeared
from the market, the hi-fi world lost a
well-loved and reliable friend.
Now, the new 8000 series marks a strong
return to the original brand values and
philosophy, These famous products have
been re-engineered to create a complete
two channel range, including the famous
8000S, 8000Q, 8000M and 8000P models
as well as an all new CD player.

The new 8000 series offers a
definitive and genuine hi-fidelity
performance from ano-nonsense
approach to engineering

7.1 channel pre and power amplifiers have
been added to create a series of building
blocks capable of meeting your system
needs now and for the future.

aucliolab
Audition them now and find out
just what you've been missing.

Sovereign Ccurt, Ermine Business Park,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE29 6XU
www.audiolab.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1480 447700
Fax: + 44 (0)1480 431767

GROUP TEST

TURNTABLES

UNDER £ 00

B

ritish Telecom likes to tell us
in its adverts that so many

telephone customers each

day are going back to BT. It's more
certain. Ithink, that large numbers
of hi-fi customers are going back
to vinyl. For them - and for those
exploring the delights of the LP
for the first time - manufacturers
are now coming up with simple,
affordable record decks that are easy
to set up and use.
For this latest Hi Fi News Group
Test we chose three, between C200
and £ 300, complete with cartridges
and ready to go. If your amplifier

/
•

Hi-FiNews
GROUP
TEST

lacks aphono input, you can get
started by simply adding alow-cost
phono stage such as NAD's PP2 or
Pro-Ject .sPhono Box.
These new turntables all draw
on the experience of past decades
-although, for example, the current
Goldring turntables don't have any
connection with the Swiss- made
Goldring-Lenco decks of the 1960s
and 1970s. When Goldring re-entered
the turntable arena at the end of
2003, it was with alow-cost player
of minimalist design - and obvious
Rega origins. The same origins are
apparent in the NAD C555 that's
reviewed here, although it's by no
means the same turntable.
STROKE OF GENIUS
Essex- based Rega has been making
turntables since 1973, but founder
Roy Gardy's biggest stroke of
genius was in 1983, when he came
up with a: ne piece tonearm cast
'n aluminium. This provides an
deallyrigiid connection between the
cartrioge at the front and the arm
bearings at the back, since both
are mcurrted on the same piece of
n-ietat!t has been the basis for all
Rega arms since, the difference

Turning the table

coating and mounting structure.

If you love listening to vinyl but don't want to burn too big aho

manufacturing at along-established

in your pocket just read on. In this month's Hi -Fi News grou

facility in the Czech Republic, Pro-

between models being accounted for
by bearing selection, wiring, finish
More than 250,000 have been sold
and Rega supplies arms to around 15
other turntable makers.
Meanwhile, based in Vienna, but

Steve Harris spins three turntables - from Goldring, N,

est

and

Pro-Ject - at under £ 300 but still with undeniable quality...

Ject has carved itself more than a
niche by producing decent- quality
turntables that are almost indecently
cheap. So the third turntable under
scrutiny here is anew and uniquely
easy- to- use version of Pro-Ject's
best-selling Debut...
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GROUP TEST

GOLDRING GR2 £265

nETAILS

@

NAD C555 £249.95

it Hr vvui cis another seven

www.goldring co uk

the specified 1.7g tracking

01279 5011111

provided in case you wish to

e

Just as you'd expect from
aRega clone, speed change

Not instantly impressive

1) www.nadelectronics.com

force. An alignment gauge is
install adifferent cartridge.

Great sound

DETAILS

eighths of aturn to give

is manual - to play 45rpm

•

01908 319150

•

Superb styling

e

Lacks musical coherence

discs, after lifting off the main

of around- section belt. Speee
change is manual: to play
45rpm discs, you need to lift
off the main platter and shift
the belt by hand to the lower,
larger- diameter pulley on the
motor spindle.
NAD's plinth is pretty
nearly identical to the
Goidring GR2's, except for

The GR1 used abasic- grade

platter, you have to move the

Nearly 20 years before the

the positon of the switch and

Rega arm on what amounted

belt by hand to the larger

rise of Pro-Ject, NAD turned

the finish. While other NAD

to avery cost- cut version of

diameter motor pulley. Like

to Czechoslovakia to create a

products come in silver or

the Rega P2, with aplatter of

the other two decks reviewed

value- for- money turntable. rn

grey, the 0555 comes only

MDF rather than glass, and

here, the GR2 comes with

the early 1980s, NAD offered

in silver and grey - the top

Goldring Elektra cartridge.

akind- to- records loose felt

its innovative 512G turntable

face of the plinth is grey but

The current GR1.2, wh:ch sells

platter mat that allows you

with asuspended subchassis

the silver edge trim makes it

for £ 140, is identical but for a

to change records without

using leaf springs and a

took atot less dowdy than the

cosmetically- improved plinth.

stopping the platter.

unique flat- section ' floppy'

all- grey 533 or the all- black

tonearm made from printed

Gold rings. The smoked lid

With the higher- spec

The lid hinges simply by

GR2, you get abetter grade

bending the thinned plastic

of Rega arm, said to be

section of its mounts, so wile:,

equivalent to the RB250. On
the review sample, there was

circuit board material.

helps too - the NAD looks

This was soon dropped

smarter than its clear- lidded

opened it will only stay put' in

in favour of aconvent:canal

competàors - even if it might

the fully- raised position. Sc.

tubular arm, and the 5120

be abit harder to see which

no detectable play in the arm

if you mount the deck on a

(with Ortofon 0M10 cartridge)

track is playing! As with the

bearings. You alsc get amuch

shelf, it will need ashelf depth

was then agood buy at £ 99 1

Goldring GR2, the lid hinges

better cartridge - the Golding

of around 420mm and aclear

But this was the early heyday

freely ard will only ' stay' in the

G1012GX, which normally

height of 390mm.

of CO, and soon, turntables

fully- up position.

retails at £ 100.
The platter is made of

all but disappeared from
SOUND QUALITY

mainstream audio ranges.

SOUND QUALITY

asuperior grade of MDF

This deck and cartridg,

called ' Kronospan arid has

combo isn't instantly

wanted to re-enter the

the Goldring, the sound

ametal ring embedded near

impressive as it has a

turntable market, but looked

was immediately brighter,

the periphery, addng mass

relatively polite and laid-back

no further East than Southend

little brasher and somewhat

and increasing the platter's

overall balance and doesn't

and the Rega factory. The

livelier, with quite good image

flywheel effect to improve

seem to throw particularly

result ( pre- dating Goldring's

depth and detail. On aMozart

speed stability and dynamics.

large or deep stereo imageL,

GR1) was the NAD 533, acost-

piano concerto recording the

Also, the larger 118mm

With longer auditioning it

cut version of the Rega Planar

tone colours of orchestral

instead of 12mhil bea-ing

became clear the Goldring

2, using an MDF platter and

instruments were quite

housing is claimed to give

possesses akind of musical

fitted with aGoldring Elektra

attractive arad characterful,

lower rumble.

In the late 1990s, NAD

Listening to the NAD after

integrity which makes you

cartridge. Its successor is the

although the strings were

want to go on listening more

NAD 0555, still made oy Rega,

alittle too brash. On Joni

is very simple, not daunting

so than the other two). With

still fitted with an MOF platter

Mitchell's Blue the overall

even if you have no experience

asense of authority and

and once again supplied with

batance was alittle brighter

with turntables. As the

'rightness' in the bass, it could

aGoldring Elektra.

than the Goldring. The NAD

cartridge is already mounted

sometimes put the music

in the arm, you just screw

ever more convincingly than

the counterweight on to the

the other two decks. It will

of Rega's rigidly- mounted

threaded stub at the back

but low- noise 12- pole AC

musical coherence and subtle

of the arm until the arm is

probably be apleasing match
for most modern systems, and

E.ynchronous motor, driving a

ability to keep things together,

exactly balanced, then rotate

isn't too bright or forward.

plastic sub- platter by means

demonstrated by the Goldring.

Set-up and installation
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As with the Goleng decks,
he drive system consists

manages to offer an instantlyappealing, lively kind of sound,
but it doesn't have quite the

TURNTABLES • UNDER £ 00

PRO -JECT DEBUT III E £.210
DETAILS: MOTORS

LEFT: The Goldring 0112 features a12- pole AC
tte

synchronous type motor. As with the NAD this
is part of aRega system that drives the subplatter by means of around- section belt

11111
;

DETAILS
•

www.henleyhsigns.co.uk

•

01235 51116é

10-110

L)Jut Ill Ecornes with an

LEFT: The NAO C555 utilises arigidly

Ortofon 0M5E cartridge

mounted low- noise 12- pole synchronous

ready installed and adjusted

motor that looks vaguely familiar when

-atthough ( unlike the

against the Goldring GR2's motor

Rega arm) the Pro-Ject
arm's counterweight has a

•

e

Auto operation

calibrated dial for tracking
weight should you wish

Bass lacks resolution

LEFT: The Pro-Ject Debut Ill Es quiet

to check the setting or fit
another cartridge. If installing

running AC motor features atwo step metal

amoving- coil, it's wise to

pulley that drives the hub and platter via a

budget deck since its, er,

invest first in Pro-Jecrs

flat- ground belt

Debut, more than five years

optional alloy platter [ at £ 241

ago, include anew arm

as the standard pressed-

Changes to Pro- Jeers ultra-

with the tube and headshell

steel one could have afatal

machined in one piece - and

attraction for an m-c .s

several model variations.

powerful magnet. In any case,

You can now have astandard

the steel platter does cause

black Debut Ill for £ 33, a

some hum, which may be

colour finish one for £ 160, a

annoying to the fastidious.

'special edition' Debut Ill SE

Sub- platter and belt are in

for £ 200, or aDebut 11( Phono

place, but you need to remove

SB with built-in speed control

two small transit screws

and phono stage for £225.

to free the rubber- band

But The new Debut Ill E

'In terms of long-term listenability
the Goldring wins thanks to a better
level of Rega arm and it has been
able to throw in a £ 100 cartridge'
DETAILS

CARTRIDGES

suspension supporting the

offers aconvenience never

motor. This is alow- voltage

normally found an ' quality'

type, powered by an 230V AC/

LEFT: The Goldring GR2's cartridge is

turntables - auto lift and

I6V AC plug- top transformer.

something of abonus - it's the G1012X that

lowering of the arm. There

Speed change for 45 rpm is by

normally sells at around £ 100 on its own. The

are no extra controls - just

hand, as with the Rega-based

cartridge weight is 6.3g

the start/stop push switch

decks - you have to lift off the

concealed under the front left-

platter then move the belt.

hand corner of the plinth.
Place the arm over the

SOUND QUALITY

record, start the turntable and

First impressions were of

the stylus is lowered gently

light and airy tonal balance,

into the groove this takes 20

with aquick, light-footed

LEFT: The NAD C555 uses aGoldring Elektra

seconds). When it reaches

quality. On vocals the Pro-Ject

cartridge continuing the cartridge use of

the run- out spiral at the

seemed to highlight breathing

the earlier NAD 533 turntable. The cartridge

end of the side, the arm lifts

detail, and on the Mozart

weight is 6.29

automatically - as it does at

recording it made the piano a

any time, if you press stop.

little splashy, but the overall

The arm lift is triggered by
an optical sensor and there is

ri

effect was attractive, with a
wide if not very deep stereo

no mechanical interference

image. The bass end seemed

with arm movement On our

well balanced, full but not

sample, lift-off took place at

excessive, although lacking

LEFT: The Pro-Ject Debut III Ecomes with

57mm from the record centre,

some resolution and authority.

an Ortofon 0M5E cartridge lit's labelled

well clear of the usual 60mm

Bass quality and imaging were

OMB5E) that's ready installed and adjusted

minimum playing radius.

greatly improved when the

Cartridge weight is 5g

Easy to set up, the

turntable was on ri cTirslf
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TURNTABLES • UNDER £ 300

Maybe we should give NAD
credit for being the first to take

AT A GLANCE - SPEC COMPARISONS

the Rega route - with the 533
model - just as it had pioneered
the use of Czech manufacturing
skills and facilities ageneration
before. But comparing the
current models, the NAD C555
gets pipped at the post by
Goldring, which has to get the
recommendation here.
The GR2 costs slightly
more, doesn't look so neat,
and may not even impress
you as sounding better on a
very quick listen, because the
NAD has abrighter balance.
But in terms of long-term

GOLDRING GR2
Turntable type: manual, belt drive,
solid plinth
Speeds available: 33.3 and 45rpm
Speed variance: not specified
Wow & flutter: not specified
Signal-to-noise: not specified

Tonearm type: Rega
Tonearm effective mass: 9g
Tonearm effective length: 244mm
Dimensions (lid closed, whd): 447 x
112 x358mm
Dimensions (lid open, whd): 447 x390
x420mm

Cartridge supplied: Goldring 1012GX
Cartridge weight: 6.3g
Stylus type: Gyger II line contact
Compliance: 24cu lateral, 16cu
vertical

Signal-to-noise: not specified
Tonearm type: Rega RB250
Tonearm effective mass: 9g

x420mm

Tonearm effective length: 244mm
Dimensions (lid closed, whd): 447 x
112 x358mm
Dimensions ( lid open, whd(: 447 x390

Stylus type: elliptical, 70m/18pm
Compliance: 16cu

Recommended tracking force: 1.7g
Output f1kHz at 5cm/secl: 6.5mV

listenability the Goldring wins,
thanks partly to the better level
of Rega arm used, along with
other enhancements - but also
because Goldring has been able
to throw in a £ 100 cartridge
from its own range without
increasing the price too mudl
HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
Both decks can be fitted with
alternative cartridges, but note

NAD C555

that the collar- type arm fittinn

Turntable type: manual, belt drive,
solid plinth
Speeds available: 33.3 and 45rpm
Speed variance: not specified
Wow & flutter: not specified

on the Goldring allows height
adjustment through the use
of alternative spacers, ( not
possible on the NADI. Rega has

Cartridge supplied: Goldring Elektra
Cartridge weight: 4.2g

Recommended tracking force: 1.7g
Output ( 1kHz at 5cm/sec): 5mV

now discontinued its P2, the
progenitor of both these budget
decks. But if you can stretch

Hi-FiNews
BEST
BUY

your budget by about £ 100, you
should audition the Rega P3.
The Goldring produces the
most satisfying sound of the
three, but even on endlessly
repeated comparisons, the less
expensive Pro-Ject Debut III
Ejust refused to lie down and
die. Time and again its open,
lively character and somewhat
forward but not too over- bright
balance seemed to compensate
for what it lacked in musical
authority and smoothness.
It's an amazing performer at
the price, extracting surprisingly

PRO-JECT DEBUT
III E

Signal-to-noise: 65dB
Tonearm type: Pro-Ject 8.6

370 x400mm
Cartridge supplied: Ortofon 0M5

Turntable type: auto switch-off, belt
drive, solid plinth
Speeds available: 33.3 and 45rpm
Speed variance: ±0.8%
Wow & flutter: 0.12%

Tonearm effective mass: 9.5g
Tonearm effective length: 218.5mm
Dimensions (lid open, whd): 415 x118
x320mm

Cartridge weight: 5g
Stylus type: elliptical, 8pm/18pm
Compliance: 20cu
Recommended tracking force: 1.75g
Output ( 1
kHz at 5cm/sec): 4mV

Dimensions (lid closed, whd): 415 x

good results from the £ 25
Ortofon cartridge it comes
with, and undoubtedly capable
of doing justice to far more
elevated models. The Pro-Ject

,11•11.1ffl..•••••••-

Pro-Ject's auto system
worked perfectly on test and is a

THE REPORT

is more compact than the other

real boon. So if your partner has

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

two decks, and its lid, unlike

always been scared of needles

The Goldring GR2 is the best-sounding from this group so, if sound is your only

theirs, stays open at any angle

(styli, we call them( and afraid to

criterion, it is the winner. However, the Pro-Ject also has to be recommended for

above about 45° - so it needs

touch the hi-fi, you owe it to her

offering acceptably good sound plus the auto facility at £55 less than the GR2. If

less shelf depth and clearance

to buy this deck. It could unlock

you pushed us to recommend one from this group it has to be the Pro-Ject.

for comfortable operation.

the joys of vinyl for both of you.CI
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The new Artikulat Loudspeaker System. Gorgeous.

1LL

1041i

Linn Products Limited.
For more information or ademonstration call 0500 888 909

www.linn.co.uk

LINN

The finest selection of Hi Fi Products in the UK, all under one roof:

Audio Consultants

ART Audio, ART Loudspeakers, Audio Analogue, Aurum Cantus, Audio Zone, Audio Physic, Audionet, ATC,
AVI, Bel Canto, Black Rhodium, Blue Note, Border Patrol, Bryston, Custom Design, Croft, EAR/Yoshino,
Eastern Electric, GamuT, Goldring, Graaf, Hovland, Hyperion, Isol-8, IsoTek, JAS Audio, JungSon, Living
Voice, Lumley, McIntosh, Micromega, Musical Fidelity, Musical First, Nordost, Opera, Origin Live, Ortofon,
Pass Labs, Pathos, PMC, Project, QED, Qinpu, Ref 3a, Resolution, Roksan, Shanling, Soundstyle, Stello,
TacT Audio, Triangle, Trichord, Townshend Audio, Unison Research, Wadia, Whest, Wilson Benesch, Vertex
AQ, VPI and many more

BRYSTON/PMC PRODUCTS COME WITH ANO RISK 30- DAY MONEY BACK OPTION*
New Brand: Bryston

Musical Fidelity KW

'(CONDITIONS APPLY)

New Brand: PMC

EDITOR'S CHOICE

»CHOICE
17" 19

(NEW Product)
KW DM25 Transport
KW DM25 DAC
Here's the problem... In
general people believe that
more expensive apr
is the better it must
kW DM25 system p
this not to be the case.

•

Bryston 8100 SST

This new amplifier from Bryston is only their
second integrated amplifier in 32 years.
Not only will this 100wpc Amplifier bring
your speakers to life but your CD Player and
any other digital sources as well with its
stunning optional onboard DIA Converter
(4 inputs).

The kW DM25 system
delivers dramatically mc
of that per pound th'art
other system available.

Professional Monitor Company

Audition the KW DM25
Transport & DAC at
Shadow Audio today.

PMC is aUK based, world- leading manufacturer
of professional monitor and audiophile speaker
systems that have won numerous awards
-everywhere!

Was it worth the wait? You bet!

New Brand: VPI
Super Scoutmaster
Signature

development of
xith the state or he art VPI
TNT HRXand the Scout
entry level turntable.
A direct

The long-awaited new
Loudspeakers from ART
Loudspeakers are finally here
and it sall about emotion.
Designed by Derek / Ramsay
Dunlop, the Eneotion
loudspeaker is without doubt
their finest creation to date
and they are rightly very proud
of this speaker - it took us at
Shadow less than 5minutes to
see and hear why!

,, r

the absolute sourij

The standard Scout uses an all
acrylic platter; this one uses a
composite platter manufactured from two slabs
of acrylic, sandwiching asteel plate.

The bearing is the same design as used
throughout the VPI range., however the main
bearing housing has been lengthened to
accommodate the new, thicker platter first seen
on the TNT HRXturntable. This bearing is very
much at the heart of the Scout's design.

By using this
unique cable
with the JMW 9
SignatureTone Arms
stunning engineering
and the outstanding
performance of the
VPI Super Scoutmaster,
avinyl playback system
is created which truly
challenges the very best
available.

FB1+ Features the identical high performance
27mm soft dome tweeter as found in the OB1
and more costly loudspeakers in the range,
providing reference quality high frequency
response.
GB1 Atrue breakthrough; aloudspeaker that
encompasses PMC's award-winning professional
monitoring heritage in acompact and elegant
design, ideally suited to match modern decor and
lifestyles.
OB1 The OB1 design, is not only ground
breaking in its innovative bass loading system,
but it also arlovvs the listener to engage apiece
of music and awe at the sheer scale of atruly
massive sound stage.

Three Emotion loudspeaker
models are available: Emotion
(£5,000), Emotion Signature
(£9,000) and Emotion Silver
Signature (£TBA). Emotion and
Emotion Signature can both at
alater date be upgraded to the
next model(s) - truly ingenious'

Harry Weisfeld has known for along time that
both the quality of the power supply and the drive
system are critical to the overall performance of
the playback system, so for this turntable the drive
system from the awesome HR-X.

ab

Models include:
DB1+ The latest incarnation of the worlds
smallest transmission line design.

Emotion

editors'
choice e

Finally the turntable ships with aJMW - 9
SignatureTone Arm, an arm critically acclaimed
Worldwide for it's ease of setup, outstanding
design and stunning sound quality. Now,
exclusively for the Super Scoutmaster Signature,
VPI has collaborated with cable experts, Nordost,
to produce this new Signature arm which is
wired with Nonlost Valhalla Micro
Monofilarnent tonearm
cable.

Take alisten to any of the models in the range and
its easy to understand why PMC speakers sit in so
many homes and studios around the world!

ART Loudspeakers

Shadow has the complete range for
demonstration!

New Brand: EAR/Yoshino
EAR/Yoshino

Shadow Audio are very excited and pleased to
represent EAR/Yoshino in Scotland. EAR has avery
loyal following and its designer Tim de Paravicini
continues to delight both existing and new customers
with his innovative products that offer exceptional
sound and true value for money.
All EAR amplifiers are truly original, including the
custom transformer, metal work, circuit printed
circuit board. All the work of Tim de Paravicini.
Tim works by asimple premise: If he designs it, it
must be abetter design than anything else, or he will
not manufacture it. His sole goal is taking audio to
the furthest possible point of development. Current
research is taking him further along this path than
any single competitor.

Best Part- Exchange Prices anywhere
For full details of our extremely comprehensive range of products, our extensive
used listing, links to reviews, technical information and much more, visit
www.shadowaudio.co.uk

EAR are very proud to launch their new Master
Disk Turntable.
Most striking perhaps is the all-new ' no contact'
drive system. For the ultimate in flexibility all
three speeds - 33, 45 and 78 - are also offered.
Truly aturntable for the connoisseur!

mastelb

Maestro

Shadow Audio Consultants, 2I - 22 Cadham Centre, Glenrothes, KY7 6RU, Scotland
tel: 01592 744 779 Ifax: 01592 744 710 Iinfo@shadowaudio.co.uk Iwww.shadowaudio.co.uk

LISTENING TEST]

FOCAL.JMLAB PROFILE 918 • £1999

Keeping a
low Profile
During 2006 French audio company Focal.JMlab
is rolling out anew range of Profile speakers to
replace the lower end of its Electra series.

DETAILS
FocaliMlab Profile 918
[1999 ( pair)
www.jmlab.com
0990 111999'

Alvin Gold listens in to the comparatively

Good looks, good sound

diminuitive 918 floorstander

Better wth ,çood recoriings

T

he Profile range, some of
which are launched now,

The 918 is a2.5 way system with
two 165mm W- cone bass/mid

case is that the Profile 918
is athoroughly musical

with asecond tranche to

drivers and anew inverted

loudspeaker, at least it is after

follow later in 2006, replaces

aluminium- magnesium dome

aprolonged burn In period. It

the lower end of the Electra

tweeter with aPoron [ foam

excels with female voice, and

series, which was second down

rubber) surround.

the Focal...Mal) hierarchy, after

Few would deny that the

on test did aparticularly fine
job with difficult recordings like

the Utopia Be series. The line

Profile 918 is attractive and that

of descent is obvious enough

it doesn't dominate in medium

Love», which will use any excuse

from acasual looksee', but

or larger rooms. But it is user

to sound off colour, or at least to

the differences are numerous,

friendly in other ways. It is

fail to communicate.

radical - and visually arresting.

sensitive enough not to require

The 918 floorstander stands

amassively powerful amplifier,

SWEETNESS OF TONE

and on the whole it handles

As ft was, her ewer of Leonard

less than one metre tall, the

Madeline Peyroux's ' Careless

baffle being tilted back slightly

power with striking equanimity,

Cohen's «Dance me to the end

so that the tweeter is on axis

with just ahint of hardening up

of love' was spine tingling, pure

at anormal listening distance.

though the highest frequencies

magic. But so was the Michael

The enclosure is acomplex

at the highest volume levels

Tilson Tomas/San Francisco

design, with an angled top and

Focal has been aleading

SO Mahler 4on SACD, not just

'The Profile 918 is simply a beautifully balanced
loudspeaker with a bass reach that extends more
than you'd expect from the small overall dimensions'

abeabtifully balanced
loudspeaker, one incidentally

an oval cross section [ baffle

light in tweeter design in recent

in the valedictory final vocal

apart) that's constructed from

years, thanks to their advocacy

movement, but also in the

more than you might expect

six layers of thin 13mm1 MDF

of beryllium, and the new Profile

more fully orchestrateo earlier

from the relatively small overall

interspersed by layers of resin.

dome is clearly very good under

movements, wnich reproduced

dimelsions. But most of all it is

The end result is an internal

most circumstances.

with apassIon and asweetness

articulate, consistent and very

of tone without any hint of loss

close to being transparent, yet

structure which tends to

But the factors that most will

disperse and absorb energy in

find particularly impressive in

all planes, and which by virtue

the Profile 918, are its unusual

of clarity.

with abass reach that extends

.t is not above packing apunch

The Profile 918 is sHply

when required.

of its shape, extensive internal

articulation and homogeneity.

bracing and the use of more

The bass tracks the midrange

than one material is unusually

extremely well: it has aquality

HI- F1 NEWS VERDICT

rigid and non- resonant.

that many would describe as

The Profile range goes beyond the previous Focalitolab paradigm, which involved

being ' quick'. It extends deeply

using classy drive units iv well built but essentially conventional boxes, and

HANDLES POWER

too, and there is little sign of

proves once and for all that agood looks and goon sound are not mutually

The 918's enclosure looks

the bendmg of timbre and pitch

exclusive. There's no doubt that FocalAlab has engineered ahighly articulate

almost too complex and

often found around the port

loudspeaker that makes superb music without regard to genre, though it rewards

expensive for its target- selling

resonance.

wË recorded material disproportionate!y.

price, but that's their problem.

4

;
l8)14i taK

The long and the short
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Free Your Music

RCS 2.2X
2004 - Heil News

imagine removing
your walls ...

Best Amplification Technology

Your room is the weakest link. It contributes
30-40% to the quality of your sound. Regardless
of how much you paid for your system. Your

2003, 2004, 2005

room is the greatest limiting factor in your home

Most Wanted Component
Stereo Times

We are taking the award winning Tact product

audio experience. We pioneered room

RCS 2.0

line yet astep further.

correction technology back in the 90's , and have

Most Wanted Component

The TacT M2150X, RCS 2.2X, and RCS 2.0 S

since devoted ourselves to bringing you the

2001 - Stereophile Magazine

are now shipping with Dynamic Room Correction

world's most advanced and musically consistent

Dynamic Room Correction: real time

products Dynamic Room Correction is our

full- spectrum fine tuning is now in your grasp.

latest innovation www.roomcorrection.com

2001 - Stereotimes

Product Of The Year
1999 - The Absolute Sound
The Golden Ear Award

WWW.ROOMCORRECTION.COM

M2150
2005 - Stereotimes

... now imagine
total immersion

Most Wanted Component

TCS Mk.II
2005 RAVE Award
Horne Theater Magazine
Best Pre/Pro over $ 3,000

Most Significant New Product

TacT System

the soundstage was strikingly more wide and deep, but
instruments were still stably placed and seemed tonally more
true.... The walls melted away. I
was transported to the
performance- Kalman Rubinson, Stereophile

to is Pure Digital Amplification. TacT's

other amplification in almost every area of design.
Our amplifiers preserve the cleanest and most
direct signal path in the world: one coil and one
capacitor with absolutely no analog feedback.

"Few Exhibits, indeed, could compete with the TacT system for
revealing both the true timbres and the original acoustics. Room
correction should be amandatory part of any serious audio
system." - CES 2005 report, Ihe Absolute Sound

CES 2005 - The Absolute Sound
Best Sound of Show with DSP

Another technology we have devoted ourselves

Amplification is conceptually different from any
"With the masking influence of the listening room eliminated,

BOZ Amp
(ES 2005 - The Absolute Sound

WWW.TACTLAB.COM

"The sound of the Tact amplifier literally floored me. Simply the
most effortless, life- like amplifier I've had the pleasure to listen
to. " - Stereo Times, M2150 review

With the new M2150X, Dynamic Room
Correction has been added to our award
winning amplifiers. www.tactlab.com

TacT
A1
4 1.1010
/

Live The Music

LISTENING TEST

MERIDIAN DSP5200 LOUDSPEAKER

£6,150

Di ital Deli ht
Britis

pert Meridian has bolste

DSP range of speakers with the smaller znd mor

AlEp itx.IN

affordable DSP5200 model with amps included.
Ivor Humphreys finds out how it performs...
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DETAILS

el

Meridian EISP5200

©

£6150 Ipair)

•

www.meridian.audio.com

O
e

0141) 445678
Inpussive active speaker
Needs careful settling
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MOM
indeed can, add is adigital input
signal or two).

DETAILS

If you want the works you'll
need aMeridian front-end
unit such as the G68 Digital
Surround Controller but if you'll
only ever want to play CDs then
just add aMeridian CD player.
Disc navigation, volume and
much more will be handled by
the system all are under control
of the supplied Meridian System
Remote ( MSRI. Three boxes
two speakers and aCD player)
with small, easily hidden digital
interconnects, plus ahandset.
Nothing could be neater yet
more technically complete.
CURVED CABINETS
Curved cabinets have clear
benefits over the conventional
rectangular enclosure, offering
panels that are usually stiffer
and always better at dispersing
internal sound waves. The
DSP5200 cabinet has a
pronounced curve to its rear

ABOVE: Close-up of cloth grille off one of the two long throw

panel and subtle curves to its

160mm polypropylene coned units

sides. It is made of a 19mm
thick multi- layer ply composite,
resin damped and internally
braced. The finish is in achoice
of real wood veneers or silver or
black polyester lacquer and the
price is still the same.
This is a * two- and- a- half way'
design using two long throw
160mm polypropylene coned
units for bass and midrange
and crossing over at 2.6kHz to a
25mm aluminium dome, silver

ABOVE: Electronics are in amodule at the bottom rear

voice coil, short horn loaded
tweeter. The cabinet is rebated
to allow the units to be mounted

rectangular port at the bottom

cabinet. Each speaker requires

flush with the baffle and the

rear of the cabinet provides

amains input and there are gold

below. Additionally there are

bass drivers are retained by

bass loading. Each drive unit is

plated S/PUF phono sockets

three tights to signet which is

configuration settings described

metal clamp rings held in place

powered by its own 75W amp ( an

for the two digital inputs plus a

the master speaker, 88kHz or

by Allen headed bolts. Individual

auto- biasing, error-co-recting

digital carry- through output, a

96kHz input or clipping.

cloth covered grilles normally

design based on that deve!ciped

choice of DIN or BNC sockets

hide these two units while

for the Meridian DSP8000).

for the Meridian Comms control

DIGITAL INPUTS

system and an RS232 D- socket

The digital inputs lock on to any

for optional control from aPC.

standard signal between 32kHz

One speaker is designated

and 96kHz, with sampling rates

master and the other slave, with

cf up to 24- bit and support for

the tweeter is protected by an
integral metal mesh. A dual

The electronics are held in a
module at the bottom rear of the

the cabling running from source

MHR ( Meridian's proprietary

to master to slave.

high resolution system). The

•Bach Cantata BWV70,

•Takemitsu, Twill by

Bach Collegium Japan/

Twilight, London Symphony

At the top of the cabinet is

Suzuki

Orchestra/Knussen ( DG 453

an eight- digit display pane that

(First H First Out) mernary

•Nielsen Symphony No, 5, Cincinnati

495-2)

normally shows the selected

buffer aimed at the lowest

Symphony Orchestra/P. Jàrvi ITelarc

•Tord Gustaysen Trio,

input and volume level but can

possibie jitter performance with

SACO 606151

Changing Places ( ECM 1843)

alternat'vely show the audio

uosarnpling to benefit the use of

•Rachmaninov Cello Sonata, Conway!

•Capercaillie, Nàdurra

format ( e.g. * MHR 88k') or can

192kHz/24-bit DACs.

Evans ( Linn Records CKD 009)

(Survival SURCO 0251

be set blank. It is also used to

(
I
BIS CD- 1111)

display the various user and
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input circuit employs aFlF0

The DSP is based around
a 150MIPS ( 150 million

MERIDIAN DSP5200 LOUDSPEAKER • £ 6,150

MERIDIAN
DSP 5200
P110<t35.NC 10.»5141.1(flt SYSTIM

Is only possible in the digital

treble up just afraction. The

domain. Passive analogue

sound blossomed, freeing

crossovers are best kept
simple in order to preserve

itself from the cabinets most
impressively. Clearly these

signal integrity, which is

settings are peculiar to the

why many high- end designs

DSP5200 in my room. At this
elevated level of fidelity small

these days employ low- order
filters using the minimum of
components. Digital crossovers
can be matched exactly to the
characteristics not only of each
drive unit but to the discreet
power amplifiers used to power
them. This processing can be
ABOVE: Eight- digit display panel can display aulio formats, settings or input/volume levels

41d

2.)

Jjjj

I

SPECIAL SUBTLETY
Proportion is what this speaker

terms of noise and distortion.

offers. It casts abeautifully
structured image that is
coherent throughout the range

The system caters for thermal

and possessed of that rare

complex with zero penalties in

overload and protection against

level of integration that leaves

excessive bass unit excursion

the ear in no doubt as to its

without compromising the
performance within its safe

authority. The subtle changes in
tonal quality which accompany
the gradual opening of an

operating range.

Cle3Z1
4D,_V:DC:7

response changes such as
this can assume momentous
subjective proportions.

You might think that given
such an array of set-up
options, finding the optimum
configuration in any room might
be along-winded and uncertain
procedure. If anything the

organ swell box, the strikingly
powerful, tightly controlled bass
(Messiaen La Nativité, Olivier
Latry, on DG) that can suddenly
become manifest where a
moment before there was no

ABOVE: The versatile Meridian System Remote ( MSR) comes with the OSP5200 speakers

reverse applies. The basics will

hint, the effortless proportioning
of the Notre-Dame, Paris

instructions per second)

the timing between drivers; and

be established by the dealer,
leaving the user to experiment

processor. It is used, among

to switch the absolute phase

with the ' primary' control such

acoustic — this kind of subtlety is
very special and convincing.

other things to split the
frequency range between the

(polarity).

as treble tilt, bass and balance
such as you'd find on any

The same fidelity applies
across the board, so the

drivers ( digital crossover);
to realise tonal correction in

options include master/slave

properly appointed integrated

DSP5200 is similarly effective

set-up; compatibiliity with
other Meridian un'ts ( including

or preamp, and the more subtle
options of Axis and Phase.

in music of all genres. It has
the finesse in detail required

in 0.5dB steps) and treble
tilt ( abetter implementation
than the usual treble control

the 200 series pre- amp and
CD player); the display name
shown for any input and the

It took awhile to settle into
the supremely coherent sound
of these intriguing speakers.

of chamber, instrumental and
vocal music; the slam' and
'speed' of rock. It's simply ' there'

whereby the response is tilted

handset button used to select

They are almost too smooth,

when you need it. A sweet and

terms of bass level ( up to ± 5dB

over the entire audio band by
up to ± 10dB in 0.5dB steps; to
provide volume adjustment to
48- bit precision in 1dB steps
(9dB here is equivalent to a

'Deeper' configuration

'You might think that given such an array of set-up
options finding the optimum configuration in any room
might be long-winded. If anything the reverse applies'

doubling of the loudness):
to provide left- right balance

it; and overall resoonse for

too anonymous. Iwas troubled

discreet top end matches the

(again abetter implementation

boundary, corner or free space

by aslight reticence to the

transparent midrange. A caveat

which simultaneously delays

positioning and whether or not a

and reduces the sound in one

sound, an almost introverted
quality that failed quite to

these speakers in by careful

speaker); to modify the vertical

subwoofer is involved. This is as
comprehensive asystem as one

engage. Fortunately, and to me

experiment. They deserve such

axis ( rather like abalance in
the vertical plane] by adjusting

could envisage.
Much of such processing

surprisingly, it was corrected

detailed consideration and are

by applying asubtle raise in

capable of repaying it many

vertical Axis and by tilting the

times over. CI

concerns the need to settle

MERIDIAN DSP5200 - TECH SPECS
:4 $ ;D)

IML

Frequency response 35Hz - > 20kHz

tweeter, silver wire, short horn- loaded

(+1-3dB)

Amplifiers Three 75W per amplifiers,

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

Output. > 1013dB selm

one for each driver

An extremely well thought-out speaker, the DSP5200 delivers high- end

Construction two-and- a- half way
acoustic reflex system

Dimensions 300x903x356 ( whd). Width

performance from acompact, ultra- elegant cabinet. The latest use of Meridian's

tapers to 179mm at top, depth tapers to

long proven DSP system elicits aremarkably extended and complete response and

Drivers. 2x160mm polypropylene bass

217mm at top

tailors it to any given room or positioning. Ahighly coherent and subtle performer.

drivers; 1x25mm aluminium- dome

Weight. 35kgs ( packed)

As impressive an example of the active loudspeaker concept as you'll encounter
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LOGAN

give your music an
advantage at
oxford audio
today...

vantae
a new speaker by martin logan

Oxford Audio Consultants Ltd

WE LOVE TO LSTE\
Cantay House
Park End Street
Oxford
0X1 1JD

Coening Hours
m-Dn-fri 10am 6pm
Icbsed bhursday)
sot: 10cm - 5pm

Tel 01865 790 879
Fox 01865 791 665
iofo@oxfordoudio.co.uk.
www.oxfordoudio.co.uk

(vM our web site for
the latest irformation
new/used equipment1

jin 1988, Oxford Audio Consultants are one of the
,oecialist hi-fi outlets in the UK, spec alising in audio.
home cinema, audio-visual and multi- media installations.
We are very proud to represent world-class pioducts from Absolute
Sounds (www.absolutesounds.co.uk). As an Absolute Sounds Studio
Dealer, you can be 100% sure of our exceptional service, backup,
long-term support and awide-selection of many of the world's most
renowned hi-ti products.
Flom asingle component to acomplete system.. Absolute Sounds and
Oxford Audio Consultants have the answers und lust os impertant,
the solutions.

LISTENING TEST

EAR-YOSHINO 912 PRE- AMP

£4950

Now EAR this...
EAR latest pre- amp uses tube technology
and hints at pro performance in its model
name. Ken Kessler settles down with a
wide system of sources to test it out

•Ro
EAR-Yoshino 912 pre- amp
(4950
www.ear-yoshino.com
0223 208877
Great control
Want lush? Not here...

T

eEAR 912 is not a
idget product, but is

acandidate for World's

Uebt Pre- amplifier' EÁR's Tim
de Paravicini has no qualms
about using valves or transistors
and he's opted for the former in
the 912
It's afully featured unit
'designed to cater both for the
vinyl lover and the modern
multi- source line- level system'.
So, its loaded with facilities,
and its as flexible as any twochannel system owner could
hope for in asector increasingly MI
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LISTENING TEST

DETAILS
EAR 912

tv

Proftrsional Tube Control Centre
mine
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ABOVE: On the ter hand side are the ahPrio suction controls; also note the mono/stereo button and the gain matching rotary control with three settings

ABOVE: The back of the 912 features beety connectors and two sets of balanced IXLRI and single- ended ( RCA! outputs

'The 912 joins the very short list of equipment that
could find a home in either a studio or domestic system,
without ever seeming like an interloper'
in the 912, the m- cstage

know" more for minimalism.

Although the m- m section

some way of fine-tuning the
Deccas. Icouldn't find asingle
reason to whinge about the
912's handling of

sources_

But let's not presume that

is transformer- coupled with

is fixed at 47k ohm, and thus

the phono section is this pre-

feature is the extensive use

four different taps to provide

without the variable settings

amplifier's sole raison d'etre. A

of transformer coupling.

aWde range of impedance

of the dearer standalone EAR

glance at the photos tells you

Transformers are one of Tim's

matcting: 40, 12, 6and 3ohm.

phono amps, it welcomed

it has aprofessioral look to it,

specialties, so he's designed

What we have here is an m- c

tne input of both the mono

as its name suggests, and not

all- new ones for the 912.

step stage so quiet, yet so wide

and stereo Deccas and the

just because of the metering.

Of particular interest is the

in its dynamic range, that you

lastounding!) Shure V15 VMR.

Once you ger past the chassis

moving- coil phono . nput, which

might consider it one of he

LPs ranged from the glorious

you notice that aesthetics are

could turn out to be the 912's

most successful juggling acts ir

1950s mono and stereo of

firmly of the form-following -

major selling point.

-ece.nt

certain RCAs and Capitols, to

function school. No, that's not

Richard Thompson's latest. and

aeuphemism for ' ugliness': I

the variety of surface conditions

adore the locks for their sheer

uncovered adelightful

no-nonsense muscularity.

Here the dominant

( analogue) history.

WE LISTENED TO

pnenomenon: the EAR 912
LPs
•Harry Belafonte,
Belafonte Sings The Blues

8[9*

mum)
T
i*

•Richard Thompson, Front
Parlour Ballads ( Diverse

14.;

piaces any tracing noise below

AUDIOPHILES' DRIBBLE

the music. You have to strain to

The meterino, is provided to

hear it, even on my worn-out

give avisual . ndication of signal

Mickey Katz LPs.

leve, not just to acid something

(Classic Records/RCA Living

Records/Cooking Vinyl

Stereo LSP-1972-2001

DIV01191.P1

•Ray Charles & Cleo Laine,

CDs

cartridges - acouple of Orados,

EAR feels it is usebl when

Porgy & Bess ( Classic/

•Eric Bibb, AShip Called Love aelaic

the Lyra Dorian ( mono), the

setting up asystem.

Iplayed with enough other

for audiophiles to dribble over.

There are plenty of controls.

Rhino/Jazz Planet JP 18311

Blues CD- 836291

Transfiguration Temper Vand

•Jefferson Airplane, Takes

•The Persuasions, The Persuasions

the Blue Angel Mantis - to

At the far left are what

Off ( Sundazed LP5186184

Sing 02 ( Chesky J0306(

exercise both phono stages.

constitutes the phono section

and although Iwould have liked

controls, three knobs providing,
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case, but the 912 is so soundly

REvi *A'&4
•Turntables - SME 10, Series Varm;

designed that the differences
are less marked. If you already

•Speakers - Rogers LS3/5A and
Wilson WATT Puppy System 7

own apower amplifier without
worth having.

and Marantz CD12/DA12 CD players

•Cables - Atlas Ouestor interconnects;
Transparent mains distribution block;

•AudioValve Sunilda phono stage

Transparent Ultra balanced and single-

912s ' personality' is authority:

•Amps - McIntosh C2200 pre- amp;

ended cable; Transparent Reference
speaker cables

very clean, unbelievably
detailed. It never sounds dry

SME 30/2, Series Varm
•Players - Musical Fidelity kW DM25

McIntosh MC2102 power amp

balanced inputs, the 912 is still
Beyond sheer quietness the

or lean, and there's enough
warmth such that voices have
of two balanced inputs and line
inpuis marked CD, aux 1and
2, and phono. Selection of the
latter is used in conjunction with

me to assume that any pre- amp

the requisite textures and

with afistful of glassware will
issue some layer of hiss that

'realism' - Classic Records'
Porgy and Bess performed by

one learns to tolerate. Not so

Ray Charles and Cleo Laine, and

the rotary to the far left that

the 912: with the volume control

Harry Belafonte's stab at the

-hnnnes phono 1or 2.

cranked up and no signal fed
in, it was ghostly in its silence.

blues were perfect tests for this.

BEEFY CONNECTORS

With music, the EAR exploited

At the back are the decidedly

this characteristic by delivering

beefy connectors to feed the
balanced and single- ended

some of the widest dynamic
behaviour Ican recall.

line inputs, the phono inputs,
and tape monitor; all outputs

So haze- and noise- free
was the LP playback that I

are also coupled through
transformers. At the main

even A/B'd some LPs with their
better CD versions. This applied,

while providing greater depth

output, the phono and XLR

too, to transients, which were

than usual. The latter will make

stages are even fed from

as crisp as aHee's wonton,

individual transformer windings.
The 912 is fitted with two sets of

no overhang, from bass to
treble. You like setting up CD

many pre- amps seem 2D.
With the EAR 912, the

balanced ) XLR( and two sets of

vs LP demos? This baby is the

single- ended ( RCA) outputs, so
one could, if so driven, hook it

playground. Once the correct
impedance is chosen, and
you've trimmed the levels, you

from the top, m- cimpedance

up to four stereo systems.
All inputs, whether balanced

setting, the choice of moving-

or unbalanced, are selected

to your heart's delight. If you do

coil or moving- magnet stage,

by relays, addressing Tim's
desire to keep the signal paths

this with care, you will learn why

ABOVE: Note the m-c/m-m option contro.

ABOVE: Close-up of audio outputs

and Phono 1or 2; you can hook
up two turntables and access

can swap between LP and CD

Many years ago, Dave Wilson
(when reviewing) gave overhead
views of the room to convey the
shape of the soundstage. Ihave
only words: Tim tuned in just the
right amount of width, avoiding
anything approaching the
overtly, unnaturally panoramic,

soundstage snaps into place,
and - aside from the cavernous
depth - performers have
the appropriate dimensions.
Throw in acartridge like the
Denon DL103, known for its
unharnessed soundstage width,
play it through speakers such

the analogue brigade deserves
to be so insufferably smug.

as Wilson's WATT Puppy System
presentation. The 912 simply
takes over, doing what it says:

m- m or m- cfrom either. Across
the bottom, left to right. a-e: the

as short as possible, to avoid
potential problems due to long
internal wiring runs. The main

much appreciated mono/stereo

output circuit is based on a

Ihad the state-of-the-art
Musical Fidelity kW DM25
two- chassis CD player as Iwas

press button; again matcn;ng

gain block 'somewhat similar

auditioning the 912. The innate

Professional Control Centre,
with the emphasis on control.

rotary that provides settings of
Odb, - 6dB and - 12dB; arotary

to that used in the phono stage,
but of course with lower gain

qualities of the 912, beyond
those exclusive to the phono

CRITICISMS?

mute switch; arotary tape

and flat frequency response.

monitor selector; an on/off

The primary of the output

stages, allowed the kW DM25 to
sing unhindered. This allowed

the overtly lush must look
elsewhere. Isuspect Tim would

7, and you have nigh- on- perfect

Criticisms'? Those seeking

button that lights in the now-

transformer is in the anode

me to pinpoint those very

traditional EAR orange. Above

circuit of the output valve,

qualities common to all inputs

rather swallow broken glass

it is the rotary volume cortrrol;

while two secondaries feed the

(I used the Marantz CD12/DA12

than dial in euphony for the hell

to its left, toward the meters,

outputs, one to the unbalanced

to assess the balanced inputs),

of it. The 912 joins the very short

is arotary that selects either

output sockets and one to the

and Ifed the McIntosh MC2102

balanced outputs'. Incidentally,

from both the 312's balanced

list of equipment that could find
ahome in either astudio or a

ALSO CONSIDER

this all- tube design uses five

and single- ended outputs.

domestic system, without ever

•Audio Research SP161E24991Hey, it's

easy to find.

Audio Research - you need to ask?
•AudioValve Eklipse (£ 2100) and

Simply swapping between the
McIntosh C2200 and the EAR
912 in my reference system,

Sunilda phono amp (£ 1950) all-valve
and absurdly good value.
•Nagra PL- P (£7250) Line and phono

PCC88s, which are rugged and

the latter slipped in like it was

Balanced is better in every

seeming like an interloper. CI

10d:14:4)1:£0a alIK
HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

Just under E5k is abagful of shekels, but this should be aprime contender for
everyone who 11 loves valves, 21 uses their turntable more than any other source,

truly of pro quality - irresistible if you

born to be there, immediately
rendering me dumbfounded

have the gelt.

because of its quietness.

has 'classic' written all over it. Now, Tim, how about amatching amp?

and 31 doesn't want to buy another pre- amp in the foreseeable future. This thing

Pavlovian conditioning forces
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DIstribution

audio zone ( NEW)

jas audio

micromega

where beauty and sound
reside in total harmony with
one another

high- end high fidelity
hand-crafted in france
since 1987

Combining exceptional workmanship
and the highest quality components, JAS Audio brings
to the world the 2-way speaker Orsa and Orior.

Micromega have had many firsts in
the Hi Fi Industry and continue to do so always
managing to stay one step ahead of the competition.
They delight in leaving people scratching their heads wondering
just how they produce products of this quality and standard for the
price!

Both the Orsa and Orior are designed to deliver precise acoustic and
vocal as well as rich tonal balance. The deep soundstage and extended
frequency response are excellent for the enjoyment of HDCD and SACD.

hand made products from canada that
are causing quite astir worldwide...
Shadow Distribution are very pleased to win this agency for the UK.
Audio Zone's range is currently made up of four products: PRE -Ti Pre Amp,
AMP- 1Integrated, AMP-2Monoblocks and DAC-1 DIA Converter.
Handmade in Canada, each component is beautifully machined, high-spec
and attention to detail quite simply staggering for the price.

It is widely believed that stand mount speakers cannot produce depth,
scale and deep bass. Listen to any JAS Audio Model and think again...
Every model is hand-crafted with quality and details that are seldom
found in speakers at any price. For instance, inside the cabinet, pure
natural wool is used for efficient damping/tonal signature and top grade
heavy gauge silver interconnecting wire is used for signal fidelity. The
authentic wood veneer and 14 coats of piano lacquer finish simply gives
aJAS speaker the elegant look to match its exquisite timbre.

Determination, passion and alove for music are the guiding principles
that ensure every Micromega product offers truly exceptional
performance in its class.
You can build aMicromega System to suit any budget, any application
and add additional components at alater date if required.
Its musical building blocks with total flexibility - now and for the future.

Not surprisingly this range has been compared to products costing many
times more and its left afew manufacturers very red faced! Contact Shadow
or visit www.shadowdistribution.co.uk for more details.

Most of all, its price/performance ratio is without peer, an achievement
that JAS Audio are rightly very proud of.

BIM
CHOC
le]

eastern electric

jungson

qinpu

great things can indeed come in
small boxes...

the spirit of the gong, the
pure essence of song

Eastern Electric is ajoint venture between US-based Bill O'Connell and Hong
Kong-based electrical engineer Alex Yeung, which began when O'Connell
met Yeung in the cyber world and eventually ordered one of his 5wpc MA- 1
amps with RGN2504 rectifier and 6L6 output tubes. The rest as they say, is
history and the results speak for themselves!

Since its introduction in 1993,
JungSon series rise to prominence
has been nothing short of astonishing! Never before has arange of
high- end products in China been so quickly embraced by listeners and
critics alike.

the heart of any system is the
amplifier - agood one never misses a
single beat!

Eastern Electric consists of arange of five valve products, all of which have
won numerous awards across the world from the likes of sixmoons.com,
enjoythemusic.com, renowned reviewers and customers alike.

More than 10,000 units of JungSon's JA- 1/1A- 99c Class Aamplifiers have
been found homes of hi-fi enthusiasts and music lovers. The length
of sold JungSon cables would coil the Earth more than once along its
equator.

The level of construction, quality components, engineering and care that
has gone into each component is quite simply staggering for the price.
Product size leaves most people speechless for these products are some of
the smallest in the world allowing for areference system that needs very
little space in your listening room. In fact while it would be atrue shame to
do so, an Eastern Electric System can easily be hidden away from sight but
not from mind.
Designer Alex Yeung is known in Hong Kong as the'Golden Ear' and when
you sit down and listen to any Eastern Electric product its very easy to hear
and understand why! You never get tired of listening or rediscovering your
music collection all over again.
Finesse. ada.ptability & build quality:
Minimax Pre-amp
-•

Ulumate affordable tube system:
Minimax CD Player. Pre-amp Power Amp

VERDICTiffliet.
An extremely eve, and engaging
Kounding valve amplifier, offering
fine build and redoubtable value
for money.
iaimmo M-520. Hi-Fi World Nta 2001

Unique 30- day money back scheme on all products*
*subject to certain conditions

Even with the numerous number of most prestige awards, JungSon
Engineers never cease in pushing forward further technical innovations.
By working with some of the top world- class manufacturers such as
SONY, SanKen and Noritake ItronAnd, the next generation of JungSon
products have been born. Products such as the spectacular JA-2/1A100 and JA-10/JA-200. These are Reference amplifiers, that have been
named as the King of hi-fi amplifiers in China ( Super AV Magazine- Hong
Kong).
JungSon believe that the pursuit of perfection is relentless, even
excellence itself must be exceeded!
We cannot disagree...

21 - 22 Cadham Centre, Glenrothes, KY7 6RU
tel: 01592 744 779
fax: 01592 744 710
info@shadowdistribution.co.uk I wwwshadowda• stn• buti•on.comic

i
REWEDUMi

85%

What to look at first? The specifications,
the build or how about the price?
Remember the effect that the Pioneer A400 had in the UK when it was
first released? Reviewers and customers alike just sat down in shock and
disbelief at what they were hearing for the price.
The same is going to happen with Qinpu in the UK with both the A1.0x
and A-8000 Mk Il models - just watch! At £299 and £ 1295, we have never
heard products like it, or another product that comes even close.
Hidden within each beautiful all metal chassis is Innovative Class NAB
circuitry, ALPS motorized potentiometer, Matched Toshiba / Hitachi
transistors, Star grounding, and High-Current Toroidal transformer to
handle the most awkward speaker loads.
What is most unusual for aproduct at this level is the many hours
of intensive listening and fine-tuning by ear to find the very best
components working in true harmony with one another.
The A-1 Ox and A-8000 Mk II are truly an astonishing achievement.
JungSon believe that the pursuit of perfection is relentless, even
excellence itself must be exceeded!

D Dealer enquiries very welcome

L FIDELITY kW DM25 CD SYSTEM • £ 3998

Musical Fidelity has veered away from SACO and gone back to traditional CD with its new twobox kW DM25 DAC and transport offering. Ken Kessler finds out how the system delivers...
DETAILS

fg

e

Musical Fidelity kW 3M25

l 0998 ( two box systemj
www.musicalfidelity.cont
020 8900 2866

W

Fighting words. So Antony

the flagship amplification kW

ith the view that ONDA is dead and SACO

tnought: ' to hell with it, let's

has alimited number

produce akiller CD player*. To

of the kW 25DM transport

of expensive titles Musical

achieve this, he opted for atwo-

and kW 25DM DAC at E1999

Fidelity's Antory Michaelson

chassis design, with dedicated
functions that preclude total

apiece. Both units feature the

explained: ' For us, this means

ser ies, the package consists

now familiar styling of the kW

'In Musical Fidelity's view there have only been a very
few, cutting edge CD players that strive to wring every
last drop of perform •
e from a standar
D'
CD is the on

mix nlm

ln our view, there have been

the DAC will accept other

only avery few, cutting edge CD

transports, but the transport

side panels and natural metal

players that strive to wring every

can only be used with the

fascias offset by black anodised

last drop of pe -formance from a

matching DAC

standard CO. This is where the
kW 25 two- box player comes in',

octets, 44

90mm tw

cases with horizontal finned

handles, all fashioned from high

Dubbed the kW DM25 CD

quality ' mitspec' aluminium,

Player System, in keeping with

with information provided by
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LAB TEST

REVIEW SYSTEM

DETAILS

•Players - Quad CDP99/II, Musical
Fidelity X-RAY v3 and Marantz CD12/DA12 CD players
•Amps - McIntosh C2200 and EAR 912
pre- amps; McIntosh MC2102 power
•Speakers - Rogers LS3/5a and
Wilson WATT Puppy System 7
•Cables - Atlas Ouestor
interconnects; Transparent Ultra
balanced and single- ended cable,
Transparent Reference speaker cables

ABOVE: The information on both kW DM25
units is supplied via blue lit displays.
The transport display is shown here and

blue- lit displays. They look

ABOVE: The two- box iron the front - note its minimalist controls

displays track, time and function

expensive and decidedly butch,
very no-nonsense without being
so minimalist as to vanish.
They bristle with novelty. One
of the first things you notice
about the kW 25DM Transport
is the four knurled discs on top,
which might have suggested
spacer feet. Oh no: they're
rotatable and they provide a
'turntable- style suspension with

ABOVE: Anice touch is the inclusion of

user- adjustable ride height'.
This is to address one of MF's

way out of whack no audible changes

—

aspirit level although even when set up
were apparent

ABOVE: The back only vas apair of XLR outputs for seoarate AES/FBU digital

preoccupations for CD playback
-proper physical isolation from
acoustic feedback.
Michaelson pointed out:
'The best high quality analogue
turntables have proper isolation
systems to eliminate acoustic
feedback. It has long been
acknowledged that this is an
extremely significant factor

is minimalist. To the left there's

not surprisingly, inte-act

aCD tray, to the right adisplay

significantly with eact-iother

with the usual track, time and
function data. Below them, from

With Me kW 25DM transport

left to right, are small buttons
for power on/off, open/close,

resulting in performance loss.
there is acompletely separate

it's one of the most musical CD players

choke regulated power
supply for the motor, another

around.
•Mimetism (£3995) - measures poorly,
has aFrench name, should suck, but
it's gorgeous.

in aturntable's performance

play/pause, stop, previous and
next. The unit is supplied with
the MF system remote, which

potential. We believe it is the

contains all the other functions,

the digital electrorics. This

same for CD players, but

for programming and so on.

because it is expensive and
inconvenient to do so, it is
almost never done'.

PAIR OF OUTPUTS

deliberate over- engineering
ensures that each element
the CD transport operates as

The back sports only apair

it is supposed to, wimoJt any

Having produced aturntable,
Musical Fidelity took its

•Audio Research CO3 Mk II (£4998)
-if you can get past the top- loading

one for the servo system
and separate regulations for

•Oracle CD15130 CD player (£4649)
-one look and you'll fall in love And it
sounds good, too!

of XLR outputs for - get this

interference or interaction from

dedicated to the 25DM, it will

-separate left and right AES/

other digital or powe- sources'.

accept and automatically switch
betweer 32kHz, 44.1kHz, 48kHz,

suspension principles and

EBU digital balanced outputs

The kW 25DM transport

applied them to the kW 25DM

operating at 96kHz. No single

worked beautifully, but Icould

88.2kHz and 96kHz. The DAC

transport. Michaelson stated:
*The point of the turntable style

TOSlink, no single coax - just

only try it with the matching

the mono pair. This means that

DAC, as explained. Whatever

is dual aifferential ( one entire
dual DAC for each channel)

isolation is to ensure that the

you can only use it with the

importance you do or don't

transport has acompletely
stable vibration- free platform

matching DAC ( NB: the industry

attribute to atransport versus

standard of using male XLR for

so that it can concentrate on the
job of information retrieval. The

output and female XLR for input
has been reversed on the MF
DM25 products - Ed).
MF applied twin- choke

aDAC regarding the Jltimate
performance of aCD -e(rieval

results are stupendous. The kW
25DM is immune to any acoustic

and it upsamples to 24- bits at
/92kHz. The input stage has its
awn separately regulated power

system, Idoubt there's anything

supply for each stage.
Again novelty: the kW 25DM

to criticise here.
Probably more interesting

DAC has two outputs operating
ib parallel. One is *super quality

feedback effects'.
A nice touch is the inclusion

regulation for transport, and

is the kW 25DM DAC as it can

tube configuration' using a

separate power supplies

be used with other transports,

MuVista tube ana the other

of aspirit level in the packaging.

for each transport function.

and is something of astar in its
own right. Obviously, it is best

oJtputs operate at the same

deliberately set up the

'Conceptually, CD transports

is solid-state Class A. Both

transport way out of whack and

have three main elements;

exploited via the digital balanced

time allowing the user to

didn't hear any changes.

motor, servo, and digital
processing. Normally these

AES/EBU left and right input...
But even if you use it via coax

connect both to apreamp and
switch between them ' to get

all share power supplies and,

or TOSlink instead of the one

the optimum sourd for each

Once you stop messing
around with the knobs, the rest
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particular recording'. Cary Audio
also has aCD player with this

achieved, only that it was.
This system has finesse and

trie step back to CD. But think

Beyond any question, the kW

about Antony's remarks - SACD

25 CD system delivers all you

feature, but it has one output

delicacy but also asheer mass,

is acommercial failure, even

could want: superb sound,

and the user switches between

kick and force from the player.

it it did sound better. We have

delightful ergonomics, and

them on the player. Itried both

Whether using the kW 25 for

afew gazillion CDs to play.

-self- deprecatingly - acouple

and expected vast differences.

the Persuasions' acappella or

Not all of us want to use

There were none.

of bizarre features with which to

George Thorogood describing

MP3 players. Take all that on

amuse your audiophile buddies.

So subtle were the audible

the impurities in his skeleton,

board, and perhaps MF has

The system is so entertaining I

changes that they could easily

the kW swung from soft to

done us afavour by rejecting

think I'd better start saving up

be masked by cables. You

hard, soft to loud with equal

SACD with such vehemence.

for it before it sells out.

guys know Iwanted the valve

composure.

output stage to ' blow away' the

Assuming the rest of your

solid-state outputs. Neither

system is up to it, when akick

blew away the other. Imust

drum is hit via the kW, you

have spent three hours trying

feel it in the chest. The speedy

to choose between them. Igave

plucking of Stevie Ray Vaughan

up. So save yourself aset of

stops and starts with utter

cables and use either output.

precision. The overtones of

MF states that the kW 25DM

acoustic guitar thrum just so.

has an extraordinary noise ratio

And voices...aah! From the blend

(*typically about - 122.5dEn,

of the Judds to the CalPop of

that its linearity extends to

Jackie DeShannon, Raitt at her

better than - 100dB and its

raunchiest, Paulo Conte at his

distortion is typically less than

smokiest: Ithink I'm in love.

0.002%. Make of what you will

Given the inherent

of such numbers: the kW was

shittiness of digital, it's quite

deliciously quiet, but Ican't

an achievement. If ever audio

recall the last DAC Iused that

has its equivalent of asow's

was noisy. Suffice it to say that

ear/silk purse scenario, it's

the DAC performed beautifully,

digital playback. And high-

'There's an immediate silkiness to
the sound of the system, regardless
of disc - vintage, reissued or fresh'
as proven when fed from other

end CD players are the audit

transports, including the

equivalent of the French bathing

Marantz CD12.

themselves in perfume rather

There's an immediate

than bathe per se (
historically-

silkiness to the sound of the

speaking, that is). In the most

kW 25 system, regardless of

basic terms, the kW combo

the disc - vintage material

makes sweet music, confined

reissued and remastered, gold

and defined only by the disc.

CDs of an audiophile bent, or

you play. Natural vocals, niu ,

fresh recordings from fastidious

open spaces, decent three-

sources ( Telarcs, Chesky, et all.

dimensionality, aproper sense

It's not the addition of texture:

of both perspective and scale:

it's the absence of unpleasant

it's only when you flip over to LP

digital irritants. Much has

that you become aware of CD's

been made about vanishing

innate artifice.

jitter, competent power

LAB REPORT
Data read from the Philips transport
finally arrives at achoice of both
solid-state and valve output stages
after following acomplex digital
path. In the CO transport, aCrystal
CS8420 asynchronous sample rate
convertor ( SRC) remaps this stereo
44.1kHz data into two, mono 96kHz
datastreams (equivalent to a192k
data rate) that are transmitted
to the outboard DAC through two
balanced AES/EBU connections.
This data is received in the 0H25DAC box and upsampled again to
192kHz before addressing apair of
DSD1792 converters ( MF uses these
DSD-compatible DACs in its SACO
player).
The substantial analogue output
stage delivers a2.2V output at
just 0.0009% distortion on the
left channel and 0.0016% on the

is the natural successor to

upsampling. Ino longer care

the kW SACD player, however

quite how such listenability was

retrograde may seem to some

104dB). The biggest difference?
Stereo separation - afull 95dB
from solid state, falling to 71dB via
the valves. Compare both stages
yourself from the graphical reports
on www.milleraudioresearch.
com/avtech.
200 psec

0.005%

(Nodal Jitter

Distortion al lkHz/OdfiFs
0.004%

160 psec

0.003

120 psec

HFN's Spec
2.0009%

0.001%

40 psec

120dh

110d8
Channel Separabon

110db

at 11,Hr

A
HFNs Spec
117d8

105dB

100db

90dt

Manulactuiet s
Spec: 16Ipeec

80 psec

0.002%

Musical Fidelity feels this

supplies, balanced operation,

right from 20Hz-20kHz where the
smooth response is just - 0.3dB
down. Differences in UR distortion
like this are not necessarily
subjectively important and can be
down to either DAC and/or op-amp
selection or even how the ICs are
soldered down! This same analogue
stage also drives aunity gain buffer
based around one double-triode per
channel. This valve output option
has the same 2.2V output but with
the merest increase in distortion of
0.005% at 20kHz and afractionally
lower S/N ratio ( 103(18 versus

100d8
Manufactures 1
Spec: Id

95dB

840_

Mearlectwere 1
Spec: 11208

H N Spec
100B

90d8

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
•Eric Bibb, AShip Called Love
(Telarc Blues CD- 83629I
•Jackie De Shannon, Laurel
Canyon ( RPM 304)
•Keb' Mo', Peace...Back By
Popular Demand (Okeh/Epic EH

92687)
•The Persuasions.... Sing 112
(Chesky JD306)
•Various Artists, The CameoParkway Story 1957-1967
(ABKCO 92232)

It's hard to argue with Mr.
Michaelson — the sound is sublime.
It's subtle, free of nasty artefacts,
solid, and non-aggressive. It's so
damned close to SACD that you can

understand why MF was prepared
to abandon the failed format for a
return to CD. At the price, there's so
much bang for the buck, er, pound
that it's impossible to fault.
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Reference Line
The revolutionary construction of MBL speakers
is capable of producing three-dimensional sound
that reflects the acoustic nature of real instruments.
This concept is as simple as it is brilliant.
Like musical instruments, the " Radialstrahler" radiates the sound waves omnidirectional - not only in
one direction like conventional speakers.
In combination with our stunning amplifiers, D/A
Converters and CD Transports, the Reference Line
provides aunique hearing experience.

* 4P:
MBL 101 Speakers, 9011 Power Amps, 6011 Pre Amp,1621CD Transport and 1611 DA Converter

temptation
MBL CD Transport 1621

Hearing is believing
Jazz, Rock or Classical Music;
words cannot describe the unbelievable
musicality of MBL audio systems.
Visit us at The Northern Sound & Vision in
Manchester, 28th and 29th of January 2006

Proudly distributed by

SOUND VENTURE
Audio Systems
MBL Distributor for the UK and Ireland
T: +44- ( 0)1932 - 864548
www.soundventure.co.uk
email: salesgsoundventure.co.uk

LISTENING TEST

CABLES £ 10/£15/£20/£25
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Atlas Cables steered away from sheathing high-grade co perjn.P.TFE, as the high
temperature process could -corn rorrneetitilreffin/IMI
rMétal. Until now.
Dave Berriman trieetn Hyper ran e, w.ith new low.tertMeture technology
egg»
DETAILS
Hyper 1.512/3/Bi-wire
E10/£15/(20/£25 per re

0

is PolyTetraFluoroEthylene

so that Hyper 3has about half

(PTFE), but the temperature

the DC resistance of Hyper 1.5.

basses fell mare convincingly in

required to apply this over high

Hyper Bi Wire comprises two

line with the violins, whereas the

purity oxygen- free copper can

conductors of 2.0mm 2stranded

1.5 favoured the latter. Overall

return the metal to its more

for bass and two of 1.1mm' solid

balance was more natural with

crystalline and poorer sounding

core for treble.

Second Symphony the double

Hyper 2, which also gave amore

www.hifi.org.uk

'tough-pitch copper state.

0E00 731 1140

up with amethod of applying

Ifelt the Hyper 1.5 offered a

of the spectrum. Hyper 3was

Teflon insulation at alower

detailed presentation, with

smoother than either the 1.5 or

temperature, thus preserving

only slightly wispy treble and

2.0, but it did ultimately lack some

copper purity and the cable's

marginally lightened bass

of the vivacity of Hyper 2.0.

crystal structure.

compared with Hyper 2.0. With

Affordable and lively
le Match cable to your s/ 3ten)

Fortunately, Atlas has come

Atlas' Hyper speaker

insightful performance without
SOUND DUALITY

seeming to favour any one part

b expectations. In addition
to revealing greater overall

cables all use * five nines'

Maximum could have had more

esigning acable is like

(99.9997% pure) stranded

low- end presence and power

cooking. It's not just the

oxygen- free copper clothed

• ingredients, but also how

Hyper Bi wire lived up

Hyper 1.5, Kraftwerk .sMinimum

Hyper 2was not only smoother

harmonic integrity and better
string tone ( in the Beethoven), it

in PTFE dielectric. Two such

and fuller, it also seemed to give

firmed up bass delivery, giving

cables are twisted in yarn filler

the music asense of proportion.

aworthwhile lift in performance

would be all too easy to focus on,

for mechanical stability and

For instance, in the Beethoven

over both Hyper 2and 3. •

say, copper quality or insulation

contained in asoft PVC outer

you blend them that counts. It

that will look impressive on

sheath. Conductor strands

paper but disappoint on audition.

are concentrically bundled

Atlas makes this very point and it

into conductors of 0.7mm

seems that cloaking the very best

diameter in the Hyper 1.5;

possible copper in naff insulation

0.8mm diameter in Hyper 2; and

could easily be awaste of money.

0.98mm diameter in Hyper 3.0

Among the best insulation

(the cable number relates to the

materials for low dielectric

conductor area). DC resistance

loss land better sound quality)

improves with increasing area

THE REPORT
HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Overall this was afine set of cables, offering good sound and value, but if Ihad ta
pick two, my favourites would be Hyper 2and Bi wire 2to 4. Hyper 3may be able
to rescue abright or forward system. Likewise 1.5 could liven up aheavy- sound
-but Hyper 2and Bi wire are ideal for neutral systems which are crying our for a
clear and unobtrusive musical path

usimileeentwee
,
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LISTENING TEST

Quad
Almighty
British company NET Audio offers arange of
aftermarket upgrades that promise to improve
the performance of original Quad amplifiers
dramatically. Tony Bolton compares anewly
refurbished Quad 33 pre- amp and 303 power
amp with NET's newborn offerings to see if the
company's hot-rodding claims ring true...

‘4,>e

•

Quad 33/303/NET Audio 33/303
£166 ( 33), £ 227 ( 1x303)
www.net-audio.co.uk
01487 814657
Updated sound and sockets
Sound may not please all

L

ong-standing readers
of Hi Fi News may
remember, Iam afan of

the Quad 303 power amplifier.
Iprefer to use it in pairs, as.it
allows me to bi-amp suitably
equipped speakers, but Ihad
to stop using my pair acouple
of years ago. when Inoticed
that the sound from one was
deteriorating quite badly. So I

50 www.hifinews.co.uk

QUAD 33 PRE-AMP/303 POWER AMP/NET AUDIO 33/303SE

Icked them up in their boxes
the intention of getting

£166/£227

to aconsiderable range of

303s independently of the 33 pre-

Ihad grown used to. The old

upgrades, for the 303„ the 405

amps, Iborrowed an Icon Audio

accusation that 303s sound a
bit woolly and cloudy Ifound to

them overhauled by Quad.

power amp, the 33 pre- amp,

LA3 pre- amp, which had both its

Nevertheless, the Quads stayed

not to mention other brands'

pairs of outputs modified to give

be totally erroneous. The sound

in their boxes until Iwas advised

classic products too.

asuitable signal level for the 303.

that leapt into the room was

The Chord Company kindly made

smooth, detailed, with excellent,

up sets of leads with suitable

almost holographic imaging

of the existence of NET Audio.
NET Audio is run by David

Iarranged to have orne pair
of 303s and a33 serviced by the

'The standard Quad 303s were first up, and Iwas
immediately struck by how radically different a freshly
serviced pair sounded compared to the rather jaded,
but still pleasant sound that Ihad grown used to'

(one of the major benefits that
Ifind from using the 303s as a
pair) and avery fast and agile
bass that could go very deep
when required, and, most
importantly, stop just as quickly
as it started.

Pritchard, an ex- Hewlett-

famed Quad service department,

combinations of DIN and phono

Packard employee, who

and another pair of 303s and my

terminations which, allowed me

has turned his knowledge

other 33 ( they seem to breed!)

to compare every permutation of

by the somewhat cooler sound.

of digital electronics to

upgraded by NET Audio, to see

pre and power amps.

Whereas the standard 303 has

designing DACs and external
clock mechanisms for CD
players. During the course

"how astandard set and ' hotrodded .examples compared.
After being returned from

Moving over to the NET
Audio 303s, Iwas at first struck

avery gentle warmth in its
OLD ACCUSATION

sound, which Ifind adds to the

The standard Quad 303s were

connection being made with

of these endeavours he

their respective overhauls, each

first up, and Iwas immediately

the human beings behind the

became dissatisfied with the

amp was run-in for acouple of

struck by how radically different

performance, the NET Audio

performance of the PSU of his

weeks before Isat down to do

afreshly serviced pair sounded

models had amore modern,

Quad 303, so he redesigned it.

some serious.listening. In order

compared to the rather jaded,

slightly detached sound that

This redesign has expanded

to assess the performance of the

but still pleasant sound that

played music in avery detailed

IEBRUARY 200,
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Ton8 981 9891

the

audio
consultants

Einfo@audioconsultants.co.uk

www.audioconsultants.co.uk
FINE TWO CHANNEL ALDIO SYSTEMS

For farther information about any of our
products please vis 7tour new website

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

cDali Ikon 6loudspeakers.
The Ikon range brings the ribbon tweeter design
concept into amore affordable package. The big
soundstage and sweet tonal balance that is achieved
with the Helicon series is recognisable vn this
loudspeaker. Remarkable value. Ikon 6 £ 895.
dClearaudio Champion Level 2turntable.
One of the most popuiar combination packages from
this fine manufacturer. This exceptional turntable
with the Unify uni pivot tone-arm and Sigma
cartridge offets incredible value. Avery transparent
sound and abuild quality that is of the highest order.
Champion Level rfil65. Champion Level 2ft935.
?lease phone for details on package prices.

aEsoteric X-oi CD/SACD player.
This single box player redefines the
capabilities of digital replay. Without doubt,
it is one of the finest digital soucias we
have heard almost at any price. Atruly iarge
and deep soundstage with unprecedented
transparency and focus. The legendary
VRDS-NEO mechanism technology allows
the finest nuances of the music to be
followed easily without resulting in an
analytical sound. Build quality is of a
reference standaid. £ 8995.
b Audio Aero Capitole CD player.
This already superb sounding player
has had afacelift and asoftware upgrade.
The sound is now one of the most
transparent and musically engaging
we know. An exceptionally 3-dimensional
sounastage, comparing favourabiy with
players costing much more. It also inc.udes
apure analogue pre- amplifier with inputs
for other sources. £ 5500. For avery limited
period we can offer this at £46 75.

eAesthetix Calypso Line pre-amplifier.
This valve pre-ampli9er has asound so
unlike most tube designs, it has to heard.
Avery transparent sound, revealing the
finest detail but without sounding analytical.
Adeep soundstage and acorrect tonal
balance with none o' the usual "h°ore
associated with some valve amplification.
The internal design is dual mono and fully
balanced. Each input has parallel XLR and
RCA connectors. The build quality and
features are exemplary and these alone
could justify ahigher price. £ 3500.

fGamut Dl iso integrated power amplifier.
The new product from this well established manufactuter.
It is aone- box solution to those that do not want a
pre- power combination but without the compromise
to sound that most integrated amplifiers have. Avery
high quality sound with the build quality to match. f5500

AESTHETIX • AMPHION • AUDIO PHYSIC • AVALON • AYRE ACOUSTICS • BEL CANTO • BENZ-MICRO • CARDAS

CLEARAUDIO • CONRAD-JOHNSON • DALI

EAR/YOSHINO

ECLIPSE- TD • ESOTERIC • FINAL • GAMUT • GRAAF • LYRA • MCINTOSH • MONO PULSE » NORDOST • NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE • PAGODE • PATHOS • QUADRASPIRE
ROGUE AUDIO • SME • SHUN MOOK • SUGDLN • THIEL • TRANSFIGURATION • UNISON RESEARCH • VELODYNE • VIRTUAL DYNAMICS • WADIA • WHEST AUDIO

Lor ated approximately is minutes drive
from either Mil/Junction 12 or M3/junction 6
with free and easy parking outside

7Comet House

Demonstrations by appointment

Calleva Park

Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:oo.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.

the building.

Aldermaston

We have ahome evaluation scheme for those

Reading

and previously owned equipment listed on

who might find this method more corwenient.

Berkshire RG7 8JA

our website: www.audioconsultants.co.uk

Pat exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration

QUAD 33 PRE-AMP/303 POWER AMP/NET AUDIO 33/303SE • £166/£227

ADVICE ON CHOOSING INTERCONNECTS
The s:andard lead that was originally

make leads to order with suitable DIN plugs

supplied by Quad is somewhat sonically

for both the source interconnects ( 5- pin

challenged, sounding : impressed, slightly

DIN) and the pre- power lead ( 4- pin DIN)

grainy and generally musically uninspiring.

My bi-amp pre- to- power lead is aChord

terminals of suitably equipped speakers.
To connect apair of NET Audio 303s
(phono sockets) to a33 ( 4- pin DIN), the preamp termination is done in the usual manner,

Whether using one 303 in the conventional

Company Silver Siren ( from approx 020),

except that two leads, each terminating in a

manner, or bi-amping with two, I
would

wired, at the pre- amp end, with the left

RCA phono plug need to be wired to both pins

advise investing as much as you can afford,

positive through pin 1, the right positive

1and 3respectively. The four negative leads

in what may be the most important piece

through pin 3, and the common ground

run to pin 2in the usual manner.

of wire in the system. Several companies

connected to pin 2 ( standard Quad wiring).

11.1

Like most amplifiers the Quads also

The two leads coming out of the plug are

benefit from improvements to the mains

each terminated with a4- pin DIN plug

cabling. The NET Audio 303 uses standard

wired with the earth to pin 2, and the single

IEC connectors. The miniature round pin

signal lead bridged across pins 1and 3.

Bulgin plugs used on the standard 303,

Wired this way, each of the amplifiers in a

and both modified and unmodified 33s,

single 303 sees the same channel's signal,

are available from Maplins, and, for those

allowing the speaker outputs of each 303

who live near the coast, alot of good Ship

to be connected to the appropriate hi- wire

Chandlers ( they are used on some yachts
and cruisers). Several suppliers will make
power leads to special request. I
used sets
of Isotek Elite leads ( from approx £ 45) with
suitable terminations.
The Quad 303 does not like low
impedance loads, that is, those much
below 8ohm. Most modern speakers have

—

nominal impedance ratings closer to 6or

4ew back plate added to NET todic

even 4ohm, and I
find that running asingle

version of Quad 303 includes repta:ement

303 into such loads results in avery soft

3f

JIN input with pair of phono socKets

and insubstantial bass. By bi-amping, each
amp sees ahigher impedance load, and

and competent manner but

afar more solid, better timed and deeper

didn't engage me as much

bass sound is usually the result,

emotionally. On the other
hand, Ifound the bass to be
abit tighter, anc marg'nally

presenting asightly more

really shone here, with most

deeper. The modified units

translucent hiph treble.

of the greyness gone, and an

pre- amp was areminder of how

impression of far more air and

far this area of electronics has

space in the sound.

progressed in nearly 40 years.

presented awider scundstage,

The big surprise came

,nstalling the Icon Audio LA3

while the standard units gave

when fcompared the 33 pre-

the impression of greater

amps. Even after aservice, the

front to rear depth. The tap

performance of the standard

end extension differed, with

33 is alittle dated, sounding

original, again being more open

for the initial outlay, and

the standard models having

abit grey and musty when

and dynamic in its presentation

when running as pairs, I

aslightly firm, precise scurd,

compared to more modern

of music. This is not to say

feel that you would have to

and the NET Audio examples

units. The NET Audio upgrades

that the 33 is apoor unit, but

look around the £ 1000 area

there are limits to how far an

to noticeably begin to better

The new phono stage was
also an improvement over the

old design can be taken, and

Once serviced the Quad 303
offers superb performance

the performance.The NET
Audio modifications seemed

CI:I

TEST SYS.
•Linn LP12/ Hadcock 242SE/ The

'The Quad 303 offers superb
performance for the initial outlay and
you would have to look around the
£1000 area to better the performance'

Cartridge Man MusicMaker Mk Ill
Pro-Ject RPM9/Ortofon Kontrapunkt a
Roksan Radius 5/ Clearaudio
Virtuoso Wood
•GSP Audio EXP Elevator m- cstage
Kelly KT3 loudspeakers
•Chario Ursa Major loudspeakers
•Chord Co Signature speaker cable
Even using a
standard Quad
303, it's possible to try a
different mains lead...

•Chord Co Silver Siren and Cobra 2
interconnects
•Isotek Titan and 611 MiniSub mains
filters with Elite mains leads
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Performance and Value
The SDA 2175 Semi Digital Power
Amplifier offers:
200W / 8ohms, 375W / 4ohms
Balanced and single-ended analogue inputs
Treble is sweet and accurate.
Bass is tight and controlled
Complete lack of noise
Fully balanced design - all the way to the
speaker terminals
75% less heat than class AB amps
Advanced protection circuits
No relays or fuses in signal path
High quality speaker terminals
Chassis made entirely from precision
machined aluminium
Virtually immune to speaker back-emf
Vice- like control of speaker cones

"Supremely smooth and well balanced in
every respect, this amplifier starkly shows
what other solid-state does wrong.
Brilliantly engineered, it's nothing less than
an epoch-making product.

LIY-alORF

anger e

VERDICT — Outstanding."
Hi Fi World, June 2005

217S Se,,,

The SDAi 2175 Integrated Amplifier shares the
same impressive power engine and includes:
6 RCA inputs + 1XLR balanced input
Pre- amp output balanced and single-erded
Tape Out. Remote Control
User programmable attenuation for each input
Individual level and balance adjustmerv: for each input
4 step display dimmer with programmaole time-out
RS 232 connection for software upgrades

"Remarkably sophisticatec and powerful amplifier that's
subtle but infectiously musical too.

SJaU0n!pU0,?,

VERDICT — Outstandina."
Hi Fi World, November 2005

LYNG DORE
0870 9 100 100
wwvv.tactauclio.co.uk
www.lyngdorfaudio.co.uk

QUAD 33 PRE-AMP/303 POWER AMP/NET AUDIO 33/303SE • £166/£227

WE LISTENED TO
•The World of Ray Charles.
London Records SPA
U 361

•St. Germain Tourist
Blue Note Records
5251141
ip

• -

•Verdi Aida Tibaldi,
Bergonzi, Simionato. Vienna

ow

.111.

me ••••• —

o1•1•1.

41111.11111*

Philharmonic, Herbert Von Karajan
Decca Records LXT 5539/40/41

•The Vocal Fats Waller.
RCA Victor Records
LSA 3112

•Dreadzone Once Upon
A Time

•

•
QUAD

-"-"3 Millikairgainallir

ABOVE: The Quad 33 pre-amp in standard form, back and inside [left], and after the NET Audio modifications [right]

Functional

Records FBCD 008

basics are correct, it is down to
•Miditation 2 Binary Chi!
Ceiba Records CRO 11

to modernise the sound very
successfully, although Ifeel
that alittle emotional content
has got lost. Put one way, I
Missed out to Tebaldi and Del
Monaco singing 0 Terra Adio
[Act 4, Scene 41 fractionally
more with the standard Quads
than the NET Audio models.
Like all these things, once the

personal preference.
When comparing the pre amps, the choice is obvious. The
NET Audio unit sounds more
open and sophisticated, whilst
the standard one has asl'ght
glossy sheen to the sound that
is engaging, bHt ultimately adds
a ayer of separation between
the listener and the music.
If you want the ultimate
performance from your
303 Iwould also suggest
investigating amodern pre -

amp, as long as the output
can be configured to suable
levels. Fed from amodern
control unit, with suitabIe mains

and signal cabling, then the
Quad 303 in either form otfers
excellent sound per pound and
bombproof reliability.

The list of upgrades carried out by NET Audio are too numerous to list here in
detail, suffice to say that the full upgrades available to both the 303 and the
33 were carried out. In the latter scase this included replacement disc and
tape boards, as well as new output amplifier boards. ( Full details of all the
modifications, along with good quality photographs of the new components and
circuit boards can be seen on the NET Audio website: wm.net-audio.co.uk1. I
was
impressed with the quality and detail of the replacement boards, and they did not
look out of place next to original items.
The 303 mods included new power supply and Schottky rectifiers. The
transistors were replaced and the circuit modified so that the Darlington Triples
output stage now works as afully complimentary circuit, as opposed to the
previous quasi-complimentary design. The speaker coupling and PSU caps were
replaced, as were the speaker bypass caps.
The most obvious change was the replacement back panel. This well-crafted
item now contains mains input via an IEC socket, modern speaker binding posts
and RCA phono plugs for the signal input, instead of the previous 4- pin DIN type.
No performance specifications are listed by NET Audio, so I
assume that the
measured performance remains essentially the same. Quad's specs give power
output as 45W/ch into 8ohm, from a500mV input from the 33.

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
The standard units, after afull service by Quad, presented me with music relayed
in ahugely enjoyable manner, with, to my ears, agood overall tonal balance,
excellent imaging and some of the most agile and tuneful bass that I've heard. The
NET Audio modifications seemed to update the sound. Whereas the standard units
were full of enthusiasm for the music being played, the NET Audio models took a
more scientific evaluation' of the sound. The difference was small, but pronounced
enough that listeners will have apreference one way or the other. The replacement
front panel is exceltent in quality and finish, and overcomes the usual DIWElulgin
connection headaches. Whilst in no way decrying the original 33, which is still a
reasonably capable device, the modified 33 pre-amp represents aconsiderable
improvement over the original. It seemed to offer aclearer and more dynamic
presentation of music, with less of the slightly restrained feeling that the original
can impart to sound. It still isn't in the same class as modern pre-amplifiers, but
it certainly takes avenerable design forwards.
ABOVE: The NET Audio-modded 303 [left] and the standard Quad 303 [right)
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Classé Focal.31\1 Lab Linn Products UJ Acoustics IV onitor Audio
Maim Audio Nautilus
Sheen
ee

us

Pee

e

Quadraspire Rega BEL Rote\

Spendor Sugden Thiel Wadia

at the Manchester Hi -Fi Show

Radisson SAS, Manchester Airport
28 - 29 January 2006

28 & 29 January 2006, at the Radisson Hotel, Manchester Airport
Acoustica
17 Hoole Road
CHESTER CH2 3NH

01244 344227
www.acoustica.co.uk

Acoustica
114 Wolverhampton Road
STAFFORD ST17 4AH

Griffin Audio
3Gibb Terrace, Gibb St
BIRMINGHAM B9 4AA

01785 258216

0121 224 7300

www.acoustica.co.uk

www.griffinaudio.co.uk

Pass Labs amplification is tube amp- like in its simplicity of circuit
design, only two stages of gain and no feedback to smother the
natural timbre of the instruments. Gorgeous styling and peerless
construction make these some of the most coveted amplifying
devices in the world. The new X.5 series is now available in the
UK exclusively through the Musicology dealer network.
Contact us for further details.

Musicology is the exclusive UK distributor for Atma-sphere, Audiostatic,
Coincident Speaker Technology, Ferguson- Hill, Pass Labs, Rives, Symposium, Zu
Contact us on 01273 700759 or email: sales@musicology.co.uk

www.musicology.co.uk
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DENQN PMA-1500AE AMP & DICEY" 500AE SACD

LAYER

£550/£450

Denon has brought out ahighly
affordable SACD player and amp combo.
Alvin Gold listens in to the 1500AE twins'
ornmon wisdrat
Denon ? MA-1500AE amp
and DCD-1500AE SACD
player
£550/E450
www.denon.co.uk
+441011234 741200

is deac and buried,
but sO:
frneone forgot to felt

PR puts it, while the company

togethei- cost £ 24CC. The two

has reduced its hi-fi range in

1500 series components again

Europe las the market for high

have asimilar remit, but cost

Denon and afew others, it's not

fidelity -nade way for home

£1300 for asimilar combination.

setting sates records, but Denon

cinema,

They can be bought separately.

and others have latched onto

fidelity never slacked in the Far

the fact that audiophiles are less

East. Denon has peen seeding

interest

in serious high

The retro presentation is
no accident. The design of

interestea in multichannel, for

the ma-ket with its own vision

the an-rplifier is partioularky

which they may have neither

of back to roots hi-fi, in which

well executed, but clearly

the room, nor their wives

ste-eo only SACO has akey role.

reminisce gof mainstream

the inclination. But stereo in

1
r2005,

Denon launched

high fidelity dating back to the

Out 3f class performance

general, and stereo SAC Dare

the PV.A-SA 1 and DCD-SA1 at

'70s. Howeve- detailing is of a

different matters. Sterec SACO

arcund £ 10,000. Soon after that

different order. The curvaceous

Amp may disappoint some

-it's exactly like CD, only better.

followed the lite' versions, the

fascia extrusions are ve ,
yctassy

As the Denon 1500 series

PMA and DCD-2000AE, which

as well as visually effective. The C)
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LISTENING TEST

DENON PMA-1500AE AMP & DCD-1500AE SACD PLAYER • £550/£450

WHAT WE LISTENED TO
•Madeline Peyroux, Careless Love ( CD)
•Eels, Electro shock blues ( CD)
•Bach Works for Oboe & orchestra/Alexei
Utkin ( SACO)
•Tom Waits, Alice ( CD)
•Mahler Das Lied von der Erde/Boulez/
Vienna Phil ( SACD)
•Haydn Piano Concertos 3, 4, 11 Andnes, •
Norwegian Chamber Orchestra ( CD)
•Bernstein/Vienna Philharmonic Bruckner
9 ( CD)
and others.
models mentioned earlier, and

measured quality at the output.

incidentally very smooth and

ABOVE: The DCD-150CAEs rear panel has just standard analogue and digital outputs

same applies to the contrors,
which have an unusually tactile
quality. The volume control is
based on amechanical wiper,
not the now almost ubiquitous
multiturn affair.
STANDARD OUTPUTS
The DCD-1 510AE is an COSACO player, stereo only, and
with astandard set of disc
navigation options, the onty
additions being the aoility to
switch replay between CD and
SACD layers on disc, and a ' pure
direct' switch which turns off
the display, which results in a

The sense of control is

fairly quick in operation.

exquisite, particularly with

The amplifier uses aversion
of the UHC-MOS high current

acoustic material, from Das

MOSFET derivative used in
the senior PMA-SA1, fed by

album. It makes agloriously
immersive noise in the Bach

Schottky barrier rectifier

SACD. Generally SACDs sound

'There are very few competitors for
the player given it includes SACD
where obvious competitors are
universal players or limited to CD'

Lied..., to the Madeline Peyroux

more free and airy than CD, with
clearly superior stereo imaging,
despite being just two channels.
The amp is agood match to
awide range of speakers [ the
player is barely an issue in most

notkceably more transparent

diodes and some exotic block

cases) but there is clear synergy
with some quite sophisticated

sound (worth hav,nigl. Rear
panel furniture is tirnited to

capacitors, in turn fed from
atwo series connected low

models. The Focal.JMlab Profile
918, for example, is astrikingly

stardard analogue [ phono) and
diqita (TOSLINK accl 5/PDIFI

external flux torroids. Interstage
electromagnetic isolation and

good match. But it also helped

outputs, the latter blanked off

overall structural integrity have
been carefully thought through.
Each of these components

when playing SACDs.
The amplifier has three line
and two tape circuits, an mm/
mc r_ompatible phono input plus
pre out and power amp inputs
which with afront panel volume

can be used successfully with
third party amps or players,
but they belong together in an

civilise an occasionally slightly
overenthusiastic Monitor Audio
RS8, and there's plenty of power
to deal with most stand mounts,
which tend to be less sensitive,
though the PMA-1 500AE is not
massively power'ul.
There are very few

bypass allows the amptifier to

almost symbiotic relationship.
Individually or together they

be slaved to the front channels

don't have the gravitas or

1500AE player given that it

Power output 70+70W 8Ohms, 20Hz

of an externally controlted
multichannel system. There are

the expansive airiness of the
PMA-SA1 and DCD-SA1, but

-20kHz, THD 0.07%, 140+140 Watts 4

twc sets of 4mm b,riding posts

Ohms, DIN lkHz, 0,7°/0 THD
THD - 0.01% (- 2dB at rateo output E

for Kamping or biwiring but not
for independent use, as they're

they clearly point in the same
direction. They are very much in

includes SACD where obvious
competitors are universal
players or are Umited to CD. The

Ohms, lkHz

not switchable. Bass, treble and

Signal/noise Line - 108dB ( source

balance controls are fitted, but
can be bypassed.

SPECIFIC

rIONS

DENON PMA-1500AE

direct on), MC 74dB 00.5mV input,
MM 89dB 05mV input

Technology highlights include

competitors for the OCD-

amp is arguably alittle sweeter

control of the input, and express

and more transparent than most

that with avery refined and

similarly priced amps. CI

THE REPORT
HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

Dimensions: 434 x134 x410mm

Deran's proprietary AL24 curve

Iwxhxd)

smoothing algorithm in the

These are both exceptional components. SACD seems not to have compromised CD

Weight: 14.6kg

player whose aim is to reduce
step- wise quantisaton errors in

play performance, as it often does when the player is based on aNO mechanism.
The two formats - CD and SACD - are almost interchangeable, except that SACO

DENON DCD-1500AE

the least significant bit, coupled
to a24bit dual differential DIA

Frequency response 2 - 20kHz
(CD1/50kHz - 3dB ( SACO)
Dimensions: 434 x135 x331mm
(wxhxd)

converters and an analogue FIR
filter. The DIA also acts as the

has more grace, progressiveness, and subtlety. It just provides asuperior musical
experience. The amplifier may disappoint some who are looking for something
more obviously muscular and harder hitting, but it makes agood stao at taming
speakers prone to excess, and it meshes beautifully with more sophisticated ware.

master clock. The mechanism

I
could have done without the tone controls, but overall these are smart, beautifully

Signal/noise 110áB ( CD)/104dB ( SACO)

is of Denon's own design, and

Weight: 7.6kg

related to the mechanism

designed components that clearly perform out of their class. This in short is what
serious hi-fi at mainstream pricing is all about.

used in the more expens,ve
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A gift to music.
Definitive Audio offers you afresh and focused way of
choosing asophisticated sound for your home
Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our
reputation peerless The systems we create are infused with
an elusive quality that will expand your musical horizons
We use ajudicious selection of the worlds most artful and
ingenious creations, including the beautiful beguiling Living
Voice loudspeakers from England and Kondo KSL
electronics from Japan
Complete systems from £5,000.

LIVING VOICE

OBX R2
www.livingvoice.co.uk Tel. +44 (0) 115 973 3222 Email. shout@livingvoice.co.uk

"The story of the passive preamplifier has just been re- written"
"This box can stand ehead of active units three times the price"
"I feel the Musk First pre- amp has the finest balance of virtues cf any pre- amp rye heard date"
"For honest sound quality it warrants the best recommendation pass ,ble"
— Andrew Harrison, HiFi News

"Sometimes a product arrives that re- writes the performance available at a given price. This is no ordinary passive
pre- amp - it uses precision transformers for setting level, takes ba:anced aml unhalanced connections and is the
most transparent, musical pre-amp available for under £ 5000. Sturning value:'
— HiFi News, Awards issue, November 2005

geetl hi-fi

t: 0870 909 6777
info e realhi-fi.com
www.realhi-fi.com

...the evidence is mounting that this demure little boy from Great Britain regularly brawls it out with the big dogs
and comes out the winner.
...in the right circumstance, the Music First is the best preamp I've yet heard
...the Music First Audio preamp factors in my " Best of 2005"

list efavourite

personal discoveries

...this passive makes the ultimate get-out-of-the-rvay solution to hear amps in full frontal nudity. They either can
stomach that scrutiny or they cannot. A great honesty device then, this preamp
— Srajan Ebaen, www.6moons.com

-With

its tremendously open yet finessed sound, it's a veritable higt-end audio bargain"

"...the best preamplifier ever made"
— David Price, HiFi World

•Four Unbalanced inputs
•Two Balanced inputs
•Balanced and Unbalanced outputs
•100kHz bandwidth
•Custom options available
•RRP £ 1500

a( 0
music first audio
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If you don't want to go to the
ends of the earth to find the
right product and you don't
want to pay the earth, maybe
you should take atrip to New
Malden in Surrey
For 30 years or more we've
been stocking, demonstrating
and advising on the very best
hi-fi equipment.
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LOOK at our website
LISTEN in our demo rooms
Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.
35 High Street, New Malden,
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Tel: 020 8942 9567
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WiseWords

IN MY OPINION

The sound of
perpetual notions
Wrong-headed ideas about the musical behaviour of objects
have persisted across the centuries. John Crabbe looks at
the myths behind music

S

ometimes used only in
quarters, the woodcut
reproduced here crops up

occasionally in latterday music
books to provide avisual break,

square- root of its tension, not
linearly and falls in proportion to
the square- root of its mass- perunit- length). So the expected

although to my knowledge has

octave span, framing aperfect
4th and 5th, wouldn't have

never appeared before in colour.

materialized, the reality being an

It has always inthigued me, but
only recently have Iinvestigated

augmented 4th bracketing some
distinctly nondescript intervals.

its original role, which makes
an interesting story. The starting
point is atreatise on Greek

Eventually. Galileo and
Mersenne discovered the
square law by measuring what

music by the 5th/6th century
philosopher Boethius.

actually happens, whereas the

First discussed in this

described what they felt ought
to happen. Yet such was the

magazine's April 2004 issue,

unchallenged prestige of their

concerned tne acoustical findings

teachings that Boethius took

attributed to Pythagoras, most

them on trust athousand

aptly the vital link between

years later.

of stretcned strings - and
the equivalent tally in wind

BPL

J

_ipell_r
e, \ iter.--te,

ttee'lie'
i
%tie- s'eti
tai.

Pythagoreans seem to have

some passages in this work

consonant intervals and simple
whole- number divisions

IT

4eer
- 3›.

This brings me to the
woodcut, which was produced to
promote the same myths after
yet another millennium, the

instruments. But Boethius also

culprit this time being Franchino

related dubious stories about the

Gaffurius for Gafori/Gafurio/

'Galileo and Mersenne discovered
the square law by measuring
what actually happens, whereas
the Pythagoreans described
what they felt ought to happen'

proportions could also represent

Leonardo da Vinci, he may have

ancient principles as applied to

been given pause for thought.

hammers, bells, glasses and
flutes. However, only the flutes

But 500 years further on, the
mass/compliance paradigm has

would work as anticipated,

been elaborated well beyond
simple resonant systems

musical behaviour of hammers,

Gaforusl, ahighly regarded

having avirtually linear length/
pitch relationship, while the

the necessary height of water in

Italian musicologist whose

4:1 tension differential across

percussed vessels, and the pitch

Theorica Musicae of 1492 relied

the strings would cause them

mechanical complexities,
often now employing electrical

of strings moving in step with the

heavily on Boethius in all matters
Greek. But he went even further,

to deliver only one octave, not
two. And although intervals of a

analogues to ease calculation.
Amongst much else, this

Thus he accepted the claim
that when weights with the
6/8/9/12 magnitudes ( said to have

declaring that Pythagoras should

genuine 4th and 5th now appear,

have been bolder regarding the
strings, including another at each

there's not another consonance
in sight despite 13 further

has contributed mightily to
the science underpinning
audio technology, enabling

characterized some harmonioussounding hammers) were used to

extreme to enhance flexibility,
tensioned by weights of 4and 16

string pairings.

tension four identical strings, the

units respectively in order to add

accepted for 2000 years, the

even hammered anvils - to be

latter delivered an equivalently

afurther octave.

esteemed musicologist got it

delivered to millions at the touch

proportioned note spacing. But

wrong. Gaffurius was oblivious to

of afew buttons.

the resonant frequency of a

Gaffurius decided to illustrate
his thesis by showing how

string rises in proportion to the

the proposed 4/6/8/9/12/16

his friend and neighbour

applied tension.

So by perpetuating notions

his error, but if he had consulted

to encompass undreamt- of

the sounds of strings, flutes,
bells and glasses - possibly

Pythagoras, Boethius and
Gaffurius would be astonished.CI
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Top of the

tuners

Risking alienating the Brits, Ken Kessler
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ABOVE: The DaySequerra FM Studio Tuner - almost E4000 in 1989

explains why the US is the home of the
three best tuners ever made, and, in
particular, the classic Sequerra Model 1
and its later incarnations...

A

a
[
though

I'm aware of
the risk of seriously
lienating the more

jingoistic among you, the three

find five co-joined stations.
As aresult, American tuner
designers learned to juggle
selectivity, noise rejection,

best tuners ever made were

bandwidth, variable amounts of

American. This is aconsensus

compression and every other

Ifound through talking with

consideration, especially. as

experts, surfing the ' net and

Tim pointed out, RF rejection,

using my ears. Ihad a20-

aproblem area ' where nobody

minute conversation about this

could touch the Yanks'.

with EAFt's Tim de Paravicini,

The triumvirate of tuners that

ABCVE: The Sequerra Model 1FM tuner first came out in 1973
precise tuning more readily

approach applies, too, to the

attainable, Mile providing the

later Sequerras produced by

who designed atasty little tuner

conquered all, with to- die- for

more scientifc user with an RF

David Day from the early 1980s

for Luxman and who knows

sound quality thrown in, were

spectrum analyzer. This wasn't

into the mid- 1990s, while the

about such matters. He agreed.

the Marantz 10B ( out in 1964),

lost on Sequerra, who featured

all- new range of DaySequerra

And the irony is lost on nobody.

the McIntosh MR78 [ 19721, and

it prominently on the first tuners

tuners launched in 2005 are

the Sequerra Model 1H973).

to bear his name. With its $ 1800

offered in different versions.

Quite simply, before the
BBC turned to swill, the UK
had the very best broadcasting

launch price [ rising to almost
DEFINING FEATURE

$4C00 in loaded form near the

In 1984, the DavidsonRoth Corporation acquired

in the world [ content and

Richard Sequerra was credited,

end of its initial run) and its

the rights to the Sequerra,

signal quality), while there

with co- designing the previous

no- compromise design and

which it re- introduced as the

were precious few stations

decade's champion, the Marantz

advanced facilities, this tuner

DaySequerra FM Broadcast

for UK tuners to have to

1013, with the deservedly-

landed with the same sort of

Monitor Ian extensively updated

accommodate. The US merely

celebrated Sid Smith. For the

impact as the Wilson WAMM

version of the original). What

had quantity. OK, so its rock

story of the equally coveted

and the Goldmund turntable.

makes matters difficult for

stations were peerless, but the

McIntosh MR78, see the

Products that expensive had to

the collector is the profusion

commercial nature of American

forthcoming book McIntosh:

be superb, or else.

of models from both Sequerra

broadcasting made it pale by

For The Love of Music. When

comparison to ' the Beeb'.

the Sequerra appeared, it was

Model 1was as much a

the Model II of 1976-77, a

billed by many as ' asolid-

concept as it was aspecific unit

fresh design from 1983 called

state version of a 10B,' an

because there were numerous

Sheer distances and amix
of terrain forced American

In producticn, Sequerra's

`Sheer distances forced American designers to hone
tuners to a level where they could cope with everything
where a whisker of a dial turn might find five stations'

and DaySequerra, including

the Model One Broadcast
Analyzer, and the DaySequerras
including the FM Reference, FM
Reference Classic, FM Studio,
FM Studio 2, FM Broadcast
Monitor and others, with prices
ranging from $ 3000 to around

designers to hone their tuners

instantly comprehensible way of

options. It is also known that

$13,000, the most costly being

to alevel where they could cope

describing it as the 1013's logical

severely modified, special-

the all- singing, all- dancing

with everything from vast areas

successor.

application Sequerras were

Panalyzer display.

with scant coverage to urban

The 10B's defining feature

used by professionals, including

To further compound matters

locations where amere whisker

was agenuine oscilloscope

American radio stations, to

the myriad of evolutionary

of aturn on the dial might

on the front panel that made

test broadcasts. The options

changes were barely reflected in
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for the Model 1Sequerra tuner that
was launched during that year

SEQUERI

LEFT & ABOVE: The Sequerra
Model 1was reviewed in Hi Fi
News in the April 1975 issue by
Gordon JKing
ABOVE: Cover of a1987 Sequerra tu ier
brochure

external clues. When Ireviewed

two vertical arrays of six buttons

by pressing the button on thc

an FM Reference in 1991 the

per side, arotary tuning dial,

front panel marked ' External

most Icould learn about the

large red digits and the 4.5in

Vector Display'.

Reference was: ' Many of the

instrument- grade oscilloscope.

improvements involve the

For most models, the 12

The owner's manual
informed you that a

use of superior parts which,

control buttons operate four

sophisticated analogue tuning

quite simply, weren't available

oscilloscope functions, absolute

system was employed in

even when the Broadcast

polarity inversion, contour

preference to digital tuning

was designed, while other

defeat, narrow, normal and wide

because the company found

ABOVE. Sequerra brochure explaining -

considerations dealt with easier,

IF bandwidth selection, * mono

the trade-offs unacceptable,

why the product is ' the ultimate tuner'

more consistent manufacture

forcing', muting defeat and

arguing that digital synthesis

and greater reliability'.

power on/off. A.the back are

tuning is, among other things,

'BUDGET' VERSION

an IEC mains input, aUS- style,

noisier and less accurate. The

screw- threaded 75 ohm aerial

company also felt that digital

Typical of what you might find

input and four oairs of phono

tuning has resolution of 12.5kHz

out there is the DaySequerra

sockets. Two pairs are icir signal

with an actual ' set- on accuracy'
of greater than 8kHz while the

FM Studio Tuner, the ' budget'

out, either normal or inverted,

version of the Model 1. It sold

while the other pairs ( also

DaySequerra was tested for

here for £ 3950 in 1989, to put

normal and inverted) feed the

set- on accuracy of better than

the frighteners on you. Common

oscilloscope for assessing other

100Hz.

to most Sequerras, it featured

line- level components, accessed

Sound quality was never

ABOVE: Inside aSequerra brochure
from 1987

ABOVE: Advice on why you might consider the Sequerra tuner from a1987 brochure

ABOVE: Brochure spread from 1987
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SEQUERRA MOCEL 1

an afterthought, despite the

DAYSEQUERRA UPDATES

seemingly overriding concerns
for issues unique to tuner

Those who own aDaySequerré

design. DaySequerra-era tuners

hference tuner might wish lc contact

employed true dual- mono audio
amplification stages designed

:he company tor the Signatu -eUigrade
package, whit'.will carry ore for aMil?.

by Dan D'Agostino of Krell, each

even though tie original timer ceasad

•Replac ng tie oscill3seeme tube with
anew CRT

channel using entirely discrete

production in 2305. David Day exilained.

•Adding new switching ciicuitry that

of the FETs in tie audio mum timproving

devices and offering balanced

'The upgrade further improves the

allows the user to

the low end as Net as transient

operation.

selectivity, distention and clarinet

oscilloscope clt frcm the horn panel

response.

separation of the FM Referencetmer as

when it is not in use. This circuit

•Acomplete alignment.

OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE

well as complirely address ro the maior

complete)/ .e.
rayes the plate and

DaySequerre provides alimited

The FM Studio Tuner, when

reliability issues with this 15-yeèir o.d

deflection voltages from the CRT,

lifetime warranty on all upgredec

connected to live mains,

illr;thode

design, namielly the

rested in stand-by mode,

' ay tu3e ( CPT1 ant incandescent

lamps'.

replacing the I titers with hand matched, low croup delay filters

The upgmce includes

tas ly

t.rn the

and provides aslow start turnon,
significan% .engtheining the life of

for improved distortion and channel
separation
•Hand- match and adjust the bias poi its

units for defects and workmansh p

the tube and calTI3[etely addressing

covering parts and .abour bar the new
CRT (warranted for one year for defects

oscilloscope's matrix to indicate

the mair reliniliti shortcoming of

and workmanship) According , to Day,

this status. The tuner needed

the tuner.

'We do only three upgrades per weet.'.

at least 30 minutes to deliver

•Replac ng all incandes:ent bulbs wth

Day listens personally to every unit

optimum performance when
switched on from cold, but

solid-state LE) levices.

receiving the upgrade. Total cost 3f the

•Replacing the RF minter veth ahigher

modification is WS 11680, plus stippling.

with half- illumination of the

I ) ilY`,Pinierra

MM.

this pre- warming stage
meant full performance was

image reject on design
•Rebiasing th IF amblers and

available within aminute.
Pressing the ' ON' button

Customers should call 011 856-7199900 or go to www.daysequeria.com
all-analogLe, superheterodyne

illuminated the digital counter,
the legends next to each button

FM- only unit, resting showing

and the oscilloscope. Although

that tuning accuracy is better
than 100Hi.

lacking presets, the Sequerra
was adelight to tune, with a

electronic RF :switching circuits

'The IF subsystem uses

nicely- weighted rotary control
reminiscent of the Marantz

Mae

41111111111111.11P

10B's, abright red digital display
of the station's frequency, and
the oscilloscope's tuning matrix,
with its three- prong assault:
Pressing the top button on
the left hand array produced

ABOVE: The 1998 version of the DaySequerra
stronger the signal. For dead
centre tuning, the user simply
centred the blue arc over the
middle vertical line on the grid;

FMR tuner
Display' produces an xygrid
showing the instantaneous peak

and parallel IF processors,
allowing user selection of
three IF bandwidths. The IF
filter sections use variable
circuitry for optimal gain and
detector response, as aresult
guaranteeing the least distortion
regardless of tne bandwidth

the grid over the oscilloscope.
Between stations, there was a

the words ':stereo pilot' Ut no

deviation of right and teft audio

blue blur at the bottom of the

over the station counter VV'lert a

channels. Mi.sic programme

scope. As you neared astation,
the blur took on the shape of a

stereo broadcast was located.
The second and third

advantage over any tuner I've

small arc, circling up the matrix.

displays assessed signa t3rd

produced an egg- shaped burst
emanating from the centre
point, while an announcer's

The higher the arc travelled, the

stereo quality. * Tuner Vector

voice yie.ded arear vertical line;

to voice ( spoken and sung) while

in the case of speech with the

the sense of palpable three-

voices at stage le't and stage

dimensionatity is inescapable

right, the two lines veered in
the direction of each speaker,
the further apart the better the

on well-miked live broadcasts.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
DAY SEDUERRA FM BROADCAST TUNER
Wavebands.
FM only
Tuning Range:

87.5-108 MHz

selected by the user'.
In use today, fresh from
an update [see box], the FM
Reference still has asonic
experienced. There's awarmth

Iuse it all the time for news
programmes and chat shows
and - through the Lexicon MC- 1

Display Range:

87 2-108 3MHz

Tuning Display Dynamic Range:

120dB

Tuning Accuracy:

Balanceo Vertical Display' was

all- encompassing sourd in a

Bandwith Selection:

0.0005% oh tuned freqJency
Wide 280kilz, Normal 1180kHz, Narrow. 130kH

selected when the tuner was

way I've not heard from DAB We

Usable Sensitivity:

10dBf (stem), 8dBf ( moi01

used in balanced mode.

only have afew years left before

S/N Ratio:

-65dB

50dB Quieting Threshold:
Separation:

35dBf

THE FM REFERENCE

the assholes switch off FM. Even
if aworking Sequerra Fivl tuner

The £ 545 7FM Reference

costs you afew grand, there can

Distortionf850dB Quieting, lkHz:

0.35% ( typ

Distortion1065dBf, lkHz:

60dBfdl kHz
10%)

separation Mono broadcasts
produce° avertical line. ' Tuner

reviewed in 1°91 looked exactly

SCA Rejection:

0.10% ( typ 3.08%)
-75dB ( typ 85dB)

AM Rejection:

-75dB ( typ 85dB)

socketry around back instead

Dimensions:

440 x375 o145mm (wchl
£950

of inverted and non- inverted

Price ( 1989):

be no better waii to hear it out. a

like the Broadcast, Wth the
same functions, p.us XLR

phonos for oabrrced use. I
wrote that it remained ' an
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in Logic 7mode - it provides

In next month's Classic Kit we look at
the Thorens TD12E turntable

BOLZANO

VILLETRI

touch the sound

Round
Stream

Revolutionary 360 0 sound
out

www.bolzanovilletri.com
YBI Distributions Ltd
Exclusive Distributors for Europe
Telephone: + 44 ( 0) 20 72448240
Fax: + 44 ( 0) 20 73704828
Email: BV©ybidistributions.com

Curren

Affairs
A

o
round 20- odd years
ago there was aflurry

factivity in audio's

In FILs latest technical exposé Keith Howard
examanes the theories of speaker impedance
and tests out how these can be accurately
measured to prove conventional hi-fi wisdom

overturned audio's applac.art by

the vanguard of this was Matti

colleagues, Ilpo Martikainen

claiming that measurements

Otata, aFinnish academic

and An Varla, anrered that-

told you little of how apiece

who., among other things,

question in 1983

more academic circles trying

of equipment performed in its

:ntroduced the terms transient

those delicious moments

to bridge ayawning divide

primary role of reproducing

:ntermodulation distortion

of audio history where a

that had split the hi-fi industry

music and were, therefore, little

!,TIO or TIM( and interface

prevailing certainty is suddenly

during the 1970s. At the start

better than Jseless.

'ntermodulation distortion 01Di

undermined. What Otafa and

of that decade the world &

Suddenly it wasn't

to the audio lexicon.

in one of

his co-workers showed was

high- quality audio was as well

necessary to own alab full of

ordered as aVictorian drawing

expensive measurement gear

DIFFICULT TO DRIVE

such as that presented by most

room. Equipment reviews .nhi-fi

to pontificate on equipment

Otata's primary interest was

loudspeakers, is subjected

magazines were based around

quality. Reviews that were based

amp!ifiers, which inevitably

to the right ( or wrong( input

afew standard measures o'

solely on listening impressions

led him to consider why it was

that if acomplex impedance,

'Suddenly it wasn't necessary to own a lab full of
expensive measurement gear... reviews based solely on
listening impressions became increasingly common'

signal, its effective impedance
can, for short periods of time,
be much lower than revealed
by conventional steady-state
measurements.
An example, based on a
much- simplified simulation of

performance and quality, and

became increasingly common,

that certain loudspeakers nad

the impedance presented by

on the basis of those figures

and concepts tike musicality

areputation for being difficult

amoving- coil loudspeaker, is

aconclusion was reached as

moved the assessment of hi-fi

to drive. There was agroWng

shown in Figure 1. Here the blue

to the item's worth. If anew

equipment to

consensus that agood power

line represents the current in

amplifier should have vodigious

apure resistance equal to the

amplifier delivered 40 watt into

new dimension.

A lot of traditionalists cried

8ohm at 0.01`/)0 total harmonic

tout, and so was established the

output currert capability loJt it

speaker's voice- coil resistance,

distortion and did so for three

subjectivist- objectivist divide,

wasn't clear why.

while the red line shows the

quid less than its competitors,

across which were ! obbed - and

plaudits were assured.

occasionally are still lobbed

made the cautulation of output

-barbed comments from

current requirement asimple

case peaks at about three times

propagandists on either side

one if, for instance, you wanted

that in the resistive load.

But during the 1970s a
growing number of voices were

On the face of it Ohm's Law

actual current through the
speaker. Current in the latter

raised in protest. Actually the

it was to build ° ridges across

an amplifier rated at 70 watt

foundations of what was to

tnis rift that va-ious novel

into 8ohm to be able to deliver

explanation.for the observed
importance of amplifier current

Here, it seemed, was an

become known as subjectiv'sm

distortion mechanisms were

ils full voltage output capability

were laid much earlier, but

exposed during the late ' 70s

into a4ohm toad then its output

capability. If an amplifier with

it was during the mid-' 70s

and early ' 80s, in the hope that

stage would need to deliver a

just sufficient output current
to drive the resistive load of

that the idea really took hold.

they might after at least partial

peak current of 8.4 amps. Where

Around the world, acadre cf

reconciliation of measurement

was the mystery in that?

manufacturers and reviewers

and listening experience. In
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Matti Otala and two

Figure 1were used to drive
the speaker load instead, it

ER IMPEDANCE

current

3

1

would clip the current peaks

draw, but did sucn signals

on this type of signal and in all

actually occur within music

-2

probability sound inferior as

programme and if so how often?

aresult. In afollow-up paper,
Otea and another co-worker

It was crucial to °tale's thesis
that tnese unexpectedly large

tested three speaker systems

current lows would occur in

from Infinity, Yamaha and Heco

the course of replaying music,

and found that, on the worst test

and that tney would occur

ABOVE: Fig '. Simulation of excess current draw by as.mplified

signal they could devise, these

sufficiently often to present a

speaker load impedance. The blue trace represen:s the current in

would draw peak currents of

practicable problem.

an equivalent resistance, the red trace that drawn by the simulated

6.6, 3.8 and 5.1 times greater

-3

4
t.rno

speaker load, the peak sake of which is three times greater

But Otala rever

respectrvea than an 8ohm

demonstrated that tnis was

resistance .

actually the case, ard neither

Shortly thereafter other

did Vanderkoay and Lipshitz : n

researchers demonstrated a

their paper on hcw to compute

method for cakulating peak

aspeaker's peak current

current draw from aspeaker's

demand. Their paper did include

conventionally measured
impedance characteristic 3

an example waveform, culled

(rather than determining it by

edged erough to resemble

from aCD, which was square-

trial and error, and this method

°tale's test signals but, as

was then developed into a

tne authors noted, this was

(just) practicable measurement

almost certainly due to clipping

'In 20 years nobody has tried to
verify if speakers draw unexpectedly
high currents on music signals'

su

At

;0
ohms
PO

10

90

,011!

phase !°)

I
HIM

05

Exciting as this all seemed,

chain. The irony of invoking

from the outset questions

an already clipped signal as a

were raised about the validity

valid example of one that might

of Otala's findings tc the

cause amplifie- current ctipping

replay of music signals. It

1
4

somewhere within the recording

technique 4 .

was

all very well synthesising a
square- edged test signal with

downstream was apparently lost
on them.
1find it hard to believe

transitions timed in such away

that, in the 20-year interim,

as to cause inflated current

nobody has attempted to verify CC1

.0 !
In

io

`'IL

" IL

eauer: MI
—
ABOVE: Fig 2. Graphs showing impedance modulus Itop trace) and phase

(bottom trace) for the B&W 805 speaker used in the testing
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Walrus 4t,

11 New Quebec St, London W1

Have we got turntables? Do bears.., no, forget that. Of course we have!
We don't have aproblem with turntables at all (some shops seem to have - how
much choice do you see in your local hi-fi store, that is if they even sell proper
hi-fi any more). This venerable way to reproduce music in your home still
happens to offer the most realistic sound quality of anything available today.
You can spend afortune on the latest digital components to still only get a
fraction of what even arelatively modest cost vinyl front end has to offer. You
probably already have the "software" for it tucked away in acorner somewhere,
assuming you're not avinyl user already. And, the best thing is, it's not going to
become obsolete - you won't have to worry like the digital aficionados do about
the next miracle format and having to repurchase everything again! Provided
you look after them, those vinyl discs contain an almost unlimited amount of
information, and as you gradually upgrade your front end, you get to hear ever
more of it.
Our advice on turntable/arm/cartridge matching is second to none (provided,
obviously, you purchase from us!) and our subsequent building of your turntable
will ensure you get the full performance from it (we see quite afew turntables
purchased elsewhere or second-hand which aren't working properly). We also
don't forget about you after you walk out the door, it remains important to us to keep your deck working to your satisfaction over
the years. Just thought we'd remind you that vinyl playing is still our priority!

However...
Even we have to face the fact that more and more
of you want decent digital disc spinners, and

example. Consonance also make some wonderful
products, and the Consonance Droplet 5.0 (pictured)
is the latest wonder from this company. Not only

ironically (to us) people tell us they visit us for
digital players specifically because of our enthusiasm

does it sound excellent, the styling is also acomplete
departure for this price range (the Droplet costs

for analogue. Er, yes. So, we have to be very
careful what we choose. The Chinese have been
making some absolutely superb digital products

£1995). You get a24 bit / 192k upsampling DAC
and avalve output stage, all in aunit which weighs

lately, you've all seen the success of Shanling, for

just under an astonishing 30 Kg.

But it's not only the Chinese who're making digital waves, as it were. Our own home-grown favourite, Musical Fidelity, have
come out with an astonishing two box player, anew model in their acclaimed KW series, the DM 25 transport and DAC. The
digital and analogue sections are both effectively "dual mono", and although you can buy the units separately, there are very few
other makes you can use them with because they connect using the esoteric dual mono twin cable system, amethod only one or two
far more expensive units use. The outcome is sound quality well ahead of
what you might expect of the price tag - both units together cost £3995. And,
in case you were wondering, those things sticking out the top of the transport
are levelling adjusters for the unique isolating feet, nothing more sinister!
And, just alittle reminder about the superb Stirling Broadcast LS 3/5a
loudspeakers. Now, we know these are about as unfashionable as it gets.
Modern speakers are supposed to be
big, bold, full of high-tech drivers, and
with amulti hundred watt power
handling tag. And indeed, most
modern designs are just fine for purely electronic music, where tonal accuracy, subtlety, and
even soundstaging take second place to sheer grunt. For acoustic music and spoken voice,
though, these BBC designed mini monitors are absolutely unparalleled. Even when you hear
them playing full orchestral music, or even rock, they are very special. Instruments sound as
they were meant to, voices are utterly natural. These are amust hear design if you are a
"serious" listener.
Finally, we now have the fantastic Hyperion HPS-938 loudspeakers on demo - sorry, no room for apiccie - book now for alisten.
air tangent amazon amplifon apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio aero audio physic black rhodium breuer dynamic
brinkmann cartridge man cawsey clearaudio consonance decca london duevel dynavector ear yoshino final lab goldring graham
(tonearms) graham slee hadcock heart heed audio hyperion (loudspeakers) incognito isolda jadis kr electronics klimo koetsu lavardin
lyra magneplanar mcintosh michell engineering morch musical fidelity nordost nottingham analogue opus 3 origin live ortofon pro-ject
rega (turntables) revolver ringmat roksan shun mook shanling shelter sme something solid sonneteer spendor stax stirling broadcast
sugden sumiko tannoy tci cables tom evans townshend audio transfiguration trichord trigon van den hill voodoo wireworld xlo

tel: 020 7724 7224

fax: 020 7724 4347

email: contact@walrus.co.uk

web: www.walrus.co.uk

TalkingTechnical

SPEAKER IMPEDANCE
LEFT & BELOW: Fig 3. Graphs showing impedance modulus ( top trace, left) and,

below,

phase ( bottom trace) for the MonoPulse Model 22 speaker
90
phase 19
45
ohm s

o

45

90

2

10

100

k

frequency IH

10k

20k

whel her or not speakers draw

the basis of the voltage across

CHARACTERISTICS

on certain signals - and if, just

unexpectedly high currents on

and current flowing through

By borrowing ateceique

as importantly, those signals

music signals, but if they have

its terminals. In the case of a

used by Baxandall , in which

are of high enough amplitude

then I'm unaware of it. Those

resistive load, where the voltage

instantaneous voltage and

to cause unexpected,y high

who have raised doubts about

and current waveforms are

current are plotted on an XY

currents to flow - then if we

the significance of Otala's

always in- phase, dividing the

graph, we can perform amuch

plot instantaneous voltage

findings on real world music

more relevant measurement.

versus current with the speaker

signals, sgh as the late Peter

instantaneous voltage by the
instantaneous current will give

To introduce this, let's first look

playing music programme we

Baxandall

the resistance value, provided

at the conventionally measured

can expect to see results falling

and Douglas Self,

have done so on the basis of

that the signal's zero crossings

impedance characteristics of

beyond the area occupied by the

observing music waveforms ' or

are avoided. But this is not the

the two loudspeakers that we're

load lines in Figure 4

sections that resemble ° tab's

case with acomplex impedance,

going to test here using music

test signals, and failing to find

like that of aloudspeaker,

programme: the B&W 805 and

measurement of loudspeaker

them. Tnis barely comprises

where there is generally aphase

MonoPulse Model 22, which

impedance accurately

hard evidence, so how can the

differEnce between voltage and

were chosen because they were

represents the speaker load

issue be settled?

current, and the two waveforms

both on hand awaiting review.

encountered in practice, then

Alternatively, if the traditional

the plot of instantaneous voltage

are consequently out of step. In

The impedance modulus

is that it is impossible to

this case dividing instantaneous

(magnitude) and phase versus

and current will stay within the

determine aloudspeaker's

voltage by instantaneous

frequency for the B&W are

load line envelope.

instantaneous impedance on

current gives nonsense results.

shown in Figure 2, and for the

The first thing to appreciate

MonoPulse in Figure 3. Using

It's an inescapable problem
of doing such ameasurement

LEFT: Fig 4. Calculated load

these results we can calculate a

that you can never be certain

line traces for the B&W 805,

load line for the loudspeaker at

whether you have chosen a

calculated from the data of

each of the frequencies at which

piece of music that will expose

Figs 2and 3respectively.

the modulus and phase were

aparticular loudspeaker's

Instantaneous voltage is

measured, and plot this on an

worst impedance behaviour.

plotted on the horizontal

XY graph where the horizontal

Otala's test signals nad to be

axis, instantaneous current

axis represents voltage and the

individually tailored to each

on the vertical axis, and the

vertical axis represents current.

speaker, which means that

scales are chosen such that

Except at those few frequencies

every speaker will behave

a4ohm impedance produces

where the speaker presents a

differently on agiven music

aload line at 45 degrees

purely resistive impedance, each

signal. By choosing music which

LEFT: Fig 4. Calculated load
line traces for the Model 22,
calculated from the data of

'By choosing that combines strong
bass and treble content we stand
a good chance of observing any
tendency to excess current draw'

Figs 2and 3respectively.

load line will be an ellipse and

combines strong bass and treble

Instantaneous voltage is

sJperimposing them across the

content we stand agood chance

plotted on the horizontal

measured frequency range gives

of observing any tendency to

axis, instantaneous current

the results shown in Figure 4.

excess current draw.

on the vertical axis, and the

The axes are scaled here such

scales are chosen such that

that if the impedance modulus

two tracks for the testing:

a4ohm impedance produces

is 4ohm then the major axis of

Jennifer Warnes' ' Way Down

aload line at 45 degrees

the load line ellipse will lie at 45

Deep' [ from The Hunter, Private

degrees to the horizontal.

Music 261974) and Jim Keltner's

If Otala was right and these

With this in mind Ichose

'Drum Improvisation' [ from

two speakers do present an

The Sheffield Lab Drum & Track

unexpectedly low impedance

Disc, Lltvl XR 005I. These were 113
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www.usheraudio.com

Be
THE BERYLLIUM EVOLUTION

there.

CP 8872 II
4-wn system: 208' low- bass woofers, 7' woofer
2' soft dome midrange and

t•

Be dome tweeter

sensitwity 90 dB e 1watt / lm
nominal impedance: 4ohms

With the music.

frequency response (- 3dB): 29 Hz - 30 kHz
power handling: 200 watts
crossover frequencies: 150 Hz, 1.3 kHz and 3.5 kHz
weight: 92 7figs (including base/

The new Usher Dancer II Beryllium.

oimensions tar ud ah): 32 cmx 96cm x152 cm

CP 8871 II
3- way system: 208' low- bass woofers

rmid- low woofer,

and 1 Be dome tweeter

sensitivity: 90 dB (4) 1watt / 1m
nominal impedance: 4ohms
frequency response (- 3dB): 28 Hz - 30 kHz
power handling: 150 watts
crossover frequencies: 300 Hz and 2.5 kHz
weight: 77.5 kgs (including base)
dimensions (w xd xh): 32 cm x85 cm 0137 cm

(P 8571 II
3-way system: 8' low- bass woofers

7.

mid- low woofer, and 1' Be dome tweeter

sensitivity: 87 dB @ 1watt ./1m
nominal impedance 8ohms
frequency response (- 3dB): 30 Hz - 30 kHz
power handling, 100 watts
crossover frequencies: 220 Hz and 2.2 kHz
weight: 51.7 figs ( including base)
dimensions (w xd xh): 32 cm x60 cm x112 cm

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 Kai Fo

g Street Set.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan Te1:886-2-23816299 Fax:886-2-23711053 E-maikusherems11.hinetnet

HIAudi
9 Soverei
TeVFax:

n Gardens Miskin nr Pontyclun CF72 8SZ
443 231458

Mob:07968 272614

Web:www.hiaudio.co.uk

Email: hugh@hiaudio.co.uk

SPEAKER IMPEDANCE
READING
REFERENCES
11 M. Otala et al, ' Input Current
Requirements of High- Quality
Loudspeaker Systems', Preprint 1987.
73rd AES Convention, March 1983
(available from www.aes.orgl
2) M. Otala and P. Huttunen, ' Peak
Current Requirement of Commercial
Loudspeaker Systems', Preprint 2293,
79th AES Convention, October 1985
(available from www.aes.org)
3( D. Preis and J. Schroeter, ' Peak
Transient Current and Power into a
Complex Impedance', Preprint 2337,
80th AES Convention, March 1986
(available from www.aes.org)
4) J. Vanderkooy and S. Lipshitz.
'Computing Peak Currents into
Loudspeakers', Preprint 2411, AES 81st
Convention, November 1986 ( available
from www.aes.org1
51P. Baxandall, 'Amplifier Output
Related to Loudspeaker Requirements .,
Journal of the AES, vol 36, no 1/2,
Jan/Feb 1988 ( from www.aes.org)

recorded on either music track.

replayed, in mono, through each

from Figure 4, and the speckle

of the two speakers, with the

pattern of red dots represents

signal current monitored via

the combinations of voltage

that these results cannot be

a0.11 ohm series resistance.

and current measured while

definitive because there may be

Voltage and current waveforms

replaying the chosen tracks.

other pieces of music that would

were recorded as 16- bit,

Fig. 5shows the result from

It's important to repeat

cause these speakers to behave

44.1 kHz Wave files via aLynx

the 805 playing the Jennifer

differently. Moreover, there may

Audio Technology L22 sound

Warnes track. All the red points

well be other speakers that

card and the results analysed

are contained within the blue

are more prone to episodes

and graphed by software written

envelope with the exception of

of excess current draw.

specifically for this article.

afew that just bust the positive

Vanderkooy and Lipshitis work

voltage limit, probably due to

suggested that three- or four-

signal- related changes in the

way speakers are likely to have

of music, equivalent to about

speaker's voice- coil resistance.

lower instantaneous impedance

34 million voltage- current

There is no indication here of

than two- ways, so the two two-

measurement points for the

unexpected current draw.

way speakers assessed here

Together these two tracks
comprise almost 13 minutes

analysis. A Rotel RA- 1062 was

Much the same applies to

may not be the most prone to

used to drive the speakers, with

Figure 6, obtained from the

this effect. As other speakers

its volume control set such that

805 playing the Keltner drum

come my way I'll measure them

it \A./mid deliver 20 volt peak on a

improvisation. In this case there

to see whether substantially

full-scale input.

are acouple of red dots just
outside the upper and lower

different results are obtained.

CURRENT DRAW

bounds of the blue envelope but

these results it looks as if
Otala's whistle- blowing on the

That said, on the basis of

1t1C resultb are shown in Figs

only just ( these will probably be

5and 6 ( B&W 8051 and 7and

invisible in the printed version

subject of speaker impedance

8 ( MonoPulse 22). In each

of the graph). The MonoPulse

was an interesting academic

case the blue line represents

is even better behaved, with

episode but of little relevance in

the envelope of the load lines

no excess current episodes

practice. There is no evidence
here that traditional steady-

'On the basis of these results it looks as if the

state measurements of speaker

whistle- blowing on the subject of speaker impedance
was an interesting academic episode but it was really

aspeaker's hunger for current,

of little relevance in practice...'

something more exotic. O

load impedance underestimate
or that they should be junked for

LEFT: Fig 5. Instantaneous

LEFT: Fig 6. Instantaneous

voltage across and current

voltage across and current

through the B&W 805

through the B&W 805

speaker playing Jennifer

playing Jim Keltner's Drum

Warnes' Way Down Deep

Improvisation

Ired trace), with the

(red trace), with the

speaker's load line envelope

speaker's load line

included for reference ( blue

envelope included for

trace)

reference ( blue trace)

LEFT: Fig 7. Instantaneous

LEFT: Fig 8. Instantaneous

voltage across and current

voltage across and current

through the MonoPulse

through the Monopulse

Model 22 speaker playing

Model 22 speaker playing

Jennifer Warnes' Way Down

Jim Keltner's Drum

Deep ( red trace), with the

Improvisation

speaker's load line envelope

(red trace), with the

included for reference ( blue

speaker's load line

trace)

envelope included for
reference ( blue trace)
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If you're buying equipment, searching for advice or looking for a
nugget of audio information our expert panel is here to help...
MEET THE PANEL..,
KEN KESSLER

111,1
-

Classical choice

•

US- born Ken

Imainly listen to classical

Kessler is

for

music and have a Denon 2900

the balanced input of the Krell.
Would your panel have any

'the Funter

universal player, a Krell KAV

specific suggestions?

S. Thompson

400xi amp and Linn Keilidh

Peter Clarke, High Wycombe

of hi- ti'

speakers in an average- sized

and writes

modern living room. I'd like to

exclusively

bring the whole system up to

News as cur

Senior Contributing Editor. -

Ken Kessler replies: ' With
your budget, id consider

the standard of the amp and

changing the speakers rather

I'm currently considering the

than the source. Iswear by the

Watch out for answers with

options to get the most out

Denon 2900, which Iuse every

attitude!

of my large CD collection. I'd

single day - its
samodern

like to extract the maximum
STEVE HARRIS

classic. Irecommend you

amount of detail and imaging

audition Sonus Faber's Domus

StevE

¡
S:

from the recordings without

range (the E797 Concertinos

ending up with abrittle sound.

are shown here), the latest

Editor of Hi -Fi

If the budget is, say, between

Spendors, or maybe something

News and

£1,000 and £ 2,000, would

from Opera. If you can stretch a

edited the title

Iget better value from

bit further to E2149, the Sonus

between 1986

simply purchasing a new

Faber Cremona Auditor is alittle

and mid- 2005.

player for CDs, or would I

He has probably forgotten

honey All would prove refined

do better buying a DAC to be

enough to serve the needs of

more atout hi-fi than most

fed from the digital output

of us can remember...

classical music, and the Krell

of the Denon? It would be

would deliver more than enough

particularly convenient to use

power'.

the Consultant.

PAUL MILLER
the inventor of

It's all in the cans

Hi -Fi News lab

Q

test equipment

m902 headphone amp review

Would £ 1500 be better spent

Grace versus anormal preamp

-the OC

(Hi Fi News, November 2005)

on astereo pre- amp as you

for any other high- end headphone

Suite - and

and am close to buying it.

suggested sound staging is not

amp) only if you use headphones

was recently

have a CD player & FM Tuner

the m902's forte?

for most of your listening. The

Paul M ller is

loved Ker Kessler's Grace

F
only
2.5

Line Out to my power amp?

01234 741152. Iwould opt for the

appointed Technical

sources and would love to nave

Director of the magazine.

the headphone lexibility that

He's alsc awhizz at all

my current pre- amp doesn't.

A

aspects of AV technology.

My CD player has a BNC digita -

can connect the BNC digital

listen to speakers, consider a

out, so can Iconnect this to the

output to the phono socket with

preamp like the Audio Research
SP16L, and economise on aless

ANDREW HARRISON

Peter Hassett, by e-mail

Grace is a 'special purpose'
piece, aimed at serious (chronic)

Ken Kessler replies. ' You

headphone users. If you mainly

S/PDIF RCA/phono socket of

an appropriate BNC-to-phono

After acareer'

the m9C2 adowing the Tuner

adaptor; contact Mike Harris at

expensive headphone amp or

in hi-fi retail

to connect to the Line In, then

the HFN Accessories Club on

adaptor to drive your cans'.

Andrew
Harrison
joined Hi -Fi
News seven
years ago and
has bee -iDeputy Editor of
the title for the past four
years. Ile sa goldmine of
information on hi-fi and
technolcgy.
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READER QUERIES

Briggs' Audio
Biographies

CD: UK distributors?

Q I
am

information regarding two Marantz-

Q

looking for the title ( and publisher) of the book

A Andrew Harrison

1have been looking at

replies: ' The

Njoeb Tjoeb 4000 valve CD player was
reviewed in our June 2005 issue. The

that Gilbert Briggs wrote in the early 1960s, where

based CD players - the Njoeb Tjoeb

he interviewed and discussed major audio designers.

and the Heart 6000 but can't find

UK distributor is Icon Audio - call

Would anyone at HFN know the title/publisher? Iwas

any reference to distributors in the

07787 158791 or go to ww.iconaudio.

also wondering, whether awebsite on the classic

UK. Since you are one of the biggest

co.uk. The Heart range of CD players

Wharfedale speakers ( 50s/60s models) is available, as 1

names in hi-fi in the UK 1hope you

and hi- end tube amps is distributed in

can only find the latest stuff ( IAG) on the web.

may be able to help?

the UK by Real HiFi - call 0870 909

K. Bakker, The Netherlands

Terry Kinder-Niven, by e-mail

6777 or go to www.realhi-fi.com'.

A

Ken Kessler replies: ' The book you're referring to is
Audio Biographies, which was published by Wharfedale in

1961 (ISBN: B0000CL7YQ1. It's now seriously rare, so look
at eBay, the online bookstore
Amazon, or frequent the vintage
audio fairs. By the way, Briggs
didn't interview the audio
personalities - they wrote
their own entries. As for a
website dealing with vintage
Wharfedale products, I've not
been able to find anything. You
might instead enter one of the
audio forum sites, such as
www.audioasylum.com, and
start aWharfedale thread'.

Armed and dangerous?
Q Iread your response in the June 2005

conventional arm, but it's worth the effort.

issue to areader's query about what arm

Because it's aunipivot, the Hadcock can

to upgrade with on a Linn LP12 with great
interest as Irecently bought asecondhand

flop about in all directions until all its
adjustments are attended to. And before you

Hadcock GH 228 Super Arm for my LP12.1

start, you do need to make sure the Linn

am currently having it rewired so have not

suspension is bouncing correctly - that is,
straight up and down without twisting or

yet had the chance to hear it. However, to

snaking. If you want some guidance on this,
you might try getting acopy of the booklet

my dismay, information Ihave been able
to find out about the arm on the internet
(past reviews etc) suggests that although

How to Set Up and Fine- Tune aTurntable by

an excellent arm, the Hadcock unipivot

John Rogers, available from the HiFi News

doesn't particularly like the ' bouncy'

Accessories Club at £7.50.
With aproperly behaving Linn as a

three-point suspension of the LP12.

platform, you can set to and get the Hadcock
set up. The best way is to get acopy of the

I'm tempted to put it on eBay once! get it
back and go back to the original arm 1had
before which is an Alphason Delta arm

Hadcock GH242 & GH228 Unipivot Pick Up

Rooks abit like a Regal. Your advice would
be appreciated.

Arm Setup Guide - it's E8 from HiAudio
Distribution via eBay1http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/

M. Casingena, London

New-Hadcock-Unipivot-Tonearm-SetupGuide_WOOQitemZ58352887121. You can

A

be able get very good results indeed

contact HiAudio on 01443 231458 or at www.
hiaudio.co.uk. HiAudio also lists Linn LP12

with aHadcock on the LP12. There
is alot more setting- up than with a

armboards correctly cut for the Hadcock
228mm and 242mm arms. So, don't give up!'

Steve Harris replies: ' You should

GOT A QUESTION?
If you have any hi-fi or AV/audio query you can send e- ail your question to hi-finewsrclipcmedia com and mark it ' Cl&A. Alternatively
you can ' snail mail' us to: Hi -Fi News, IPC Media, Leon

ouse, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ. If you want aparticular expert to

answer it please make this clear and we'll get it sent ta them for an answer. We regret that due to time pressures we can't answer
any technical queries by telephone, e-mail or post. Sor ry!
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IN MY OPINION

Sony's mammoth
software blunder
Sony is facing awave of criticism over its use of the
controversial XCP copyright software that can severely affect
computers playing audio CDs. Barry Fox reveals the tale...

T

der ived horn the selL Protecting

he debacle over Sony's
CD copy pretection
gaffe is aclassic

Digital Content ( SPDC) system
developed by San Francisco
company Cryptography

example of what happens
when technical ignoramuses

Research International.

in the record indust7y put blind
faith in technology. Let's hooe

UNPREDICTABLE STOPS
AACS allows content providers

other cpmpan'es campare the
amount of revenue lost from a

to change the encryption
keys used for blue laser discs

few people making afew heme
copies of their own CDs with
the huge cash cost to Sony of

and players. Every disc will
automatically check the keys
in aplayer. Hacked keys will

recaliing millions of CDs for
re- pressing and replacement,

be replaced with new ones. If

public humiliation. and the

something goes wrong some

anger of artists ( including the
late FF•ank Sinatra and Louis
Armstrong( whose new titles
had tc be pulled off shop snelves
for he Chrsfrnas sales period.
Graham Cluley, an expert
in anti- virus software, stated:
In taking aim at te music
pirates, Sony succeeded only
in shooting itself in the foot'. It
took more than aweek for Sony

promoting XCP as ' the true
meaning of audio security'.
Sony's website offers 13
pages of FAOs on how to remove
XCP protection with a ' malicious
software removal tool'. Ulna://

'A classic
example of
what happens
when technical
ignoramuses put
blind faith in
technology'

cp.sonybmg.com/xcp/english/

players stop playing some discs
unpredictably. SPDC/BD+ tries
to avoid this by putting more
computer software on the disc.
Andy Setos, President of
Engineering at 20th Century
Fox, explained: ' We talked to
both formats and asked them
about content protection. We
told them our concerns and
listened to what they said. The

to own up to and apologise for

fag.html). But Sony makes the

audio and video system. If these

BD Association won'.

the computer problems caused

basic mistake of not offering a

by XCP. We deeply regret any

printer- friendly version.

boxes are infected with viruses
after playing XCP CDs they

The DVD Forum has rejected
SPDC/BD+ and will just use

may well stcp working and lose

AACS for HD-DVD. Alan Bell is

inconvenience said Sony's open

All this is happening as
Microsoft redoubles efforts

music stored on the hard disc. If

Exec VP Advanced Technology

to sell the Windows XP Media

you are using astandalone CD

to us by athird party vender,

Center PC as the centre of

player and hi-fi, you can at least

with Warner Bros. He has been
heavily involved in the design of

First4Internet .,pleaded Sony.

home entertainment, and

play music while you struggle to

At the height of Ire trouble

Philips gears up for the launch
of aWindows Media Centre PC

get aPC working!

letter to » our valued customers'.
The software. -was provicied

the vendor's website - www
first4internet.cauk - was still
THE

FACTS

disguised as an ordinary home
ABOUT

XCP

AACS, right from the start.
He explained: ' SPDC adds

The scariest thing is that
Sony is amain architect of

complexity, and when you add

the copy protection system for

adding extra doors. We asked
the Blu-ray group to explain why

both blue laser disc systems

extra components you risk

• (CP stet's for ' Datended copy

Windows operating system or open up

-HD-DVD and Blu-ray. Whereas

they adopted it. They gave us

protection' and it was designed

XCP only affects acomputer,

to prevent unlimitec copying and

security vulnerabilities
•XCP only affects CDs played via

unauthorised redist -ibution 3f music

computers - it doesn't affect discs

the Advanced Access Content
System (AACS) is deigned to

what was really just amarketing
presentation. We asked for more

recorded by Sony BMG artists.
•Toe XCP' copyright software conceals

played in conventional CO/OVO players.
•XCP, or rather Sony BMG, is now the

change the way aplayer works.
The HD-DVD camp thinks

We asked about peer review.
Would they put the algorithm on

its presence ( such "ridden softwane is

subject of several lawsuits in the USA as
it violates several state laws that protect

AACS is best on its own. The
Blu-ray camp think it should

the web and invite hackers to

known as aiootkit land can degrade
te perfonmance cf acomputer using the

consumers against computer spyware.

be bolstered with asecondary
system caded BD+, which is

information. But they said -No -.

have ago at it? They said -No — .
One of the companies that
said ' No' was Sony... la
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1

CEBU

.,

Founder Member
Intelligent Homes
in the Making

3times award winner
Home Cinema Choice
"Best Multiroom
Installation

www.musical-images.co.uk
London's premier centre
for the world's leading
hi-fi and AV brands:

Arcam
Art Acoustics
B&W
Bose
Chord Electronics
Crestron
Denon
KEF Reference
Linn

CELEBRATING 10 YEARS
of high- end excellence

Living Control
Meridian
Musical Fidelity

Musical Images' award winning

Pioneer

Covent Garden store is now
celebrating ten years as London

ProAc

and the South East's premier centre
for high- end AV and hi-fi.
With five luxurious demonstration
suites, a choice of top brands, plus
product and installation expertise
that's second to none, if you're
looking for the best, look no further

and many more

Covent Garden branch, in the
heart of London's West End,
is just 5mins walk from
Covent Garden or
Leicester Square tube stations

than Musical images.
We look forward to welcoming
you as we celebrate ten years
at the top!

Branches around the M25:
173 Station Road, Edgware,
Middlesex HA8 7JX
Tel: 020 8952 5535

Musical Images, Covent Garden
18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden, London, WC2H 9HB Tel: 020 7497 1346

126 High Street,
Beckenham, Kent BR3 1EB
Tel: 020 8663 3777

MUSICAL IMAGES IS AN AUTHORISED MAIN DEALER FOR OVER 103 LEADING MANUFACTURERS
Audio Visual Lifestyle Ltd tía Musical Images. Please call for opening time details. E-mail: sales@musical-images.co.uk

E&OE.

AuclioVisi
WHERE THE WOE

IN MY
VIEW

Paul Miller
Editor, AudioVision

D

isplay technologies
underpin our look

at the world of NI

DS OF AUDIO AND VISION MERGE

CEATEC SHOWS LATEST IN PDP
JAPAN INDUSTRY SIHOW

.r

he Combined Exhibition
of Advanced Technologies
(CEATEC) is to Japan and

Asia what the IFA is to Europe

this month with the launch

-an international consumer

of Pioneer's sixth generation

tech- test open to all but with a

50in plasma and an exclusive

local feel. All manner of eye-

review of Mitsubishi's

watering and drool- worthy AV

fabulous little DLP projector.

gear and future technologies

When we reviewed Pioneer's

are showcased each Ottober.

fourth generation 50in
plasma ( AVTech Feb 04) tcost

geec

Last year's show provided
an alternative to 1080pin the AV
The future's in here!

some £ 6000. Today's version

lexicon, as the term Full HD'

not only offers abetter

was championed instead. This

viewing experience, but is

refers to the finest of domestic

sizes. LG's prototype 60in panel

pitched at £ 3800. Meanwhile

HDTV resolutions, currently

was the smallest known at the

Mitsubishi's HC3000 would

defined as 1920x1080 pixels Up

time and Panasonic's TH65PX500

happily take on projectors

until very recently, this resolution

remains, as you read this, the

several times its £ 2000 ticket

has eluded plasma display

smallest production full- HD

from ayear or two back.

manufacturers in anything other

PDP at 65in.
However, barely amonth

In the meantime, if you've
agrand burning ahole in

I

than giant- sized PDPs_
In our December issue, we

SED- what CRT wants to be!
PDPs in the popular 513in sze
(55in in Hitachi's case). None
would give firm details on

ater, CEATEC was awash

your pocket in lieu of anew

revealed what we thought to be

with announcements of major

pricing or release dates, but

all- singing, all- dancing AV

the state-of-the-art in PDPs

progresses in PDP technology

this summer in Japan looks

amplifier, then you are bourn]

capable of fulit-HD at more

with Hitachi, Panasonic and

likely, closely followed by a

to have the latest contenders

reasonable, Irving room- friendly

Pioneer all announcing full- HD

European launch.

from Denon and Pioneer at
the top of your shortlist For
our ' head- to- head' test this
month turn to page 82...
:HIS MONTH

79 News

HOW LOW CAN YOU GO?
PDP PROGRESS

ea& Advanced POP Development Center Corporation

The APDC ( Advanced PDP
Development Centre Corp)

technologies, barely achieving

PDPs achieving 5.7 and 35L/W

The latest hot AV gear

was at CEATEC demonstrating

2lumens light output per watt

respectvely. Althoogii there

82 Denon vs Pioneer

other advancements in plasma

of consumption. Requiring high

is still along way to go, sorne

display technology. APDC was

driving voltages and consuming

PDP industry experts believe

established in 2003 to co-

several hundred watts per hour

outputs of up to 40L/\N should,

develop the basic technology

in the popular panel sizes,

in theory, be achievable.

for advanced PDP displays,

the industry has been under

with help from Fujitsu, Hitachi,

pressure from the Japanese

display industry is keen to

AV amps head- to htnd

86 Pioneer PDP
Full test of EISA's
'Best Plasma of
the Year'

89 Jon Thompson
un room equalisation

90 Mitsubishi OLP
HC3000 projector

92 Masterclass
Wobutation explained

Moreover, the plasma

Panasonic and Pioneer.

government and independent

demonstrate that PDPs can

One aim was to achieve a5

energy conservation activists to

average the same power

lumens- per- watt efficiency

improve matters considerably.

consumption as LCD TVs while

by refining gas discnarge

offering amore natural ard

By achieving 5.1JW, PDP

mechanisms, fluorescent

manufacturers would lower the

consumer- friendly display

materials and driving circuitry

power consumption of a40in

experience.

for plasma displays.
Typically, PDPs are one of

display from around 390 watts
to 100 watts. APDC showed

further into new technologies

the least efficient of display

off prototype ii in and 43in

driving the POP market.

Next issue we'll delve
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www.acousticarts.co.uk visit our web site for second hand listing

E

Acoustic Arts are moving at
the end of February

lk

rts

coustic

It will still be business as usuall, but you
will now need to book demostrations in
advance. Please phone for further information.

Independent audio consultants

SCOTT

Custom installation work for Acoustic Arts

l-1 C:1 iCZ)

al I

will now be carried out by Scott Audio Visual

prima luna prologue 3 & 5

resolution audio opus 21

DE,:nlonbauation require advanced booking tuesday-saturday 10:00 AM to 5:30 PM
audio reseach . audioquest . aloia . b&w

beyer

grado . harman kardon . hutter . kef

ii

martin logan summit

1.01923.245.250 f.01923230798 mail©acousticarts.co.uk

blueroom . boston . clearaudio . copland . densen . focal jm-labs . grado

koetsu

krell . martin logan

michell . ortofon . primare . project

qed

quadraspire. roksan . rotel . sonneteer. sonus faber . theta . transparent audio . vertex aq . vibe . wilson audio

Finance
available for
up to 3 years
On selected items. Subject to status.
Conditions apply.
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NEWS

THE HIGH
DEFINITION
'AUNTIE'

'MINI- ME' SXRD PROJECTOR
SONY HOME CINEMA
As the online AV forums

technology. The VW100 is
aFull HD 1080p 3- chip

HDTV FROM THE BBC

design using a400W

that have gotten over the

Xenon lamp for
improved colour

•Our promise to our licence

excitement of cheaper 3-

performance

highest quality television,

chip DLP projectors are now

and arated
800ANSI

would indicate, those

getting equally worked- up at
the prospect of a budget•

payers is to give them the
so the time is right for the
BBC to get involved in high
definition'. This quote from

lumens

Qualia 004 3- chip 1080p

output. A

projector from Sony's SXRD

dynamic

Jana Bennett, BBC director of
television, in November signals

stable. Prices are unclear

iris system

the corporation's intention to

at time of press with
estimates ebbing between

delivers a
rated full

E7k and £ 1Ok for Sony's latest

on/off contrast

home cinema VPL-VVV100,
also known as Ruby.
SXRD or Silicon Crystal
Reflective Display is
essentially Sony's wellregarded take on LCoS,
areflective liquid crystal

provide atrial HDTV service
via cable and satellite in 2006,
acouple of years earlier than
many had expected. The BBC
has stated that it intends to

ratio of 15000:1 via
amotorised 1.8x zoom
lens. Overall operating noise

produce all its programming
in HD by 2010 and has already

is stated to be abarely
aJdible 22dB. This compact
19kg projector should be
available now.

ABOVE: Sony's SXRD
projector features its own take
on crystal reflective display

built up asubstantial archive
of HD material, including the
recent hit historical series
àome and Bleak House.

"71111•111111111111111•11111111111111r.—

ARCAM'S FMJ AV9
SPRINGS FORTH

MICRONAS' TV TECH
PLASMAS FROM GERMANY
Micronas claims that the Loewebranded Xelos A42 Plasma TV

MM.

ABOVE: Arcam's HDMI-switching AV9 processor
HDTV PROCESSOR
Due for launch very soon,

bandwidth analogue 1080p
component connections are
provided for legacy devices.

Correct motion based trame
rate conversion is essential for
the reduction and elimination

and Xelos A37 and A32 LCD
TVs all feature Micronas' truD

of motion judder and blur and
is relevant to LCD Ns or other
displays, such as Plasma

and RealMotion technologies.

and DLP, that may operate

These three TVs, all currently

at non- source related frame

available, use the Micronas

rates. The truD processor

FRC 9429A truD Frame Rate

also takes care of all other

Converter IC. The truD system

requisite functions such as

is one of the few consumer
level video processors to utilise

colour management, detail
enhancement, noise reduction,

motion- compensated frame rate
conversion from vector- based

and scaling. Micronas hopes
to spread its technology widely

Arcam's £ 3600 AV9 is the
eagerly awaited successor to its

The case and chassis feature

motion estimation techniques.

across the TV, home cinema

Arcam's unique Acousteel .

One other notable figure in this

and PC displays markets.

award winning AV8 AV processor

damping while separated

market is Philips with its DNM

of 2002. The AV9 is aTHX

power supplies feed critical

Ultra2, HDTV- ready processor

Idigital-natural-motion) system,
now part of the PixelPlus suite.

of -reference standard - says

audio and video circuits. Just
about every surround mode

Arcam, building on the success

is catered for, including EX

of its predecessor with the

7.1 channel formats, while
offering 8way multi- channel

addition of a5way 1080p
capable HDMI switch/repeater.

inputs for DVD-Audio and

This will ensure its integration
with HD devices, such as
up- scaling DVD, and next

SACD. Up to five frames of lipsync adjustment is provided to
counter any delays caused by

generation formats like BluRay/

video processing. An upgrade
program will be available for

HD-DVD and Sky's HDTV PVR.
A two zone system provides

1111.1

,

ABOVE: Micronas'
truD video powerhouse

existing AV8 owners at time of

video feed with independent

launch. The one and only full
technical review will appear in

on screen displays. Wide

AudioVision next month.

for an additional audio and

Sdonal
ent.tilutfon/C ,..

.11 hie S.111 U111141

LEFT: Loewe Xelos A
42 featuring truD
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Audio
Pioneer VSX-AX4Alii AV
Recei ier
£1000
www.rioneer.co.uk
01753 789789
Articulate, expressive
sound

No two companies are pouring more features and technology
into their AV Receivers than Denon and Pioneer but which of
eu r £1000 models, if any, has the edge? Paul Miller referees

82 www.hifinews.co.uk
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DENON AVR-3806 V PIONEER VSX-AX4AVI £1000 EACH

time has come to
Itipgrade
your home cinema
the
with apowerful 7.1- channel

Our independent tests show

amplifier is more PC- friendly

that these feature- packed

with its built-in ( Windows)

muscle machines push out

WMA9 Pro decoder, LJSB audio

AV receiver offering more

asubstantial 7x120W ( see

port and aproprietary connector

gadgets than awidget factory

Lab Report) while offering

to service your iPOD. This
feature is so recent that it's

running on overtime, and you've

compatibility with every

abudget of £ 1000, then the

important decode format. Only

missing on Pioneer's flagship

choice is simple: either it's the

the Pioneer is THX-licensed

VSA-AX10Ai AV amplifier!

Denon AVR-3806 or the Pioneer

and offers THX Surround EX

VSX-AX4AVi.

as an alternative to Dolby EX.

why the current HDMI v1.1

1:)1

DETAILS

Denon has decided, instead,

standard is less than ideal

to spend the licence fee on

for the reception if not the

Denon AVR-3806 AV
Receiver

evolving its video DSP by

transmission of multichannel

offering afull upconversion not

audio ( AVTech June 05), but

only of composite to S- video to

the high levels of jitter also

E1000

component but also from these

impact digital bitstreams. As

analogue video inputs to digital

aresult you'll actually achieve

www.denon.co.uk

video through the HDMI output.

the best sound quality with

01753 680568

HDMI v1.1 inputs compatible

Warm, engrossing sound

e

Ihave already detailed

Denon Link 3but no iPOD
Link!

Both amplifiers have two

DVD movies by feeding a
bitstream via the old S/PDIF

with CD, DVD-A and Dolby/DTS

route and leave HDMI for digital

bitstreams and secure digital

video. Of course, proprietary

video, but only the Denon is

interconnects like Denon's

rated to handle 1080p, when it

own ' Link 3' and Pioneer's

finally arrives on these shores.

implementation of Sony's i.LINK

On the other hand, Pioneer's

are preferable. Both standards

Audidision
'Both amplifiers
will reproduce
the thundering
dynamics
of modern
blockbuster
films with a
graceful ease'

DENON AVR-3806 yPIONEER VSX-AX4AVi • £ 1000 EACH

ROOM CORRECTION

amplifier at the helm. The cool,
spacious clarity of Pioneer's

Most manufacturers see an automated

response and level irregularities,

amplifier did nothing to diminish

setup routine as areal bonus, and if they

perceived at the listening position.

the spooky atmosphere that

offer some form of compensation for

The Audyssey solution attempts the

mismatched speakers or errant room

same trick but with different coloured

pervades key scenes through
Mel Gibson's Signs. Similarly,

acoustics, so much the better. Pioneer's

balls, so to speak. It will identify whether

the warmer and richer

Advanced MCACC ( Multi-Channel

each speaker is either full- range, asmall

ambience emphasised by the

Acoustic Calibration) and Denon's
Audyssey-licenced MultiED XT systems

satellite or asubwoofer and adjust the
crossover frequency accordingly. But

Denon served to heighten our
unease through the night time

rather than analyse the reverberant field

shots. With both amplifiers, as
the sound of birds wheeling

are at the top of their game, but they are
not identical.
Using asupplied microphone ' pod',

at one location, MultiE0 XT combines the
data collected at six adjacent microphone

carry multichannel DVD-A.

Pioneer's system records the behaviour

(listening) positions. This data is pooled,

SACO and Dolby/DTS bitstreams
using aserial return clock that

of your speakers and room through nine

matched to the psychoacoustical

surrounds and Mel discovers the
crop circle in his cornfield, the

(single-octave) frequency bands. The

regulates the flow of data from

aim is to correct for any reverberation.
along with individual channel delays,

properties of our hearing and applied in
an effort to optimise the soundfield over

our viewers positively bristled!

the OVO player, but you'll need
either aDenon or Pioneer OVO
player, the latter with POLS, to

and dogs barking rose from the

hairs on the collective neck of

the broadest listening position.

Both amplifiers will
reproduce the thundering

dark Batman Begins, delivering

complete the loop. Otherwise,
stick to standard coaxial or

atransparent and articulate
performance, albeit lacking a
little warmth. As Bruce Wayne

optical connections for Dolby
Digital and DTS-encoded

better melding of the soundfield
between the front, centre and

dynamics of modern

surrounds. There's seemingly

ease. Just as different displays
will trade one aspect of visual

less effort applied in resolving
the subtlest effect and more into

blockbusters with agraceful

movies.

confronts his fears in the midst
of the Ninja brigade, the sound

LIGHTS OUT

of Liam Neeson's voice echoing
from front to surrounds sets

sound around the listener.
Other movies that rely on

Wired- up to our reference
Denon DVD-AlXV player,
Pioneer's VSX-AX4AVi brought

up atense but impressive

asubtler acoustic are no less

acoustic. Denon's amplifier
is less focussed and arguably

detailed in delivery and still
succeed in generating avery

compete with either of these
two amplifiers faces an uphill

acrisp edge to the fabulously

less articulate but there's a

real sense of tension with either

struggle, in my estimation.CI
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performance for another,
so too do the Pioneer and
Denon tread individual paths
to acommon goal. Any other
manufacturer looking to

LAB REPORT

DETAILS
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Both amplifiers offer 7independent speaker outlets with Denon adding A+B
outputs for its surrounds. Both have three component video inputs and two HMI
inputs (with an output for each). but Denon has the edge with 7to Pioneer's 5

Remarkably, there's very little to choose

than the average sub-£'( 000 AV

between the raw power output of either
amplifier. Denon rates its AVR-3806

amplifier and will happily drive
some eclectic, low impedance

at 7x120W and achieves 2x170W and
7x120W/8ohm with asubstantial
reserve of 7x190W under dynamic

combinations without audible distress

conditions. Pioneer specifies each of its
7channels at 150W/8ohm. which is not

(digital) frequency response and
slightly lower distortion, even if its

the same thing as 7x150W, but achieves

digital jitter is about 10% higher than

or tripping their electronic protection.
Otherwise, Denon offers aflatter

2x180W and 7x115W/8ohm, rising

Pioneer's. There are key differences

to 7x190W under the same dynamic
conditions as the Denon. Pioneer

in bass management, however, with

manages to squeeze afew more Watts
out into lower impedances ( 345W vs

channel's bass to the front channels

Pioneer re- directing a 'Small' centre
while Denon feeds it to the sub. In a

320W into 4ohm, dynamic) but neither

system with no sub, then there are

amplifier is any more load tolerant than

fundamental differences with Pioneer

the other in practice.
On the other hand, they are both

sharing bass across front and surround

considerably more speaker tolerant

information to the front channels only.

channels while Denon directs the LFE

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
I
would dearly like to suggest that one of these two amplifiers is significantly,
or even marginally, more impressive than the other. The plain fact is, they are
both exceedingly flexible and powerful designs capable of sustaining atruly
memorable movie experience. Sure enough. the Denon has aslightly earthier

S- video connections. Pioneer offers two i.LINK ports to Denon's proprietary Link 3

and rumbustious sound while the Pioneer is lighter, fresher and more delineated
in its delivery from channel to channel. There are subtle differences in the

facility but ices the cake with both USB audio and iPOD connections. Five optical

prioritisation of facilities and execution of bass management, which may tip the

digital inputs, one 8-channel multichannel input and output and aseparate Zone 2
preamp output complete the key connections.

balance for some, but for most the upgrade to either product will represent a
substantial and long-lasting boost to their home cinema entertainment.
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Performance is the result of athree-year research and development programme culminating in a
number of major technological advancements. Recreating each and every musical nuance with
incredible emotion, Mordaunt-Short's state-of-the-art loudspeaker range brings you as close as
possible to the wonder of the original performance.
H" 11,• "Tuneful, agile sound sets new standards in transparency... atruly ground- breaking speaker."
HiFi Choice, December 2005
"Truly redefines the standard at this class.., superb value for money; amodem classic."
Hi-R World, April 2005

"AMU?
*****

"The Performance 6s are sensational speakers."
What Hi-R? Sound and Vision, December 2005

MORDAUNT

SHORT

www.morclaunt-short.corn

Audidision

DETAILS
Pioneer PDP-566XDE
50in Plasma
£3800
w ' ii

r

01753 789500
Sharp, bold images
Greens slightly
4 compressed

S

EISA's ' Best Plasma of the Year' comes under the AudioVision
microscope. Paul Miller focuses on the Pioneer PDP-506XDE
speakers as separate, £ 200

1080p ( HDMI/VPbPr) at 24Hz

options. The panel is still framed

to accommodate future HD

Home Menu is processed

Even the Pioneer's OSO

by its characteristic piano- black

sources, not least the Blu-ray

through the receiver, despite

surround but is now slimmer

format to which Pioneer is a

the fact that it looks to be driven

and lighter than ever, lacking

co- signatory. The media receiver

through the plasma. What

the front layer of glass still

is the hub of the package, the

separates the £ 3800 XDE and

employed by its competition.

interface for your DVD player

£3500 FDE packages, however,

Pioneer replaced this glass

and other source components.

is the functionality of the media

with its thin-film colour filter in

It provides the Pure Drive

receiver, with the XDE offering

last year's mode! [
AVTech, May

HDT and ' i-Ciear Drive video

an additional HDMI input along

05), reducing reflections from
without as well as distorted

eason by season,
Pioneer's 50in plasma

double- images from within.

not only witnesses gains

versions of the package include

Both the XDE and FDE

'The panel is still framed by
its characteristic piano- black
surround but is now slimmer
and lighter than ever'

in performance but also benefits

amedia receiver that's fitted

from aregular drop in price.

with analogue and digital

This sixth- generation PDP-

video inputs, conferring full

DSP for de- interlacing, colour

with an SR+ comms interface, a

506XDE has tumbled to £ 3800

compatibility with 480/576/720

management, noise reduction,

PCMCIA slot, an ROB input for

thanks not only to improved

interlaced and progressive

greyscale processing and other

PCs, subwoofer and headphone

economies of scale, but also

sources at 50/60Hz. This

enhancements before piping

outputs, and, most importantly,

to Pioneer's decision to offer

season's model will not only

the scaled digital video up to the

adigital Freeview tuner. An

its standmount and ( side- only)

handle 1080i, as before, but also

1280x768 pixel- panel itself.

RS232 port even enables the
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PIONEER PDP-506XDE 50IN PLASMA • £3800
PDP-506 to be calibrated by ISF-

around the illuminated lure

qualified dealers, though you

of the angler fish as we've

can expect to pay alittle extra

enjoyed with the very best

for this service.

panels - Fujitsu's P5OXTS4OGS
included. The PDP-506XDE

LIGHTS OUT

manages to reveal subtle

Pioneer's latest colour filter

details that are ordinarily only

has aslightly blue cast but its

exposed by top-notch projection

not something that's obvious

systems. Colours, too, are

once the panel is lit up and

richly saturated and yet not

fully compensated for by

over- hyped. That such lush

our Recommended Settings.

colours are compelling but

Otherwise, the lack of a

never overblown are testament

traditional front glass plate

to Pioneer's phosphor coating

not only ensures the PDP-506

technology. Few other plasmas

is free of double images when

achieve this intensity of

viewed progressively off- axis,

colour without daubing the

but also makes it rather less

entire scene with ablotchy,

susceptible to reflections off

indiscriminate brush.

windows, lamps and other

Pioneer's various DNR

bright surfaces within the

and MPEG noise reduction

'The Pioneer manages to
reveal subtle details that are
ordinarily only exposed by
top-notch projection systems'
confines of anormal domestic

features deal with the film

environment.

grain in movies as diverse as

We watched numerous

The mightiest video OSP is worthless
unless the plasma panel itself
can deliver the goods. Pioneer
manufactures its own panels and
delivers incremental improvements
every season. This model features
its established ' Deep Waffle Rib'
panel structure but now includes a
'PureBlack' crystal layer between

these fully enclosed pixel 'cells' and
the transparent dielectric in front. This
crystal layer better concentrates the
plasma plume as the light is ejected
forward, increasing the practical
brightness that can be achieved while
improving the measured contrast and
panel efficiency to boot. So the POP506 is both brighter and 'greener'

RECOMMENDED SETTINGS
Pioneer's ' Pure Drive 2HD' image processing includes acomprehensive suite
of Colour Management tools. With just 20% of the screen driven, I
was able
to achieve afantastically bright 72.2fL output at anear-ideal 6480K colour
temperature. This also represents afull black/white contrast of over 1000:1
(450:1 at 50% driven) which is as wide as we've seen from any plasma. However,
in common with previous Pioneer plasmas, the POP-506 has acompressed green
gamut. This can be addressed by shifting the green towards the yellow with afull
-30 setting (see below), improving the pure green extension by nearly 100% while
increasing the salmon pink content of 'dark greys'.

Harry Potter and the Prisoner

movies via the HDMI input

of Azkaban and the action/

(you'd be barmy to use anything

horror classic Predator without

else) from our reference Denon

either destroying fine detail or

DVD-Al XV player where a720p

blurring fast- paced movement.

output was registered as 750p

The jungle foliage in the

by Pioneer's status display.

relatively low bit- rate Predator

Finding Nemo remains as good

still looks keenly detailed, even

atest of plasma greyscale and

if the gamut of greens is not as

colour linearity as ever and

wide as possible. Once again,

here the Pioneer passed with

there are no obvious technical

honours. The panel betrayed

distractions in the image to

very little horizontal banding

prevent the keenest of viewers

through the depth of the blue

from becoming engrossed in the

sea and as little contouring

movie, whatever the genre. CI

DETAILS

TECHNOLOGY EXPLAINED

O•
e
i

Manual

RHigh + 1
BHigh - 10

Colour Management

.

II II
II
II

Picture AV Selection User
Contrast
50
Pro Adjust
Color Detail Colour Temp

r

.

CCee

ORE

Gamma

G
2

- 30

CCCC

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

This '
HD- Ready' XDE media receiver offers acombination of composite, component and

S-Video inputs along with 3SCART connections. There are now two HDCP-compliant
HDMI v1.1 inputs, conferring full compatibility with modern ND players. Separate UHF
inputs service the analogue and digital TV tuners which also benefit from afull EPG
(Electronic Programme Guide). Finally, the ' Black' and 'White' connections beneath the
fan carry the scaled digital video and audio data up to the plasma panel itself.

Even before you hit the red power button on Pioneer's satisfyingly solid remote
control, the PDP-506XDE already looks athing of aesthetic beauty, but once the
plasma fires- up it bursts into life with bold and richly colourful images both on
and - importantly - some way off the normal viewing axis. Furthermore, in this
latest sixth- generation plasma, Pioneer has successfully addressed aweak
spot exploited by competition from Panasonic by improving both its rendition of
blacks while boosting its maximum brightness. The contrast and, as aresult,
sheer dynamism of its images have been given areal boost. If there's any
justice, the PDP-506XDE will sprint off the shelves and onto the walls of AV
enthusiasts across the land.
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The colouration's in the finish

Not in the music

Distributed by: Henley Designs

Prgidect

01235 511166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk
infoehenleydesigns.co.uk

AudioVilon

INSIDE VIEW

Getting the sound
equalised at home
To get the best sound from home cinemas your viewing room
will need room equalisation. Jon Thompson investigates...

H

igh quality audio
reproduction is as
important for home

cinema as the impact of those
big- screen images, but many
enthusiasts still struggle to
achieve good results in less than
ideal rooms. Neither is the local
multiplex an ideal starting point
for good sound, which is just
one reason why all professional
film mixing stages and cinemas
have, since the 1970s the
introduction of Dolby stereo)
been equalised to the X- curve.
The X- curve is adefined
specification for how aroom
will respond to the sound played
in it. In its broadest terms, the
room is ' engineered' to achieve
aflat response up until 4kHz,
before dropping off in adefined

properly ECM room can sound

'If the sound is not properly EQ'd
you'll struggle to hear what Richard
Attenborough, Jeff Goldblum and
Sam Neill have to say'

amazing compared to one with

things about correct

party solutions from companies

environment, using alittle

mismatched speakers, set at

equalisation is the increased

like Audyssey.

'hockey puck' mike placed in a

different distances ad coloured

intelligibility of centre channel

by room interactions In

dialogue. You might care to

slope to 20kHz, the extreme
upper limit of our hearing.
AMAZING SOUND
Whatever the venue, a

Audyssey was aspin-off from
the highly regarded Immersive

devised for EQ'ing atheatre to
achieve the best sound over the
broadest area rather than one
solitary sweetspot. Audyssey's
processing attempts something
similar in the domestic

number of locations to get the
best soundfield for the room.

practice, calibrating the sound

experiment for yourself using

Laboratory at the University of

correctly is just as important

the helicopter sequence in

Southern California [ USCI that

as calibrating the picture,

Jurassic Park. If the sound

was started by Dr. Kyriakakiss.

In arecent demo, Iwas

for if room equalisation can

is not properly EQ'd,

Audyssey also works with aguy

impressed at how it provided an

AUDIBLE SOLUTION

remove low frequency honks

find yourself straining and

called Tom Holman, Professor

audible solution for failings in

and resonances it may change

struggling to hear what Richard

of Film Sound at the University

the high frequency response of

your perception of amovie from

Attenborough, Jeff Goldblum

of Southern California. Holman

apopular home cinema speaker

one that's loorny', to one tnat

and Sam Neill have to say. When

is most famous for his work

package. In fact, the ' corrected'

sounds silky sound.

properly EQ'd, it's ajoy to hear.

with George Lucas in developing

sound was not dissimilar to

One of the most noticeable

BIOGRAPHY
JON THOMPSON

Up until recently, except

aroutine of best practices for

the performance of aproperly

in the very high- end of home

cinema, an exercise dubbed

aligned movie theatre.

cinemas, room equalisation

the ' Tom Holman Experiment'

didn't exist. Now that sufficient

or THX for short lone of George

correctly EQ'd room negates

Some might argue that a

Jon Thompson works in the film

quantities of DSP are being

Lucas' early films was THX1138

the need for modern THX

industry as aproducer and digital film

shoe- horned into affordable

-it was the registration of the

processing. Either way, it

supervisor. His company in Soho, at

AV amplifiers, increasingly

car Lucas owned at film school).

the heart of the British film industry, is

sophisticated room correction

called the ' The Hat Factory'.

regimes are also being adopted,

developments of the THX

inventive room calibration the

including very effective third-

program was the R2 unit,

name of the game.

One of the more interesting

looks as if home cinema EQ is
slowly coming of age with more

la
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Leftfield

Lighthouse

Famous for widescreen CRTs, escalators and shipbuilding,
Mitsubishi also reveals adab hand at projectors. Paul Miller
tries out its latest DLP model in an exclusive test

F

rom heavy industry
to microelectronics,
M tsubishi's reach

r

'gar

Projector
£2000
www.mitsubishielectric.
co.ukivis
01403 756777

allowing for different aspect

engineand the- first to feakre

ratios, lamp modes and

Ti's new Wide XGA11280x768

sharpness settings iRaiddition

encompasses

pixel DMD. And all, Imight aoct,

to very fine adjustments of

for If-eprincely sum of E2000

colou - temperature freal,

perhaps we

Mitsubishi HC3000 DLP
etett

is especially comprehensive,

optical assembly, a200W light

extends f3r and wide and
2 wealth

of

aberse technollogies. So

rit

chip design with an all glass

should

not he

Mitsubishi already produces

green and blue brightness and

surprised whel, like abrollt

proje:tors for the corporate

contrast!. and gamma flow,

from leftfield it releases a

presentations market, but the

midtoles and highlights). Two

home cinema p-oduct that's

HC3000 is the first to be pitched(

brightness modes are offered

'Perhaps we should not be surprised when, like a bolt
from leftfield, Mitsubishi releases a home cinema
product that's both innovative, affordable and stretches
the bounds of performance in a very competitive area'

Excellent contrast and

both innovative, affordable

into the

colour

ano stretches tf-eboundaries

aesthetic design is nothing

contracting Row model the lens

of performance in avery

to write home about, but the

iris, the fo -mer trading o more

competitive area of the market.

central lens assembly and

Slightly stark
I® presentation

The product in question is te
HC:•1300 DLP projector, asingle -
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ac6

d3mestic

scene. Its

Jick ( ma -wall zoom and focus
makes for easy set-up. The OSO

by opening ( stardarcl cr

immediate image for scrne loss
in contrast. Frankly, the HC3000
is sufficiently impressive from

MITSUBISHI HC3000 DLP PROJECTOR

£2000

dark greys to black that you

pene saiting by the standards of

might as well benefit from the

many suo-E3000 models whioh

added

often, trade abright image for

TI snew Wide XGA11280x7681 DMD

one :hat's also alittle washed

has a15:9 aspect that's slightly short

10bit greyscale processing. This

out. The HC3000 looks neither

of 16:9 which is mapped, quite simply,

yields 4x the greyscale resolution of

LIGHTS OUT

dim

by not using the first top and bottom

conventional 8bit processors.

Mitsubishi's implementation

reqL re afairly well darkened

rows of the DMD This new chip has

of the WXGA DMD leaves some

roon berfore the true extent of

slightly smaller mirrors and asmaller

meanwhile, is an enhancement regime
that follows the transition from red-to-

rightness if your room is

not utterly blacked-ouA.

or washed out, but does

TECHNOLOGY EXPLAINED
image enhancement with afull

BrilliantColor management,

overspill to the sides and

its contrast is fully appreciated.

gap between them, so the 10.8um

above the reproduced image, a

This ipro•jector looks ' contrasity'

pixels are about 70% smaller than the

green- to- blue between segments on

dark grey cast that cannot be

but

previous generation of DMDs.

the colourwheel. Ordinarily, the DMD

concealed by overscan or any

don

of the tour shutter adjustments

from acuick demo. Like the

standard fare but the new DDP3020

in the Signal » User menu.

sub:lest of audio equipment.

integrated video processor and

between them much more accurately,

Ideally the chip shouli be better

the 11-1C31000 takes alittle wh le

panel driver accommodates de-

enhancing the colour capabilities of

masked within the projector.

to savour. And like far costlier

interlacing, colour management,

the system quite significantly.

Otherwise, the HC30C0 delivers

projecters, it reveals the slichtly

5 net

overtly punchy, so

expect aknockout restAt

The six-element colourwheel is

is switched off between segments but
this new processor tracks the sweep

avery contrasty image that,

subdued, grainy but very

while starker than some

naturalistic quality of the new

RECOMMENDED SETTINGS

competition, is arguaoly better

War of the Worlds release to

Contrast is all in the measurement so while Mitsubishi claims an impressive

resolyed. You can lift the image

imp -essive effect.

2700:1 in standard brightness mode, our figures of 1400:1 off the white

'The HC3000 looks neither dim
nor washed out, but needs a fairly
well darkened room before the true
extent of its contrast is appreciated'
slightly by tweaking its low
end gamma accordirg to our

as the CIE chart illustrates, while the red and orange gamut is pushed alittle
into the pink or magenta, there's an impressive saturation through the blues
and greens. Once again, this represents abroader palette than we've seen
elsewhere

Vet the HC3000 is not

Recommended Settings but,

of its pctures, but rather the
very snooth, filmlike quality

single chippers, the HC3000 is a

with richly detailed skintones

little blighter when i: comes to

ano deep, deep colours

rainbow artefacts.

esoecially in darker areas of the
pic:une. The sinister greyness

Mel Bibson running with his

of the : ripods will anchor your

flashlight through the cornfield

attention to the screen while

at night, or approaching the

the scenes depicting the mix of

scene of the accident facing

blood and red weed stretching

the flashing lights of the

out into the distance have a

emergency vehicles and, if you

truly nightmarish quality. Once

are susceptible, you'll see the

acain, the impact of these

characteristic rainbow stripes

images does not come from

at the periphery of your vision.

the COI but from the smooth

Otherwise, the HC3000's colour

continuation of light to dark,

accuracy, particularly in its

from colour to colour and

gradation of fleshtanes, is really

frDrn computerised image -y

rather good, as is the level of

to real film. The pictures are

fine detail.

wholesome, continuous wild

Indeed, its resolution is

ahead. In this mode, it achieves ausefully high 23.5fL maximum brightness
with acolour temperature that's almost spot-on the 6500K 11365) target. And

im:ressive for the obviousress

as with all black- capable'

Watch amovie like Signs with

screen and 2200:1 at 1m from the lens still put the HC3000 comfortably

highly believable. •

DETAILS

0.
Picture
Dynamic
Advanced

Brightness/Contrast/Color
Sharpness
DVI Setup
Gamma
ReatColor management

50
2
normal
Film 1
mode
x-coord
y-coord

coordinate
0.332
0.381

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Because the HC3000 is not equipped with ageneric light engine ( DMD and
colourwheel) unlike numerous sub-£4/5k projectors, its images look' genuinely
different - very detailed, darkly contrasting, deeply saturated and utterly free
From the LHS, the Model One is equipped with two component, one composite and

of banding and false contours. The more we watched, the more impressed we

S- video inputs with the HDCP-compliant OVI Dinput taking centre stage. RS232,

became. It's afabulous debut product and just another good reason to switch away
from flat panel TV and enjoy ataste of big-screen home cinema entertainment.

USB and 12V DC triggers facilitate software updates and system control options.
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Pixel

Trie

In part two of our look at how companies are a
ing
higher resolution pictures with fewer pixels, Davi
rry
examines Hewlett Packard's concept of Wobulation'

S

horizontally on the display by

orne brands have
become synonymous

asimilar technology from

at HDTV resolutions but by

Texas Instruments [TI) called

making the mirrors diamond

half apixel width. The speed

with their function

SmoothPicture ( see

snaped. TI could use aDMD

and accuracy of the system

Audio Vision, Jan 2004).

with half the mirrors of the

enables the two sub- frames to

-think ' vacuum cleaner' and
we still say ' Hoover despite the

required image resolution. Each

merge on the retina to form a

SMOOTHPICTURE REVISITED

full frame is processed into two

full, high- definition image.

'Wobulation', Hewlett Packard's

In our January issue we covered

contiguoJs odd- pixel and even-

quirky name for its high-

what goes on beneath the skin

pixel sub- frames. By flipping a

WOBULATION

speed ' pixel- shifting' display

of SmoothPicture. At the heart

secondary mirror from side to

Althougn Hewlett Packard's

enhancement technology.

of every DLP ( Digital Light

side at twice the frame rate, the

system nas much in common

Processing) TV or projector is

even- pixel sub- frame is shifted

with TI's SmoothPicture, it takes

rise of the Dyson. So it is with

Wobulation is increasingly
being used to refer to any pixel-

adigital micromirror device

shifting system, no matter who

or DMD from Ti. It's about the

delivers it. So, in part two of our

size of athumbnail and uses

rolling Masterclass, we'll reveal

microscopic, hinged mirrors to

the key facts and differences

form each image pixel. DMDs

between HP's Wobulation and

are expensive to manufacture

Fig.1: Wobulation offers atwo- position horizontal offset,

Fig.2: A photo of Wobulation in action using Hewlett Packard's

doubling resolution with half the number of pixels. Two similar

two- position horizontal offset on adiamond pixel array ( above)

technologies exist from HP and Texas Instruments

with closeup of highlight on pupil ( below)
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MASTERCLASS

TI PI Pill IPI
n

Fig. 3: Wobulation with a

MIND THE GAP

two- position diagonal offset....

A key benefit of both HP's and
Ti's inventions is the virtual
elimination of any 'screen

iXIODEI

door' or ' chickenwire effects
caused by the visibility of the
gaps between pixels ( see Fig.2).

-

Aside from the basic horizontal
and vertical shift modes ( see

CDatlinal

ClOdd sub-frame

DEven sub-frame

panel), the sub- frame overlap
Fig. 4: ...yields further

effectively softens the pixel

improvements in perceived

edges and sub- divides the

image resolution

pixels into four. This has the
effect of quadrupling the
number of perceived pixels even
if the actual data resolution
displayed has only doubled.
While this offers asubjective
improvement in picture quality,
it's not agenuine quadrupling
of the data resolution. True
quadrupling requires a
4- position sub- frame mode,
which is tricky to implement
and, at the time of going to
press, only exists in HP's labs.
The alternative, 2- position
diagonal offset mode is
unique to HP ( Fig. 3) which,
with specialised sub- frame
generation algorithms, can
render agood approximation of
aquadruple resolution image.
In practice, the shift and overlap
of successive sub- frames, plus
the way the retina averages
out the pixel intensities in

the concept much further by

manipulation of sub- frames is

however, the algorithms that

each overlap zone, lends the

not limiting itself to resolution

the primary similarity between

generate the sub- frames are

appearance of quarter- sized

doubting or solely to DMD

HP's and Ti's technologies.

HP's own and the secondary

pixels. Sadly. HP is keeping

mirror shifts the image

details of these proprietary

vertically instead of horizontally.

algorithms close to its chest, so

micro- displays. Sub- frames

For example, Hewlett

are used again, but the term

Packard's 720p and 1080p

'Wobulation' refers to the

rear- projection HDTVs utilise

ultra- precise wobbling of

the Woioulation system with

no one- trick pony. It can be

offset mode ( Fig. 4) uses only a

these sub- frames back and

amode of operation similar

used for both doubling and

very simple sub- frame process,
but still illustrates the concept.

However, Wobulation is

our simulation of the diagonal

forth either horizontally ( Fig.11,

to SmoothPicture's, not

quadrupling the resolutions

vertically or even diagonally by

least because HP uses Texas

of different micro- display

means of asecondary mirror

Instrument's diamond pixel

technologies, including LCoS,

DEVELOPED SEPARATELY

called an optical-actuato-. This

DMDs. By way of distinction,

provided they have asufficiently

At their core, the concepts

WOBULATION'S
RESOLUTION-ENHANCEMENT MODES
• With square pixel micro-disp(ays:

high frame- rate capability.

behind Ti's SmoothPicture

Furthermore, it's equally at

and HP's Wobulation are so

home with traditional square

similar as to lead many folk to

pixel arrays as it is with the

believe they are one and the

diamond variety. For example,

same thing. Yet both companies

• 2- position Wobulation horizontal crfset

= 23( horizontal resolution

Wobulation could use its four

insist the technologies were

• 2- position Wobalation vertical offset

= 2.x vertical resolution

sub- frame, four position

developed separately, an

pixel- shift mode to convert the

assertion supported by the huge

• 2- position Wobulation diagonal offset

2
xaid'essable pixels but with
.

specialised sub- frame processing algoritims canapr raximate 4x restitution)
• 4- position Wobulation horizontal & vertical =

Lx resolution

• With diamant pixel micro- displays:
• 2- position Wobulation horizontal offset

=

output of Ti's least expensive

number of independent patents.

DMD, the wide- VGA ( 854 x

Still, it's hard to believe they

480) model, to 1708 x960 ( HD

didn't cooperate at some stage!

or thereabouts) at avery low

Yet we hope that our look at
SmoothPicture and Wobulation

2x overall resolution

cost. At the other end of the

• iposition Wotrulation vertical offset

2x overall resolution

spectrum it could convert the

has added clarity to the debate

• 4position Wobulation horizontal & vertical =

40 esplution

output of Ti's D- Cinema DMD

and shown that TI and HP didn't

from 2K to afull 4K resolution.

deliver twins after all.r3
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AUDIO T & AUDIO EXCELLENCE
have been selling hi-fi and home cinema
equipment for over 65 years between
us so there's no better place to go for
unbiased advice and unrivalled expertise.
Whether you need atwo channel stereo
system or aten room distributed audio
and video system, we have the expertise
to do the job.

the experience

Experience...

As members of the British Audio-Visual
Dealers Association we have fully
trained staff and always specify the best
sounding products. We can even come
round to your house and install the
system for you to make sure it's working
at its best. For more information please
visit our websites.

audio' r
www.audup-t.co.uk
T .n: BASINGSTOKE BRENTWOOD
BiiiuHION CAMBERLEY CHELTENHAM
EASTBOURNE ENFIELD EPSOM HIGH VVYCOMBE
LONDON: W. HAMPSTEAD OXFORD PORTSMOUTH
READING SOUTHAMPTON SWINDON
TUNBRIDGE WELLS

audio

EXCELLENL
www.audio-excelle
VIslt Aucfio Excellence

III

BRISIOL

CARDIFF CHESTER SWANSEA
WORCESTER

FREE GUIDE

The New 200E edition of
Music and Movies at Home
-the Ultimate Guide" is
waitirg in store for you now.
To g your FREE copy
call in at your local store or
freephone 0500 10501
(quote FIFN06.3)
orommusic-at-home.co.uk

Brands include: Arcam, Aucholab.
B&W, chord. Cyrus Denon,
Dynaudio, Foc:( KEF
Meridian, M&K,
A.,
NAD, Nairn, Pioneer, PMC.
Quad. Rega, Rotai, Spencer.
Tannoy. Totem, Velodynte»deon

d

Ettelesch, Wharfrial ,-,. Yarnell*
494
e.
--4
•>>
4 ,,,r
, 44'

ewi'ki

Telephones
are

great for talking to experts like us. We lice to talk

to our customers so that we can find out what our
customers like, what they dislike and what makes
them tick, and only then can we begin to make
accurate professional recommendations about what
Audio or Visual products will suit you best.

Sounds of MUSIC has over 50 years collective
experience within the audio industry. Couple this with
the largest choice of products currently available in
the UK from ART to YPSILON, all encapsulated
within the finest showrooms and demonstration
studios around, we think we have something very
special to offer every music or movie fan.

Pick up the phone.. .. NOW!

We also have our

webs te 11 you want to find out mote about us including
our large hst of used eqwprrent

www.sounds-of-music.co.uk

c.nunds

music

Firgove Business Park
Firgrove Road
Cross in Hand
Nr Heathfield
East Sussex
TN2100L

Tel: 01435 865212
Fax: 01435

13
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Musietteviews
CONCERTO ITALIANO -

IX •

AIMARD •

HAR

Y BELAFONTE •

Britisb Plano Concertos

JS BACH

and 6(i) are very

with Staier's bracing,

Brandenburg Concertos

fast indeed,

straightforward account

although afew

(with Goebel); and some slow

Sinfonia from Cantata
BWV174

seconds longer

Concerto Italiano/Rinaldo

than in the MAKI

Atessandrini
Naive OP 30412
100m two discs 4. bonus DVD [ special
As well as two extras'

Goebel Archriv set.
The two movements of
3ave elegantly linked.
Concerto Italiano offers

ALWYN

Piano Concertos son. Iand
Prier Darlre. Moo
%Memo, Ordmes • Jaws Judd

movements are too reverential
and drag. Also, the sound
-lovely in timbres, especially
harpsichord - doesn't define
the numbers involved that
well. Even so, this beautifuly

vibrant readings full of colour,

presented set ranks high in the

with oboes and horns of

but there are reservations:

recommended list. CB

the first movement from

Alessandrini's rubato in 5's

Recordings

Brandenburg Concerto 3, and

cadenza is fussy in corn parisor.

Performances

ALWYN

BO •

Piano Concertos 1and 2

an excerpt from 5(il illustrating

Day Overture
CONCERTO ITALIANO

Derby

Sonata alla

toccata

BRANDENBURG CONCERTOS

original, much shorter version

Ilee

WM»

-Bach's raucous reworking

the keyboard cadenza in its

DONOVAN

RINALDO ALESSA

Peter Donohoe, Bournemouth SO/

[Suzuki's BIS set includes the

James Judd

entire alternate movement:

Naxos 8.557 590

HFN Oct ' 01' - this cycle comes

59m 35s f

with a43m documentary

The more Ilistened to this

film made at the Palazzo

music the more my initial

Farnese sessions. Initially

apathy faded, although Ifeel

this appears to be merely a

the solo sonata and the single-

pretty puff for the project but

movement First Concerto

develops as auseful aoltinct to

(written with Clifford Curzon in

understanding AlessandrinCs

mind) are better pieces than the

approach: how ltalianate' to

Second and the rather Malcolm

make these North German

Arnold- like overture: ashort-

works; how to reconcile

notice 1960 Prom substitution

intellectualised form and

for Concerto 2, drcpped when

expressiveness, etc.

pianist Cor de Groot was forced

The microphones

to withdraw from the premiere.

outnumber the players with no

Alwyn's shorter revision has

more than 13 ( in No.1), seven

been adapted by his widow, with

in Nos.5 and 6. As has become

restoration of acentral Andante,

the norm, the tempi for 3(ii)

resulting in alate- Romantic

Ratings Performance/Recording
Outstanding
Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor

Reviewers
CLASSICAL CHRISTOPHER !MIMIC
JAZZ STEVE HARRIS, BEN WATSON
ROCK JOHNNY BLACK
AUDIOPHILE KEN KESSLER

Prices
EEC full pri:e EE mid price
Ebudget price
Especial special price set or disc

piece of not great memorability,

ADAMS

minimalist, jazz and improv

for all the heroics brought to the

Iwas looking at the ceiling and

styles. In away it reminds

part by Peter Donohoe. Donohoe

then Isaw the sky

me of Leonard Bernstein's

seems to have acquired anew

Soloists, Young Onera Company Freiburg,

confrontational Mass and the

delicacy in his playing, and he

Holst-Sinfonietta Band/Klaus Simon

recording is very upfront, with

is brilliantly partnered by the

Naxos 8.669003-04

close-miked voices. Sung by

Bournemouth Orchestra. CB

115m 59s two discs E

Jeanette Friedrich, Alone' ( given

Recording • •• •
Performances • •• • •

Described as a song play*

in the synopsis as a ' ballad à

/was looking.. 119951 portrays

la Whitney Houston') is one of

seven Los Angeleans from

most affecting numbers.

different social backgrounds;

The composer's own

JS BACH
Orchestral Suites

the texts were by the civil

recording is available on

rights champion June Jordan,

Nonesuch at full once

Bach Collegium Japan/Masaaki Suzuki
BIS BIS-SACD-1432

the music scored for asix-

[7559 79473-2]. CB

99m 45s two discs SACD hybrid Especial

piece rock band using ballad,

Recording 000

As you might expect, this is

gospel. Latin-American, rock,

Performance ••••

afastidiously realised period

ID
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Make 1
a date.
2
6th
February 2006
10am - 5pm
every day
at the
Marriott City Centre
Hote
Lower Castle St.
Bristol

SOUND
Fir y11510

THE BRISTOL SHOW

Over 130 brands... with more
booking every week
HI-FI, HOME CINEMA, FLAT SCREENS,
PROJECTORS, HIGH DEFINITION TELEVISION,
CUSTOM INSTALLATION - IT'S ALL AT BRISTOL
Some early sneak previews... ( and we know there are lots more
surprises in store!)

Easy local parking in
Broadmead and
Bond Street NCPs.

GETTING TO THE SHOW
By train: Temple Meads Station
is ashort distance from the
Marriott and is accessible by
bus, foot or taxi.
By car: from the M4 take J19
(M32 — Bristol). Follow signs for
City Centre and RAC signs to
the Show.

For the very latest
information please
check out
our website....
www.bristolshow.co.uk

********

SKY HIGH DEFINITION TV - High- Definition will be the biggest
revolution in TV picture quality in decades. It's going to be bigger,
better and sharper and will transform TV viewing forever.
Sky launches its HD service in 2006. Come and talk to us about
Sky HD.
ARCAM - the FMJ AV9 THX Ultra2 HDTV processor
CYRUS - new CD8 XT and CyrusLink models
NAD - launching the incredible Masters Series
NAIM - nVi home cinema receiver and CDS555 CD player
PIONEER - anew High Definition Plasma TV
REGA - the first public outing for the new Apollo CD player
ECLIPSE - launching the TD510 Time Domain Monitors
MERIDIAN - see and hear the all new DSP3100 compact
loudspeaker
PMC - the wafer series of flat panel loudspeakers
PROJECTION DESIGN - the Model Three 1080p - single chip
DLP projector
TECHNOLOGY - check out the latest networking products from
Roku, Sonos, Acoustic Energy, Hifidelio and more...
TOTEM ACOUSTIC - welcome in the new Tribe loudspeaker
YAMAHA - YSP800 sound projector, surround sound from one
small box.

Fantastic deals and
special offers available
PLUS YOUR CHANCE TO WIN SOME SUPERB
PRIZES IN THE SHOW COMPETITION
Admission: Adults £7.00; Students/OAPs/UB4Os £3.50; Accompanied
children under 16 free

www.bristolshow.co.uk

BRANDS ON SHOW
INCLUDE:
Acoustat. Acoust c
Energy, Aesthetix,
AMX, Anthonv Gallo,
Apart. Apollo,, Anca,
Arcam, Artison, Audinni,
Aucholab, Aucionet, AV
Forum, B&Y'l, Bandridge,
Beamax, Bieck Rhodium,
Blok, Boston, Bryston,
Cabasse, Carlton. Case
Logic, Chord Company,
Cinemax, Caearaudio,
Clearlight Audio, Cyrus,
Cyruslink, Dahl, Da-Lite,
Denon, Diverse Vinyl,
IDynauclio, Eclipse.
Einstein, Flying Mole,
Focal, Fujitsu, GamuT,
Halm),
Pius, Hi Fi
World, Inca Desicr,
tafocus. lsotek, lxcs,
Jamo, JL Audio, KEF,
Kondo, Kudos. Lexicon,
Lnn, Living Voice,
Litron, Meridian, Merlin
Cables, Michel , M&K,
Monitor Audio, Moon,
Myryad, NAD, Nairn
Audio. Nbier, Neat
NHT, Nordost, On•cyo,
Philips Pronto, Pioneer,
Plasmatvcabinets.
PMC. Primare, proAc,
ProfiGold, Projection
Design, PSB, PURE,
Furesonic, QED, Quad,
Quadraspire, Rega, REL,
Fesolution, Rogers,.
Potel, Ruark, Runco,
Russound, Sennheiser,
St-akti, Sharp, Shun
Mook, Sim2, Sky,
Sound Organ sation,
Saundstyle, Spectral,
Saendor, Stands Unique,
Stitstanas,
S-orex, Stuff Magazine,
Tact, Talk Electronics,
—annoy, Teac, Techlimk,
The Funk Firm, Tivol,
Totem Acoustc, Tri Jnord,
TC, Uvem, Velodyne,
Vivante, vivid. Vogels,
VP1i, Wharfedale, What
Sound &
Wilson Benesch,
Were,world, World Audio
Design, Yamaha and

In association with

www.audio-t.co.uk
www.audio-excellence.co.uk
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Four Winds by Dick de Great recorded yarn cables frcan SI LT ECI-11

BRUCKNER

old material, either in SACD stereo

Symphony 3

or as aCD. Kubelik conducts

Bavarian RSO/Rafael Kubelik

the 1877-78 revised versión of

Audite 92.53

Bruckner's symphony dedicated to

5:7m 48 SACO hybrid CC

Wagner fin its longer original form

Audite is the label based on Bavarian

full of Wagner quotations); he also

Radio recordings of performances

recorded this for Sony Classical.

conducted by Rafael Kubelik - a

He brings his customary human

near- complete Mahler cycle, Mozart

warmth, flexibility and energy to the

and Beethoven Concertos with

score, bringing out the likeness of

Clifford Curzon, etc.

the scherzo to that in the Ninth and

This disc offers something

defining the architecture unerringly.

unique: the chance to hear a

RAFAEL KUBELIK

The orchestral playing is superb.

straight digital transfer of a1962

My one reservation is that too much

broadcast tape in SACD format

reverberation has been added in

and to compare it directly with

remastering for CD CB

the typical reprocessing routinely

Recording • ••••

done by engineers working with

Performance •••••

instrument cycle - the sequence

DVORAK

strirgs are robbed of weight.

is 3, 1, 2 / 4 ( SAC32) with the

Symphony 9 ' New World'

discs simply stacked nthe

MARTINU

Whether or not this makes ! he

jewelcase - with the group's

Symphony 2

over the surface of the music

reading seem merely to skim

11 strings reduced to five for

Cincinnati SO/Paavo Arvi

Iam not sure; but it does offer

Suite 2. Suzuki cnanges the

Telarc CO- 80616

frustratingly short emotional

usual rhythmic footprint in its

68m 16s fif

measure. It hardly matters,

Rondeau; and at 1m 23s the

For me, Jârvi's ' New World' is

when Sir Andrew Davis's

compromised ir the first few
minutes by fussy pauses and
extreme dynamics; the theme

icientical BBC SO coupling is
DR(

ed,
Richari Hiciex

now on Warner's 'Apex*

eotalmf

budget label! CB

for flete at 4m 18s is slowed and

ano Hickox's reacing makes

Recordings ••

sounds mannered - Jârvi sees it

you think of Ein Heldenieben

Performances • • •

as ' distant... homesick'. Al least

-though more often Falstaff.

we have the repeat in ( Iand the

The lovely solo vola part is

FUCHS

scherzo is enjoyably clean and

taken by Stever Burnard,

Piano Trios 1and 2

vigorous, but as awhole this is

whose name is alas missing

Gould Piano Trio

uncompetitive.

from the credits.

Quartz UTZ 2028

t)ctober 28 1943 brought

The symphony is conducted

58m 85s Eft

Badinerie is gently stilish und

two Martinu premieres: in

in the same smooth,

Nicknamed the * Serenade Fox'

not the breathy rush we have

New York, Memorial to Lidice;

professional way. with plenty

aile' the acclaim for his five

come to expect. The soloist is

commissioned by Czech

of detail exposed - in spite of a

orchestral examples, Robert

Uhl% Maeda.

refugees in Cleveland, his

shallow, blurry reco -ding from

Fuchs was also teacher to

Second Symphony was given

Brangwyn Hall Swansea. The

Mahler, Schmidt, Wolf and In

The famous 'Air' in No.3
is elegant ard airy, and I

thee under Leinsdorf. Th's is

particularly like the timing of

rather more appealing thar he

allegros following the stately

Dvorak, although the Cincinnati

Ouverture introductions.

Orchestra sounds squa-e & ter

The playing is enormously

Neumann's Czech Philharmonic

accomplished arad sensitively

on Supraphon. They are better

directed. Although schooled in

at what Jârvi describes as the

authentic Bach - he came to

'shifting layers' of Martini:E.

the Netherlands to study with

orchestration. CB

Ton Koopman and Piet Kee

Recordings •• •

-Suzuki must also appeal to

Performances gt

Japanese music- lovers steeped
in Furtwangier and Karajan.
The recorded sound is lovely
and: Idon't think there is a

ELGAR
Symphony 2 • In the South
BBC NOW/Richard hickox

pre7erable collection of the four

Chandos CHSA 5038

Bach Suites CB

77m 13s SACO hybrid fa

Recordings le •• • •

In the South is the most overtly

Performances •••••

Straussian of Etgar's works,
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Anas sung by Leontyne Price. remastered with cables from SI LTUCIl

The Mozart is given with

MOZART

both formidable technique

Piano Concertos in Bflat - K238,
K450 and K595

movement of K595 A.mard

exposition repeats and in the

and formidable intellect to

introduces embellishments to

finale asecond- half repeat is

the music, and achieves great

the line prematurely and those

included too. Giulini% stately,

Pierre- Laurent Aimard, CUE

detail in the keyboard- directed

heard later seem ill-fitting. CB

mostly gentle overview is not

Warner 2564 62259-2

accompaniments, in these

Performances ••••

without moments of passion;

76m 48s EEC

live performances. In the slow

Recordings • • •

and the Vienna Philharmonic

Aimard's choice of three

winds are particularly delightful

concertos in B flat - akey of

in the trio of

joyous energy - for his Mozart

The balances are closer

debut would have intrigued

for the Mahler, where Araiza

musicologist Deryck Cooke,

is more than capable in the

who published astudy of the

heldentenor sections; he

emotional language inherent

characterises

in Western tonal music. It is

the writing well

good to have the neglected

but lacks the wry

K238 rather than the better

humour of Patzak

known option in this same key.

in the drunkard's

K456. ( Iremember

song. If you think

Jeffrey Tate showing me how

of Das Lied as a

MOZART—

Mozart replaced the oboes by

conductor's piece,

PIERPE•LAUREP.T A•,AP ,

flutes, over muted strings, in

what Fassbaender

its slow movement.)

brings to her

Idon't think Aimard is a

part singing will

'natural' Mozart pianist in the

make you think

1

way that Uchida, Barenboim or

again. Her expressive range is

Gulda clearly are, but he brings

consummate. The performance
reaches awesome heights

when she is the equal of Giulini.

Zemlinsky at the Vienna

Mieczyslaw Karlowicz - whose

content: either telling of two

Complementary to the Vienna

Conservatoire. Largely self-

own skiing death at 33 may

former lovers meeting, then

studio versions with Walter,

taught, he in turn had pored

have been deliberate. If you like,

becoming separated in a

Bernstein and Boulez. CB

over Brahms's music - which

say, Rachmaninov% The Isle

crowded ballroom, or based on

Recordings •••

is apparent from his First Piano

of the Dead, then A Sorrowful

Turgenev's not dissimilar Three

Performances 11•••

Trio, awarmly expressive piece

Tale has asimilar dark appeal.

Meetings. CB

from 1879 dedicated to that

Ka -lowicz, though, was more

Recordings e •• •

MOZART

composer. Even in No.2, written

innuenced by Richard Strauss,

Performances ••••

Piano Concertos - in A, K414 e. in

25 years later, Fuchs cannot

as one can hear in the waltz

resist quoting ( at Om 54s) the

movement in Returning Waves

MAHLER

Alfred Brendel, SCO/Sir Charles

opening phrase of the master's

(1904) - his first symphonic

Das Lied von der Erd?

poem, with sections introduced

MOZART

Mackerras

Op.78 Violin Sonata! But this
is afresher, more ingeniously

by afanfare motif. Episode

Symphony 40, K550

constructed work.

at aMasquerade was left

Brigitte Fassbaender, Francisco Araiza,

In conjunction with his regular

incomplete and is recorded

VPO/Carlo Maria Giulini

appearances at the Edinburgh
Festival, Alfred Brendel has

If the First can seem at

G, K453

Philips 475 6931
55m 55s EEC

times cloying that is hardly the

from ascore completed

Orfeo C654 052

fault of the players. The Gould

by 3rzegorz Fitelberg.

99m 59s two discs Especial

been re-recording Mozart

Trio comprises violinist Lucy

Speculation surrounds its

These 1987 live performances

concertos long in his repertoire,

Gould, cellist Alice Neary, and

are from one of only five

this time with the Scottish

the acclaimed pianist Benjamin

Salzburg Festival appearances

Chamber Orchestra under

Frith. The string playing has

Giulini made between 1971-91;

'Charlie' - as he affectionately

richness and fine intonation and

both are superior to his studio

calls him. EMI has Brendel's

the balance with piano is good.

recordings, which can be found

K414 in ascaled- down, live

An enjoyable discovery. CB

on DG and Decca respectively.

version with the Alban Berg

Recordings et • ••

Quartett [ 556962-2]; both

1

Performances II••••

KARLOWICZ
Returning Waves • ASorrowful
Tale

Episode at aMasquerade

concertos were in the 1979
Philips set with ASMIF/Marriner,
K453 before that in a 1960 Vox
recording made in Vienna.
The new coupling was

BBC PO/Gianandrea Noseda

produced at the Usher Haft in

Chandos CHAN 10298

2004; the playing is eminently

59m 39s EEC

stylish under Sir Charles's

Suicide and emotional loss are
the themes of these orchestral
works by the Polish composer

direction and Brendel% reading
GANAIDREA NOSEDA

leaves no stone unturned.
•

Those eagerly collecting the

Ca
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The Boston Symphony Orchestra, remaster,r1 with cables trom Sal-TECH

series will not be disappointed
and so perhaps it is churlish

RACHMANINOV

to suggest that Brendel

Piano Concertos 1-4s Paganini

nowadays can sound pedantic

Rhapsody

in Mozart. For performances of

Howard Shelley, RSNO/Bryden Thomson

subtler shadings and seeming

Chardos CHAN 241-30

spontaneity, András Schiff's are

153m 58s two discs Especial

more recommendable ( Decca);

When Stephen Houghs

Iprefer, too, his choice of a

award- winning Hyperion set

Blisendorfer piano for Mozart.

appeared in 20C4, my detailed

Philips's piano sound is lovely
although the microphones pick

Rachmanin

\
F.w.efoneeetos Nosl- 4

listening comparisons proved
largely in favour of these

up pedal noise and sounds from

1989-90 recordings, prockced

Cheape - still, Rachmaninov's

Brendel himself. CB

at Caird Hall Dundee by Brian

own Phladelphia set remains

Recordings • • ••

and Ralph Couens. Shelley

indispensable, and Naxos's

Performances • •••

and Thomson bring greater

digita transfers from the

depth to the music than

78s are better than parent

TCHAIKOVSKY

Hough and Litton without

company RCA's. Chandos also

Rococo Variations e Nocturne •

compromising brilliance - is

has Earl Wild's 1965 cycle

Andante cantabile • Romances

the -earecorded alternative

with Hcrenstein ( regrettably

Alexander Kniazev, Moscow CO/

of 2(i) with greaser dramatic

mirroring the composer's cuts

Constantine Orbetian

sweep? - and the sound

in Concerto 3), licensed from

Warner 2564 62061-2

is oetter than the Dallas!

Reader's Digest. CB

63m Us EEC
Its the Fitzhagen reworked

Hyperion. These reissues

Recordings

are now priced as one disc.

Performances

* COO

edition again, when one
hoped that younger cellists
might follow the example of

works by Tippett The Heart s

SHARON KAM

brought popular classics to a

Steven Isserlis and record

Assurance, Boyhood's End,

Works by Mendelssohn, Rossini,

wider audience. Fiedler made

Tchaikovsky's original Rococo

Music and Songs for Ariel)

Spohr and Weber

several best-selling RCA ' Living

Variations - offered as asingle

with nine of the Purcell

Sharon Kam, Johannes Peitz, MDR

Stereo'

track too, which rather rubs salt

arrangements he made with

SO/Gregor Büht

Hi -Fi', ' Offenbach in America',

into the wound!

Walter Bergmarn when both

Berlin Clas:iics 001779 BC

'Pops Stoppers', etc. They are

were at Morley College; there

60m 51s Cif

now getting the SACD treatment

solo before the soloist is

.s aso Benjamin Britten's

Sharon Kam plays five virtuoso

incorporating, where available,

heard reminds us that this

Canticle I - aPurcellian

pieces: clarinet concertos/

restoration of the recorded

is homegrown Tchaikovsky.

counterpart to Boyhood's End,

concertinos by Spohr and

centre track - as with this 1956-

The rather baleful horn

albums: Marches in

Kniazev almost outruns the

like Heart's Assurance written

Webe -;Rossini's Introduction,

60 programme: Rimsky's suite

orchestra at apace he sets at

for Peter Pears's voice. The

Theme and Variations; and two

Le coq d'or; Rossini's William

around 3m 30s; his dreamy

opening Song' kas much cf

Konzertstücke by Mendelssohn

Tell overture; Tchaikovsky's

pianissimo from 4m 56s is

the complexity of the Piana

for solo clarinet with bassett

Marche slave; Chabrier% España;

just one example of dynamic

Concerto; after accompanying

horn the second orchestrated

and Liszt's second Hungarian

extremes. Cello students

Pears in the premiere Britten

by the son of the influential

Rhapsody and Rakoczy March.

may marvel but this is self-

declined to perform it aga.n due

clarinettist Heinrich BOrmann,

These are performances that

indulgence at the expense

to the fact that it required so

close friend of Mendelssohn .sl.

seek to impress arid there's

of the music. The Andante

much practice.

These are the high points ir

much brilliant playing; but

an essentially lightweight

for greater depth, ' dlook to

cantabile is somewhat coarse-

Other than the delightful

cut but certain of the 10 song

Tempest settings ( for a 1961

collection, although Kam's

Paray and Dorati among the

transcriptions (
Romances)

Old Vic production), Tippeti's

phrasing is irraginatve and

rival Mercury reissues - also

work: ' The Exploit for instance.

music needs some ' head work'

engaging and she has technique

being remastered for SACD with

Kniazev's occasional vocal

-Iremember as astudent

to spare. The accompaniments

centre- channel imormation. CB

exertions put one in mind of

listening in wonderment to his

with the Leipzig radio orchestra

Recordings

Wimbledon! CB

Third Programme talks, but

are conducted by her husband,

Performances -s•

Recordings • • •

failing to grasp much of what

who is primari,y an cpera

Performances •

he said - but you feel you

specialist. CB

owe it to Ainsley for his qute

Recordings ! SOO

marvellous singing throughout

Performances 11 •

REMEMBER YOUR
LOVERS

the programme, and the supple

Songs by Tippett and Purcell

matching accompaniments

HI-FI FIEDLER

John Mark Ainsley/lain Burnside

by lain Burnside ( this is a

Boston Pops Orchestra/Arthur Fiedler

Signum SIGCD066

co- production with Radio 3's

RCA 6376 67895 2

72m 46s Cf£

Voices programmes, whic.n he

69m 413s SACD hybrid Et

Taking its title from the last of

presents). CB

Drawn from thd Boston

The Heart's Assurance, this

Recordings 0 0 000

Symphony, the players in

recital juxtaposes four vocal

Performances a •• • •

Arthur Fiedler's Pops Orchestra

$ IP

0
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Mexico, the USA, Argentina,

JACQUES LOUSSIER
TRIO

Alon Yavnai and cellist Mark

Mozart Piano Concertos 20/23

Summer - who could easily

Brazil and Israel', with pianist

Te(arc CD- 83628

been ajazz funk bass player

59m 19s £££
Incredible as it may seem,

judging from his solo, ' Kalimba'.

the Jacques Loussier trio's

here is ' Night In Tunisia', so

As the only jazz standard

first- of- many Play Bach album

it's arguably more ' chamber'

appeared as long ago as 1959

than 'jazz', and it won't be

-the same year that Miles

everybody's taste - but this is

Davis recorded Kind of Blue

undoubtedly an unusual and

and Buddy Holly's career

rewarding record. SH

ended in aplane crash. But

Recordings

since the mid- 1990s, Loussier

Performances •••••

has also offered us his own

Tim Ries

take on Beethoven, Debussy,
Handel, Ravel ard most recently Chopin piano solos. For this
Mozart disc, he combines astring orchestra ( no woodwinds or

••••

.111•1••••

, ..

••••

1.111111•1111

Pate. ,11110.11.1.1

e.aguiffla «WWI» 1•11.111

jacques Ioussier trio

brass) with the current trio, having rewritten the rhythms of
Mozart's music to suit - asamba feel for the third movement of
No. 20, ajazz waltz for the tirst of No. 23. It's all sewn together
with tremendous craftsmanship, all very pleasant, but there
are moments when you feel it could be just Mozart- coloured
wallpaper. SH
Recordings gl •••
Performances

00

TIM RIES
TERRY GIBBS

atrombone, but the virbosic

festival audience in 1991, Previn

The Rotting Stones Project

Feelin' Good: Live in Studio

Julian Priester swims in it to

sparkles through adozen

Concord CCD-2260-2

Mack Avenue MAC 1022

brilliant effect. On ' Love, Love'

ballads and stancards with

73m 25s CE£

71m 39s LEE

you get space, glorious space

fabulous musicianship, his style

Brilliant saxophonist, composer

It's an old trick but it can still

with the perspective of strange

his own but clearly drawing

and arranger Tim Ries pulled

work. In 2005, the veteran vibist

and distant sounds, and on what

on Tatum among others. It's

this together in his spare time

invited asmall audience into the

was originally Side 2 (' Images',

quickly obvious here that he

between his Stones tour dates,

hadn't lost his touch or delight

with too much guest star talent

recording studio, so his young

'Eternal World', Epilogue')

all-star group could perform as

Priester's high-energy jazz-

in the music in the decades

even to list here. It got started

if in adub. This is asuperior-

rock orchestra throws in

since he stopped playing jazz

one night in 2002 when Sheryl

organ- combo- plus- Gibbs date,

everything but the kitchen sink.

for aliving, and has aperfect

Crow sang ' Slippin' Away'

with the commanding Joey

Dated, maybe, but with some

rapport with the ' old friends'

with Keith Richards, Ronnie

DeFrancesco on Hammond

astounding playing. SH

-Mundell Lowe contributing

Wood and Charlie Watts ( who

B3, gutsy but virtuosic Eric

Recordings ", • ••

unhackneyed, rhythmically

was always ajazzer at heart)

Alexander on tenor sax, fluent

Performances

crisp and supremely tasteful

and others. After Sheryl and

guitar master Dan Faehnle, son

guitar work, and Ray Brown

Ronnie left, Keith did his

Gerry Gibbs on drums and Ray

some wonderful bass playing.

inimitable guitar thing on a

Armando on congas. They swing

An over- reverberant hall sound

slow- and- grinding ' Honky Tonk

together beautifully through a

doesn't detract too much from

Women'. And after Keith had

bunch of blues and standards,

this great CD, and there's never

left, amusingly, Ries, Watts and

sounding slick but spontaneous,

adull moment. SH

Larry Goldings cut an organ

full of bounce, zest and, web.,

Recordings

trio version of the same tune.

good vi bes. SH

Performances ' ••••

emu>

1••/

But the standout track is along
and loose ' Wild Horses', sung

Recordings -,••••

with nasal conviction in 2004

Performances •••••
A NDRE P REN/IN
M UNDELL_ LOWE
R AY B ROWN

JULIAN PRIESTER
Love Love

PAQUITO DRIVERA

by Norah Jones and featuring

The Jazz Chamber Trio

guitarist Bill Frisell. Elsewhere,

Chesky JD293

right from the opener - afine,

57m 17s (CC

loping soul-jazz- groove on

37m 54s EEC
A celebrated 1974 recording,

ANDRÉ PREVIN,
MUNDELL LOWE, RAY
BROWN

Words like ' chamber jazz' might

'Satisfaction', with John Scofield

conjure up the ancdyne aspects

on guitar - it's all about jazz

absolutely of its time, never

Old Friends

of Loussier or the MJO, but

improvisation, usually with just

before on CD. Love, Love's busy

Telarc CD- 83309

this is crossover of adifferent

enough vocal to remind you

sea of primeval Arp/Moog/

70m 45s

kind. D'Rivera performs

what the song is. SH

Oberheim electronica seems at

Recorded in front of an obviously

compositions, as ne says, ' by

Recordings • • •

first like the last place you'd find

adoring chamber- music

artists from Cuba, France,

Performances ••••

ECM 9871773
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Pietro Antonio LocatelY performed by Sandrine Cantoreggi, recorded with cables from 54LTECI-1

BOO HEWERDINE
Harmonograph

KATE BUSH

MVine MVBHCD02

Aerial

41m 33s
This might just be Boo

38m Ins + 42m 04s

Hewerdine's best album so

Detailing the myriad

far. For his sixth solo release

double disc set could sake all day, so

he's chosen to record adozen

Ill restrain myself a ait. The beguiling

tracks he originally wrote for
other people [ including k.d.lang,

elights on this

How To Be Invisible' eatures Kate
topping agently puts. ding rhythm

Natalie Imbruglia and Eddie

track with alyric abo it amagic spell

Reader) and its hard not to

whose ingredients in' lude ' apinch

conclude that until now he's

of keyhole' and ' hair ,doormat'.

been depriving himself of his

Who but Kate would

very best songs. The opener,

ablackbird to introdu easong about

se aduet with

The Girl Who Fell In Love With

the wonderfulness of standing on

The Moon', blends aquirky

top of ahill? There's . gorgeous Dan

electronic percussion loop

McIntosh guitar solo n 'Joanni', a

with lazy acoustic strums and

glorious medieval str ng section in

short wave radio interference to
create one of the most delicately
lovely songs I've ever had the

Bertie', about her be oved child, and
wonderfully lush orc estration in
Somewhere in Betw: en'. I'll stop now,

pleasure of being blissed out

but you get the idea - this is amadcap

by. ' Weatherman' sounds like

masterpiece from a oman who should

Crowded House having apicnic

be enshrined as ana onal treasure. JB

with ELO in an English meadow,

Recording •••••

and the combination of Indian
harmonium, mellotron and
harp is perfect for the break-up

devised by Enya's collaborator

shivers with the sheer precision

third album actually stands a

lament ' Sugar On The Pill'. Buy

Roma Ryan, while ' Sumiregusa'

of their harmonising. Lyrically

chance of finding an audience.

it today. JB

is in Japanese, and botn are

too, she's constantly right on the

Supercha-ged, uplifting cuts like

Recording • • • •

magnificent. If you're one of the

nail. The album's title track is a

'Bubblegurn .and ' Immediate'

Performance • •

few inhabitants of earth who

dark and surreal tour de force

demand to have the volume

doesn't own an Enya album, this

worthy of aGrammy for ' best

knob turned up to the point

isn't abad place to start. JB

magical realist story- song'. JB

where your speakers really

Recording

Recording •• • •

know they're being royally

Performance

shafted but, if they and your

•
b
,ea

•

Performance • • • •

ears are up to the job, the

JENNY LEWIS WITH
THE WATSON TWINS

rewards are immense. JB
Recording • • •

Rabbit Fur Coat

Performance • • •

Rough Trade RTRADCDP291
38m 08s

MADONNA

The more Iplay this quirkily

Confessions on aDance Floor

ENYA

beautiful album, the better it

Warner Bros 9362-49460-2

gets. Ms. Lewis' [ regular front

56m 32s

Amarantine

person for Los Angeles band

Madonna's 14th album recycles

Warner Brothers 25646 2797 2

Rh, Kiley) solo album enables

her own past [ listen for bits of

45m 35s

her to let her imaginaton run

This album won't disappoint the

riot outside tha compromises

SILVER SUN

faithful, although it does feature

of agroup. From the opening

Disappear Here

from Abta's ' Gimme! Gimme!

'Like aPrayer and • Holiday')
but also pilfers signature licks

acouple of less than inspired

blast of impassioned close

Invisible Hands ihcd35

Gimmer, Donna Summer's .1

cuts where the lyric clichés

harmony bluegrass- style vocals

30m 39s

Feel Love' plus Sting lyrics to

undermine the power of her

on ' Run Devil Run' it's obvious

In the mid- 90s Silver Sun were

prop up her lack of original

music. Generally, she's at her

that Lewis is less worried about

desperately unfashionable,

ideas. Worse still, her Pet Shop

best when you can't understand

hitting the charts than she

writing tune- strewn power-

Boys ctone-job on Jump' is

aword she's singing, so you just

is about making music that

pop anthems that were the

more fromage than homage.

get lost in the crystalline purity

really matters to her. This is

absolute antithesis of the ruling

The only thing that makes the

of her voice as it hovers among

followed with two delightfully

Britpop orthodoxy. Things

sorry mess bearable is the

her electronic soundscapes and

idiosyncratic gems of the art of

have changed in recent years

endlessly inventive production of

churning Celtic rhythms. The

singer-songwritering, Big Guns'

with the popularity cf bands

producer Stuart Price [ aka Les

surging, pounding The River

and ' Rise Up With Fists', where

like Blink 182, Fall Out Boy

Rhythmes Digitales). JB

Sings', for example, is delivered

she and the Watson Twins

and Busted. Now, Silver Sun

Recording •••••

in an imaginary language

induce back cf the neck hair

sound like prophets, and the

-

Performance ••••
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A5 SERIES. CD PLAYER. I
NTEGRATED AMR PREAMP. POWER AMR

MUSICAL FIDELITY

I
I
I> MUSICAL FIDELITY
MUSICAL FIDELITY

MUSICAL FIDELITY

11› MUSICAL FIDELITY

110" 5

MUSICAL FIDELITY

I
› MUSICAL FIDELITY

3

I
I> MUSICAL FIDELITY

11110.

6

1111>

MUSIC AL

FIDELITY

NEW FROM M USICAL FIDELITY.
A5 SERIES.
X SERIES ACCESSORIES. X SERIES COMPONENTS.
KW INTEGRATED, PREAMP AND POWER AMP.
M 1TURNTABLE.
HEARING IS BELIEVING.
FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST, RING 020 8900 2866 OR VISIT M USICALFIDELITY.COM

REVIEWS • AUDIOPHILE

The Chopin Ballades 8 Sc -ierzos by Rubenstein, rernastered with cables from SI LTECIA

bottom end, live ambience, and

JEFFERSON
AIRPLANE

case wickedly soulful takes on

Takes Off

'Stormy Monday', ' Satisfaction',

Sundazed LP5186 180g vinyl, mono

'Get Ready', and their classic,

fantastic arrangements - in this

After Bathing At Baxter's

'Do Your Thing'.

Sundazed LP5187 180g vinyl, mono

Performance • • ••

If Sundazed is setting out to

Recording ***

ensure that every mono rock
album worth releasing is back in

RICHARD THOMPSON

the racks, then these two show

Front Parlour Ballads

it's never that clear cut. True,

Diverse Records/Cooking Vinyl DIV009LP 180g

the sound of this pair of Airplane

vinyl

LPs is so unlike that of the

As Thompson is asacrosanct

two- channel versions that even

British folk icon, and Iam a

switching in the mono button on

mere Yank, Iwouldn't dare

the stereo LPs won't come close

criticise this on musical

to simulating it. It's arguable

grounds: Iknow what you guys

that After Bathing At Baxter's

are like when angered, yet

(1968) offers so much in stereo

Lord knows Idetest this stuff.

that you might prefer to find

But, man, can he play, and this

an original. The Grace Slick-

return to aless electric time,

less Takes Off (
1966) sounds

self- produced and sounding

punchier in mono and never

fabulous, will delight most, if

offered that much effects- wise

DONOVAN

wiil be those who argue that

not all of his hardcore following

for those under the influence.

Sunshine Superman

most Donovan fans in 1966

(I have it on good authority that

Regardless, two prime slices of

Sundazed 12502d 1E0g vinyl, mono

had crappy record players at

his No. 1fan Stateside is less

early San Francisco psychedelia

Here's where 1muse question

the time, so mono is somehow

than overwhelmed by it). But for

that you must own. KK

the choke to perform the

more auhentic'. Bollocks

some, he can do no wrong, and

Performances 00000

public service of offering

to that. Iristead, buy it for the

the material is just what it says

Recordings

RAY CHARLES let CLEO
LAINE
Porgy & Bess

mono pressings for the hell

n-raterial. which includes the

on the sleeve. KK

of it: Donovan's studio work,

magnificent title track and his

Performance •••••

by this point in his caieer,

much- covered classic, ' Season

Recording ••• 4

was so sophisticated that the

of the Witch'.

stereo LP is arevelahon when

Performance 00000

compared to this. But there

Recording

KK

STEVIE RAY
VAUGHAN AND
DOUBLE TROUBLE
Couldn't Stand The Weather

40

HARRY BELAFONTE

fact its mainly gospel and R&B

Pure Pleasure PPAN39304 180g vinyl, 2LPs

Belafonte Sings The Blues

but the material does show HB

Wow! This is not just the

Ctassic Records/RCA Living Stereo LSP-1972-

as more versatile than normal.

double LP treatment for one

200 200g LP

No, he doesn't attempt Robert

of Stevie Ray's finest, but

Cyr ics may view Belafonte's

Johnson or Wile Dixon, and.

also the inclusion of the five

earty materal in retrospect as

no, he woukdn't even worry John

superb bonus tracks from the

nascent, right- on ' world music'

MayaLl, but the performance,

CD of acouple years back. No

Ibefore that term was coined,

wrapped in glorious RCA sound,
simply deticious. KK

point here in arguing which

but ever, at its corniest, he was

Is

vinyl

never less than impressive.

Performance •••

bluesman du jour, but it's mighty

If ever there's been another

This non- sequitur from 1958,

Recording

hard to resist his take of Jimi's

pairing to match Ella and

then, will either shock, delight,

Louis, this almost- unlikely 1976

surprise, dismay or do all four,

teaming for RCA is it: their

depend:ng on your leveLs of

voices so perfectly complement

purism vis avis blues music. In

Classic/Rhino/Jazz Planet JP- 1831 2lPs, 200g

of his albums made SRV the

000

'Voodoo Child' - makes you wish

THE WATTS 103"
STREET RHYTHM
BAND

they knew each other on this

each other throughout this

Together

Recording •••

Gershwin masterpiece that it's

Warner Music 0122-74677-1

easy to forget it's been recorded

This : sbut one of ahalf- dozen

to death. But this duo performs

Wafts 103rd Street Rhythm

side of the Pearly Gates. KK
Performance •••••

it with both panache and

Band and Charles Wright LPs

enthusiasm, and the recording

eeissued this year to satisfy

quality easily merits the overkill

the ever-increasing craving for

pressing. Gershwin-philes might

funk, and this outfit's work, in

prefer other interpretations, but

retrospect, deserves almost

this is irresistible. KK

as much cf our attenlior as

Performance ••• 1

Sly & The Family Stone. Same

Recording •••••

'large enserhole' fee!, rich

p
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Hi-FiNews essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Welcome to the Hot 100 - HiFi News' vital buying
guide section. It's here that we list the finest
hi-fi components that we've reviewed, updated
every month. The emphasis is on real value for
money, which doesn't always mean the
lowest-cost options, but we've also highlighted
those more expensive components that justify
their sometimes frightening price tags, by
offering atrue advance in sound quality for the
audiophile. Listed are the issue date ( month/year)
where you can track down the original review, and
the author's initials. For the full-length review call
Back Issues on 01733 370800, go to vAvw.mags-uk.com, or
check out our review reprints service at wvAv.hi-finews.co.uk.

Award winner 2005: Inca Tech's Katana SE CD player best digital source up to £ 1000

CD PLAYERS
Make/model

Price

Arcam CD33

£1300

Arcam Diva CD73

£399

Cambridge
C340C Azur

Tested How we rate it

AH

An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple Wolfson DACs. Strengths are detail, insight and agood grip on rhythm. While multi-format
machines struggle to be ajack of all trades- this player is master of one.

03/0

The replacement of the Burr Brown DAC used in previous players with aWM8740 mull- bit sigma delta design from Microelectronics pays off here
with acomfortable, smooth and civilised sound . Silky highs and wonderful female vocas, even if treble is slightly rounded off.

£250

09/04
AH

Mechanically quiet and flawless in operation this high-performance machine boasts aclean, detailed sound and was rarely upset by even the most
challenging of discs. Cosmetic match for the 640A amp, with which it works well in small rooms and with modest-sized loudspeakers.

Chord DAC 64

£1960

07/0
AH

Chord's now fully sorted 96k Hz-ca pa ble BAC features abuffer memory and reclocking ';ystem that theoretically eliminates Her. AH concluded, ' It's
not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way that it treads the route of musicality and natural timing.'

Creek CD50

£100

07/03
DB

We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This one wipes the floor with most budget players and some with much higher price tags, extracting
incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with some expensive players and you'll ask, why pay more?

dCS Purcell/
Delius

£5000/
£6500

12/99
AH

Purcell is aDID converter that ' upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue conversion by Delius. An impressive input array, upgradable firmware,
pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly believable at last. Provision for OSO conversion via proprietary use of FireWi re link

Inca Tech Katana
SE

£995

12/04
DA

Stunning looks, sturdy build and balanced outputs to boot, this player deserves to make waves at its price- point thanks to thrilling vocals and a
dexterity and energy that truly brings music to life. Single-ended output version available for £600. Both players amust-listen concluded DA.

Musical Fidelity
308CR

£2000

07/0 •
DA

quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: ' natural' and ' unforced'.

Musical Fidelity
X-Ray V3

£899

38/04
DA

Aplayer punching well above its weight, the V3 puts the emphasis firrnly on the music with awell proportioned presentation that gives areal
impression of depth and power. Vocals sound fully fleshed and separation of instruments is good. Comes into its own used as adigital transport.

Naim CDS3

£1050

.0/0
MC

Top-of the- range two- box CD replay from Naim. Physically unassuming but sonically arival for any other player - high- resolution format or otherwise
-according to Martin Colloms. Sweeter treble, blacker backgrounds and greater all-round ability than its predecessor the worthy CDS2.

Maim CD5i

£825

2004
Ano

Naim's most affordable player excels in the areas for which the British brand has become justifiably famous: pace, rhythm and timing. For many
listeners this translates into excitement and involvement with the music, especially wherbit comes to modern pop and rock material.

$1100/
$880

11/01
DA

Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and BAC ( P-3A) units that do something special. The combination transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real
musicians. The P- 1A is the killer, used as an interpolating upsampler, but with capa bility tor room or speaker EQ correction. Mail order on.y in UK.

;002

Rotel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East- built budget players. Although the company now makes DVD players and AV receivers, it
hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're on atight budget this one is well worth auditioning.

Perpetual P- 1A/
P-3A
Rotel RCD-02

£380

Unison Research
Unico

£1110

A

G2/0

DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24-bit upsampling player. It is all solid-state.but comes so close to matching its Nu-Vista sibling's sound

Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to combine the best of both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that comes ' scarily close to
resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl through atube phono stage.'

DVD-VIDEO, DVD-AUDIO 81SACD PLAYERS
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it

Arcam DV88 Plus

£1000

0/03
e

Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio circuit design: separate clocks and power supplies for audio and video,
dual Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs.Excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 7SE.

Arcam DV29

£1600

02/05
PM

Dubious features are abandoned here in favour of purist engineering that benefits both vioeo and audio quality. The Arcam DV29 is awolf in sheep's
clothing and is adesirable alternative to its gadget-strewn competition. Buy with confidence.

Cambridge Audio
DVD57

£200

I(303
R4

Made an excellent impression against some heavyweight contenders in our DVD-A player Group Test. Elegant styling and an extremely competent
performance for not alot of cash. Don't expect the Earth at this price, but this player is thoroughly musical with abit of bite too.

Denon DVD-2900

£850

09'03
PM

Smooth and natural- sounding on both DVD-A and SACO, this universal player gives seamless multichannel sound plus excellent video performance.
Lacking the proprietary Denon digital link of the DV- Al , it remains afine all-rounder, awortny competitor to Pioneer's universals.

MarantzSA-11S1

£2010

05+05

Abenchmark with SACO replay thanks to exceptional transparency, speed and resolution, plus deep bass and an uncannily natural mid band. With
CD-only replay this player can sound rich, lush and incredibly euphonic thanks to the proprietary user-selectable filters on board.

Pioneer DV868AV1

£1000

021)1
PM

Despite prosaic looks, technology on board makes this player the very first of athoroughly rew generation. Stunning pictures, with DDPD scaler
providing tighter, noise-free and contrasting images. Sonically, lighter touch of more affordable DV-668AV proved more satisfying.

Sony XA9000ES

£2400

05 ui
PM

Sony's current flagship for the SACO format is also aDVD video player ( not DVD-A!). It offers an extended, transparent and wholly unforced sound with
the vast majority of rival DVD and CD players sounding artifical by comparison. If DVD leaves you cold then buy the Sony, said PM.
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RECOMMENDED TURNTABLE
Roksan Radius 5£ 850 ( HFN Nov'03)
Acomplete original for Roksan in that the Radius 5uses

Still the best player under four- figures, with an airy,

new materials in an unusual configuration. The main

graceful sound free of metallic or wooden colorations.

plinth and sub- chassis are clear acrylic, 19mm thick,

Holographic soundstage with palapable wall-to-wall

while the Nima tonearm is alightweight unipivot type

images of instruments and performers. Excellent bass,

using athin- walled alloy main tube with internal wiring

free of overhang, and top-notch dynamics. The Roksan

made of aflexible printed circuit material found in the

is capable of handling good m- ccartridges too, thanks

more expensive Artemio arm.

to that Nima tonearm.

TURNTABLES
Make/model
Avid Diva
Cleara ud lo
Champion
Linn LP12
Michell Orbe SE/
NC power supply
Pro-lect Debut
Mk11

Price

Tested

How we rate it

£1100

02/04
111

Versatile enough to accept arms of up to 12in effective length and even to carry two arms, this intelligently designed skeletal turntable is true to the

from
£1020
from
£1075

03/01
Ali

Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mid alittle recessed; but afine rhythmic 'groove' and pace. With black acrylic base and

10/97

Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and Ariston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves room for

£1413

01/05
AH

£120

07/00

engineering concepts of Avid's bigger models, and the sound is not far behind them either.
translucent platter ( no dust cover), the outboard AC motor hava stepped pulley; manual speed change to 45.
improvement with better power supplies; now only available with Lingo power supply, and with either Akito or Ekos tonea rms.
Revamp for flagship deck courtesy of anew power supply that offers the best of both worlds in that it brings the pace and toe-tapping timing of the
company"; AC- powered unit yet retains the greater realism and naturalness gained by the DC unit.
Simple but effective: price includes tonearm and Ortofon m-m cartridge. ' No nasty lop or flaccid bass, just clean, rather crisp and lively sound,'
commented TB. If you need aphono stage, go for Debut Phono or Debut Phono SB (with fine speed control, £ 160).
Project favourite receives arevamp courtesy of an acrylic platter. Result is apresentation having greater flow, air and lucidity with improved definition

£1000

-i/04
f

Oracle Delphi
Mk V

£3180

U7/04
DA

thing of the past. Ablack granite base looks great but costs extra.

SME Model 10

£3580

12/99
ilK

for the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl... The Model 10 let's you hear the music and nothing else'.

Rega P2

£198

^004

Roskan Radius 5

£850

11/03
Ali

Pro-Ject RPM 9X

beween lead flg edges of instrument s. Less surface noise compared with original model along with complete banishment of grain.
Basic des ,gn is 25 years old but according to DA, the Mk Vcan still show some very costly decks athing or two, and suspension tuning problems are a
Price quoted includes asimplified version of the classic Series Vtonearm. ' So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, ' one of the best ambassadors yet
Back in the 1970s, Rega's original Planar 2was the usual choice for those who couldn't afford aLinn. Design principles are unchanged (there's still no
subchassis) but the P2 remains agood buy if your sonic priorities are rhythm and drive rather than subtlety.
Price qucted includes theNima tonearm. This Roksan deck offers a ' listen-all-day character that plays music guilelessly'. Expect ' real dynamic
contrast and timbral colouring, with naturally-sounding frequency response without treble lift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain!

TUNERS
Make/model

Price

Tested

How werate it
With better controls than previous models, the DT81 is arguably superior to the more expensive FMJ DT26. Comprehensive user features include

£650

01/02
Ali

Creek 143

£400

09/01
ill

Magnum Dynalab
MD106

£3750

2004
A
MOS

Old-fastioned analogue tuner rather than adigital synthesiser type, meticulously designed and built with atriode valve output stage. Expensive, for

Marantz ST- 17

£600

09/01
1
H

Three wavebands and RDS; for IH the sound was 'detailed and solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image' if alittle bright.

£330

07/03
Ali

Winner dour three-way group test, this model brings you DAB, yet has ausable FM tuner in the same package. USB connectivity for upgrading via a

Arcam DT81

PURE Digital
DRX-702ES

engineenng mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of opening up abroadcast makes this arelatively impartial but accurate receiver.
Asimple fuss- free tuner with excellent FM sound quality, with atotal of 64 presets for FM, MW and LW. Signal strength and multi- path distortion are
displayed. II-1
found it had ' afull-bodied sound that's nicely articulated and stable... excellent value.'
sure, but now sets the standard of excellence. After all, as AG put it, on aRadio 3concert, 'the orchestra colours practically glowed.'
It lacks independent remote control but ' sounds superb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes aquiet confidence'.
PC; dark, attractive, contoured presentation and the controls are simplicity themselves — atop-drawer product.

RECOMMENDED AMP
Musical Fidelity kW 500
£3999 ( HFN Oct'04)

Illyeier
9.0e

Another worthy Hi Fi News Awards 2005 winner, over 500W are on offer from
this high-powered hybrid design, which banks on very low distortion across
the audio band to make aneutral, natural- sounding integrated amptifier that
approaches the company's monster kW pre/power statement. Fine looks,
mu-Vista valves inside, and packs agreat phono stage too.
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'flit' -way It) play vinyl ...

We believe that 20-40%
of musical information is
damaged or destroyed by
mechanical vibration.

geotlij

bcvi vLbrc\aons
Transformers and motors VIBRATE,
capacitors "crack" as they recharge
and even cable conductors move
with the changing signal. All this
movement generates DAMAGING
ELECTRICAL NOISE.
Then components are linked with
metal wire, an excellent conductor
of mechanical noise (thousands of
times more efficient than air) and
on the end the BIGGEST VIBRATOR
of them all — the loudspeaker!
THE DAMAGE IS HUGE. We use
cables, filters and supports from
VERTEX AQ to trap and subdue
this vibration. Music is liberated and
dubious customers are astounded.
These Vertex components change
the performance of the equipment —
they CHANGE THE PERFORMANCE.
They are not tweaks for when you
have bought everything else — THEY
DWARF THE DIFFERENCES between
similar CD players or amplifiers.
YOU will change YOUR opinion
when choosing main components.
Remove the supports and swap the
cables, even for good alternatives,
and the system sounds ragged, hard,
slow, flat, disjointed and uninvolving.
Dubious? There's too much hype in
hi-fi but we back our belief with this
TRY-FREE OFFER: test amains cable
for the CD player or the links for a
bi-wireable speaker. The only calls
we receive are, "AMAZING. W HAT
SHOULD IBUY NEXT?"

The
Right
Note
mi.,
in the hotru2

Customers say we make some of the BEST
SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you

41,

know we can do the same in your home.
Our advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy
music along the way and save money in the
long run.

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW
CD :ACCUSTIC

01225 874728
or lo-cost
0845 230 7570

ARTS, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, BEL CANTO, C
ICS (
P81, ELGAR, DELIUS PURCELL,

VERDI, VERONA), STELLO, W ADIA.

VINYL:

AVID, BASIS, CLEAFtAUDIO, DNM ,GRAHAM,

THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, ORIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,
TRANSFIGURATION.

TUNERS:

MAGNUM DYNALAB.

AMPLIFIERS:

ACCUSTIC ARTS, BEL

CANTO, CAT,DNM ,DK DESIGN, GAMUT, HALCRO, HOVLAND, SONNETEER.
•sk for details of this superb range

.ME LTD •STEYNING •SUSSEX •BN 44 3GY •ENGLAND
tel: + 44 ( 0)1903 814321 • fax: + 44 ( 0)1903 814269
email: sales@sme.ltd.co.uk
or visit our website www.sme.ltd.uk

LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO PHYSIC, DALI, ETHOS, GAMUT, NEAT ,TOTEM.
CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM ,NORDOST, SILTECH, VERTEX AQ
MAINS: Vertex AQ. SUPPORTS: ARCICI, STANDS UNIQUE, VERTEX AQ

ETC.

AMPLIFIERS
Make/model

Arcam FMJ A32

Price

t1100

£700

Audio Research
VS110

£4000

Audio Research
Ref Two

il 0, 000

AS Passion
Ultimate

E1300

BAT VK-50SE/
VK-60

£6125

03 ,02

le
05.01
PH

How we rate

it

This top-of-the-range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply. AG found it sounding confidently in charge, making the most of
speakers it was used with, reproducing the life and vitality of aperformance. It also offers tone controls.
Remote-control 85W/ch amplifier, using bi-polar output devices ( not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music.
Microprocessor- controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility ( to equalise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier at the price.

CB

With eight 6550 output tubes (four per channel in push-pull pairs) this higher-power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in spades.
DB reported 'warmth, textu; e, muscularity and deep bass aplenty... brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.

03if»

Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab- handled design. sound quality was top notch as well. ' It comes close to being astate -of -the -art

03103

MC
Oe/01

me
01100
PG

piece of audio engineering, said MC.

Remote-control version of dassic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage ,asingle Vishay resistor leading to light controlled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.
Full remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics and load tolerance of solid -state with the
finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audible seventy of some solid-state counterparts.

Blyston 3B-SST

10/03
BA

David Allcock was already an owner of apair of 14B-SST power amps, this model's big brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to see
if he rated 150W/ch (8ohms) model so highly— he did! Fantastic sonic balance and stereo imaging, along with lashings of controlled power.

Chord CPA 3200/
SPM 1200C

0le
PH

Audio meets aerospace engineering. The f
ully-balanced SPM 12000 uses aswitched- mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and transparent. ' Has

Conrad-Johnson
Premier LS2

0241
MC

was reference class while stereo image scale, width and depth were all to avery high standard. Midrange was exceptionally pure.

Conrad-Johnson
350

09/04
MC

First solid-state Premier seiiies amp turns out to be amassively powerful stereo chassis at ahighly competitive price. Offers the well-balanced, fluid
midrange of tube amps with the dynamic range, grip and slam of the best solid-state designs. The answer to an audiophile's dreams.

Croft Vitale

0!/014
101

Classic hard-wired pre-amp, true to the minimalist ideal: 'vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and
commanding. With some low-level noise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-amp.

EAR 864

01/00
KK

Aphono inclusive pre-amplifier to satisfy audiophiles and studio professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation offers

GRAAF GM5OB

013/041
KK

This gorgeous- looking valve integrated combines real pride of ownership with aperformance set to re-write the rules in the sub-£4000 market thank',
to its seamless, sweet and open sound. Despite having no phono stage it boasts areal affinity with vinyl. Remote control, too.

Icon Audio Stereo
40

32/04
TB

UK-designed, Chinese built, with two pairs of EL34 pentode valves for aclaimed 40W/ch, or 19W when run in sweeter- sounding triode mode. TB liked

10P1
KK

A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it ' produced the very best sound Ihave ever heard from the

%eel

-. s'
entry- lever 200W mcdel doesn't use Krell's Plateau Biasing but does offer balanced inputs. DB found it thoroughly listenable ,with punch drama
and speed. It's not at all laid-back, so if you want awarm, distant or soft sound, then look elsewhere.

Krell KAV-300il

the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease.' said AH, with 'transparency to music's inner workings.'

Purist triode pre-amplifier cffers full-on audiophile sound at acompetitive price. More 'different' than ' better' than the long-lived original LS2, detail

improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually noise-free operation.

its impeccable finish and wild build as well as its ability to produce natural-sounding music.
Scintillas... I
would take the KAV-300iL over any solid-state amp I
can name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.

K re
Il KAV0xi
40

£2698

Music First Audio
Passive

£1498

10/114
All

from apre-amp then this passive device can stand alongside active units at over three times the price. Strongly recommended.

Musical Fidelity
A3.2

£1000

C5/(3
DP

speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price point I
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'

£4000

i
ono

Musical Fidelity
kW 500

DB

DB

Musical Fidelity
X-150

£800

Nagra
VPA

£9350

1mM
BP

El 386

IF

Naim NAC 112/
NAP 150

£625/
£750

13/02

Naim NAC 552

£11,750

Naim NAIT 5

£800

12/04

£9950

Pathos TT RR

£3250

Primare A30.1

£1500

Quad QC 24/
Ilforty

£4000

Rotel RA-01/
RA-02

£250

TacT Audio RCS
2.2X

£3195

DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound quality well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any domestic

Musical Fidelity does it again with aneutral-sounding high-powered (500W!) integrated that manages to offer ahigh degree of transparency with no
loss of musicality. It's powerful, yet never forceful, and boasts asilent electronic background. Sound from LP was stunning.

)6/1,4 Compact at 218 x98 x377mm ( whd), yet pleasingly substantial in build, the X-150 delivers 80W/ch into 8ohms ( 160W into 4ohms!) along with
transparency, refinement and excellent soundstaging. There's built-in m- m phonc input of very adequate quality too.
Dr

Naim NAC 202/
NAP 200

Pass Labs X350

Utilitarian looks belie aproduct boasting the the finest balance of virtues of any pre-amp AH had heard to date. If you can live without added features

Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pull monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into 4,8 or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative feedback.
KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.
Awell-executed design boasting excellent musical and rhythmic abilities. Though imaging is vague, the boogie factor more than compensates,
ensuring that music is both involving and hugely enjoyable. Bomb- proof build and offers plenty of user-friendly features.

All

This 150W combination delivers the 'Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnatural glare and haze that afflicts
products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' (AH). Difficult to trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.

lc

This is Naim's current flagship pre-amplifier and according to Jonathan Gorse, ' it gets closer, by adramatic margin ,to that " live" experience than any
other amplifier'. Don't expect it to make music sound ' comfortable', instead you get ' bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!

ins I Rated at only 30W (we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy-going am p
AB

omxi
AD
08/94
1
«

06494
A.
11/00

K

04 03
03
0444

oA,KH

that didn't fatigue after continued listening. Stereo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm and timing its real strengths.
Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs very
warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.

MOSFET output stage fec by asingle-ended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside is relative inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads below
about 5ohm ' make it cry', said KK, who still called this 'one of the finest amplifiers "ve heard, regardless of price'.
Primare's A30.1 bi-polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amillion dollars, and is remote-controllable. The
volume control is afine 100- step- ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.
Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/1I valve pre-/power combination, using KT88s to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 original. Pre-amp
lacks the 22's filters, but is also free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precision
Quality needn't break thebank. Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise- identical RA- 01 share the same 40W/ch (8ohm) output, six line inputs,
and asound that TB called 'smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.

Adigital pre-amplifier witn very powerful room-correction built in, used in conjunction with aPC to idealise the system's response at the listening
position. If you're thinking of upgrading, but the real limitation is the room, try this before spending on other components.
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essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist

Arcam A85

Tested

AUDIO ANALOGUE
soundpleasure

The
not-so-puzzling
solution for
music lovers
WHAT'S heft AT THE
TII1 SHOP
".•••‘

GOLDEN
eDIGON

Audio Analogue has
brought over ten years
expertise in the audio
electronics separates market to
the design of the new Enigma.

They're now.
considered essential
as far as I'm concerned
,and bring anew meaning to
the term "Simply the best!"

.e

Add to this its use of valve
technology for improved sound

Roy Gregory • Ili-Ei+ magazine

WHAT'S

The perfect one- box solution
for today's space and style
conscious customers, it boasts
ahigh quality 50 watt integrated
amplifier, CD player and an AM/
FM tuner in asingle, compact
and elegant package.

quality and aprice tag of £850
and you have the perfect recipe
for asuccessful product.The
Enigma is incredibly versatile,
making it ideal for amain
system. second system, the
lounge, bedroom or even
office.
Advanced in design but easy to
use, the only thing mysterious
about this Enigma is how Audio
Analogue has managed to
produce such aquality item at
such alow price!

UKD Ltd Tel : 01753 652 669
email : info@ukd.co.uk web : www.ukd.co.uk

AT THE
TUBESHOP
Cryogenically treated tubes
really make adifference!
Read all about it online:
Nvww.cryogenictubes.com

SVETLANA
4_21/

DRAGON

ELITES

GUI TA R

4TUSEs'

-

'%bnelenel
l
-lietMEOSHOP:C°M-

THÉ

(
WI CALL US 087 0

9220404

ST SELECTION

-OF QUALITY TUBES ONLINE
112 www.hifinews.co.uk • FEBRUARY 2006

Luxurious styling & sound.
Opera Callas SP - £ 1,650.
Availabbe in mahogany, cherry and light oak real
wood finishes.
UKD Ltd I (01753 652 669)
lnfo@ukd.co.uk I www.ukd.co.uk

essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
LOUDSPEAKERS

Make/model

Price

Tested

Avantgarde Uno

£7350

15/00
SA

Avantgarde's smallest loudspeaker at 44cm high, has horn- loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself- powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system

ATC Anniversary

12,720

09/0'
DB

Astudio-quality speaker that combines fine engineering, solid hand- built construction and accurate, musically satisfying replay in the home. While

23,000

0/0'
MC

Alandmark achievment in the evolution of speaker design, the Eidolon marries the speed and transient definition of top class electrostatics with the
tailored directivity and fine dynamics of amoving-coil design. Build and technology are of the highest quality.

£13,000

111/05
AG

Adiamond tweeter andnew materials used for the bass driver takes B&W's flagship to new heights, banishing colorations of the original model and

12/04

An excellent general purpose speaker that is sensitive enough to work with any half-decent amplifier and sounds pleasing with

Avalon Eidolon
B&W 800D

Flow we rate it

sensitivity of 100d B/W. SH said it gave immediacy, impact, emotional communication, without the coloration that spoils other horn loudspeakers.
it's not cheap, remember this is an active design and so comes with dedicated high quality amplification on board.

making for atighter and more tonally acurate musical ride. Remarkably well priced for aspeaker with its overall capabilities.

most types of music in

B&W DM603 S3

£600

B&W DM303

£180

12/01
AG

when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.

B&W Nautilus
802

£6000

09/
AH

One of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers, it carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces where the 801 simply
won't. First class stereo imaging, bass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.

Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3

£730

07/02
TB

and more precise imaging. Afine speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Editors' Choice Award. ( Special finishes available at extra cost.)

ilaudio Contour

£2460

08/C0
AlO

The Contour T2.5 put KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 1970s, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the capacity
to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.

Energy Encore 2

£750

98/C
AG

Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/mids, the sub a150W amp and 200mm reflex- loaded driver. Well able to reproduce

Epos M12

AG

01 I

£500

Harbeth Compact
7ES

30 "

Jamo D830

500

Jmlab Utopia
Alto Be

n

£1

nn
I' I"

Leema Acoustics
Xavier

I
995

Linn Katan

635

Martinlogan
Prodigy

191 "

?500

PMC DB1+

625

Quad ESL-989

WOO

Ruar8 Etude

500

Sonus Faber
Cremona
Sonus Faber
Stradivari

nn

2'
0""

Spendor S6e

1495

Tannoy
Dimension TD12

B50 0
850 "

Totem Arm
Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1
Wharfedale
EVO10
Wilson Benesch
ACT 2
Wilson WATI1
Puppy System 7

02/04

With ahigh sensitivity ( 90dB/1W) this big 1200mm-tall floorstander needs careful positioning but can deliver an extraordinary sense of depth and

AG
ole

t)5

scale, yet its unusually smooth treble makes it difficult to coax the Alto Be into sounding oppressive even when loud.

One to dominate aroom physically though the Xavier thankfully proved unfussy when it came to positioning and rewarding with ahighly natural and
transparent sound. Needs careful matching with sources otherwise excellent resolving abilities of treble can prove fatiguing.
Versatile descendant of Kan and Tukan features non- parallel sides to reduce standing waves and clever lock -down crossover board which, when
reversed, switches to bi-wire-/bi-amp- ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual ( for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.

lc

Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably MCs most successful, musically. MC found it had 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy... exceptional spatial
qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.

081113

This is another ML hydrid, capable of running in pure electrostatic mode, but also featuring arear- mounted 25mm tweeter - for better off-axis sound

MOO

GA

IC/04
OA
0i
/00

ql

dispersion - and a200mm aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching but afantastic loudspeaker!

Unburstable 'transmission-line' standmounter with aroom-filling sound that belies its compact size. Superb midband with warm rich vocals reveals
BBC pedigree, but no sholage of snap either. Upgrade kit available for owners of DB1. Aclass winner at the price.
PMC builds on the success of the OBI with afloorstander compact enough to suit the average UK living room yet which offers few compromises when
IT comes to bass extension, image height and size of soundstage. Definitely one to audition.

Larger, wider-bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself replaced the classic '57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile
components and more rigid construction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the disappearing act' so beloved of the originals.

ri5/02

Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive (86dB;. and aclean and neutral sound: amildly laid-back presentation,

01/02

Another beautiful 'boat-tailed' floorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002 Awards issue.
You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.

but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open midband.

Li 5 000
£2

An enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple
crossover. With an open lively and exciting sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money,

Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell-braced cabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little strain even
when pushed. Bass is competent and extended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.

Ilx

99 "

subtle solo instrumental playing or full-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.

05/02
AC

11/04

ç

PMC GB1

TB described the Stirling 3's predecessor, Severn 2, as 'detailed but gentlemanly': the Stirling 3builds on these strengths and gives greater vividness

'Compact' only by barn-door standards, the thin- wall enclosure is visco elastically damped to BBC standards using composite counterlayers ,with the
boundaries between main shell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sounds; easy to recommend.

Ad

MartinLogan
Clarity

In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore ' grown-up' quality than the rest. Treble can get harder

PAc

,
n,,,do

HMI

n

most situations. Not the most exciting ride, but balanced and sure not to disappoint. Rear ports come with foam tuning bungs.

:840
:120
:320
,
9°° u

2.500

HiT
(mio4

Our Hot 100 doesn't encompass hi-fi for millionaires, but this £20k design has to be included. Aculmination of the dedication, skill and artistry of

MUM

Sonus Faber's founder, Franco Serblin, it will reward its lucky purchaser with years of listening bliss.

11/04

Admirably well voiced floorstanding speaker with low coloration and good transparency to allow the boxes to disappear. Midrange performance was
especially impressive and the speaker could play easily at higher levels. Another winner from Spendor.

Mc
/Inn

Mc
r7P99
AH

omior &
MI

With a12in ( 305mm) Dual Concentric ( horn- loaded dome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has Tannoy's
Supertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.

Thin enough to slip into the smallest listening room, the Arro has an outstanding ability to cast astereo image across, behind and around the speakers.
Integration between the two small drivers is excellent, the seamlessness helping draw the listener into the fluid midband.
An opinion divider. KK found ' asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'. AG and his
panel thought its ' strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowish volumes in smaller rooms.

AH

Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the icing on the cake is the excellent sound — weighty bass, open midband and
smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.

10199

High-tech carbon- loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested arather

06.003

AG
12/02

Nic

bright balance with superb articulation and class- leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.

Even compared with the excellent System 6, the re-engineered System 7was thought substantially more transparent, with faster and more dynamic
bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the '7is alittle more demanding still, so avery good amplifier is anecessity.
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Specialist hi-fi &
home cinema

WInter
Sale
STARTS 17

DECEMBER

VISION

Contemporary hi-fi is constantly setting new standards in
sound reproduction and design. Whatever you listen to,
Sevenoaks can recommend separate components that will bring
your music collection to life and complement your home. We're
enthusiasts and experts, passionate about helping you build (or
upgrade) asystem that will delight for years to come.

2005

Save up to 25%

The recent growth of DVD has led to ahuge rise in demand
for home cinema equipment - DVD players, AV receivers,
projectors and plasma screens but, with so many options, it's
not easy to know which ones will suit your needs. Indeed, in
the face of this quickly evolving and often bemusing array of
products, we aim to assist you in assembling ahome cinema
system to be proud of - one that achieves outstanding picture

in our fabulous Winter Sale
For information on all the latest offers,
visit www.ssay.com
or call your nearest store on Freephone

and sound quality.

0800 587 9909

Christmas & Sunday
Opening
Many of our stores are open on Sundays
during December and January.
For up-to-date information, please call
your local store or visit our vvebsite.

Aucholab
AWARDS 2005

Rotel

The 02 Series is Rotel's entry-level range. The RCD-02 CD
player combined with either an RA-01, RA-02 or RA-03
integrated amplifier represents true audiophile
performance at an affordable price. For increased high end
performance, the RC-03/RB-3 pre/power amplifiers are
available. The RT-02 tuner completes the range.

SUNDAY 18th DECEMBER
MOST STORES OPEN
CHRISTMAS DAY
ALL STORES CLOSED - HAPPY CHRISTMAS!
BOXING DAY
ALL STORES CLOSED

/0

NEW YEAR'S DAY
ALL STORES CLOSED - HAPPY NEW YEAR!
AINA111011 2005

SUNDAY 8th JANUARY
MOST STORES OPEN
Due to local variations,
please call your local store
or visit our website to
verify opening hours
before travelling.

including the 80005, 8000Q, 8000M and 8000P models
plus aall new CD player. A 7.1 channel pre and power
amplifier completes the range.

4111E111.10
Project

Project is currently one of the world's leading suppliers of
turntables, with a range of models designed to satisfy all levels of
expectation and budget. The range is simple to use, maintenance
free and will function for a lifetime.

Roksan

•• •

it

NEW 8000 Series

Audiolab's new 8000 series offers adefinitive and genuine
hi fidelity performance from a no-nonsense approach to
engineering. These famous products have all been reengineered to create acomplete two channel range,

di •••::.

Roksan designs and manufactures some of the most
acclaimed hi-fi equipment currently available. All Roksan
products are carefully evaluated by experienced engineers
at every stage of the design process with the emphasis on
performance and build quality.

B&VV

The focus of Bowers and Wilkins Loudspeakers has always been to offer
the best possible musical experience. With acombination of the latest R&D
techniques and a passion for music, B&VV produces adiverse range of
products befitting the largest audio manufacturer in the UK.

F3&W MINI THEATRE MT-30
"Talented, covetable and worth every penny, the
MT-30 (and PV1 especially) could well be heading for
iconic status."

Cyrus
If you've enjoyed listening to music before,
try listening to it through aCyrus system.
With every product tuned by ear, Cyrus
represents aquality of sound, which is rare
at any price. Invest in aCyrus system and

ill",011811rwaimmo,

you'll be rewarded with awealth of sound
you vs.oialdn't have thought possible.
. .

Winter Sale •

wvvw.ssav.com

Monitor Audio

11,155,151,1?
MN«. 2004

Silver RS6 AV Package
0,0,M21.10 esm
MIIII2DS 2005

Since 1972 Monitor Audio has been developing
and perfecting the implementation of metal
drivers, innovative crossovers, and exemplary
speaker cabinet construction and finish to
further the ideal of achieving sound which is to
the original " as close as it gets". The range
includes - GOLD, SILVER RS, BRONZE and
RADIUS speakers, plus the exciting new i
Deck

eâi

fflocE

Al111.1111

docking station, an excellent any- room
companion for your iPod.

Digital Radio

Quad

Founded in 1938, Quad's history is one
of audio excellence. Today's range
includes both electronics and speaker
systems.

With Digital Audio Broadcasting ( DAB)
capability, these high-quality tuners
deliver more stations and offers pure,
distortion-free, CD-like sound, while
providing useful radio and data services.

05,511101 2005

Pure DRX702ES & NEW Denon TU-1800DAB

Wharfedale
Diamond 9.1
"Wharfedale has
been updating and
tweaking its
Diamonds for 20
years - and rough
they're not! Tight
bass, clear
midband, and
sparkling treble for
not alot of cash."

KEF
Other KEF ranges include XQ. KHT and the Award-winning
KIT100 Home cinema system

!teem

The iQ5s are
fully eeserving
Products of
the Year. "

KEF KITIO0 "Creating avirtual surround sound experience
has never been simpler or more effective, thanks to this two
speakers plus subwoofer concoction from KEF."

!nee=
AVM1/02 2005

AWARDS 2005

Diamond

*WARDS 2005

KEF iQ5
"The iQ5s are little
star, providing
stunning scale
and authority
from discreetly
sized towers...

Replacing the highly successful Q Series, KEF's New iQ line-up comprises eight models from
the entry-level iQ1 bookshelf to the impressive iQ9 floorstander. All models incorporate
KEF's Uni Q driver technology and are available in avariety
of finishes.

SW150
"Considering the
price, the detail and
definition to the
bass are controlled
and cohesive equally adept with
movies and music."

Acoustic Energy

KEF KHT1005
"The KHT1005 is ar
ideal first-tirne buy,
and will suit .
those looking
to ' clownsize'
to amore
living-room
friendly style •
of speaker."

Established in 1987, Acoustic Energy is one of Britain's premier
loudspeaker manufacturers offering one of the most targeted
range of hi-fi and home cinema loudspeaker systems on the
market today.
"The legendary AEI lives on in this groundbreaking new version...
It sets anew standard for small speakers."

Arcam
Arcam has spent more than a
generation building some of the
finest high-fidelity products the
world has ever seen. Whether you're
interested in two-channel or a
complete multi-channel AV system,
the Arcam DiVA series offers the

The right accessories
can make or break your system.
Our careful)/ selectedl range,
including QED. SOUNDSTYLE and

music and movie lover the most
complete range of high-performance
home entertainment solutions from
any specialist manufacturer.

GRADO, will ensure you get tie very
best performance from your system.

Arcam Solo Music System
"Excellent all-round sound
combined
witha
the
convenience
of
one-box
product."

11M
.11

1tVIA105 2005
r
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Marantz
Marantz is introducing a host of new
products ranging from high-end hi-fi to HDready DVD players and AV receivers. The two
main products groups are the ' premium' and

Musical
Fidelity

A3.5 SERIES

P

'range' series.
The SR9600THX Ultra2 AV receiver offers
seven channels, each 140w, and features
HDMI inputs. The groundbreaking DV9600 is
one of the first DVD players capable of
upscaling images to 1080p and is fully
prepared for the high-definition future.

PLEASE NOTE

Musical Fidelity's A3.5 Series
amplifier, using circuitry
closely related to AS's, and
upsampling CD player
combine high end
performance, visuals and
finish at acompetitive price.

à .e219
.
Best Buy
NEW MARANTZ SR9600 AV RECEIVER *

Some products/brands are not available at all stores.

•

ecaa confirm or visit our website before travelling.

•

Special Offers and Sale Offers - Not in conjunction with any other offer. Advert valid until at least 12/01/2006, E&OE.

Save up to 25%
in our fabulous Winter Sale. Visit www.ssay.com
.;•• or call your nearest store on Freephon.e 0800 587 9909
fo • the latest prices and information.
•
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Citnon
Denon, Japan's oldest audio company, has established
an enviable reputation for the performance of both its
hi-fi and home cinema products, winning numerous
awards and accolades over the years. Its stylish systems
have
ed in becoming the benchmark by which
all otgilludged.

ewer!
beeille
AWA•DS 2005
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Yamaha is recognised as aworld leader in the fields of
musical instruments and audio equipment, and in more
recent years, home cinema. New models for 2005 include
upgraded AN receivers, amplifers, and DVD players plus
the innovative YSP-1 virtual surround speaker.

AWARDS 2005

DVD-AlXV " nee most obvious winner of any category this year has to be
Denon's evolutionary step in DUD deck design, the landmark DVD-Al XV...
An astonishing piece of kit that has no equals."
AVC-AlXV " It's not often we can't find fault with a product, but as we said in
our review, " It not only expands the home cinema envelope, it shreds it and
then nukes it for good measure." HOME CINEMA CHOICE • AWARDS 2005

e

Harman Kardon

Harman/Kardon's high quality audio, audio/visual and
multi-room products are more than just boxes with
knobs on, they are declarations of passion for music and
movies. Producing pure, realistic sound with ever
smarter engineering and simpler design,
Harman/Kardon products delight both the audio purist and the film lover around the world. We invite you to experience the
unique combination of artistry and engineering that is Harman/Kardon.
Elffitlff
MY. ION

YAMAHA'S DVD-52500, DSP-AX7575E & RX-V4600
Enjoy cinema as the director intended with
aspeaker system that is genuinely designed
for surround sound. Every Miller & Kreisel
surround sound system is designed
around the highest quality
centre speaker available
•
and partnered with two
•
identical main speakers,
producing seamless
panning across the front
soundstage, combined
with remarkable clarity and
effortless dynamics.

REL

In amarket packed with subwoofers claiming
to deliver the ultimate bass experience, only
one brand of sub-bass system can prove its
supremacy. With arecord of review success
stretching back over adecade. REL is
acknowledged as the leading provider of
deep, clean bass frequencies.

Pioneer

Onkyo

"A Dinky design that offers avigorous
listen, plus reassuringly solid build...
Onkyo's CR-505DAB is afab buy."

Onkyo DS- Al iPod
Connector Dock

eme"..!!! E-r
AWARDS 2005

ESSENTIAL
ACCESSORIES

Pioneers AV amplifiers and receivers are sound-tuned by the world-famous Air Studios to
perfectly recreate the natural sound and energy of the original performance. The result is
powerful, pure and crisp. Coupled with HDMI and iLink digital connectivity, as well as
aconnection for your iPod and PC, the audio adventure is even more absolute.

nienter !mtg.!!! emer.:IMI
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AWARDS 2005

The right accessories
can make or break your
system. Our carefully
selected range,. : ncluding
QED, SOUNDSTYLE and
GRADO, w II ensure you get
the very best performance
from your sys:em.

E PRICING POLICY
We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive. In the event
yot, can find the same products and excellent service at a lower price, please
bring it to our store managers' attention.

DVD Recorders

LEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS*

Although making digital recordings of TV broadcasts isn't new, the choice,

pread the cost of buying. Flexible finance options'are available on

versatility and quality of recorders keep getting better. Our product selection
includes DVD only, hybrid DVD/hard-disk and multi-format models.

e majorit} of products we stock. ' Written details

on request. Licensed credit brokers.

7
P

LEASE NOTE Some products/brands are not available at all stores.
Please call to corfrm or visit our website before travelling.

Special Offers and Sale Offers - Not in conjunction with any other offer.
Advert valid intii at least 12/01/2006, ESOE

Winter Sale
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www.ssav.corn

Specialist
home
cinema
At the heart of any
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home

Pioneer

cinema is its screen: Sevenoaks
Sound & Vision can put you in

Following its highly
successful ' 5' series, Pioneer
has unveiled its sixth

the picture with a selection of
flat- panel displays and
projection systems. LCD and

generation of plasma TVs.
The 43" PDP-436XDE and
50" PDP-506XDE models
include built-in digital tuners
plus dual HDMI inputs.

plasma screens are just a few
centimetres thick and come in
sizes from a 13inch portable to
over 60inches.

Sharp
Aquos
Only Sharp Aquos LCD TV
offers so much perfection.
With supreme styling, the
appeal of the Aquos range
is obvious. The Titanium
Series combines Sharp's
sixth-generation LCD panel
with stunning, angularstyling, titanium colourfinish and superb build
quality to produce a
premium class of LCD idTVs
TITANIUM SERIES LC-45GD1E LCD TV with integrated FREEVIEW
"Sharp's mammoth 45in LCD TV is atestament to the growing viability and performance
of large-scale LCD. Its 1,920 x1,080 resolution panel allows high- definition pictures to be
viewed without compromise and when exploited to its full potential, the results could
see this screen hung in agallery. Images are so crisp and sharp; it almost makes reality
look dull.VVe think it's inspirational. Go pay homage."Home am« CHOICE • AWARDS 2005
FREEVIE1N channel and service subject to

ge

Amial upgrade may be required.

Loewe

PDP-436XDE
PLASMA TV
"Pioneer's latest is also
its greatest: this is a
truly wonderful

!Wear
AWARDS 200S

HD- Ready TV."

ItZ2MI

Samsung

200 5 2000

Milano LE40M618
40" LCD TV
Samsung's New 40" LCD TV
(LE40M6113) was honored with an
EISA award for its premium display
technology in terms of contrast ratio
(5000:1), color expression (6.44 billion
colors, 92% color gamut for NTSQ,
viewing angle (
176) and response
time (8 ms). Also the model's simple
body design focuses the viewer's
attention on the screen. On the front
of the minimalist ,design, the speakers
are hidden from view in the bottom
bezel and nothing distracts from the
superb image quality

Concept L32 32" LCD TV

Panasonic
Viera

With its minimalist, functional
design, slim profile and ease of
operation, the Concept L32 exudes
all of the classic Loewe virtues.

There seems little doubt that
the future of television is
flat, and the future of flat is
the award-winning VIERA
range from the world
leaders in screen technology,
Panasonic. The VIERA range
consists of both LCD and
Plasma televisions. New
additions to the range
include 37,42 & 50in PV500

"This HD Ready set boasts
1366x768 resolution and plenty of
inputs, including HDMI, component
video and two Scads. It also packs
an integrated digital TV tuner, and
-as ever with Loewe sets - its
speaker set-up is acut above most
rivals... The Concept L32 is
immensely attractive: it deserves to
sell very well indeed."

32WLT58 LCD TV
"All in all, this is agreat set. The
twin HDMI inputs lift it astep
above the current competition,
while the performance could easily
grace something far costlier."

models with support for
both high-definition and
MPEG-4 recording.

TH42PV500 PLASMA TV
"All told, Panasonic's new TH42PV500
is astunning set that's clearly the new 21..ss leader."

vnuq.!!!!!
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WHAT VIDEO • XMAS 2005 4301
***

Toshiba

*

LCD TV

These super-slim screens will take your breath a
Each model has been melded from astunning blend of cutting-ede
design and state.of-the-art technology tilerea
ultaline audio-visual seesation. The collection comprises LCD screen «
technology, offering unrivalled combinations of image lelSlity and sophistication and avariety of screen sizes
and options, including integrated digital tunee

Save up to 25%
in our fabulous Winter Sale. Visit www.ssay.com
.d‘ • or call your nearest store on Freephone 0800 587 9909
;
for the latest prices and information.
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Product Selection

Projection

Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please call to confirm or see

If you'd prefer to

the brand locator at vinnowssay.com before travelling.

Listed below is a small selection of our extensive product range. Please note:

measure your screen-size
in feet, hoer bout one of
the new geMe.ration of
projectors? The latest
designs are delivering
superb results at
increasingly affaigal
ph/hand ther
e
homrFriendly than
previous projectors, too.

Weelettr

ScreenPlay

AWARDS 2003

From thellrorldwide leader in digital
projection technoïgy and solutions,

SP7210

InFocus - ScreenPe IDLPT"' projectors are
changing the face of home cinema offering
market- beating performance, specification
and value at every price point.

"The new projector's picture is just
phenomenal... Looks like Screenplay's
success story is set to continue."

SP4805
"Another stunning success from
ScreenPlay - there's never been abetter
time to take the big-screen plunge."
Ye!ter.tler
AWARDS 2003

TURNTABLES
Goldring GR2
Linn RANGE
Michell RANGE
Project RANGE
Roksan Radius 5

E SALE
£ SALE
£ SALE
1 SALE
£ SALE

TUNERS
Arcam RANGE
Cyrus FM X
Denon TL1260L MKII
Harman Kardon RANGE
Linn RANGE
Marantz RANGE
Pure DRX-701ES DAB
Pure DRX-702ES DAB/FM
Rotel RANGE

CD PLAYERS
Arcam RANGE
Audiolab RANGE
Cyrus RANGE
Denon DCD485
Linn RANGE
Marantz RANGE
Meridian RANGE
Musical Fidelity RANGE

E

E
£
SAI

NAD RANGE
Quad RANGE
Roksan RANGE

f SAC:
SAL:
L SAL;

Rotel RANGE

f SAI;

CD RECORDERS
Yamaha CDR-HD1500

im2 Sim2 Multimedia is aworld.
leading manufacturer at the
forefront of home cinema
technology and a name
synonymous with high-end
home cinema projection.
HT300E " Spectacular, in a
word... Another terrific
projector from Italy's finest."
WHAT VIDEO • ISSUE 292

Themescene
Since its launch, the multi-award winning
ThemeScene" brand has rapidly
established afive-star reputation for
uncompromised image quality.
H30A -There are so many good points it's
hard to know where to start... Just how
much better can budget DLP projectors get?!"
WHAT VIDEO • ISSUE 292

DVDO

iScanTm VP30

The iScanT. VP30 is ahigh-definition video processor and AN hub that converts
standard or high definition from your DVD player, VCR, PVR, HD set top box,
game console, or PC to any output resolution between 480p and 1080p, including
popular HDTV resolutions such as 720p and 1080i.

PRICING POLICY
We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive. In the event
you can find the same products and excellent service at a lower price, please
bring it to our store managers' attention

Arcam RANGE
Audiolab RANGE
Cyrus RANGE

f SAIL
SAIL
f 5/51

Denon PMA355
Linn RANGE
Marantz RANGE
Meridian RANGE

f'

Musical Fidelity RANGE
NAD RANGE
Quad RANGE
Roksan RANGE
Rotel RANGE
Yamaha AX396

E

HI-FI SPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo One
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo Three
Acoustic Energy Aelite RANGE
Acoustic Energy AEI MKIII
AVI Neutron IV
B&W RANGE
KEF RANGE
Linn RANGE
Meridian RANGE
Mission RANGE
Monitor Audio RANGE
Quad RANGE
Ruark RANGE
Wharfedale RANGE

Special Offers and Sale Offers - Not in conjunction with any other offer.
E&OE.

Winter S

E
£ SALE
£ SALE
f SAIL
£ SAL::

£

5

f SALE
f SALE

.f SALE

£ SALE

DVD RECORDERS
MARE 6 MODEL

Panasonic RANGE
Pioneer RANGE

REGION 2 MIMI REGION

f;;\ 1.;

A/V AMPLIFIERS & RECEIVERS
Arcam RANGE
Audiolab RANGE
Cyrus RANGE
Denon AVC-A1XV AN Amplifier
Denon RANGE
Harman Kardon RANGE
Lexicon RANGE
Marantz RANGE
Onkyo RANGE
Pioneer VSX-1014s AN Receiver
Pioneer VSX-2014i AN Receiver
Pioneer VSX-AX5Ai AN Receiver
Pioneer VSA-AX10Ai AA/ Amplifier
Pioneer NEW RANGE
Rotel RANGE
Yamaha DSP-AX757SE AN Amplifier
Yamaha RX-V357 NV Receiver
Yamaha RX-V557 A/V Receiver

SALE
f;; \ i.£
E
E
E

f
E
E
E

f
f\ II

Acoustic Energy Evo 38
Artcoustic RANGE
Audica RANGE
B&W RANGE
B&W Mini Theatre RANGE
KEF KHT1005
KEF KHT2005.2
KEF Q7 AV
M&K RANGE
Mission M Cube
Mission Elegante RANGE
Monitor Audio RANGE
Mordaunt Short Genie
Quad LSeries

; AI:'
f'

SUB WOOFERS
.£ SALE
.ESALE
SALE
1 SALE
.£ SALE
LSALE
1 SALE

Fujitsu RANGE
Hitachi RANGE
LG RANGE

£ SALE
1 SALE
£ SALE

Loewe RANGE
Panasonic RANGE
Pioneer PDP436XDE 43"

£ SALE
£ SALE
£ SALE

Pioneer PDP506XDE 50"
Samsung RANGE

£ SALE
.£ SALE

LCD TV
Hitachi RANGE
LG RANGE
Loewe RANGE
Panasonic RANGE

1 SALE
1 SALE
£ SALE
£ SALE

Philips RANGE
Samsung RANGE

£ SALE
.£ SALE

Sharp Aquos RANGE
Toshiba RANGE

.£ SALE
.1 SALE

PROJECTORS
E
E

DVD PLAYERS

Denon DVD-AIXV
Harman Kardon RANGE

5ALE
f';ALE

Yamaha RANGE

PLASMA

E
E

f'
1A1r

MULTI- ROOM AUDIO

MOM
Arcam RANGE
Cyrus RANGE
Denon RANGE

SALE
SALE
SALE
SALE

Samsung DVD-HD950
Toshiba SD350

B&W RANGE
M&K RANGE
MJ Acoustics RANGE
Monitor Audio RANGE
Quad LSeries
REL RANGE
Wharfedale Diamond SW150

DVD SYSTEMS
Denon RANGE
KEF KIT100 Inc Speakers
Teac RANGE

Cyrus Link RANGE
Living Control RANGE
Yamaha MusicCast RANGE

Please call to confirm or visit our website before travelling.

ii

HI-FI SYSTEMS

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS*

Nallimmummum.

f

Amain Solo Ex Speakers
Denon RANGE
Linn Classik Music Ex Spks
Monitor Audio i
Deck
Onkyo CR505DAB Ex Spks
Teac RANGE
Yamaha CRX-M170 Ex Spks

MANE &

£
£
£
£

Wharfedale Diamond 9 HCP
Yamaha YSP RANGE

Spread the cost of buying. Flexible finance options are available on
the maioritM QL prodigtswe stock..

£ SALE
f'1/11.6
£ SALE
£ SALE

AN SPEAKERS & PACKAGES

f

AMPLIFIERS

S

PLEASE

E SALE
E SAIE
£ SALE
£ SALE
1 SALE
SAI.:'
SAI
E'

Marantz RANGE
Meridian RANGE
Panasonic RANGE
Pioneer RANGE

REGION 2 MULTI REGION

£ SALE
£ SALE
.1 SALE

SALE
ESALE
f SALE

£ SALE
fSALE

SA'.!'
f

Optoma RANGE
1 SALE
Screenplay RANGE
L SALE
ScreenPlay 5P5700 (
REFUIWIRIE4 usr pm
1 SALE
Sharp RANGE
SALE
Sim 2RANGE
.£ SALE
Sim 2C3X
.£ SALE
ThemeScene RANGE

.ESALE

ACCESSORIES
We have awide range of Accessories from
QED, Soundstyle, Grado, Goldring and more..

www.ssay.com

Who are Sevenoaks?
Established as Sevenoaks Hi Fi in 1972, we have grown steadily onto one of the
leading independent home entertainment specialists in the UK, earning a
reputation for outstanding service, choice and value for money. In 1995, reflecting
our commitment to the emergent new technologies in home cinema, our name
was changed to Sevenoaks Sound & Vision. We now have 49 stores across the land

SEVEN0a<S
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VISION

stocking a broad range of exceptional equipment and accessories.

How to shop at Sevenoaks
When it comes to making big decisions about what to buy, there's no substitute for
actually road-testing your prospective purchases - seeing, hearing and experiencing
the products in action, with the benefit of our expert knowledge and guidance to
help you choose.

Hi Fi & Home Cinema Guide
New 2006 Edition

NATIONWIDE STORE GUIDE
ABERDEEN 01224 252797

MANCHESTER 0161 831 7969

• 57 CROWN STREET OPOPSONDAY

• 69 HIGH ST CITY CENTRE

BEDFORD 01234 272779

NEWCASTLE 0191 221 2320

• 29-31 ST PETERS STREET

• 19 NEWGATE STREET

BRIGHTON 01273 733338

NORWICH 01603 767605

• 57 WESTERN ROAD, HOVE

• 29-29A ST GILES STREET

BRISTOL 0117 974 3727

NOTTINGHAM 0115 911 2121

• 926 WHITELADIES ROAD, CLIFTON

• 597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD, SHERWOOD

BROMLEY 020 8290 1988

Pick-up acopy of our new 68 Page Guide at
your nearest Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store
or order acopy via our Website. The
brochure will be posted to you ( UK
mainland addresses only) FREE OF CHARGE.

OXFORD 01865 241773

• 39A EAST STREET

• 41 ST CEMENTS STREET

CAMBRIDGE 01223 304770

PETERBOROUGH 01733 897697

• 17 BURLEIGH STREET

• 36-38 PARK ROAD OPEN suNpar

CARDIFF 029 2047 2899
•164-106 ALBANY ROAD
SE VEN0a .CS

PLYMOUTH 01752 226011
• 107 CORNWALL STREET

CHELSEA 020 7352 9466

POOLE 01202 671677

• 403 KINGS ROAD

• LATIMER HOUSE, 44-46 HIGH STREET

CHELTENHAM 01242 241171

PRESTON 01772 825777

• 14 PITTVILLE STREET

• 40-41 LUNE STREET OPEN swum

CRAWLEY 01293 510777

READING 0118 959 7768

• 32 THE BOULEVARD

New Sevenoaks VVebsite
The fully re- designed Sevenoaks Sound & Vision vvebsite has news and information
on the Sevenoaks group and detailed pages to help you locate your nearest store.
You will find all our fabulous
offers and, in addition, hundreds of
STOCK CLEARANCE items available from our stores nationwide - many with
savings of up to 50%. To find out more, just click on www.ssay.com

• 3-4 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE

CROYDON 020 8665 1203
• 369-373 LONDON ROAD

SEVENOAKS 01732 459555

EALING 020 8579 8777

• 109-113 LONDON ROAD

• 21 THE GREEN OPEN SUNDAY

SHEFFIELD 0114 255 5861

EDINBURGH 0131 229 7267

• 635 QUEENS ROAD, HEELEY °mum.«

• 5THE GRASSMARKET

SOLIHULL 0121 733 3727

EPSOM 01372 720720

• 149-151 STRATFORD ROAD

• 12 UPPER HIGH STREET OPEN SUNDAY

SOUTHAMPTON 023 8033 7770

WITH OUR CUSTOM DESIGNED INSTALLATIONS, your home

EXETER 01392 218895

• 33 LONDON ROAD OPEN SUICAY

entertainment choices become as convenient as they are clever. We

• 28 COWICK STREET

SOUTHGATE 020 8886 2777

GLASGOW 0141 332 9655

• 77 CHASE SIDE

can help transform every room and every home, whatever your
requirements and budget.

• 88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD OPEN SUNDAY

Our installation experts are trained to the highest standards in all
areas and provide a prompt, reliable and totally pro 4essional service.
Rest assured also that our commitment to service doesn't end once
your equipment is in place. Sevenoaks staff will continue to support

11

you and your kit long after your initial visit to one of our stores.

• 736 NORTH STREET

SWISS COTTAGE 020 7722 9777

HULL 01482 587171
•1SAVILE ROW, SAVILE STREET OPEN SUNDAY

• 21 NORTHWAYS PDE, FINCHLEY RD OPEN sum«

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 01892 531543

KINGSTON 020 8547 0717

• 28-30 ST JOHNS ROAD

• 43 FIFE ROAD OPEN gm.«

WATFORD 01923 2p533

LEEDS 0113 245 2775

• 478 ST ALBANS ROAD

• 62 NORTH STREET OPEN suNaw

WEYBRIDGE 01932 828525

LEICESTER 0116 253 6567
•ICI LOSEBY LANE

• 43 CHURCH STREET THE QUADRANT

WINAWI (
ESSEX) 01376 501733

e
el

THE GROVE CENTRE

LOUGHTON 020 8532 0770 NEW.

WOLVERHAMPTON 01902 312225

• 79 GOLDINGS HILL

• 29-30 CLEVELAND STREET

MAIDSTONE 01622 686366

YEOVIL 01935 700078 NEW

• 96 WEEK STREET

• 14 SILVER STREET

OPENING HOURS: PLEASE TELEPHONE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE

Save up to 25%
in our fabulous Winter Sale. Visit www.ssay.com
or call your nearest store on Freephone 0800 587 9909

E-MAIL: [
insert store locatior]@ssay.com

I

Winte"iu.Sale
STARTS

for the latest prices and information.
a •

• 8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD

• 144-148 GRAYS INN ROAD

LINCOLN 01522 527397

a

SWINDON 01793 610992

HOLBORN 020 7837 7540

• 20-22 CORPORATION STREET (
Off NIGH STREE)?

Custom
Installation

STAINES 01784 460777
•1THAMES STREET OPEN SUNDAY

GUILDFORD 01483 536666

•

e
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ALIUM AUDIO

111

• 42)

Distributors Of Quality HiFi

01273 608332

Sighfi

01273 325901

consonance audio products

Rationalise your desires

"DROPLET SERIES"

r

"SIGNATURE SERIES"

em, Border Patrol. Clearaudio, Dizpason,
;EAR; Yoshino. Experience, Filtration. E-nal,
I.FD Audio. Lyra, Music First Audie

ttingham Analqwe, Opera. Pathos Acoustics,

Quadraspire, Tiansfiguration, SME, Shun

Mook Unison Rm.arch, Vandersteen Audio.
Demonstralions by appointment

"CYBER SERIES"

E-Mail

Alternative
AUDIO

"REFERENCE SERIES"

sales@aliumaudio.com

Website www.aliumaudio.com

t: 01984 624242
e: peterealternativeaudio.co.uk

sounds

music

Presents Solid State Vs Valves

At sounds of Music we have the best of both, from Audio Research to Ypsilon we have the best.
Here are two examples of the finest integrated amps money can buy.
r--

Do

(.7

Mastersound 300b P.S.E
Mastersound manufacture a full range of valve products
that make use of many different types of valves. The 300b
P.S.E is the valve product that has reaffirmed our love of
valve amplifiers, with its detailed yet fluid and musical
sound we are sure that even the most anti- valve listener
will change their opinion's.

C.741

ge
411,
le
•

a
e
•
41
.

DK Design Reference MkIll
The DK Design amplifiers have set new standards for
integrated amplifiers. With high power comes great
control and openness and the Reference Mk Ill has that
in abundance. We are so impressed that we think this
may be the best amplifier under £ 5k
apart from this
one!
Acapella. Acousfic Arts. Acoustic Zen, AdvantagetBladelius, Ascendo, Audio Analogue, Autos ATC,
Audience. Audiomeca. Audio Physic, Audio Research. Avantgarde, AV1, BAT. Base. Bel Canto. Boulder,
Burrneste ,.Clearaudio, CA T. Copulare. Copland. DCS. DK Design Group, Echo Busters, Eggleston Works,
Electrocompanet Ferguson Hill. Gamut, Graaf, Grado, Graham, Halcro. Harbeth, Hovland. lnnersound,
Koetsu. KhErma. Kiel. Lamm, LAT. Lavardin, Lexicon. Lumley, Lyra, Mastersound. Marantz. Martin Logan.
Michell Engineering, MUSIC Tools, Myryad. Neat. Non:lost. Opera, Ortofon. Parasound, Passlabs,
Pnma Luna Pnmare Quad. QED. Redpoint REL, Rockport, Rogue Audio Sennheiser, Sequerra. Shanling,
Shun Mook SME, Sound Lab, Sonus Faber, Spendor. Stands Unique, Sumiko, T-A, Tannoy. Theta Digital,
Tom Evans, Townshend. Transfiguration. Transparent, Tnchord, Unison Research, Vincent/TAC. VIL
Wadia, Wlson Audio, Wsdom

120 www.hifinews.co.uk • FEBRUeRY 2006

Firgrove Business Park, Firgrove Road, cross in hand, Nr
Heathfield, East Sussex, TN21 OQL
Tel: 01435 865212 Fax: 01435 865213

By appointment

www.sounds-of-music.co.uk

Hi-FiNews

ACCESSORIES CLUB

SplendidIsolation!

News, Tony Bolton stated:

0

surface noise, an opening of

then with varying degrees of

performance improvement.

discussion, approbation and

Other recommendations have

scorn being heaped on the idea

been legion, Len's Isolator

in roughly equal proportions.

having been applied to awide

, er the years, the subject
of cartridge isolation

'To say that it comes with
unequivocal recommendation
is to state the obvious' at the
end of areview in which he
spoke of drastically reduced
the soundstage, with more
precise definition - consistent

pops up every now and

range of arms and cartridges

In recent years, examples
have come from Grado ( a

with consistent across the board

solid aluminium plate), and

improvements.
There are acouple of

Mod Squad with its semi

provisos - The Isolator comes

compliant version, but in the
main, it would appear that the

in two forms - type 620 which is

'approved gospel' is that the

designed for use with cartridges

cartridge should be ' Bolted

that have tapped fixing holes

down solid, as hard as it will go!

into which headshell screws are

Tighten ' till you hear the plastic

screwed, and type 624 which is
for use where separate nuts and

cracking!' Until now!
Now one of the industry's

source of the ' Music Maker'

linked ethylene

series of cartridges and a

screws are employed ( please
indicate which type is required

'gurus' has dared to suggest

copolymer') with the

that not only should the

ca -tridge glued to the

respected seer of all things

cartridge be isolated, but

headshe. Heresy! This man

front end. His device ' sthe

also that that isolation should

risks ex-commun'cation! Did

'Cartridge Man Isolator', which,

is only available for standard

be compliant. Note that by

he not learn at his mother's

much to the delight cf every

2 in
/
1

compliant we are talking

kree not to question the basic

reviewer that has been prepared

height adjustment is essential

about ' squadgy foam rubber'

tenants of the Audio Scriptures?

tc think the unthinkable, has

since it's fitting will necessitate

received universal acclaim.

the raising of the arm by

type compliant ( more properly
described as ' Closed cell cross

The ' guru' ' sLen Gregory,
aka ' The Cartridge Man', the

(20
E20

I LP INNER SLEEVES Paper, per 100

£12 _
£l5 f

I NAB PP- 2Phono stage, rn-mfm-c
I LAST Power clean LP cleaner
, LAST LP preservative
▪ LAST Record cleaner
I LAST Stylast stylus treatment
I LAST Stylus cleaner
GRYPHON EXORCIST Cartridge Demagnetiser
▪ CARDAS Sweep LP
I ZEROSTAT Antistatic pistol
I MICHELL Tecnoweight ( Regal
▪ MICHRL VTA adjuster ( Regal
▪ MICHELL Unicover universal
I NAB Speedstrobe, includes LED light source
I INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM ( Regal 1.2m
▪ INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM luniversal11.2m
▪ INCOGNCTO VTA ADJUSTER !Regal
INCOGNITO CARTRIDGE TAGS per 4, god
I INCOGNITO ARM WIRE 5colours, per metre
I INCOGNITO ARM PLUG JLS 5- pin

(10 E
t10 L
C13 f
(24 L
E220 L
t220
t400
t225
E450 n
C255 —
C500
(17.50 L ,
E35
E50 L.
t70 El
€45 C
045 L
E50
C27.50
(27.50
t15
t27.50
€15
t100
E25

The Cartridge Man Isolator

In December 2005's Hi- Fi

headshell fittings, and arm

approximately 5mm.

Accessories Club order form

VINYL CARE & PROTECTION
LP OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 50
I LP GATEFOLD OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 25
, LP INNER SLEEVES Poly/paper, per 100
▪ LP INNER SLEEVES Nagaoka style, per 50
I LP STORAGE BAGS 12in seated, per 100
DECCA 2.21 Record- cleaning brush
▪ SHURE SIGO Stylus pressure gauge
CARTRIDGE MAN Digital stylus balance, 0.002g
I CARTRIDGE MAN Digital turntable level
I MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk I
„ MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk IKit
" MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk 11
I MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk 11 Kit
I MOTH RECORD-CLEANING MACHINE Mk APro
, MOTH RECORD-CLEANING FLUID 1litre
▪ MOTH RECORD- CLEANING FLUID 5litres
I RINGMAT 330Mk11 XLR Ringmat
RINGMAT Anniversary Ringmat
▪ RINGMAT LP Blue StatmatiStatcap
▪ RINGMAT LP support system full spacer set, blue

when ordering).

C

CARTRIDGE MAN ISOLATOR TYPE 620

£85

CARTRIDGE MAN ISOLATOR TYPE 624

[85e

Name
Address

Telephone

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

Card Number
D
D
E

E37.50 L.
E67.50 E
t25 L
t44 L
€75 LI
rib C

Eta0 II
05171
E18
t25 C
(12 n

( pounds sterling) made payable to,

HFN Accessories Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex Ideletel•

ELJ

IH{

ibunriLui
Signature

Expires ( date)
TO ORDER Please send

OR Fax your order form to.

wwwfuliaccessonesclub.com

EXPORT SALES Export sales

completed order form ( or a

01234 742028

UK SALES All prices include

are always very welcome.

photiicopyl to:

OR Tele0one. 01234 741152

VAT. Accessories Club prices

Where applicable they wilt be

HFN Accessories Club & CD

OR emaiL salesfah.fiaccesson

include postage and packing

free of VAT ' Sales Taxi, but

Secoce

esclub.com

for all items, whatever their

will be subject to additional

PO Box 200 Bedford MK40

OR Visit the : cure order

size, anywhere in the United

shipping at cost. Please

1YH, UK

facility at

Kingdom.

contact us for quotation.

Visit www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com - e-mail orders welcome
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TO BUY YOUR HI-FI SYSTEM

...too many
people today
know the price
of everything
and the value
of nothing.

Oscar Wilde

Isn't it easy to buy a new system? You read the
magazine product reviews, you find out who sells
the recommendations, five-star favourites or best
buys at the cheapest price, you order the system,
get afriend who knows his onions to install it - and
live happily ever after.
This is a fairly well-trodden path but it leads to
dissatisfaction, endless upgrades and a lot
of wasted money. It's likely that the
system will help you lose interest in
music pretty rapidly. The problem
is that there are more myths
about hi-fi than Aesop's Fables.
CD gives you perfect sound.
All CD players sound the same.
A £50 CD player plays high
fidelity music. All magazine
reviewers are experts. Big
speakers are always better than
small ones. More watts per
channel is everything. MP3 format
gives you high quality. A collection of
'Best Buy' components will be a great

conduct a conversation, even to the extent of
being really tiring? A poor quality system
continuously distorts but I don't mean it
necessarily reaches the point of audibly breaking
up. With atop quality system you can play music
very loudly and still hold aconversation because
it's free of distortion A poor system is tiring to
listen to even when it's played at low volume.
If you want proof, go into a shoe or
clothes shop where they play
background ' music' and try to
enjoy listening. It's odds on you'll
fail.

Get the best

system for your

money by asking

our Top Twenty UK
specialist hi-fi
deale rs.

system. And so on and so on. All myths.

@

Music - the real aim
Our aim must be to buy a hi-fi system that
will prove musically satisfying, reliable and deliver
true value for money. If the system doesn't excite
you musically you've wasted your money. What is
even worse is that you may not even realise
you've bought a bad egg - you'll just switch the
TV on instead and your desire to listen to music
will gradually diminish. Have you ever been in a
pub or club where you realise it's very difficult to

What and Where
to buy
The system you think you want
may not be right for you.
So where do you start? Here's
an important tip... don't start with
WHAT- start with WHERE. There is

only one way to give yourself the best
chance of getting it right first time, and
that's through a specialist hi-fi dealer. Now it's
likely you have preconceived ideas that may put
you off visiting one. Although you would welcome
the advice and guidance, you don't know the
technical jargon. You don't want to be talked
down to. Your friend has said they only sell
expensive gear and tney're not interested if you
don't have a big budget. They're expensive.
Again, just myths. Most specialist hi-fi dealers are
running their business because. above all, they
love music. They spend a large portion of

STAR
QUALITIES
their time listening to music and comparing
systems to get the best possible results. They
know the component combinations which don't
gel together and, conversely, they know the
combinations which give the best performance
with,n agiven price range. But they all also know
the system must suit you.
Buying or being sold to?
Now there's a group of lona established
specialist dealers who are totally committed to
puttng the customer first. Their idea of ' selling is
to aiscuss your requirements, offer their advice,
give you the best options, then play the systems
for you and allow you to be the judge.
Listening to your choice of music in a peaceful,
well organised demonstration room, you may be
surprised and, almost certainly, relieved to
discover how easy it is to hear the differences
between components and between systems.
You'll be able to make a clear and informed
decision about what to buy. It comes down to
trusting your own judgement rather than the
opinion of a reviewer you've never met ... and
who won't refund your money if yoL're not
satisfied or be at the end of a phone to sort out
any problem you might encounter.
The story doesn't end there. These shops won't
abandon you once you've put your hand in your
pocket. They won't leave you to set up the

system you've selected as best you
can. They'll install it in your home,
make sure it sounds great, and make
sure you're entirely happy with the
way it works. Why? Because a high
proportion of these dealers' custom
comes through people who have
bought from them before, either directly
or by commendation. It's vital to them to
get it right for you.
Getting the best deal
Oscar Wilde wrote "... too many people today
know the price of everything and the value of
nothing." Specialist retailers know that not all
potential purchasers will seek them out They
tend to attract the more discerning, thoughtful
customers. Let's face it, a good deal is about a
great aeal more than just price. After al!, unless
you've got money to burn, you'll be living with
your new system for years. Most of these dealers
offer much longer equipment guarantees than
provided by the manufacturer, avery worthwhile
benefit. but . talso makes it h the dealer's interest
to ensure high build quality and reliability. Maybe
you could save a few pounds by buying
piecemeal but you'll lose out on the overall
package. As far as the dealers are concerned,
maybe they believe that taking care of their
customers properly is a nicer way of doing
business than just handing over boxes.

VALUE FOR MONEY
* * * * *
SERVICE
* * * * *
FACILITIES
* * * * *
VERDICT

QUALITY

A

ASSURED

CD

Listed below are
20 of the best hifi shops in the country.
They have been
selected because
they are known to do
an excellent job in
guiding customers
towards hi-fi that will
give them years of
musical enjoyment
and total satisfaction.

OUR TOP 20 UK SPECIALIST HI-FI DEALERS
LONDON

Colchester RAYLEIGH HI-FI

Southend-on-Sea

re GRAHAMS HI-Fl

33 Sir Isaac's Walk.

RAYLEIGH HI-FI

190a New North Road.
020 7226 5500
SW11 ORANGES & LEMONS
61/63 Webbs Road, Battersea

01206 577682
Horsham AUDIO DESIGNS
7-9 Park Place.

132/4 London Road.
01702 435255
Southampton PHASE 3 HI-FI
37 Bedford Place.

01403 252255

023 8022 8434

Kingston-upon-Thames

Worthing PHASE 3 HI- Fl

SOUTH

INFIDELITY

213-217 Tarring Road.

Ashford, Ken:

9 High Street Hampton Wick.

01903 245577

020 8943 3530

rv.IDLANDS

020 7924 2043

SOUNDCRAFT
40 High St. 01233 624441
Brighton THE POWERPLANT
40 Church Road, Have
01273 775542

Rayleigh, Essex

Eanbury OVERTURE

RAYLEIGH HI-FI

3Church Lane.

44a High St. 01268 779762

01295 272158
Eirmingt•am SOUND

Chelmsford RAYLEIGH HI-FI

Ringwood, Hanpshire

216 Moulsham Street.

PHONOGRAPHY

152a High Street, Bloxwich.

01245 265245

Star Lane. 01425 461230

01922 493499

ACADEMY

Birmingham
MUSIC MATTERS
363 Hagley Road, Edgbaston.
0121 429 2811
Coventry FRANK HARVEY
163 Spon Street.
024 7652 5200
Leicester CYMBIOSIS
6Hotel St. 0116 262 3754
No:tingham CASTLE
SOUND & VISION
48/50 Maid Marian Way.
0115 9584404
NC RTH
Cheadle THE AUDIO WORKS
14 Stockport Road.
0161 428 7887
Sheffield MOORGATE
ACOUSTICS
184 Fitzwilliam St.
0114 275 6048

York SOUND
ORGANISATION
2 Gillygate. 01904 627108
Gateshead LINTONE AUDIO
7-11 Park Lane, Gateshead.
0191 477 4167
SCOTLAND
Giasgow LOUD & CLEAR
520 St Vincent St, Finnieston.
0141 221 0221
Edinburgh LOUD & CLEAR
26 Hamilton Place,
Stockbridge.
0131 226 6500
N. IRELAND
Eelfast LYRIC HI-Fl
429-431 Lisburn Road.
028 90 381296

Authorised dealers:
Acoustic Arts, Watford, Tel. 01923 2 250 - Adams 8( Jarrett, East Sussex, Tel. 01 424 437165 - Glasgow Audio, Glasgow, Tel. 01413 324707 - HI-F1 Studios. Doncaster, Tel.
01302 725550 - Holbum

Aberdeen, Tel. 01224 585713 - Kevin Galloway Audio, Kilmarnock, Tel, 01563 574185 - Midland Audio Exchange, Belbroughton, Tel. 01562

731100 - Mike Manning, Taunton, Tel. 01823 326688 - Mike Manning, Yeovil, Tel. 01935 479361- New Audio Frontiers, Loughborough, Tel. 01509 264002 - Phonography,
Ringwood, Tel. 01425 461230 - Practical HI-FI, Lancaster, Tel. 01524 39657 - Practical HI-FI, Manchester, Tel. 01618 398869 - Practical

Warrington, Tel. 01925 632179,

R.J.F, Cornwall, Tel. 01209 710777 - Sound Seduction, Sevenoaks, Tel. 01732 456573 - VideoTech, Huddersfield, Tel, 01484 516670

Densen

B-150

The new reference integrated amplifier from Densen is perhaps the most advanced integrated amp on the market. It is filled with advanced solutions, which all share the goal of giving
you even more musicality and flexibility. The B-150 is a downscaled version of the reference B250 pre amp and B-350 mono amps.
The B-150 employs a true attenuator, while everybody else uses potentiometers or cheap digital volume IC's. Densen use a sophisticated microprocessor controlled attenuator; this is the
reason for the distinct click you hear as you adjust the volume and it is a definitive sign that
Densen use the advanced relay driven attenuator instead of cheap inferior technologies,
which substantially downgrade sound quality. The click is your assurance that Densen does not
compromise!
The power amp stage has a tremendous grip on even the most difficult loads which it handles
with an ease and musicality that beguiles even the most discerning listener. Lifetime warranty.
Features:
Upgradeable with external power supply
Ready for SAXO electronic crossover
Ready for remote control and phonos stages
Ready for multiroom systems
Ready for Bi-amping and Tri-amping
Upgradeable with plug-in 7.1 surround board that only requires
an universal player or a DVD player with a built-in decoder.
B-150 2x100w 8ohms / 2x200w 4ohms - GPB 3000
Densen - Lundevej 10 - 6705 Esbjerg 0 - Denmark - Phone: (+45) 75 18 12 14 - E-mail: mail@densen.dk
www.densen.com

The sexy Gizmo system remote

fr

In a world where so much looks the same.
we take pride in being different I

THE IDEAL GIFT

WANT TO HEAR MORE MUSIC?

SAVE 40%
UP TO

Then get rid of the noise!
NC - the total
solution to mains
noise and
interference

w

ON GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS

Fit a Trichord
;
Clock 4 and' •
'Never Connected' power supply to
improve the performance of your CD or
DVD player. Let us undertake the work
for you in our Modification Wcrkshop.

_ontact us now to see how we
can help you to reduce the
noise in your system:

AND SAVE EVEN MORE ONLINE
Enjoy extra savings when you buy 2or more
magazine suoscriptions online. Over 7o titles to choose from!

www.giftmags.co.uldmusic

TRiChORd RESEARCh

+44 (0)845676 raà
Lines open7days

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1684 311600

week,9am 9pm PUK time!. ()wee coille

Fax: + 44 ( 0)1684 311928

salesetrichordresearch.com
www.trichordresearch.com

•

definitive audio
Definitive Aud o creates a quality of mus cal exi:erience
that is peerless Our service is bespoke, our phiiosophy
is unique and our results are celebrated the world over.
We ase a selection of the most artful and ingenious
creations, including the emotionally persuasiee and
sublimely beautiful KSL Kondo amplifiers
and Living Voice loudspeakers.
New Western Electric 3008 valves available from stock.
Sale of part exchanged and ex-dem items
Kuzma XL turntable

Sale

12 months old - as new

New

£ 7500 £ 10000

Kuzma Airline toneacm - with compressor
Kondo KSL ID- J - 12 months sporadic, light use

£ 3250 £ 4700
£ 6000 £ 10000

Kondo KSL M7 Phono stage
£ 8500 £ 12700
Conrad Johnson [' Feiner 10 amplifier - late 201I3 vgc - less than 10 firs £ 4750 £ 7500
ClearAudio Insider %%cod Reference cartridge

£4000 £ 7500

DCS ElgarNerdi/PurcellNerona CD system - current spec - at new - light use £ 12000 £26000
£1000 £ 1700
Border Patrol Contra. Unit pre- amp
£2500 £ 3300

Sugden Masterclass entegrated - nearly new

£795

Naim CD5 - 2003 - mint - manual - boxed
Naim NAC 112 - 2003 - mint - manual - boxed
Naim NAP 150 - 2003 - mint

£395
£445

manual - boxed

£1850 £ 4000

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista - frilly serviced by Mus:cal Fidelity

£250 £ 500

Musical Fidelity A2 Integrateo - very nice
Art Audio PX25 - 5watts - Single ended flea power for the sensitive type

£3000 £ 4000

Krell KAV-300IL

£1900 £ 3000

Linn LP12 - Lingo - Eikos

£1100

Melos amplifier - monster vexe device - needs sevice

£1000

lots

Helios Model 1CD player

£500 £ 1300

AVI 9_2000 M1 integrated amp

£400 £ 1000

Border Patrol P21 - mahogany - . ntegrated - 11 months

£3800 £ 4800

Audio Mecca Mephii.to CD iransport

£1200 £ 2500

Canary 608 ( blue) line integrated - great sound fo' low dough

£1900 £ 3000

Canary 303 [ 110v] - new - fi let mignon

£3800 £ 7200

Canary 309 - very nearly new - beef wellington

£4800 £ 10000

Canary 8011110v1 the pre- amp - lemon torte

£2500 £ 4500
£900 £ 2800

Aloia pre- amp very new - very good condition - beautifully made - OK
Thomas Sheu turntables ( 80mm platter with 12' arm)
(50mm planer with 9" arm I

ring for details

Vitavox RH330 Mio range horn - pair

£ 400

Revolver R33 loudspeaker

£ 300 £ 600

Tel:

new - sealed box

0115 973

3222

Internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

Fax:

0115 973

3666

email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk
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Atac:.
Audio
Audiola

Award Winning Retailers...

Audio
Caste
Cyrus
KEF

kers Hi- Fi

Maran
Mend!
Michell
MJ Az
Moni -o
Mon re
Mord NAD
Nordos
Opera
Origin I:
Ortofen.
Pathos
Picker
Primase

The North of England Hi -Fi Specialists

Quality Hi Fi separates from £ 100 to £ 10,000
Widest choice in the area

Independent advice

Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners
Over 35yrs experience.

Qualified staff

Comfortable dem rooms
Main road location

Superb showrooms

Major car parks nearby

Insurance estimates

Service Dept.

Up to 3 years Interest Free Credit*

only 20% deposit

Carriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit) * subject to status
Delivery & installation

Pro- Ac
Projec:
QUAD Roksan
Shani,ng
SME
Sugden
Tannoy
TEAC
Trichord

i> Part Exchange

Open 10:30am - 5:30pm

6 days: Mon. to Sat.

Visa, Access, Switch etc.

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7EQ
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

Unison R
Van DEn
Wharfs
Yamaltia

alists in high fidelity sound reproduction - since 1967

"The best tonearm I've
heard"
HI FI
WORLD
W inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component

1.

of 2004 award
ccA

new benchmark for musical communication"

STEREO TIMES
NEW SOVEREIGN DECK

"

One of the truly special products Lye reviewed in the past 18 years"
STEREOPHILE

Ultimate performance
for your system
(C The best musical results of any turntable
I've ever heard, regardless of price.

The new generation of toneatns from Origin Live have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - these arms better
the best by a significant margin. Whatever your current arm, you
can at last treat yourseif to aserious upgrade. Why not arrange for a
demonstration now

Since I've been listening to turntables professionally for 32 years and
am aware of the pitfalls of ultimate proclamations, Ihesitate somewhat
to make this statement. Nevertheless, it is true. The level of musical
communication available from the Illustrious/Aurora Gold is in aclass by
itself. It sets anew reference."
STEREO TIMES on the Aurora gold turntable & illustrious tonearm

010
LIVE

Demonstrably better
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Tonearm Models
Conqueror - £2500
Illustrious - £1570
Encounter - £970
Silver - £599
01.1 from - £ 124

I

Full infirmation on web site

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E-mail: info@originlive.com
www.originlive.com

hifisoun CI

by enthusiasts, for enthusiasts

30b Larchfielci St, Darlington, County Durham, DL3 71E. Tel: 01325 241888 Email: newsrehifisouicl.co.uk

USHER AUDIO DANCER Be

The amazing

loudspeakers now on dem...

...the most beautiful loudspeaker you are ever likely to hear!
Acoustic Energy, Apollo, Atacama. Audio Analogue, Creakily, Chord Cable, Custom Design. Grado, Isotek, Nbien. Neat, Opera
Pathos, Pure, Resolution Audio. Revolver, Roksan, Shanling. Standesign, Teac. Triangle, Unisbn Research, Usher Audio, Van Den Hui and morel
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.tel 0845 6019390 lo- calf or email news@i2ndhandhifi.co.uk
Quality hifi equipment always required tar cash

Call us before you trade in

Commission Sales too

VISIT OUR WEBSITE, OR CALL TO SPEAK TO A REAL PERSON TUESDAY TO SATURDAY 10 TO 5-ISH

turnta bleworld!
Our Dem facilities offer a wide selection of all types of analogue equipment from all the best brands including...

Clearaudio, Dynavector, Torn Evans, Goldring, Grado, Hadcock, Lyra, Michell, Moth, Nottingham Analogue, Origin
Live, Ortofon, Project, Graham Slee, SME, Sumiko, Transfiguration, Trichord, VVhest Audio and Wilson Benesch

...there is no better analogue decision
turntableworld! is

at 30b Larchfield St, Darlington, 013 71E. Tel 0132E 241888 or email newsturntableworIcl.co.uk
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(01563) 574185
www.kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
info@kevingallowayaudio.co.uk

Demonstration by appointment

high performance
audio specialists

audio research // avi // copland // dartzeel // krell // koetsu // leema acoustics // electrocompaniet
lyra // MartinLogan // mimitism // naim audio // neat acoustics // sme // stereovox // vpi
sonneteer // sonus faber // spendor // sumiko // the funk firm // wadia // wegg3

e
lercrst A

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

www.mantra-audio.co.uk

CARTRIDGES

EXCHANGE

AT 110E
AT OC 9ML
Elektra
1006
1012 OX
1022 GX
1042
Eroica WH
Elite
Blue Point Special
Blackbird

Sumiko

£28
£330
£33
£76
£95
£124
£143
£133
£232
£235
£585

CRAW lEADPHOIE
Prestige

N/A
£295
£28
£62
£76
£100
£114
£109
£190
£200
£500

SR-80

nordost

EX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
EX
EX

N/A
£24
£52
£67
£86
£100
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

£60

£90

Goldring Super Exstatic Brush

£13

£140

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge

£24

SR- 225

£175

Milty Pixall Il Roller plus Refill

£16

SR- 325i

£265

Milty Zerostat Neutralising Gun

£38

RS- 1

£635

Bib Universal Standard Headshell

£15

FULL RANGE OF QED
SWITCH BOXES,
CABLES & INTERCONNECTS
AVAILABLE
SEE WEBSITE FOR DETAILS.

STYLUS

Denon

DL 103
£105 £95
£79
N/A
DL 110
DL 161)
£
95
N/A
DL 304
£210
N/A
Grado
Prestige Black
£40 £27
Prestige Gold
£110 £73
Shure
M97 XE
£98 £58
V151/xMR
N/A
£213
V15VMR
N/A £158
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type
Ex - Exchange price for MC from above companies

"A

l Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

MANTRA AUDIO

CO > 111

22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD, SELBY, NORTH YORKS 108 5FIP
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akg
beyer
grado
StaX

hardware
atc
audio pro
ca basse
creek

Goldring PA1 Phono Amplifier

QED SWITCHING AND CONTRCL UNITS

chord company
headphones

£75

£450 CARTRIDGES

sumiko
>cables

£17

SR- 125

RS- 2

ortofon

STYLUS

HIR ACCESSORIES

SR- 60

Reference

lyra

PRICES INC P&P FOR UK DELIVERY 1-10 DAYS
SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE AND
SHIPPING CHARGES TO EU AND WORLDWIDE

Atorsu0
Audio
Technica
Goldring

cartridges

epos
harbeth
harman/kardon
lexicon
michell
m+k
naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham
parasound
primare
sme
something solid
spendor

hi- fl for grown-ups

trtchord

ipswich
fax ( 0 .
1473)

( 01473)

655172

65

emarl:eng@signalc \.

signals
bucklesham
ipsvvichi'effolk
11)to
www.srgnai§.uk.
c

o
CLCUCItYria.
er to

ileP)

our

'Urns

Stage. Triode mode 21( 30w
Choke regulated no.
Remote control. Four Inputs
plus tape loop.

Avalve specifically
designed for high-end

Huge transformers kretamangi

audio is winning over

From £ 1,299 Inc quality valves
lUpgratles available)

former enthusiasts of
3008, 211 and 845's.

Stereo 300

KR Audio's gracefully

30011 Integrated amplftler
Full 2a 35w rms
UK Designed
Remote control
ALL TRIODE driver stage

powerful T1610
output volve is the
driving force of our
reference amplifiers,

Choke regulated PSU
Four inputs plus tape bop
Huge transformers Irteght3511g1

the truly awesome
KR Audio Krorizillo DM
single ended rnonoNok
Once again, it's valves

cnnt

that emphasise the

Valve rectificati DR.
Twin choke smoothing.
All triode desigr
Remote control
Four inputs plus tape loop
OC heaters
High and low level output
Stunning looks

music reproduction.

0) 0
°
fa • 0 0 0 0

LIKE NEW
...NOTHING
LIKE THE
PRICE!

From £ 1,599 Inc quality valves
(Upgrades available

crful dies-

LA-51 Line pre-amp

emotional qualities in

The new 'Mambo' is now
the heart (and soul) of
our current An
reference system.

leiendg

KT88 integrated 2a 65w rms
Brand new UK des gn
ALL TRIODE Push-pJII driver

KR AUDIO
KRONZILLA DM

ACOUSTIC
SIGNATURE

CilS‘01.7.1er'à .
.
91)(.1

Stereo 60

LUXMAN

From £ 649.95 complete

HORNING

We've tmen taken aback by the powerful musicality
and exquisite subtley of the new luxman
integren amplifier. With comprehensive facilities,
mut, phono-lag and remote control, Luxrnan
have reclaimed thea crown here in the UK.

The mighty Horning
Agathon - proof that
real music remoduction
transcends were hi-fi.
On permanent demo.

ACOUSTIC ZEN Slyer Ref Interconnects RCA 2mtr (£1,285) Mint f825
ACOUSTIC ZEN hologram 2Spkr leads 12ft Bi wire (f1,195) Mint £ 795
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 500 Integrated Amplifier
Servied £ P0A
AUDIOSTATIC DCI Loudspeakers in black (£5,00)) Mint, boxed £3295
BAT VK-51SE Pre-amp ( f
7,995)
Mint, boxed £ 3995
BAT VK-150SE Monoblocks ( f15,500)
Mint, flight cases £ 8995
BAT V Phono stage
New, boxed £ 1395
B&W IN1603 Mk2 Speakers Black Ash
As new, boxed £395
CARDAS Golden Cross 1mtr RCA
Unrnowed £345
CARY 3008 SE Monoblock (£2,750+)
Mint, boxed £ 1995
CONRAD JOHNSON Efl Phonostage (£2000)
Mint, bced £ 895
CONSONANCE tel 1.3 Pre- amp (£ 2,995)
Ex-dem, boxed £ 1995
Ron Charisma 'XSpec' Pre- amp. Upgraded.
Mint, boxed £ 1795
DENSEN Bed 4NOXS ( DPlayer with Gizmo Very little use, bond £ 1795
GRAAF GM5OB Integrated Amp (Silver or block) As new, boxed £2895
HORNING Zeus (£ 2,000)
Ex- m, few hours only £ 1395
JADIS JPS2 Two box line pre-amp (Sounds sublime)
Serviced £3495
KIMBER Kalrel Type 8ag 1.6mtr Speaker cribles ( f310 Unmarked £895
[INN SONDEK LP12 (Trampolin) Fully serviced and offered
complete e abrand new Odgin live Ultra DC rnotor dine,
and gelid new origin Im' Conqueror arm. (Value £4,50C)
Mint £2,995
Unlienished £1295
QUAD ESL 57 ( Brand new panels)
MANT1CORE Mantra + Musician Tonearm
Superb £425
Mint, boxed £2995
PAPWORTH M200 Monoblocks 2004 (f4995)
Crming shortly
SOUNDLAB A3 Oak - fabulous speakers
Beautiful, boxed £895
UNISON S2K Integrated valve amp.
Is new, boxed £495
XTC CDT1LE CD Ironsport Remote control.

www.audiolincs.com

PHONE

GRANTHAM ( Al) L1NCS

078 21 192 5851

PART- EXCHANGE
HIGH- END REPAIRS

COMMISSION SALES
VALVE SPECIALISTS

›;.

01476 591090

PS 1 Phone,

Stage

High output wfth level control
Will drive most power amps!
All valve, all triode, no feedback
Passive RIM. Custom British moving
coil TX option. Choke regulated
smoothing. Separate power
supply. 9kg. Upgrades available
From only £ 399.95 complete

Stereo 40i C/eissic

',

i
t

Upgraded design
Choke regulated power supply

e"

1,111
,¡
11
. ,

3inputs, plus tape loop
Triode switching ( 20 watts)
45rms watts y2 ( llT88 version)

II

11111111111111%4%

1:'

All Milian! NOS driver option

.
11

Still from only £ 899.95
Also: S*.erco 401 e£599.95, Stereo 401 Speciatief' fi £ 699.95

Stereo 401 ClassI:

•

Other models available, see our website or ask for aleaflet

•

Designed in Leicester UK

•

Wide choice of valves: inc, Mullard, LI, EH, Svetlana, Sovtek

•

Each amp carefully commissioned & tested in Leicester

•

All supplied with beautiful valve covers

•

Part Exchange facility for your old equipment, ask us!

See ils file ilariester Show 29/30 Jail
Buy AI WV*. WSW III Cum. Pram relleillty.laleatable
advice back up wink. Tri fur Bll es, retuning Meter
For more info visit our website at www.lconaudloco.uk
Or ask for an illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment
Phone 07787 158791 Email sales©iconaudio.co.uk
•
LC-074. £7111LC110— 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
'Conditions apply

Visa and MasterCard accepted

CE marked
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UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE

TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM

"Nothing less than total dynamite"

Upgrades & replaces
motors & power supplies for ALL
belt drive turntables

HI-FI WORLD

If you are the proud owner of any Rega tonearm, you are now in the
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of
super arms with our modifications. The OL structural modification
at r will enable your Rega to perform at alevel exceeding that of
some arms costing over £1000! High performance rewiring with
high grade lita wire is also offered at an additional £70 and external
rewiring is also £70 further increasing the performance.

5

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns the motor
drive...nothing can prepare you for the shock of going DC. In a
word, gobsmacking."
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE
"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"The LP12 remains aclassic ... but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
HI FI NEWS
"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm
into areal giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of
the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have
great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."
HI-FI WORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION

Universal turntable motor kit
'Ile Cinderella of I

- largely overlooked and dismissed, but capable of

outperforming a1
.
:2000 cartridge upgrade. No one would blame you for being
sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially one that
improves on the best of other power supplies costing over 4citnes_ss much or
your money back. It is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement

Structural modification awarded 5star rating by

WHAT HUFI?
SOUND MIO V11110111

Structural Modification - £75
*****
Internal Rewiring - £70
External Rewiring - £70
High conductivity phono plugs £20
Slotted arm tube - £85
If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL1 arm (manufactured
by Rega) £ 124
Arm modifications normally returned within 1- 3days

attained by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000
times! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn
Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemcfeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop
in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2speed control box. Why not
order now? - see web site or phone.

Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199
Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E-mail: infoceoriginlive.com

Upgrade Transformer - £ 175
Upgrade DC 200 motor -£ 129 with kit

www.originlive.com

TRUE FIDELITY SOUND FROM ENGLAND

—..—...
• HARD-WIREDTRANSVALVE Tm
• CROFT SILVER CAPACITORS
• EICHMANN CAB1 E POOSTm
*ZERO ° VERA!

FEED.ACK

*17 COMPONEN I LI 8C.UI I
• CROFT AUDIOGRADE PSU
FROM

THE MASTER

CRAF TSMAN

GLENN

CROFT

London enquiries:

4.

3m1r(3".Fma udi o

+44 (0)208 201 9286

e.adrianalaudiollainco.uk
tel: + 44 ( 0)!'46 716881/ 07792 420266 fax .
. + 44 (0) 121 681 8772

web:www.emmentaudio.cr—uk •. auchognosisIternmentaudio.co.uk
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The finest selection of Hi Fi Products in the UK, all under one roof:

Auclío Consultants

ART Audio, ART Loudspeakers, Audio Analogue, Aurum Cantus, Audio Zone, Audio Physic, Audionet, ATC,
AVI, Bel Canto, Black Rhodium, Blue Note, Border Patrol, Bryston, Custom Design, Croft, EAR/Yoshino,
Eastern Electric, GamuT, Goldring, Graaf, Hovland, Hyperion, Isol-8, IsoTek, JAS Audio, JungSon, Living
Voice, Lumley, McIntosh, Micromega, Musical Fidelity, Musical First, Nordost, Opera, Origin Live, Ortofon,
Pass Labs, Pathos, PMC, Project, QED, Qinpu, Ref 3a, Resolution, Roksan, Shanling, Soundstyle, Steil%
TacT Audio, Triangle, Trichord, Townshend Audio, Unison Research, Wadia, Whest, Wilson Benesch, Vertex
AQ, VPI and many more.

We offer the Best Part- Exchange Prices

VISA

For full details of our extremely comprehensive range of products, our extensive used listing, links to
reviews, technical information and much more, visit wwwahadowaudio.co.uk
Digital
Wadia 861b in silver, boxed as new (f6400)
Linn Gorki CD player, unmarked in black
Chord DC 64, midi in silver
Marantz CD60000SE Ki Signature, in black, mint
TEAC P700 CD transport, boxed as new
Marantz CD94, boxed manual 9/10 condition, very
Meridian GO8 CD player, boxed as new (f2250)
Unison Research Union CD Triode valve CD player
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista CD player
Musical Fidelity TriVista 21 DAC - boxed as new
Bel Canto PL-1, boxed as new, ex-dem. (f6990)
Cyrus Disanaster CD Transport, Black, PSX-R availBel Canto PL-1Universal CD/DVD-A/SACD boxed
Wadia 302 CD player (14000)
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista CD Player
Shanling CDT-100 (3D accoustics UK model)
Audio Analogue Paganini (f950)
Musical Fidelity A308CD player
Roksan Kandy MKIII silver/black ex-dem

Amplifiers

McIntosh MC252 power amp, never used (13852)
Classe 47.5 pre amplifier (13300)
BAT VK-200 unmarked in black
Bryston BP20 with 4BST pre/power, black
Musical Fidelity A3.2 integrated amplifier (1999)
Linn Wakonda pre amplifier, black
ES Lab DXS4 digital power amplifier (12600)
Musical Fidelity A308 pre/power comb (14000)
Graaf GM50, award winning valve amp, black
Chord SPM 1200E in silver one + Integra Legs
Copland CSA 28 integrated amplifier; excellent.
/vIcirecish MA2275 valve integrated, exilen, (15773)
AudioValve Eklipse Pre-amplifier, boxed as new
PathosTRR it itegiatecl amplifier, one owner (13595)
Conrad Johnson PV-10BL pre amp, mint

£4295
£595
£1495
£249
£399
£69
£1495
£895
£1395
£895
£P0A
£295
Ep0A
£2995
£1495
£990
£695
£995
£450
£2995
£695
£695
£2195
£495
£495
£995
£1895
£2995
£3495
£695
Epop
£1295
£1995
£545

Jeff Rowland Model 81i power amplifier, mint
Roksan Caspian M1 pre + 2x M1 Mono blocks mint,
BelCanto Eve4, boxed as new, ex-den (f3499)
BeKanto Re2„lboxed as new, exdan (f2999(
BeliCanto EVO2i, boxed as new, exdan (f2750)
Meridian 557 Power amplifier, boxed, one owner,
McIntosh MA6500 integrated amplifier ex-dem
McIntosh MC_501 Monthlocks (pair), boxed as new,
McIntosh MHT20381d 40votts, hornecirema babel.
AVI Lab Series integrated amplifier (11500)
Conrad Johnson PV14L pre, 2yrs old (12300)
Unison Research SR- 1integrated (11325)
Croft TS1 with Epoch Pre (130001
Audio Analogue Puccini Settanta (1950)
Sugden Masterclass Mono blocks (16600)
Musical Fidelity X-150 v3 (1799)
Hovland HP100 pre+built in phstage (£5350)
Hovland Radia Power amplifier (17995)
Hovland HP200 + phono stage (17325)
Audio Analogue New Maestro (11750)
Audio Analogue Primo Setanta
Roksan Kandy MKIII (silver or black)

Loudspeakers

PMC GB1 speakers, boxed as new, Oak
ATC SCM-35, cherry, boxed as new (11999)
Monitor Audio GR10 speakers in cherry, mint
PMC 0131 speakers in cherry, boxed as new
ART Expression V6, boxed as new, one owner in
Usher AC)0 loudspeakers. Very rare in Walnu
ATC SCM-50ASL finished in Yew, boxed as new
Wilson Benesch Curve speakers (15000)
Deli Helicon 400 (f3300)
Living Voice Avatar II, finished in cherry (12700)
Ref 3a Dacapo i, maple (12700)
Triangle Fieliade, Champagne finish (1595)
Wilson Benesch ARC'S with stands (12500)
Triangle Australe in cherry (f33001

£5895
£1995
£P0A
£P0A
£P0A
£795
£P0A
EPOA
£P0A
£949
£1250
£649
£1795
£795
£3895
£650
£3595
£4995
£4995
£1255
£325
£450
6695
£1395
£390
£1595
£1995
£2995
f4995
£3495
£1995
£1595
£1650
f395
£1699
£1995

Living Voice Avatar OBX-R in Cherry
Wilson Benesch Discovery (15700)
Quad 989 ESL Vintage, new £5000
Quad 988 ESL in Nouveau, cost new £3750
Audio Physic Spada, Cherry or light maple
Audio Physic Tempo 3i, Cherry or light maple
Audio Physic Tempo3i SE, Cherry/light maple
Audio Physic Virgo Ill, Cherry

Analogue

Mark Leiinson1C-1phanostage, very raie, onlyproducedl
between 1976- 1977. Battery painer cdy.
Pro-ject Tube Box - as new - superb valve phono
Linn LP12, Ittok LVII, one owner wry good condiAudio Synthesis Passion Phono stage, boxed unused
Ortofon Jubilee, very law hours, boxed as new, be
SME 10, boxed AS NEW (12800)
SME 20/2a + SME V tonearm (£5695)
Wilson Benesch Full Circle+Ply Cart (12100)
Michell Orbe SE boxed as new
SME 10A, boxed
Nottingham Analogue Spacedec
Trichord Dino - silver front

£2895
£3895
£3600
£2999
£1250
£1395
£1799
£ 895
£1495
£195
£495
£695
£595
£1895
£3695
£1495
£1595
£2495
£695
£199

Miscellaneous

PSAucioPEO0 power plant, just service Multiwate
£1395
mcdel. (12895)
Isciiek2kQube, boxed cnecmner. (f1595)
£795
ISM Mainline2 dtal maire lead, inline filter (1225)
£129
Kimber 4TC 2x 4.5m if262) Kimhers !Ice selling six.aker £145
Totem Bests - acoustic resonation tuner 1150
£69
Grado RS1, top of the range headphones
£450
Atlas Navigator XLR Interconnect, 2.5m
225
£
Naim Hi Cap, boxed as new
£550
Nordost Vishnu 2m mains lead, one owner as
£249
Townshend Super Tweeters in Titanium matt
£650

o
f
List is updated on adaily basis via website

P
er pair

the ultimate upgrad( for any loudspeaker has arrived from JAS-Audio
and it's aTwin Ribbon SuperTweeter truly like no other...
(unique 30-day money back offer on all jasaudio products. subject to conditions)

12Klis

111KHz

Shadow Audio Consultants, 21 - 22 Cadham Centre, Glenrothes, KY7 6RU, Scotland
tel: 01592 744 779
fax: 01592 744 710 I info©shadowaudio.co.uk I www.shadowaudio.co.uk

The Guide

call 0208 726 8323 to advertise

KLAN Cook
Audio servicing
specialists,

High End Cable

MADISOUND PROVIDES SPEAKER

call Dave Jackson 01775 761880

HUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY

or visit www.highendcable.co.uk

PARTS AND ADVICE.

upgrades available.

8, American

hi-fi

specialists.

equipment.
Titan
Quise

—

—

Nova

live music at home?

Ortofon

!SOL — 8
MiniSub — Cleanline - Mainline

—

Stan earspeakets
2020 — 3030 — 4040 systems

—

— Sumiko — Lyra — van den Heal
Moving Coil Cartridges

morel'

?tale

vila

C

E711N

Does This Seem Familiar?

0 0

www.dnm.co.uk

Loud

Too

Loud

0

Way too Loud

5can-speaK

Its a common problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution -the
Rothwell In- Line Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems of excess gain and bring sonic
benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.
The ',, st

£ 39

,Ini. ,
..nnst

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON. WI 53744 ,4283 U SA
TEL 608•831-34:13 FAX 608-831-3711
Wet> eau , ', vow ••

To order, call

Rothwell: 01204 366133 or
www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
See the excellent reviews in Hi Fi Choice,

F.Weric

o

H - F1 Plus and on the web at www tnt-auclio.com

%feet-SO«

For all Hi Fi repairs please visit:
www.servicesound.com
or phone Geoff on:

the audio room
2 george street, hedon, hull, HU12 8JH
01482 891375

01424 216245

www.theaudioroom.co.uk
open mon sat 9a m.-6p m

renier

Fo_stex

Loudspeakers

NEWRDOST

amplifier sound is the key

tei

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

IsoTek
Gil MiniSub & Solos — Muti-ways

—

Substation

Omega

.
1

DEFIIRE
ACOUSTIC PANELS

van den Hul
Full range

Sale of pre- owned

accuphase
arcam
cyrus
dynaudio
focal jm lab
linn
nagra
maim audio
peak consult
proac
siltech
spectral
spendor

seas

Skaaning
11
41.1.....e..,/
/

Acoustic Zen
Full range

house.

transistor, valve, class A, AB.
SE. push-pull?

=

c

Black Rhodium
OCT Polar cables

Custom equipment designed

Tel: 01264 323573

II. In

tr:Tn7"1

Nordost UK
Front Flatline to Valhalla

Phase Linear 8, SAE

in

•

••••••

•

Stereovos
HDXV - HDX2 — LSP-600c — HDLS
SEI-60011 — SEI-600s - BAL 600 — HDSF

catered for.

/3, built

E=

Chord Company
Full range from Calypso to Signature

British. Japanese

Specialists in Valve and
reel to reel tape recorders

u 10

blow demonstrating

Des Eiger. Purcell & Verdi Transport, Plume £ D Lad &

2

250 Power, Verity Fidel° & Sonus Faber Speakers, Silted,
Cables, Isotek Sub Station, RDA Equipment Stands
Audio Am, Audio Synthisis, Kora Pre & Power. Pink
Triangle CD/Amp. Marun Logan :' Audio Physics Speakers,
Arcici Equipment Stand, [ wick Sub Station PS

Audio Synth's,. - Audio Physics - Audio Nero - Absolute Sounds
D('S - Kiwi - Mingo - Siltech - 'troc, - ULM - Pink friangle
And Tune:,Me. - Project
T/3C

Moron

wefconte 14u"me &
femme-ration

Van den Hull - %Wage
ljoodsefection of SMarui

We are 10mins J39 - M1
10mins J30 M62
Tel • Wakefield 01924 299045 - Colin Grundy

www.sounckinergy.co.uk

sound cinergy
Weciellsis in home enertentnem

AE, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Harman Kardon,
Infinity, Linn, Marantz, Mordaunt Short,
NAD, Project, Pure, REL, Roksan, Trichord

37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $100
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.
ip

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
UBES
!T

Call, write, fax or end for details and free consultation
(215) 862-4870 • fax (215) 862-4871
Visit our website at:
littp:j/www.fatwyre.com

fatwyre@fatwyre.com

Are you a Krell owner?

THE
CAME

Have you really heard the
music yet?

www.highendcablecauk/thinkdigital.htm
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Research

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Thinking Digital?

Call 01775 761880 or visit

Shunyata

CHOKING

125

comPoinv

Union

Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

)

THE

PROFESSIONAL'S REFERENCE

AUDIO

ATMOSPHERE

tel 01785 711232
www.audiciatmosphere.com

WILMSLOW
AUDIO
LOUDSPEAKER SPECIALISTS
• Range of replacement drive units from Seas. Volt,
vita, Scanspeak. Peerless and Morel, for use in AR,
Gale, Heybrook, IMF, KEF, Mission, ProAc, Rogers Fostex
TDL plus many others.
• Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Supersound, SCR & Hovland MusiCap),
cables, damping and grille materials.
• UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers all on demonstration.
FOSTEX Drive Units
now available including
the FE lull range seas
wrth cabinet plans
available on request

Phone loday for your FREE
FULL COLOUR Catalogue
or check out our website.

50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LEO 6RD
Tel 01455 286603 Fax 01455 286605
Website: www.wilmslowaudio.com

The Guide

call 0208 726 8323 to advertise

MUSIC MATTERS

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham B17 8DL
0121 429 2811

Our extensive range of products includes
•Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
•Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
•Chapter Audio • Chord Company
•Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynauduo • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • Infocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
•Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
•Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
•Wharfedale • Wilson Beinesch • Yamaha

AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 8IL
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 IIAB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Midlands B73 5TD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HA5 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON
17 Coniscliffe Road
County Durham DL3 7EE
01325 481418

OPEN TUES - SAT 10 00 - 5.30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAv UNTIL 6.30PM

complete systems integrating hi-fi,

Interest free credit cn sele:ned items • 0% APR

home cinema, multi- room and

Written details on request • Licensed credit broker
BADA

lighting. Home trials are available

CEIMA

for many products
SR FI",

e7
r
THE AUDIO

www.musicmatters.co.uk

dee O'Brien Hi-Fi

1.01;V%

MUSC
MATTERS

•AEG • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECRIIIA • AVIO • BEYER • CABLE

rAI

SPECIALISTS

deil
Est

• C.

11X66

K • CHORO CASES • CREEK • CUSTOM DESIGN • MON • DENSER • DIAPASON • DYNAWECTOR • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL • liRADO

•GRAAF • GOLDRING • GUTVARE CABLES • JAM • JECKLIN • IL • MICHEL! • MURRIO • MOON • MYRYAO • NAO • NAIM • OPERA • ONNYO • ORIGIN LIVE • OPTINIUM • PATHOS • PRIMA LUNA • PROJECT • QED

,:1'1;111-',

% MST'

•RESOLUTION • RESON • SENNREISIR • SME " SONNETEER • SOROS FABER • STANUS • UNIQUE • SPIOTRAL • SUGOEN • TEAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • TPIANGLE • UNISON RESCARCH • WATERFALL • WILSON

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service • Repair fachbes • 5mina walk Raynes Park RR
•20 mino Waterloo • 5mins from 03 (Raynes Park 13282 exit) • 25 mino M25 June 10 • Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dell Equipment • Details on request
WAS
f'..500
t595

NC 5062 amplitoots/10
Aida Anakigue Denizen) stereo Power woo IsA,)
Auden 30013 SE Sliver night Integrated sill
Creek C114 31e
%oes 1A121e)
Kane Zerol 005 (78rpm) tst)
Krell 100309 amp
A6014011 (new)
• Al 20M111(11 Mew)
,,ue 30 5/5, des:

£509
£449

NOW
£
1150
£
350
£375
£299
£199

f
£
75
MOO
eye
£795
£
375
£995
£
495
'898 £1495

REL Strata Si111(s/h)
S
OGJS Fab, ,Incerbno (new
Sonus Fao.r 'vied stands ter dem)
Sotius tatter Gravis Clomuslex-deml
Worm Asly ST amplifier ISC ens ex den
Alamo Mkt amp lei deml black

£ 71X1

£
599
£270
£1290

£
395

Sormeteer AatastE am; lifienex dem)

£
425
roasterclass CD mew)
MO
£1025

£450
£f229
450
£
269

off e „

£
595
£
2200

''ueten Mercies Amp (new

)£ 3150
£650
:hela Data ' 1CD (newmech)
£ 1500
TranspaerailAesict.mk PUS O(0 new
249
£299

£
2250
£
499
£
400
£

£2000
Me

£
1200
£
1199

•
Andei Phosseasieries dem)

Moon 50511 (3) lex/dem)
£1550
£
895
Won Ectpse Cl/1ex Item)
£
5951) £
4200
delxlyne DIM) suO(exa!em)
L55/751yew)
rtIAD 1
7013
Dno.vanoos -lodes

£ 1200

£ 2700

Waterfall Iguzau mewl
à'n.erfail Hor Ian. new ,

7?99
£225
please enpure
60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 01W Open 9.30-5.30 Toes-Sat Tel: 020 8946 1528/0331 Web www.obrenhifi.ao.uk E-mail: shop@obrienhifi.com

udio Destination
> devons audio specialists

browse

relax

sit back

choose

listen

simple
we make choosing the right music

or

home-cinema system easy...
Stockists of: Analysis Plus, Audio, Audio Analogue,
Audio Physic, Avid. Ayre. Bel Canto. Chapter Audio,
Cairn, Chord, Esoteric, Final, Grand Prix Audio,
IsoTek. Lexicon, McIntosh, Micromega, Monitor
Audio, Moon, Nocdost, Parasound, Primare, Project,
Roksari, Ruark, Stax, Tannoy Prestige, Thiel, Tivoli,
Totem Acoustics. VDH. Velodyne and many more.

Lockwood Audio

(OPLAM)

9% Instant Finance Avaiboble

Written detail, on reque.t

Thinking Digital?

VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED

Are you a DCS owner?

Spares and repairs
See the TAMMY Cones
Hotline at

Have you really heard the
music yet?

www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk
Call for appointment to visit us at

Ruislip on

+44(0) 20 8864 8008
or Fax +44(0) 20 8864 3C64
mail: sales@lockwoodaucko co.uk

Call 01775 761880 or visit

wohighendcable.co.ukithinkdigtal.htm

Call 01884 243 584
Open rlori - sat : 9am - 5pm
328 Bampton Street, Tiverton, Devon, EX1E 6AH
info@audiodestinationaxauk Iwww.audiodestination.co.uk

Upgrad to Dynavector's SuperStereo
The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash
Near Ncrwich. Norfolk
le

Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Naim,
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,
Stax, Teac, and others

www.basicallysound.com

The most cost-effective improvement you can make.
Simply add a Dynavector SuperStereo Adapter to your system and 2 small speakers.
Improvements to the overall sense of realism were quite startling..." Hi-Fi News
"Superb" HI-Fl World
"Produces astonishing results" II i- Fi +
"Extraordinarily convincing" Hi -Fi Choice
"Indespensable for listening to music" Stereo Sound, Japan
Make the most of your LP's, CD's, SACD's & DVD's with an Adp-2 (£ 895) or Adp-3 (£ 1,495)
Info & sales direct from: Dynavector SuperStereo
Tel/fax: 44 + ( 0)1202) 767873.

E-mail: dynavectorgonetel.com

Wet.: http://web.onetel.com/—dynavector
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WAS

'ATOAS LOGOS 1NTERGRATED AMP 110 WPC
AUDIO ANALOUGUE PAGANIN124 96 CD PLAYER MINT
UNISON RESEARCH URIC° CD PLAYER
ALPHASON AKROS 1SPEAKER STANDS BOXED MINT
AUDIO ANALOGUE RALLIAI PRE AMP MILIAC REMOTE
ACCUSTICS MIS POWER 1INTERGRATED AMP 130WPC
MONRIO AST, CO PLAYER 24/96
GAMUT COI MK2 24 96 CO PLAYER MINT
AUDIO ANALOGUE DONIIKEI MONOBLOCKS MINT
ACCUSTICS TOTS PRE AMP 1INC REMOTE CONTROL
AUDIO ANALOGUE PRIMO SETIANTA INT AMP TV WPC
GRA0i VENICINOUE NI AMP
AUDIO VALVE EKLISPE PRE MAP BALANCED
AUDIO VALVE ASSISTAIT 200 INTERGRA100 AMP
AUDIO VALVE BALOM 70 • »WPC
AUDIO VALVE AVALON MONO POWER AMPS
CLEAR AUDIO SYMPHONO PHONO STAGE MC
ACCUSTICS ARTS CAC 1 32/384KHZ OUA CONVERTER
[MMUS SI POWER AMP 200WPC RCAINFI INPUT
ACCUSTICS ARTS PLAYER 124 96
AA LAB SERIES NEW POWER AMP 200WPC
AUDUSA EUPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
AV1 NEW LAB SERIES PRE MP OPTIONAL PHONO DAC
xe LAB SERIES CO PLAYER SUPERB
KIMBERITABLL HERO IMTR INTERCONNECT
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200 WPC
ACCOUSTIC SOLID ROUND TURNTABLE
BLUENOTE BORROMED TONE ARM
THRESHOLD S300 POWER AMP
WrIARFENDALE AIREDALE SPEAKERS IN NEED TLC
BOSENDOFER AC? LOUDSPEAKERS
BOSENDOFER ACT LOUDSPEAKERS
BLACK 11110010M SYMPHONY 2MDT PAIR
ACOUSTIC SOLID ONE TURNTABLE
MONRIO MP2 POWER AMP 135 WPC
BLACK RHODIUM POLAR ORATORIO 2 IMIR PR
CROFT ATA PRE AMP EX DEMO
CROFT 11ILIN STAR POWER AMPS EX OEM
CROFT DAKSHINI All VALVE POWER AMP NEW
CROFT GC' INTERGRATE0 AMP 40WPC NEW
NEW BLACK RHODIUM DCT HARMONY 2 IMTR PR
ACOUSTIC SOLID ROYAL TURNTABLE
NEW BLACK RHODIUM POLAR CONCERTO IMTR PR
CI FARAUDIO CRAMPON TURNTABLE
ACOUSTIC SOLID SMALL RATA RB250
CLEAMUDIO MICRO BASIC MONO STAGE MPACAC
E» 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
UNISON RESEAFICH UNICO DUAL MONO POWER AMP
EM 834 INT AMP BOXED NEW
TRESHOLD STASIS 1
1
13 PRE AMP
EAR 834P MNVMC PHONOSTAGE NEW
BLUENOTE STIBBERT VALVE CD PLAYER
ROTEL RA 1062 INT BOXED/IC AS NEW
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 NEW
EAR 864 PRE AMP
ELAC CL 310 2JET SPEAKERS NEW
RAC 203 ESP ACTIVE SUBWOOFER NEW
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO DUAL MONO POWER AMP
RAC CL 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
AV1 LAB SERIES DAB TUNER NEW
FLAC F20 CINEMA SPEAKERS FREESTANDING/GLASS BASE
GAMUT 03 PPE AMP BALANCED IN/OUT
GAMUT 0200 MOO POWER AMP 200WPC
GAMUT M200 MUNDBLOCKS 200WPC
GRADO RS IHEADPHONES NEW
LIRA TITAN MC CARTRIDGE
KIMBERKABLE SELECT IMOO INTERCONNECT
HALCRO MCA70 O CHANNEL POWER AMP
LORA ARGO MC CARTRIDGE
LYRA HELIKON MC CARTRIDGE NEW
LYRA HELIKON S1 MC CARTRIDGE NEW
LYRA DORIAN MC CARTRIDGE NEW
MICHELL HR PSU DC MOTOR NEW
EXIMUS DPI DAGPRE 24,92 BALANCEO CLASS A
MICHELL GYRO 00290300 ARM
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD NEW
CLEARAUDIO BLUEMOT1ON TURNTABLE 3YEARS WARRAMY
CLEARAUDIO EMOTION TURNTABLE 3YEARS WARRANIY
MICHELL TECNODEC WITH RB MO ABM NEW
GOLDR1NG GRI TURNTABLE ON ARM AND MM CARTRIDGE
CABASSE FIANOSA SPEAKERS CHERRY FINISH NEW
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA MC CARTRIDGE 036 MV
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER MC CARTRIDGE OSERA
CARASSE 005 5WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM INC SUB NEW
ATOLLO P200 PRE AMP RCA/BALANCED
STELLO A1320 INTERGRATED AMP
STELLO DP 200 DACTRE AMP OCA/BALBUCEO
STELLO S200 STEREO POWER AMP 200WPC EX OEM
GRAAF GM 50 INTERGRATED AMP 50WPC
VIRTUAL DYNAMICS POWER 3CABLE 6FT LONG
REGA RR 600 TONE ARM BOXED EXCELLENT CONDITION
AUDIO ANALOGUE ARIA MNTIAC PHONOSTAGE
OPERA CALLAS SPEAKERS
BASIS OVATION TURNTABLE INC NEW SME VABM
PATHOS CLASSIC ONE INTERGRATED AMP 70 WPC
THRESHOLD STASIS 7POWER AMP
THRESHOLD 5/7000E MI/ROEBUCKS 600WPC
ORIGIN LIVE ENCOUNTER TONE MM
ORIGIN LIVE ILLUSTRIOUS TONE »IM NEW
ORIGIN LIVE RESOLUTION TURNTABLE NEW
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 MONOBLOCKS
PLINIUS P8 POWER AMP 200WPC4080HMS
PLINIUS M8 PRE AMP INC REMOTE CONTROL
PSB ALPHA 6AC TNE SUBWOOF ER AS NEW
STANDS GNIOLE AV ' SPEAKERS BEECH FINISH AS NEW
MARK TALISMAN I11LOUDSPEAKERS NATURAL OAK
TIVOLI MODEL DAB STEREO
TIVOLI AUDIO MODEL THREE STEREO
KIMBERKABLE MONOCLE AL SPX GABLE 104,1X2 MTRS
ROARK PROLOGUE 11 LOUDSPEAKERS NEW
SENNHEISER RS85 WIRELESS HEADPHONES NEW
SME MODEL 10 TURNTABLE NEW
SME SERIES IV ARM BOXED UNUSED
SME SERIES VARM NEVER USED MINI
SME 20/2A TURNTABLE INC SERIES VARM
METER TABLE THE REFFERENCE WATTGATE 350 power cable
WIREWORLD ECLIPSE REFFERENCE INT IMTH NEW
WIREWORLD ALANTIS 5INM INTERCONNECTS NEW
SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5FOR NIUM OWNERS DIN/DIN
STAX SR 007.911/1007 EARSPEAKERS NEW
SEAll SRS 2020 MAS EARSPEAKERS NEW
ST» SRS 4040 SYSTEM S1GNITURE 2 NEW
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD MC CARTRIDGE NEW
SUMIKO PEARL MM CARTRIDGE NEW
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
T • A 24/192 CD PLAYER AMAZING NEW
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL evo Ill MC NEW
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE SURTO INTERCONNECT NEW
WIREWORLD FULL RANGE OF AWARD WINNING CABLES
10MBERKABLE THE REFERENCE UMIR INEERCONNECT
W1REWORLD E0u1NOX 5 I2METRE INTERCONNECT
RUARK SABRE III STANDMOUNI SPEAKERS
TRICHORD DINO Plau
NEW
NEW ERICHORD DIABLO PHONO AMP RO/MC INURE PSU
AS ABOVE RATA 111E NEVER CONNECED
OED 51 DISCSAVER CONVERTS LINE LEVEL TO ACCEPT MM
SHURE FULL RANGE
BLACK RHODIUM SUPER MAINS 13 125 MTRS NEW
MISSION RANGE OF SPEAKERS AVAILABLE
W1REWORLD SOLSTICE AFex UM E AWARD WINNER
WIREWORT D EQUINOX S151FrIt [ Me ,
5/0 , Pir
WIREWORLD RAMBOW S55 , -

900
1195
60
625
3690
895
2950
1150

2300
2100
3100

2900
2895

1469
130
1499

4000

FROM
150
1095
990
1500

2000

690
1850
799

3990
6100

1200

4250

595

NOTEWO RTHY AUDIO
by enthusiasts
Below is
NOW

2750
395
995
30
350
3200
595
2500
495
2350
425
1501I
171`,
1500
2600
2450
770
2400
2531
2400
1299
POA
1499
1200
70
1200
1595
999
600
OFFERS
4745
5820
70
2825
795
697
695
995
3600
1250
160
MOO
225
810
1270
230
2400
1395
2440
2750
716
2990
450
2275
1475
799
625
599
2499
795
499
3430
3300
5100
600
2695
500
5100
595
1145
1249
495
315
3500
1128
2413
695
655
700
140
350
co,

895
1195
1495
1495

400
1695
5600

4900
970
1570
1970

500
399
1499

1400
1250

1126
1615
165

2
1 .
SAI
PAM
895
1570
1800
3750
2250
2250
225
200
1295
299
279
600
750
159
2643
1000
1400
5273
90
499
149
FAA
109
2495
349
995
589
65

239
69
165
159
899

45
FROM

90
120
750
299
699
1198
as
POA
30
POA
0132
219
149

AGENTS FOR,EAR,TRICHORDAUDIONOTEMICHELLAVI,STAS,LAULAC, RUARK,SME,
PLINIUS BLACK RHODIUM.LYRA.SUMIKOGIED,SAMUT,ORIGIN LIVE MLLE ,
WIREWORLD.TRANSFIGURATION,AURUM CANTUS ACCUSTICS NITS,HALCRO,
STELLO,CLEAHAUDIO ALOIA,SHUN MODE CROFT AUDIOVALVE VIRTUAL DYNAMICS
THRESHOLD.ACOUSTIC SOLID.BOSENDORFER . LO TVS. PHONE FOR BEST PRICES
AGENTS FOR.EAR,TRICHORD,AUDIONOTE,MICHELL,AVI,STAX,LATELAC, RUARK,SME,
PLINIUS BLACK RHODIUM,LYRA,SUMIKO.OED,GAMULDRIGIN LIVE ORELLE ,
WIREWORLD,TRANSFIGURATION.AURUM CANTUS ACCUSTICS ARTS.HALCRO,
STELLO,CLEARAUDIO ALOIA,SHUN ROOK CROFT AUDIOVALVE VIRTUAL DYNAMICS
THRESHOLOACOUSTIC SOLID,BOSENDORFER LO TOS. PHONE FOR BEST PRICES

Open Mon-Sun 9am - 6pm Now in Northampton 2minutes off 6508

just a small selection of

Some of the exciting producto we Offer:
The Denon DL110 is abigh
output mo ,, ing coil cartndge
It otters great performance for
the very Ieasooabie price rf
£70 and Can be plugged
directly into any MM phono
Input
The Denon DL-103 Moving Coil
cartridge is a true classic, not
just because its been in
production since 1963 but
because it still offers a
performance to rival designs
costing much more than its low
£100 price tag would suggest.

Denon DL-304 This is awonderfully
transparent sounding MC cartridge that
is almost unmatched for its midband
quality which is especially amazing
when its low £210 price is taken intc
account.
Audio Note ICI3 This is Audio
Note's top MM cartridge and rt
features the same diamond and
titanium cantilever also used in
the 101 featured below.
It successfully captures the energy on an LP with an involving
dynamic and fast sound: £350.
The Dynavector DV-20 is available
in both high and tow output versions.
the former for use into MM phono
inputs and the latter into MC inputs or
astep-up transformer: £ 395

Ortofon Kontrapunkt `BACH' range
of moving coil cartridges start with the
'A' at £450. and evolve through the 'H'
at £600, the '
El' at £ 750 and ultimately
to the C at £900.
Music Maker 3The Music Maker is a
moving iron cartridge that rightly has
become alegend in its own lifetime Its
effortlessly musical presentation makes
most other cartridges sound as if they're
trying much to hard £625
The Lyra Argo is ahigh
performance nude design that
uses aBorin cantilever and line
contact diamond. We feel it offers
superb value for money at £ 795
with arefined yet weighty
performance.
The Audio Note lo range of
cartridges starts with the lot
(pictured left), a beautifully
hand crafted cartridge that statures Alnico magnets and coils
made from pure silver wire.
Its sound is transparent yet dynamic, with amid band that ha;
tremendous subtlety and tonal neutrality: £ 1595.
The top model of the range model, the Audio Note lo Ltd
dispenses with permanent magnets and uses silver wired
electromagnetic coils instead. which are powered from an
external power supply. It; performance has to be heard to be
believed, and we believe it truly represents the state of the art
of cartridge design. This masterpiece costs £7,500 including
power supply.

We firmly believe that the way to get the bestperformance
from any MC cartridge is to use ahigh qualRy step up
transformer.
It is for this reason that we stock arange of designs, from the
new Note Products StepNote at £ 200 (pictuied above left),
the Audio Note range priced between £300 (above right) to
£4.500 and the Music First Audio copper or silver wired
designs which range from £ 1.500 to £2.750 and offer a vanety of ratios and impedances via front mounted switches

For further details

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO

01604 842379
MOthle.
07973 233380
Email . . . PATRICK@HICAM.CO.UK
VVebsite
HICAM.CO.UK

36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH.
Open 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday

all Ka
Tel/Fair
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Heatherdale
*audio limited
202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 0E1
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.hifl-stereo.com
Main dealer for
Tannoy Prestige Speakers
PIONEER REFERENCE SYSTEM
C-73 Pre-amp/M-90a Power amp/PD93
CD Player/ CT-91a Cassette deck
Only £2495
SPEAKERS
B&W John Bowers Active Speakers
£495
Audio Physics Tempo Speakers
£795
B&W Silver Signature 30 Speakers
(very rare, retail £7,000)
£3,995
Splca TC-50 Speakers
£275
Orchid LWO Speakers
£2,795
Klipschorn Speakers medium oak finish
(retails £5,700)
£2,950
Revel Salon Black gloss, Aluminium side panels. Mint . £9995
B & W DM602 Series Ill
£ 195
Martin Logan CLSII Brand new panels just fitted... £1995
Eltax Liberty 5x floor standers
£140
Celestion A Compact s aker
£195
PRE- AMPS
Conrad Johnson MC- 10 FET pre-amp
£395
Meridian G2
£ 1295
Mark Levinson 25s phono stage with power supply £2395
Mark Levinson ML32 Ref. Pre Amp with phono
£8500
Exposure 11 8, 12 Pre Amp & PSU
£595
Nairn NAC 92 Pre Amp & Naim NAP
90/3 Power Amp
£595
Audio Note M8 Pre amp with phonostage
(brand new, retails £19,500)
£9,995
Audio Research SP14 Pre-amp
£1,495
Proceed PAV Pre Am.
£1,395
AMPLIFIERS
Sirius (Gamut 2) power amp upgraded
to latest spec
£1,795
Perreaux 200ip integrated amp
£1,095
Audio Note Nero Mono Blocks
£5,495
Parasound HCA 1000a Power Amp
£345
Mark Levinson ref.33 mono blocks
£11995
Audio Note Kegon Mono Blocks
(silver transformers, western electrics 300b's.
Brand new ( retails £28,000)
£15,000
Accuphase A20V class A amp
(as new, retails £4,000)
£2,500
Advantage Integrated Amp
Rotel RC995 balanced remote control pre-amp with 260
watt RB 991 power amp
£650
Accuphase E307 Integrated amp with phono
£2500
Meridian GO2 pre amp
£ 1295
Musical Fidelity P270 power amp
£395
Audio Research 0130 power amp
£995
D PLATERS

& TRANSPORTS

Gamut CD / 1R CD player
£1,295
Lab 47 Flat Fish Transport, Progression DAC &
Power Dumpty PSU
£3,995
Roksan Attessa CD Transport with
ROC DAI and ROK DS4 PSU
£895
Rotel RCD 991 black CD player (HDCD)
£565
Denon DCD 590
£60
MISCELLANEOUS
Shunyata Aries Interconnects 1m pair (ex demo) . £450
Shunyata Aries Interconnects 2m pair (ex demo) . £695
Zerodust Stylus tip cleaner gel ( retails £35)
£25
Zerodust CD & lens cleaning cloths ( retails £25) . . £ 17.50
Selection of AudioTekne Cables and accessories
at unbeatable prices ..
Phone for details
Sony ST-SE570 Tuner
£60
Accu • hase P/1200 mains re.enerated
£3500
URNTARLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEAREIS
Blue Pearl (
the prototype) with gold plated SME V £9995
Zyx Airey Cryogenic copper cables
(as new, retails £ 1,500)
£995
Project 6.9 Turntable (no cartridge fitted)
(as new, retails £600)
£425
Audio Tekne Cartridge with step transformer
(as new)
£2,995
Michell orde turntable Brand new
£ 1500
Graham 25s phono stage with power supply
£2395
My Sonic 2.2 arm
£995
Project 9e S carbon fibre arm with silver wires
(as new, retails £550)
£375
Project RPM9 Turntable (
no cartridge fitted)
(as new, retails £ 1,000)
£700
RS Laboratory RS-Al with rotary headshell
(as new, retails £850)
£595
Michell Giro deck with QC power supply x-demo
mint/booed
£995
Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
'On

0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years*
selected Items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.

MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Tel:

Evenings

VISA I

Tel: 01296 422224

Email:

www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com
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Are you aMark Levinson
owner?

indecently good hi-fi

high Street, Hampton Nick. Kingston upon Ihames,
,nrrey KTI 41),% Tel: 020 8943 3030
Open Tues - Sat lOarn - 6prn

Have you really heard the
music yet?

Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man ",
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — HiFi News awards 2005
"BEST CARTRIDGE UNDER £ 1000!
Agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock, EA.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'
Plus cartridge re- tipping service

Call 01775 761880 or visit

wahighendcàle.co.ukeiddig'2

Web Site: www.cartridgeman.com

thecartridgemanca btinternet.com

atc
cabosse
creek
epos
harbeth
harman/kardon
lexicon
rni.k
michell
noun audio
neat acoustics
notting ha m
primare
orne
spendor
trichord

020 8688 6565

egi

I\ I RNATIONAL LTD
AVIS NEW LABORATORY SERIES
HIFI CHOICE "EDITORS CHOICE"
"PRODUCT OF THE YEAR"
What HiFi 5 star and best

buy

www.avihifi.com
TEL:01453 752656

fax

( 014.73)

W

W

W

http:/homfakon-acoustics.co.uh
Full Price List and Focal details on Web Site
)RIVE UNITS: by FOCAL & seas, and apick of the
best from other manufacturers.
100+ CROSSOVER NETWORKS: Active & Passive, Components, Accessories.
New LS3/5A type Crossovers & Components
PLUS P.A./Professional Sound Equipment
Speaker Repairs also available - Contact for details.
Dedshete back in stock

COMPONENTS
SOLEN Polypropslene capacitors. 0.1mFd. to 100mFd.
NEW Values:- 3.émFd 400v 5% & 9.1mEd 250v 2.5%
Polyester and Polycarbonate Film Capacitors. 0.1mFd. to 10mFd.
ALCAP Reversible Electrolytic Capacitors (Non-Polar);
50s, 100v & Low Loss. 2mfd. to 600mEd.
FALCON Custom-wound Inductors.
FERRITE:- Standard, High Power, Super Power, Super-Super Power
AIRCORED 0.56 - I.25mm wire;
IRON DUST. 1mm wire
LAPPED INDUCTORS:- 0-10mH in ImH steps & 0-1m11 in 0.ImH steps
AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
Back year sets of Speaker Builder, Audio Amateur & Glass Audio,
plus the Audio Anthology Set.
Altogether 50+ books and Audio Amateurs magazine year sets.
2001 to 2004 year sets on CD-Ronly

Focal Unit Range
Price List & Unit Specs FREE on Web site - available in .pdf format
Arange of Falcon Designed and Manufactured
Units coming later this year.
8inch - 15 inch12 inch and 15 inch on Die-cast Magnesium Chassis,

hi-fl for grown

ipswic ( 01473)

To find out more quickly

Falco( «milks

SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE SINCE 1972

55171

1:enq@signals.uk.corn

.

Send for our FREE price list PL32: Just send alarge S.A.E.
(47p stamp) or USS3 bill overseas, Europe USS2 bill, 2 or 3
International Reply Coupons (1RC) to:- (Dept HEN) Falcon Components
Ltd Unit 12 Damgate Industrial Estate, Damgate Lane, ACLE,
Nonvich, Norfolk. NRI3 3D1 Tel (0)1493 751100 Fax (0)1493 751155

HEATHCOTE AUDIO
TEL:

01992-653999

07860 511111 WEB: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk
E-MAIL: HeathcoteAudio@aol.com

MOBILE

CD/SACD/DVD

AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD
MINT/BOXED ... £495
ROKSAN KANDY
MINT/BOXED ... £275
MERIDIAN 2001 TRANSPORT (DELIRAN MOD)
EKCLT ... £375
PINK TRIANGLE DE CAPO 24 BITMDCD
FICLT ... £595
PIONEER PD- 95 (VERY RARE)
MINT/BOXED.. £1250
SONY SCD-1/TAE-1/TAN-1
MINT/BOXED ... RING
WADIA-8 TRANSPORT
EXCLT . £1495
MICROMEGA CLASSIC SOLO (NEW MECH)
VGC/BOXED ... £895
PRIMARE V-25 DVD (£ 1000)
EX DISPLAY/BOXED... £595
ALCHEMIST FORSETTI TRANSPORT
&FORSETTI DAC/REMOTE VOL
MINT/BOXED.. £1795
TECHNICS Z- 1000/X1000 TRANS/DAC
REDUCED.. £1595
THETA CARMAN CD/DOD TRANSPORT
MINT/BOXED .. £1695
AUDIOMECA DAMNATION TRANSPORT
EXCLT ... £575
CHORD 1500E 96/192 kHZ 3DACS (£6800)
MINT/BOXED.. £2850
PERP.TECH PA- 1DSP
BRAND NEW. . £895
PERP TECH/MODWRIGHT SIG-2PA-3
BRAND NEW ... £795
PERP TECH/MODWRIGHT SIG -2PSU
BRAND NEW ... £495
MONRIO 18E1 DAC/PSU
EXCLT ... £375
MSB UNK DAC-3 24/96Khz
MINT/BOXED. . £375
2SYSTEMS Z3src UPSAMPLER (£1450)
MINT/BOXED ... £495
TEAC P-500 TRANSPORT
MINT. . £375
TECHNICS SLP-2000 (£1000 TRICHORD MODS)
REDUCED . RING

VINYL

LINN LP- 12 CHOICE OF 3
RING
LINN AXIS CHOICE OF 2
RING
CLEARAUDIO BASIS/REGA/LINN (18
MINT. . £695
NOTTS ANN. MENTOR/GRAPH.PLAT/EMT AIR ARM
EXCLT . £1795
NOTES ANA.S.DECK/GRAPHITE. PLAT
MINT/BOXED. . £950
CLEARAUDIO CHAMP LEV. I& UNIFY ARM
(£2250) .. £1595
ROKSAN/REGA COGNOCENTI/PSU/REGA ARM
MINT/BOXED ... £795
ROGUE AUDIO STEALTH PHONO STAGE MM/MC (£800)
EX.DEM ... £395
LEHMAN BLACK CUBE SE (£650)
NEW?BOXED . £450
McCORMACK MICRODRIVE PHONO STAGE
NEW/BOXED . £395
BOXED. . £225
SYRYNX PU2TONE ARM
£150
ADC ALT- 1TONEARM
REGA PLANER-3
EXCLT . £99
2SYSTEMDECKS
RING. CHEAP' I
REGA RB250/300

SOLID STATE

AVI CD/TUNER/PRE/& 4MONOBLOCS
MERIDIAN 265
MERIDIAN 262V
MEREIDIAN 519
ELECROCOMPANIET EC 4.7 PRE
MUSICAL FIDELITY A-300
MUSICAL FID. A3crPOWER
THORENS 2000 PRE PHONO/POWER AMPS
PASS LABS ALEPHPPRE AMP

EXCLTAIIOXED . TBA
. TBA
ID(CLT.. . TBA
TEA
NEW/BOXED . £995
MINT/BOXED . £895
MINT. . £695
MINT. . £695
EXCLT. £1150

SONY TAE-1/TAN-1/SCD-1
'THE ALCHEMIST' PRE AMP
'THE ALCHEMIST POWER AMP
'THE ALCHEMIST'MONOBLOCS
GRYPHON SONATA ALLEGRO PRE
GRYPHON S-100 POWER AMP
CLASSE CP-60 2BOX REM.PRE
MUSICAL FIDELITY MX 2BOX PRE AMP
DPA 50S PRE/POWER/CABLES
PLINIUS SA- 102 POWER AMP
GRYPHON SONATA-ALLEGRO PRE
C. JOHNSON PER.REMOTE PRE
PIONEER VSX-95 ELITE TUNER/AMP
ROKSAN L-1 PRE AMP

MINT/BOXED .. £8750
EXCLT . £3750
EXCLT . £2750
EXCLT . RING
MINT/BOXED. £5995
MINT .. £2895
MINT.. £1695
EXCLT ... £395
MINT/BOXED .. £1250
MINT. £2795
MINT/BOXED .. £6495
MINT/BOXED.. £1795
Ere ... £575
EMIT ... £395

VALVE AMPS

AUDION REFERENCE PRE AMP & PHONO STAGE EX.DIS/NEW,BOXED .. £995
CROFT MICRO A-II & PHONO STAGE (REVALVED) . .
EXCLT/BOXED... £395
BEARD P-100 POWER AMP (REVALVED)
TBA
TUBE TECH.PROPHET PRE/GENESIS MONO'S
MINT/BVOXED .. £2350
AUDIO INN 1000 MKIII MONOBLOCS
MINT/BOXED.. £1295
ROGUE TEMPEST MAGNUM INTEGRATED (£2800)
EX.DEM .. £ 1895
LUMLEY M-120 MONOBLOCS (CHROME)
MINT/BOXED.. £1695
UNISON RESEARCH S-845 INTEGRATED
MINT/BOXED. £ 1595
AUDIONOTE ZERO PRE & MONO'S
MINT/BOXED . £850
JADIS JPS-2 (WAS £8000)
MIT . £2995
JADIS DEFY-7POWER AMP
EXCLT .. £2995
UNISON RESEARCH C-5 REMOTE PRE/MM,MC
EXCLT. . £595
SONY 700ES 3HEAD
LYNX THETA TUNER

•TAPE/TUNERS

LOUDSPEAKERS

MINT
VGC

£245
£225

TDL RFERENCE MONITORS/STANDS (WALNUT)
EXCLT. £1150
TRINITY AUDIO TRIDENT
£895
AMPHION KRYPTONS (£8000 RETAIL)
BRAND NEW. £5750
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM3 (£9500)
EX.DEM. £5750
ALR JORDAN NOTE-5BOBINGA WOOD (SUPERB)
EX.DEM. £1250
TANNOY BERKLEYS REFURBISHED
EXCLT. . £995
A.R.T PRECISION-2PIANO BLACK
MINT/BOXED. £3250
LINN SARA'S
MINT/BOXED. . £495
DYNAUDIO CRAFFT/STANDS (RARE)
MINT/BOXED. £1595
RED ROSE SPIRIT MONITORS (RIBBON)
MINT. . £750
TRIANGLE TITUS ES (10 HOURS USE)
BOXED . . £275
PROAC STUDIO 150 (YEW)
REDUCED
. £895
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS 11/WOOD
BRAND NEW/BOXED . £1195
CURA CA-30 MAPLE
MINT/BOXED.
KELLY KT-3 (96 DB SENSITIVE)
BOXED . £750
MIRAGE Mini
£2750
MIRAGE BPS- 20 SUB
TBA
SNELL CMKIV
CCLT £1250

AUDIONOTE ARE ROSEWOOD
£795
CASTLE AVON
EMIT... £375
CASTLE HOWARD-2BEECH
MIT. £650
REGA XEL ROSEWOOD
EXCLT . £495
REL STORM
GC. . £395
AENERGY.ASW FB110 SUB
NON/BOXED... £350
CELESTION A-6 SUB
NEVi/BOXED ... £295
CELESTION DITTON 25
LOVELY PAIR... £175

INTERCONNECTS

NORDOST MOONGLO DIGITAL 1METRE
NORDOST SOLAR WIND 1METRE
INCA DESIGN 1METRE
RENAISANCE 2METRE XLR
TBA
RENAISANCE 2METRE RCA
TBA
RENAISANCE 1METRE SIGNATURE RCA
TBA
HOVLAND GEN3 1M XLR
£275
MISSING LINK CRY() 0.5 METRE XLR
JPS LABS SUPER CONDUCTOR IMETRE WBTS
£125
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF. 3.5 METRE XLR REDUCED £1195
XL0 3METRE PAIR EX.DEM/NEW
£225
AUDIOOUEST DIAMOND 2METRE RCA
£450
AUDIOOUEST LAPIS 4METRE PAIR
£395
AR.T INTERCONNECTS
RING

LOUDSPEAKER

DPA BLACK SIXTEEN 4X4.5 METRES
£895
NORDOST FLATLINE BI-WIRE
OED XT-350 4.5 METRE PAIR/AIR LOCS
MIT 350 3METRE PAIR
RENAISANCE 4METRE PAIR
£995
DIAMOND - HI 2X3METRE PAIRS (NEW)
EACH £750
SILVER SOUNDS 6METRE BI-WIRE (£ 1100)
AS NEW £575
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET LONG .... BOXED AS NEW £795
PS AUDIO 0-STREAM 3METRE BI-WIRE
£750
NIRVANA SL 2.3 METRE PAIR REDUCED .... BOXED AS NEW £450
AUDIONOTE AN- L3METRE PAIR SILVER SPADES NEW £225
CHORD CO.RUMOUR 24METRE EX.DIS
£80
A.R.T CABLE
RING

STANDS

SONUS ELITE 4SHELF
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 105
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 105 (ONE ONLY)
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 100
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 105
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 100
TARGET R-2 SILVER
TARGET R-2 BLACK
ATACAMA R-274 (£275)
ATACAMA R-274 (£275)

EACH. £295
EX OEM. £ 149
NEW. £ 195
NEW. . £ 195
NEW. . £275
NEW. . £250
REDUCED ... £195
REDUCED ... £195
SILVER ... £ 149
MINT/BLACK ... £ 195
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THE

- BUY YOUR HI-F1

HI - F
H,

S

- SELL YOUR HI-F1
- TRADE-IN Hrn
- W E COLLECT YOU R HI-FI
- UK NEXT-DAY DEUVERY
- ALL MAJ OR CREDIT CARDS
- NO GREY IMPORTS
- ND PHANTOM PRODUCTS

PLEASE VISIT :

- ALL EQ UIPMENT TESTED BY

WWW .HI - FISHOP .COM

FOR

OUR ENGI
NEER

A COMPLETE UP -TO - DATE

- SIX MONTH WARRAN TY ON

LIST AS THE LIST CHANGES

ALL USED HI-F1

DAILY .
SPECLAL OFFERS (* REDUCED PRICE )

TYPE

MRP

RRP

ART At.nyo VPL PREAMP

SM

£1,595

£650

ART Auou DM VPS REF PREAMP P/C

NEW

£2.250

£ 1.650

ART DLAVOLD PONER AMP

NEW

£4.750

£ 2,750

£3,150

£ 1,100

AM PL IFI ERS

ART CONCERTO POWER AMP
AVI PHONO ST S 2000PI
NS 2000M P PSE

S/H

£1,200

£ 395

7E INT
EGRATED AMP
AYRE ACOUSTICS AX-

OLD

£1,995

£ 1.450

£1.995

£ 1.000

CARY SEP50, PREAMP,SILVER
CONSONANCE SUNA T
URE 10 ITJ 2A3 11w1

EK
G

£1.595

£995

CONSONANCE SI
GNATURE 100 ITJ 30013 22,M

EKD

£1,095

£ 1,195

CYRUS 7 INTEGRATED AMP

SAI

£N/A

£350

CyF
rus X POWER AMP

S/1-1

£N/A

CYRUS PSXR I
x2) PCKK
ER SUPPLY

MARK LEANSON 33 MONOBLECKS+ N SS AC

and interconnects

)
j

r

?

Threshold amplification

£36,000 £ 11,500

MER otAN 556 I
fflEGRATEo AMP

£995

PARASOUND JC 1 ( PAJR )M oNcisnocs

£225

£17,995 £7.995*
S/
H

power cords

£600

£N/A

M ARK LEVINSON 32 REFERENCE PRE & PH

t

Audusa Eupen true ferrite

I
DD

£ 595

£5.200

£3.995*

PASS ALEPH 5 POWER AMP

£2.550

£ 1.350.

PASS AL-43 PEP
AER AMP

£2,250

£995.

PASS ALEFEK I
_PRE PREAMP

£2,600

£ 1.250

BUY BOTH ALEPHL & 3 FOR

£40350

£ 1,990

PASSLABS X-600 MONOBLOCKS

£15,000 £ 5.995*

PROCEED AMP 2 PCPA£R AMP 125wpc

S4-1

£1,990

£795

QUAD II REFURBISHED MONFIRs Fsracq

S/
H

£N/
A

£795

VAC RENAI
SSANCE SI
GNATURE 11 2 BOX PRE

CAD

£1 3,995 £7,500.

NEW

E l.995

WITH MC/
MM
SOURCE

COMPONENTS

ANALOGUE
ART Auoto Vern_ ONE PH STAGE lo-RomE)
Auoto NOTE AN52 H MC TRANSFERMEE

£ 1.450

£449

£245

£825

£475

EAR MC 3 MC TRANsFoRNER

S/
H

URN EKOS ARM

s/H

Ek.VA

£750

URN ASAKA CARTRI
DGE

S/H

£N/
A

£ 125

MI
CIEU_2004 Orressee ICANCEU_
ED ORDER)

NEW

£2, 150

MICIELL ISO PHoNo STAGE

EN/
A

XL0 REF PHoNo CAREE, SME > RCA

£275

Bosendorfer Loudspeakers

£ 1,995
£250
£ 150

D IGITAL
Auoto ANALOGUE MAESTRO CD 24/96 CD

£1.695

£ 795

CONSONANCE REF CD a2 M CD PLAYER

DI
D

£1.395

£595

CONSONANCE DROPLETCD 5.0 CD PLAYER

DLO

£1,995

£ 1,295

CYRUS CD70 CD PLAYER

S/H

£N/A

EXPOSURE CD PLAYER

SA1

£1,050

£ 395

MANLEY PRoFEssoNAL DAC

EKG

£8,250

£ 2.995

MARK LEVINSON 31.5 CD TRANSPORT

SM

£9.995

£5.500

MARK LEVI
NSON 360.9 DAC

S/H

£7.250

£3,250

PRocEEo PR PMDT-PVP TRANSPORT

£ 700

£7,490

£2,495

SHANUNG CDT-100 GOLD CD PLAYER

XDEM

£1.650

£ 1,250

SHANUNG SCD-T200 CD/
SACD PLAYER

K-DO

£2,150

£ 1.650

ART LOUDSPEAKERS HOME CINEMA SYSTEM

DID

£3,200

£2.000

AUDI
O PHYSI
C AVANT'S, D-IERRY

/H
S

£7,500

£2,990

DYNAUDC AUDI
ENCE 10, BLACK

S/1-1

EN/
A

£ 150

PRoAc DBO, 0-IEFTRY, AS NEW

S/H

£9.000

£6.000

SPEAKERS

PRoAc STUDI
O 125, U131-11' OAK

SH

£995

£ 595

TANNOY REsou_rnoN R2, POOR CONOMEN

S/H

£400

£ 100

ZINGAU HM 115

/H
S

£12,000 £6,500

ZIAlraN .1 OVERTURE 2, WALNUT/
CHERRY (
SEALED ) NON

£3.700

£2,250

ZINrAAU OVERTURE 45. wALNur

£4,650

£2,500

C INEMA / 5.1
DEVON AVR 3300 PROCESSOR

S/H

£675

M USI
CAL FIDELI
TY F-fTP, MINT

S/H

£1.990

PROCEED PAV (
T1-1
X,PROLOGC)

S/
H

£4.195

PEE STRATA SUB ,SCRATCHED NO ECM

power cords,
Interconnects,
speaker cables

£295
£995
£995

£500

£200

S/H

£995

£295

BOW WAND RENIcrIE CONTROL (
SI
LVER)

sH

£329

£ 149

DAVE,,/LIE SUPER STEREO ADP 2

sH

£ 1,295

YAMNLA DSPA2, MI
NT

LAT International

OTHER

£495

SOUND PROCESSOR
XL0 REF SI
GNATuRE .PHONO RCA

RCA

s/H

£650

£ 350

VISA

CALL 0141 333 9700 / VIST WWW.HI-F1SHORCOM
THE 1-11-n S HO P LTD IS TH E M AI L O RDE R D I
VI
SI
ON OF
THE AUDIO SALON LTD .4 PARK CIRCUS , G LASGO W,
REG OFF I
CE AN D SH OW ROO M.
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www.audusa.com
sales@audusa.com
02082419826 or 02082640249

briginon

exchange

email
dave@hifiguy.co.uk
web
www.hifiguy.co.uk

telephone
01424 201 157
mobile
07734 436 180

.:41111111111111111iL
> WHO?

> SERVICES

> WEB SITE

> brighton hi-fi exchange is

> we will travel anywhere
in the country to pick up
youl equipment

> visit www.hifiguy.co.uk

run by people who are very
passionate about hi-fi
> we are the South Coasts
leading stockists of : new,
used, ex-dem specialist Hi Fi
equipment

> we will travel anywhere
in the country to deliver your
equipment
> expert and friendly advice

> every prockirr is thoroughly
inipected and iesied
> every product is sensibly
priced so that you will
not find the same product
cheaper anywhere.

no pi essuie to buy
> audition products in the
comfort of your own home
before buying
> world-wide shipping, please
call for aquote.

South Coast
Main Dealer for:
Acoustic Signature

We buy, sell and consider trade-ins on

Basis

the following used equipment from these

Luxman

Brands include:
Acoustic Zen
Airtight
Amphion
Audience
Audio Valve

Manufacturers and many more:
Acoustic Energy, Apogee, Arcam, Art
Audio, Audio Analogue, Audio Innovations,
Audio Note, Audio Research, Audio Physic,
Audiolab, Audion, Audionet, Audiostatic, ART
Loudspeakers, ATC, AVI, Ayre Acoustics, B&W,
BAT, Bel Canto, Beard, Beauhom, Bluenote,
Boulder, BOW, Bryston, Cambridge Audio,
Cardas, Cary, Celestion, CEC, Chord, Chord
Cables, Classe, Clearaudio, Conrad Johnson,

BAT

Copland, Croft, CR Developments, Cura, Cyrus,

Bo. der Patrol

Dali, DCS, Denon, Densen, DNM,

Boulder
Cabbase
C.A.T

byanudio.

Electrocornpanient, Exposure, Final,
Gryphon Audio, Harbeth, Harmon Kardon,
Hovland, Icon Audio, Impulse, Isotek, jadis,
Jam°, JBL, JM Labs, JPS-Iabs, KEF, Krell,

Clearaudio

Leak, Lamm, Lavardin, Living Voice, LFD,

Gamut

Linn, Lumley, Luxman, Lyra, Magnaplanar,

Graham

Manley, Marantz, Mark Levinson, Martin

Hovland
Ilyperion
Lavardin
Mu sir First

Logan, McIntosh, Meridian, Merlin, Michell,
Micromega, Monitor Audio, Mono Pulse,
Morduant Short, Musical Fidelity, NAD,
Nage -a, Nakamichi, Naim, Nordost, NVA,
Opera, Oracle, Orelle, Origin Live, Papworth,
Parasound, Pass Labs, Pathos, Perpetual
Tech, Pioneer, Pink Triangle, Plinius, PM

Pass Labs
Plinlus

Components, Primare, Prima Luna, Proceed,
Pro Ac, Project, PS Audio, Quad, Red Rose,
Rega, Revox, Rel, Revel, Itoksan, Rotel, Ruark,

PS Audio

Shanling, SMF, Snell, Soundlab, Sonos Faber,

Reference 3A

Soundlab, Spectral, Spendor, Sphinx, Stands

Rogue Audio

Unique, Stax, Sugden, Sumiko, TacT, Tag

S.PJ Record Players
Transfiguration
Vincent
& Many More...

> product list updated daily
> description and product
images for most products
> visited by hundreds of
people on adaily baSi#
> be quick as products are
sold very quickly
> visit regularly to avoid
disappointment !

Just In
AUDIO PHYSICS VIRGO MK2
AUDIO RESEARCH D70 POWERAMP
BRYSTON 1.78 PROCESOR[ 10 MONTHS OLD
BRYSTON 8BST 4CHANNEL POWERAMP
BRYSTON 7ST MONOBLOCKS
CAT JL- IMONOBLOCKS
DCS ELGAR PLUSNERD1pACANDTRANSPORT
ISOTEK CUBE 2K
KEF REFERENCE 107 SPEAKERS[BLACK ASH]
KRELL PAM SPREAMP
NAGRAVALVE MONOBLOCKS
QUAD 606 MK2
QUAD 606 MK I
34 PREAMP
8
98'9 SPEAKERS [AS NEVV]

Acoustic Signature

Basis

Luxman

Music First

Masterpieces of analog
music reproduction
develuretl, produced and
made or natural listening.
You lose nothing: all the
emotions that are on your
records can be heard. After
all, music is for everyb
Very special products
indeed...

The philosophies underlying
Basis designs are sound principles
of phytics;provabk- rorreprs
that result in die must accUnItC
replay of records possible.
Precise execution of those
principies is critical, and you'll
find Basis turntables are made
with exacting care and precision
machining unsurpassed in the
industry

Finally Luxman is back in
the UK at long last and its
definitely been worth the
wait! The L- 509F Integrated
Amplifier ( C3800) is shown
above and we have not
heard anything below L101,
that comes even close.., it
really is that good. Call for
more detail"

David Price says."The MF
Audio pre-amp is extremely
open and sophisticated
musical perforrner that
betters anumber of even
more expensive designs."
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£1,100
£995
£2,700
£1,250
£2,500
£6,500
£6,000
£650
£800
£S00
£5,995
£395
£295
£150
£3,500
£2,000
£3,500

£2.800
ENA
£4.800
£3.000
£5.500
£25,000
£ 18.000
£ 1,500
LNA
£3.500
£ 11,000
EN/A
LN/A
LN/A
£5,000
£9,000
£ 18.000

Current
ACCUPHASE C2000 PREAMP[LATEST]
ACCUPHASE PS500 POWER CONDITIONER
ATC SPMICOP SPEAKERS
AUDIO ARTISTRY DVORAK SPEAKERS
AUDIO NOTE ANE-SP [ EBONY FINNISH]
AUDIO RESEARCH LS 16
AUDIO RESEARCH PH3 PHONOAMP
AUDIO RESEARCH V70 POWERAMP
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 120 MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO RESEARCH VTI50 MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE 600 MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO RESEARCH LS16mk2
AUDIO STATIC Ss [new]
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX DECADE[DAC PRE]
AUDIO VALVE BALDUR 70 MONOBLOCKS
BASIS DEBUTE GOLD STANDARD/SMEV
BAT VX.55 POWERAMP [X DEM)
BOULDER PHONO STAGE
CADENCE ANINA SPEAK ERS[NEVV]
CANARY AUDIO CA303 MONOBLOCKS
CARY CAD300 SIGNITURE SE AMPS
CASTLE HOWARD S2 SPEAKERS[OAK]
CLEARAUDIO MASTER REFERENCE/MASTER TO IARM
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 8A MONOBLOCKS
CONRAD JOHNSON ART 2PREAMP

£2,500
£1,900
£2,500
£2,995
£1,400
£900
£800
£1,250
£2,400
£2,995
£7,000
E1,500
£3,250
£1,100
£2,400
£3,500
£1,800
£2,500
£1,900
£2,950
£1,500
£500
£5,500
£6,500
£6,500

£4.800
£4.000
£8.000
£6.500
£2.800
£, 500
£2.800
£4,000
£8,000
£ 14.000
£38.000
£3.750
£5,550
£ 3.000
£. 100
£ 11.000
£2.500
£.000
£4,500
£8.000
£5,500
LN/A
£ I4,000
£ 18.000
£ 18.000

vvusaivvvrns

Gamma Acoustics, Garrard, Grado, Graff,

CEC

Halcro

our complete preiduet
list online
> view

Mclaren, Talk Electronics, Tannoy, Teac, Theta,
Thiel, Thorens, Tom Evans, Triangle, Trichord,
Tube Technology, Unison Research, Usher,
VPI, Wadia, Wharfdale, Wilson Audio, Wilson
Benesch, Yamaha, Zingali

CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 8A MONOS
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 2PREAMP
COPULARE 4TIER STAND
CYRUS PRE X[SILVER]
GAMMA 211 MONOBLOCKS
GAMUT CD2
JM LABS COBALT 807 SPEAKERS
JEFF ROWLAND CONCENTRA MK2[BOXED AS NEW]
JM LAB MINI UTOPIA
KONDO[AUDIO NOTE JAPAN] KASSAI SILVER[POWERAMP]
LINN SONDEK LP I
2/AKITO/CIRCUS/TRAMPOLINK9
LINN SONDEK LP 1
2/BASIK PLUS
LINN PEKIN FM/AM
LUMLEY ST70 VALVE POWERAMP
MARANTZ CD12
MARK LEVINSON ML380 PREAMP
MCINTOSH MA 6850 INTEGRATED
MCINTOSH MC2000 POWERAMP
MUSE 18 SUBWOOFER[with active cards]
MUSICAL FIDELITY DVD 1
NAIM NAP9O/NAC62K PRE/POWER
NOLA ELITE SIGNITURE SPEAKERS
ORACLE ALEXANDRIA+ARM
PASS LABS X 150 POWERAMP
Pt-IC 588 SPEAKERS
PROAC DIS SPEAKERS
PROAC DIS SPEAKERS[YEW]
PLINIUS 250 POVVERAMPUFIER
PLINIUS CD LAD MK2 PREAMP
PS AUDIO 600 POWERPLANT
ROKSAN XERXES IOTURNTABLE + 15 PSU[AS NEW]
ROWLAND CONCENTRA 2
ROWLAND SYNERGY PREAMP
SNELL TYPE A/ TYPE2 SPEAKERS
SOUNDLAB AI SPEAKERS[VERY LATEST]
TANNOY CANTERBURY'S
TOM EVANS GROOVE PHONOSTAGE
VVADIA 270/27IX DAC TRANSPORT[LATTEST MODEL]
WEISS MEDIA DAC
VVILSON BENESCH ACTOR
WILSON SYSTEM 7WATT/PUPPY[LATEST]
VOYD REFERENCE/CYLENE/AUDIO NOTE [KONDO]

We definitely agree! '."..

£7,995
MOO
£995
£750
[1,200
£1,500
£350
£2.995
£2,500
£12,000
£550
£450
£400
£650
£1,200
£1,700
£1,500
£5,995
£900
450
£295
£4,250
£550
£1,400
£4,995
£1,100
£1,200
£2,500
£ £995
1,200
£995
£
£3,500
1,800
£995
£5,995
£4500
[1,000
£7,995
£4,500
£1,800
£12,995
£2,500

LIST CHANGES DAILY SO BE SURE TO VISIT OUR WEB SITE REGULARLY

£ 16,000
CN/A
£2.700
£1.000
£6.000
£3.000
£700
£7,500
£7.500
£ 30.000
EN/A
LN/A
£650
£2.450
LN/A
£4500
£3,500
£14.000
£3,500
LI
. 500
L1.200
MOO
EN/A
£3.750
El 2,000
£2.000
£2,100
£5.750
£2.500
£2.900
£2.000
L7.500
£5.000
£
4,500
£ I8,000
£9500
£ 2.000
£ 18,000
£,000
£4,000
£ 22,000
£8.000

Mazlemere

udio

special st hi- h dealer since 1989 - now in our 16th year
A.R.T
Acituphase
Audio Analogue
AVID
Aye Acoustics
Clearlight
dcs
DrJM
Far fare
Harmonic Tech
Iso*:ek
Lamm
_YRA
Metronome
Negra
Oracle
Orpheus
Ortofor

Basis turntables
Vector tonearm

Pathcs
Peak Corse
Penaudio
Plinius
Quad aspire
REF 3A
Renaissance
Resolution Audio
Siltech
SME
Spectral
Stax
Thiel
Unison Research
van den Hul
Verity Audio
Vertex AÇ

•
•- Based in High Wycombelr
-Expert, friendly 8i Ln-biased s
advice
-Demonstrations by appointment
only
-Evening demonstrations upon
request
-Comfortable listening rooms
-Home consultation available
-Open: mon sat 9an-6pm
Info©hazlemereaudio.co.uk
.
www.hazlernereaudio.co.uk

01494 865 829
Dale

specialist products and systems to suit all budgets

AUDIOJUMBLE 2006
ANNUAL SALE OF VINTAGE AND MODERN
HI-FI EQUIPMENT AT:- THE ANGEL LEISURE
CENTRE TONBRIDGE, KENT.

For unsurpassed reproduction of

SUNDAY 12TH FEBRUARY 2006
10.30AM - 4.30PM

the supreme medium for music
reproduction return to Basis.

STALLS £25-00 ADMISSION £4-00
9:30am Early Entry £ 10-00

Thefull range ofBasis turntables

BOOKINGS/ENQUIRIES 01892-540022

Vector unipivot tonearm are
distributed and serviced in the
UK by Select Audio.
For your nearest supplier
please phone 01900 818060
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Trade enquiries please phone

as well as the incomparable

REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE ALL DAY
MAIN LINE RAILWAY STATION WITHIN
WALKING DISTANCE
*VALVE AMPS * TUNERS * RECORDS *
*SPEAKERS * COMPONENTS *
*BOOKS * CASSE! It DECKS * C.D. PLAYERS *
*BRING & BUY STALL *

www.audiojumble.co.uk

audio
A New Dawn for Naim and Tom Tom Audio...

DEMONSTRATOR AND USED ITEMS

...the only dealer in the world specialising

Digital

purely in thesj world class products
Extensive s

tion of current Naim Audio product

range on d

onstration and the largest stock of

pre- loved

m Audio equipment on the planet

• Part ex

nges very welcome
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• Open 7days till late
• Compare current with previous Naim ranges
• Comfortable demonstration facilities

1699
N/A
1125
995
N/A
N/A
N/A
2775
3500

1099
399
599
599
1399
599
499
1995
1999

Aucho Analogue BeIhn1 Remote Preamplderr X-demo
Audm research LS25 MKII Valve Preampldsor S/H
Conrad Johnson PV1OBL valve Prearriphher x-demo
Conrad Johnson PV14L Remote controlled valve x- demo
Mark Lewnson No380 Preamphher S/H
Spectral DMC 30s Reference Preamphher S/H
Spectral DMC15 Preampldier S/H
TAG Melaron AVR3ORSL7.1 T2 processor S/H

625
4999
1299
2399
4999
7600
4800
2300

499
2999
799
1750
2499
4999
3250
996

Aedo Analogue Donozeth Mono Power Amphhers X-derno
AA. Research VT60 Re Valved S/H
Audm Research CL60 S/H
Conrad Johnson MV60 SE Valve Amphher S/H
Electrocompareet ECI 1Class A Integrated SM
ECS EA1 Mono Arnplshers 1pas0
OCM 500 Soloot stereo power amp 'awesome S/H
Musical felony A1000 S/H
Mon.' Felony Nu Vote M3 S/H
Na,,,, NAPI35 1988 S/H
Norm Hi Cap Ohve 1998 S/H
S/H
V
s
ell'Ite5Orei""r Bumper
KAV500 3 channel Amplifier S/H
Pathos Logos valve Hybnd SM
Prsmare A302 Power amplder x- demo
Red Rose Sprd Integrated x-demo
Rego Mara Power ermine, Black x- demo

1050
1999
N/A
2500
3289
6500
2700
1500
2995
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
5498
2750
1299
1000
548

729
995
1399
1895
995
2999
899
849
1699
1199
499
295
1299
1999
1699
799
649
399

549
999
4500
2900
1650
7989
499
1999
7600
7800
2800
3999
1000
2498
3189
995
1995
1600
749
999
480
310

399
749
2999
1999
1199
3999
375
1199
4999
2999
2400
1599
650
1999
2500
699
1199
995
549
699
339
220

550
N/A
199
1469
1503
420
299
399
495
710
345
175
540
800
330
520
3950
955
995
495
800
1400
2259

375
199
79
795
829
249
199
299
295
369
169
99
275
399
229
259
2995
499
499
259
499
799
999

Analogue

Preamplifiers

Amplifiers

New website at www.tomtomaudio.com

•
.--

O
.
i—..

Tel • St Albans 01727 86 86 59

Chelmsford Essex

Now

7600
2999
3700
7500
N/A
2250
2999
3150
795
6290
2990
8500

Aucho Research PH3 Phono Stage xdomo
,,.
EAR The Head MC Transformer S/H
1
-x-1 Michell Delphrm 2 box S/H
▪
Koetsu Black 100 hours only Sib
1 Kuzma Stabl/Slogi S Turntable New& Boxod
,....
Roksan Xerzes XPS3/1abnzi/OC9 SM
rii, Roksen Xerxes XPS1/Rega RB250/K9 S/H
✓
SME1OA Turntable S/H
CC Trsplannar Senes Mi Tonearm S/FI

• Friendly., elp and advice

Seet ag
e

Was

Accuphase DP77V CD/SACD player x-demo
Accupha. DP55V CD Player a-demo
Aucho Syntheso DAS Decade 220,1 Balanced S/H
Mark Levinson No360s DAG S/H
Menchan 206 CD Player SM
Menchan GOB CD 5/91
Musoal Folehty Nu'Vota CFI 3D Player SM
Orpheus labs One DAC with anagram x- demo
Prsmare VIO CO/OVO Player x- demo
Thole Generalion V Balanced S/H
Theta Pro Banc II DAC veth Oscom/Balanced S/H
Wadsa 861 CD Player S/H

,< ,
O
,- .1
1
li
,

01376 521132
07709 260221
E-MAIL:
soundstage(a netlineule.net
ol4o.sound-stage.co.uk

Cables and Accessories

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

PRE OWNED EQUIPMENT
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4 BOX PRE/POWER/PS/PHONO STAGE £1295
CASTLE HARLECH FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK OR CHERRY £399
COUNTERPOINT SA100 POWER AMR VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED £595
DENON DVD-50C0 BLACK WITH MULTI REGION CHIP FITTED-SUPERB MACHINE f495
EPOS ES12 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£299
GARRARD 301.SNIE 3009/SHURE MM CARTRIDGE ON HARD BOARD
£599
KEF 103/3 ROSEWOOD WITH KEF KUBE EQUALISER AND INTEGRAL STANDS
£399
KINSHAW OVERTURE POWER AMP
£299
LED PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP GREY MARBLE EFFECT
£649
LINN SONDEK LP12 NORTON AIR POWER 111-0K TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB .......£1295
LINN KAIRN PRE AMP MM/MC PHONO STAGE BOXED AND SUPERB
£695
LINN SARA 9 BI-WIRE WALNUT BOXED AND STUNNING WITH STANDS
£499
MOREL BASSMASTER BLACK ASH STAND MOUN - SPEAKERS BOXED MINT £399
LOEWE ACONDA 32 WIDESCREEN FLAT SCREEN SILVER + GLASS STAND
£895
MERIDIAN 606 DAC BLACK/GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£495
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS LOVELY CONDITION £399
MICROMEGA DVD PREMIUM-MULTI REGION
£395
MICROMEGA DRIVE 3/DAC BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£995
MICROMEGA STAGE 5 CD PLAYER ' MACULATE
£349
MONITOR AUDIO MA1800 REFERENCE GOLD LOUDSPEAKERS-BOXED
£495
NAIM CDX 1998 BOXED AND SUPERB CONDITION
£ 1395
NAIM XPS 2000 ROWER SUPPLY FOR CDX
£ 1695
NAIM NAC 52 WITH POWER SUPPLY
£2495
NAIM NAP 135 OLIVE POWER AMPS
£1895
NAIM FLATCAP 2 POWER SUPPLY SUPERB
£429
NAIM NAIT 5i MINT AS NEW WITH BOX AND ALL ACCESSORIES
£595
NAIM NAP140 0_0 STYLE BOXED SUPERB CONDITION
£349
NAIM NAIT3/PFIE OUT MODIFICATION BOXED AND IMMACULATE(1999 MODEL) £399
NAIM IXO 2-WAY ACTIVE X-OVER WITH VARIAB_E FREQUENCY
£349
NAIM NAPV 175 3 CHANNEL POWER AMP LATE 2804 AS NEW
£975
NAIM NAP 135 POWER AMPLIFIERS PAIR CHROME BUMPER SUPERB BOXED _ 11495
NAIM INTRO 2 MAPLE LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED AND SUPERB CONDITION
£599
PRIMARE 0.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£495
PROCEED PCD SERIES 3 CD PLAYER (£3500 NEW)
£1495
QUAD FM4 TUNER DIN BOXED AND LOVELY CONDITION
£249
REGA PLANAR 2 RB250 -INN MM CARTRIDGE
£ 199
REGA PLANAR 3/RB300/ROKSAN CORUS BLACK MM FIXED POSITION MOTOR £249
REGA PLANET CAST CASE BLACK BOXED SUPERB UNMARKED CONDITION . £299
RUARK TALISMAN MK2 ROSEWOOD VGC
1349
TOTEM MODEL ONE SIGNATURE BLACK BOXED AND MINT-FEW MONTHS OLD . 11195

Loudspeakers

si
Audm Physe Vera Mondor Cherry x- demo
4Audio Physe Vara.Floorslander 0-demo
Audo Phync Vago 3 Maple a- demo
Avalon Acoustes Symbol xdomo
ATC Active SCM10 SL 0- demo
ATC Acteve SCM5OASL Maple S/H
ATC SCM7 Cherry a- demo
68W703 Cherry Florstanders S/1-1
JM lab Dsva Utopm LIght wood S/H
JM Lab Mezzo Utopm hght wood S/H
JM lab Electra 927 be Anniversary last parr. New
JM Lab Moro Utopm Amore woth Stands 5/1-1
JM Lab Sib XL x5 Grey Ski
Martin Logan Clarity Cherry 4 months old S/H
Medal Logan Aeon IOak BNIB
Pon Audm Rebel 2 x- demo
Pen Audio Chansrna x-demo
Pen Audio Chafe 0- demo
Raga ELA Cherry X-derno
Sones Faber Concerto Home. Walnut xdomo
5;onus Faber Ironwood Stands. Walnut. adjustable x-demo
Sonus Faber Leather Stands. hired height. x-demo

1.17
CC
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Gerdes Neutral Reference 1m RCA-BNC S/H
Cogan Hall Intermezzo EMD 0.75m RCA S/H
Kudos S50 60cm Stands S/H
Nordost Valkyrie ton RCA- RCA Interconnect edarne
Nordost Valkyrie %Fr XLR-XLR Interconnect x- demo
Madrrgal MDC1 Ire AES/EBU 110ohm Dugan Cable now boxed
SAP Audio Relaxa MK1 Floatreg Isolahon Platform a- demo
SAP Audm Relaxa MKII Floating ' solely:in Platform x-demo
Sdlech SP018M 4m Mares cabfe IEC-Shuko x-demo
Sdtech SPX30 Classo 3m Marls cable BNIB
Sdtech SPO18M 2.5m Maws cable IEC-Shuko x- demo
Soiled" SP020M 0.5 Mares cable BNIB
Srltech FT12 G3 200.8m Silver Speaker cable 0- demo
Soltech LS38G3 202 5m Saver Speaker cable aidemo
SlItech SPX30 Classic Irn Mares cable BNIB
Siltech SPX30 Classic 2m Mens cable BNIB
StItech LS188 Classe 203m Saver 8 Gold Speaker cable BNIB
Seltech Octopus 3m 8 way distnbutson box a- demo
Silent Octopus SPX30 Classe 3m 8 Way Drstnbutson BINB
Sdrech SPO18M 4m metro cable x-demo
Spectral MI- 330 15h Interconnect RCA- RCA x-derno
Spectral MI- 350 155 Interconnect RCA- RCA x- demo
Transparent Music Wave Ultra 20811 S/H
Transparent Muse Wave Br Wire 20811 S/H
Waeworld Egusnox 30 r3m per speaker cables SM

Tuners & Tape decks, power supplies

Accuphase PS1200 Cendstroner x- demo
Lij Accuphase PS500V Condshoner x- demo
__I
Magnum Dynalab FT101 " Etude" FM Tuner S/H
COum Dynalab FIR Remote/Preset Switcher S/H
.-1.
__'_
Nakamehs DR3 cassette deck S/H
Q...
Ouad FM4 Grey /Phono Tuner S/H
1-Rego radm 3 Sliver 0domo
...,
Rotel RT 950BX Am/FM Tuner S/H
00
Tice Solo Powerhne Enhancer S/H
Tee Solo AV Power Condthoner S/h
V)
LU
Msdland Audo X- change are looking for Aucho Research. Krell . Mark Levmson
J
Wade.
CID
•

4999
1999
1899
2999
399
1899
1699
1799
499
1999
995
4499

1199

3.99

5995
3750
1250
399
N/A
N/A
398
N/A
N/A
N/A

3995
2499
699
199
149
249
279
99
299
299

Na. Audm. SME.

Midland Audm X- change are loolung for Audso Research. Krell . Mark Lewnson,
Naar Audio. SME Wed.

www.midlandaudio-xchange.co.uk

MIDLAND

AUDIO

XCHANGE

PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE- KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES. THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

www.sound-stage.co.uk

t.01562 731100

L01562 730228

m.07721

605966

THE OLD CHAPEL, FORGE LANE, BELBROUGHTON. DY99TD
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Even the reviewers are tired of
the same old copper or silver
wires dressed up in new colours
and selling on the basis of hype.
OF cou
udio cables do
make
re.
Ta
te the point, we
assembled the Unico CD player,
integrated amplifier, and Zingali
Prelude 1loudspeakers (
system
cost £3,295, wires thrown in
for "free"). Then we substituted
interconnect, loudspeaker
cable and two AC power cords
which doubled the system
cost. Did the aI
II-JPS wire loom
double the sonic performance?
hcompletely redefined the
music system and promoted
the status of each component.
Undermined the logic of leaving
"as much as!" 10% for cables.

boldly go
where none
have gone
before ...

¡PS has been tried and trusted
by serious users and reviewers
for many years. Uniquely, the
staling point is AlumffoyTM is
the only metal designed and
patented as asignal conductor.
Through the full range of audio
interconnects, speaker cables,
digital and video links full details
of the individual technologies
employed can be learned from
our awardwinning website.
From the use of high-tech
kapton insulator material to the
aluminium particle (ethnology,
nothing has been spared to
preserve the signal (
detail and
dynamics) and exclude external
distortion and interference.
While most manufacturers are
satisfied with good or excellent
audio mains cords, ¡
PS applies
its in-house technologies as mot"
effective to eacn application.
One cord does not best fit any
one application until you reach
the state of the art products like
our Kaptovator and Akttninata
ma ns cords. Counter intuitively,
just one of our AC power
cords eliminates the need for
expensive and in some respects
cot.nter-productive power
plants that many amplifier
manufacturers now advise
against using.
From our budget products to
our latest reference products,
try one, and you will finally bv
connected to your musk.

.... e
--- c•
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Range of Finance facilities
available.

Call the Audio Salon on 0141 333 9700

jpseaudiosalon.co.uk

www.audiosalon.co.uk

The Market

The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessories

For sale
Linn Kairn pre-amp and Klout power amp, former top-ofthe-range amplifier combination from Linn Products,
Ka irn has ro m/m-c phono stage and original factoryf
itted Brilliant SMPS, Klout built into solid billet of alloy,
good condition with original boxes, manuals, remote and
leads, £3850 each ono, Tel: 07973 795608 ( south
London)
dCS Purcell D- Dupsampler, this is the original
audiophile 16/44.1-to-24/192 upsampling converter,
Dual AES output, superb £32500. dCS Delius D-A
converter, bettered only by the dCS Elgar, 24/192capab ewith dCS' unique Ring DAC £33500, both units
owned since new, near mint concition, all original boxes,
remote, manuals, etc, Tel: 07973 795608 (south
London)
Micro Utopia Be, mint pair of Micro Utopia Be speakers
that are 6months old, I
am relocating so movingto a
smaller place therefore selling some of my kit, pbase
email: zijafferjeyahoo.co.uk or Tel: 07921044254
with offers [ 1(034]
McIntosh MR71 tuner, rare European version £3875,
Wel borne Labs Laurel I
IX 300B monoblocks, beautiful
£3850, Audio Innovations passive pre £380, ConradJoh nson PV10 line pre, boxed, manual £3475, QUAD
11/22/FM2, manual, spare valves, agood set £3650,
QUAD 44, boxed, manual £3175, Garrard 301/SME
3009/Shure V15 Ill, manuals £3495. Klipsch Heresy,
1967 vintage, awesome £3525,. ri ng for details, prefer
buyer to cotlect in Kent, Tel: 01303 264879 (evenings)
EMB321
Audio Research LS8 tube pre-amp, satin black finish,
brand new valve just fitted, mintcondition, boxed
£3924 including secure postage. Tel: 01752
291625/mobile: 07969 773164 IMBFOCI
Musical Fbelity kW 750 pre/power amp, as new . n
unopened boxes, genuine reason for sale £36500 ono,
Sony SCD-1, very good condition, original box, rernote
and manuals. Tel: 01793 776515(W)/01633
895059(H) EMB171
Nordost interconnects: SPM, 0.5m £3160, Quattro Fi I
0.5m, £3240, Valhalla, 0.5m £3420, Transparent
Reference Digital Cable, RCA-BNC 1m3370 Cardas
Golden Reference Power Cable, 1.2m £3150, Fel: 020
8661 5329 or email: zhuo_deng@hotmail.com [ MB17]
Audiophile APS pure power regenerator with battery
backup £31595 mint (£32100). Accuphase P- 55V
£31750 mint (£32950), Accu phase E-307 integrated
100W/ch with DAC 10 board & AD-9board £32400
mint (£34000), Accu phase PS- 1200V regenerator
£33500 mint (£35950), Audio Note CDT OneCD
Transport. silver £3550 mint (£31000), Monarchy
Model 228 DAC with Dip £3525 (£31300), Finite
Elemente HD12 £32750 mint (£34050), email:
baraka@europe.com [ MB32)
Monitor Audio Studio 50, rosewood, perfect condition,
original boxes £31200, Tel: 01243 582411 (evenings)
(West Sussex) fM B171
Mark Levinson 335 power amp. recent overhaLt by
Madrigal, boxed £33600, excellent condition,lél:
07796 545031 [AC17]
Shan Shimna speakers with match i
ng stands £3160,
Croft Super Micro AMk 4valve m-m pre-amp £3300,
Sound Factory tripod stands, three shelves £340,
Tel: Alex 02380 225239 or email:

apm@noc.soton.ac.uk EAC171

are in UK, finish in 'classic', unused & boxed, retail

Boulder 500AE stereo power amplifiers, two for sale

£33900, sell for £32000, 2xB&W subs, Model ASW

£32500 ono each, £34500 ono both, new £36000

750s, I2in, cherry, 1000 watt, unused &boxed, retail

each, boxed, instructions, immaculate, rare opportunity,

£32500, sell for £31100, Tel: Hugh on 01224 484470

superb sound and condition, Audio Research

[AC125]

interconnect 9metres £3250 cost £31000, Tel: Bob on

Selection of high-end cables for all of the above ( most

01604 720122 [AC17]

unused &boxed), Atlas Electra interconnects, Atlas lchor

Marant SACD1 £31500 ono, Stax SR MOO7T and head

speaker cable, Harmonic Technology FantaCy ACID&

speaker, cost £32800) accept £31000 ono, Denon AVC

PRO-AC] 1CL's power cords, Magic Link One, Pro-Si lway

AISR £3750 ono, Pioneer DV- 757A1 £3120 ono, Quad

Mk II & Truth- Link Interconnects, Kimber Cable, Audio

606 amp £375 ono, Tel: 01253 892777 [AC17]

Cable & Rurnour Cables, retail approx £310,000, sell at

Audio Innovations S-700 £3375, NVA T15 £3375,

1/3 of price, Tel: Hugh on 01224 484470 [AC125]

Conrad-Johnson MV- 55 £3750, Avondale Zeta monos

Audio Synthesis DAX Discrete Variable, black, fully

£3250, Camelot Dragon Jitter Buster £3175, Meridian

loaded, mint, boxed £33300, Tel: 01626 333871

501.2 £3275, Pink Triangle Ventricle speakers, externa;

[AB14]

crossovers £3300, Cary CAD 300B £3800, Quad

Tedmics 110 with cover, SME 3009, AT MC 32

33/303 £395, ProAc Studio 150 £3800, Tel: Carl

cartridge, vgc £3220, Technics SLI 50, cover, SME I
II,

07765 015045/email: carldebruyne@aol.com

Shure VX MR, spare stylus £3260, buyer col lects, Tel:

IAB26501

01903 247779 ( Sussex) [AB14]

Sugden CD21 £3725, (
1049), Marantz PM14 Mk II K1

Slate Audio spiked amplifier stand, as new, offers around

£3500, ( 1000+) PMC DB1+ cherry £3285(625) PMC

£3100, buyer collects, Tel: 01795 662547 or email:

DB1 cherry £3235 ( 575), Panasonic PT500 projector

mcangusje@ftiscali.co.uk [A1314]

£3525(1200), Tel: 01295 275983 or 07908 850722

ATC SCM100A SL Active speakers, American Cherry,

(Banbury) [AB14]

mint condition, boxed, pi us stunning Kudos stands

Linn Isobarik, black with stands, as new in boxes £3500

£33000, Tel: Bernard on 07710 080113 or email:

ono, Nakamichi CR7E, black, boxed, first class

doolingiamily@virgin.net fAB141

condition, as new £3500, Linn LP12 black, needs

GRAAF GM5OB , highly acciaimed valve integrated

attention, offers Tel: 07970 789969/07800 608656

amplifier, vast soundstage and tremendous musicality, 6

[AB15]

months old, little use, boxed as new, black finish

Krell CD player KAV 250 CD/2, excellent condition

£32795 ovno, email: steve-byrne@ntlworld.com, Tel:

£32000 ono, PS Audio power and pre-amp 150 watt,

01638 602319 ( home), 07956222919 ( mobile).

good condition with bi-wi re speaker cables £31000 ono,

01638 731888 (work) ( AC17)

Tel: 07989 595890 [AB14]

Perpetual Technologies P-1A/P-3A interpolating

Linn Kolektor pre-amp with remote, 10 inputs with

upsampler/DAC/PSUs£3725, Marantz CD 17 Mk fl-KI

phono, will drive any power amp, mint, box and manual

(unused part of package system purchase) £3575,

(£3600) £3285, Tel: 01903 247779 (Sussex) EAB141

demonstrations with pleasure ( Mid Derbyshire) Brian

Accuphase DP90 transport £32500 (£36000),

01773 831830 EAC171

Micromega CD3 transport £3500, Audio Physic Virgo 2,

Krell KSA50 power amp £3800,Audio Research SP8

£31000 (£33000), Audio Synthesis origi nal DAX,

valve pre-amp £3650, Marantz CD17 KI SignatureCD

£3450 (£32000), AudioQuest Onyx silver lm RCA

player £3550, all boxed, excellent condition, Tel:

interconnect £,3100 (£3250), VdH Royal Jade speaker

(01224) 826372 evenings EAC171

cable 2m pair £330 (£380), LED power cord £350

Ccnrad-Johnson Premie Bmono valve amps, 300W/ch,

(£3160) each , 2available Tel: 07791 361 620

recently fitted GE6550 valves, one of the greatest amps,

(London) [AC17]

stunn ing sou nd £37500 ono, Conrad-Johnson Premier

Tannoy Canterbury 15HE £34000, ( RRP £38500),

16LS valve pre-amp, superb sound, one of the greatest

Tannoy ST-200 supertweeter £3450, ( RRP £3950) REL

pre-amps £33995 ono, all in excellent condition, boxed

Strata Ill sub-woofer £3250 ( RRP £3550), Nordost Red

with manuals, very reluctant sale, genuine reasons, Tel:

Dawn 2m single speaker cable £3200, banana plugs

Rod on 01462 700536 [AC2650]

attached RRP £3530, Tel: 07764 156157 [AC17]

Wadia 30 LCD player £31875 (£33650), Hegel power

Complete System dSC Verdi La Scala (
upsampling SACD

amplifier 150W/ch £3875 (£32500), Linn LP12

Transport) & dCS Elgar DAC plus (stereo digital

turntable £3340, Amencan Acoustic Developments

convertor) Hi Fi Choice review 'the best digital audio

E48 slim, 3-way floorstanding speakers £3225

player in the world', unused & boxed, retail £319,000,

(£3600), Tel: 01202 767873 ( Dorset) [AC17]

sell for £37500, Clase8e Omega Mk 3two-box pre-

Hi-fi for sale, second system, Accuphase DP-75V

amp, unused & boxed, retail £313,500 sell for £34900,

Precision 24/196 upsampling disc player, email for

ATO SCM100 ASL speakers, piano black, unused &

Stereoph i
le report, 18 months light use, Rolls Royce

boxed, retail £39500, sell for £34500, 3xPS Audio

build quality £33950, Accuphase DG28 digital voicing

Regeneration power plants, 2xPS 1200s, unused &

equaliser with leads, plug in remote, mike, tunes the

boxed, 1xPS300, pristine, very slight use, retail

room/recording in the digital domain 1/6th octave 20Hz-

£311,000, sell for £33600 Tel: Hugh on 01224

20kHz, four presets £31950, sesious fun, Accu phase

484470 fAC1251

DP- 70-V exceptional build 521b wt, analogue sound

Class Delta System, unused &boxed, comprising of Class

£31250, Accu phase t108 FM tuner, remote £3550,

Delta CDP-100 CD player, CP-500 CD player, CP-500

ProAc Response 2s, good condition, very natural,

pre-amp & two CA- M400 power amps, retail £314,000,

Conrad-Johnson Premier 11 valve power amp, 70W/ch,

sell for £36500, Focal JM lab 25th Anniversary Electras

recently re-valved £31295, Cardas Golden Ref 1.5m

BE937 speakers, only 300 manufactured, five of which

ma, mint £3600, Cardas Gold Ref 0.5m XLR £3300,
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Synergistic Research digital XLR with active shieid and

both boxed, with leads, olive cases, excellent condition

mint, Audio Synthesis DAX £3499, Theta Dreadnaught

power coupler special £3550 ono, Audio Note SPX Ref

Tel: 01865 739342 (Oxford) [ B8]

3-channel, 200W £32899 ((:35000) black, owned from

silver cables 4x17 metre pairs £3250 p.p. Si Etech

Atacama R720 speaker stands, black, filled with

new, mint, Tel: 07961 536232 email:

Octopus Schuko high power mains dist with four shuko

atabites, extremely heavy, 50cm tall, cable

harnfield@hotmail.com fl3D171

plugs, removes noise prone 13 amp fuses £3350, emai.:

management, all accessories, twelve month old, mint,

philngil@aol.com Tel: 01706 813987, mobile: 07780

new £3280, £3150, Tel: 01539 725413 buyer collects

698650 lAC671

(Cumbria) [ B8]

AVI 52000MC CD player, S2000M1 integrated

DarTZeel Model one power amplifier, near mint

amplifier, S2000MT11 FM tuner, seven-band receiver,

boxed/manuals £36995, Conrad-Johnson Premier 12A

pair Biggatron speakers, Stands Unique fourglass

monoblocks re-valved, excellent £33095, C-JART

shelves mahogany, Atacama speakerstands, Philosophy

Series Il two-box dual-mono pre-amp, mint £37500.

and Cur ion cables and interconnects £32250 ono, Tel:

Cardas Cross/Golden Reference cablesNertex Jaya filter,

1999, black grille cloth, Quadrand stands plus original

01326 378611, email: bobatpamspenryni@aol.com

Tel: Ray 07920063725 fl381

feet £3500, Art Aud io Quintet valve monoblocks,

[BC14]

DNM Twin Cpre-amp with Six power supply, perfect

bargain £3475 ((:32000), Tel: Paul on 01603 410828

KefEF Reference Series Model 1speakers, roseburr

condition, high-end pre-amp, buyers welcome to test

lf381

finish, owned since new and in perfect condition £3495,

amp at my home, cost £34000 new. selling for £318£10

TacT Audio 2.2 RCS room correction pre-amp, full spec

Tel: 01684 564425 (Worcs) U381

contact Jameson 020 8240 6183 or email:

unit with DAC, etc, makes everyth i
ng fa [I
into place, rave

Cello Reference DAC, €4000 ( Euros), Accuphase

jadedwards@mac.com II3D171

PS1200 clean power supply, €4000 ( Euros>, both, in

reviews everywhere £32250 ono, Tel: 029 2023 5881

Pair Shanling SP-80 monoblock valve amps, as new

mint condition Tel: +33 609112244 ( France) email:

condition, superb sound £31150, Prima Luna Prologue

pattrujillo@yahoo.fr

Two integrated valve amp, superb sound, mint condition

T+AVIO integrated amp £31800, Advantage S-100

£3650, Tel: 02380 224003 [ BD17]

Krell KSA200B £31800 ((:35400) one of the best
power amplifiers, owned from new, mint, Krel1KRX
Active Crossover £3599 upgraded with Black Gate
capacitors by Jon Cheadle, Tel:07961 536232 email:
harnfield@hotmail.com [ 13D171
Quad ELS-57, fully serviced by Classique Sounds, July

(day) 07770 227998 (mobile)EBC141
NaimCDS3 XPS 2, excellent condition £36000, Tom
Evans Vibe pulse £33000, Sony CD1 £31500, all
boxed, can demo Tel: 00353 8337349 after 7pm

integrated amp 100W/ch £31000, Linn LP12, Ittok LVI I

Meridian 518d igital pre-amp/mastering unit, 4inputs,

arm, Karma cartridge £3650, NFIT subwoofer system,

de-jitters removes SC MS £3250, Sony DAT recorders

Active Crossover, 250watt mono amp £3600, NHT

DTC 60ES £3150, DTC p7 £350 + rapes, Pioneer CD

EAR 802 pre-amp+ 509 Mk II monohlock power

ampl if iers 250W monoblocks £3400, Tel: 020 8531

recorder PDR509 £395, all first class, Tel: 01889

amplifiers for sale, 2metre pair Nordost Solar wind

5979 El3D171

585715 weekdays, 01924 381667 weekends fB9]

speaker cables, offers, Tel: 01745 331681/Mob.le

Naim NAC 102 pre-amp, Naim Hi-Cap £3350 each,

Proceed AVP pre-amp processor £31200 ((:35000),

07714 530889 ( Rhyl) f1381

(Dublin) or email: crosbaf@oceanfree.net [ 138]

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: carole_molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security, do not include acredit card
number in any email. Please call our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321 with your credit card details or fax 020 8726 8399.
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Audio's Gone at..

www.choice-hifi.corn
Faster... Safer.... Cheaper...

Choice
hi-fi
• Buy/ Sell/ Part Exchange
• No Sale No Fee
• No limit to numbers of items
• No Time Limit on adverts
• Credit Card Payments
• Tried and tested items Guaranteed
• Insured Delivery
• World wide Online Exposure
• Independent & Safe brokerage
• 15 Years Experience & Dedication to
Quality Used Audio Equipment
• New, Used and Dealer Demo Equipment
• Call or Register Online

www.choice-hifi.com
Tel: 020 8392 1959
Mobile: 07768 720456
email: info@choice-hifi.com
We accept all major credit cards.
Finance available subject to status

Accessories
Accuptiase
£0
Gryphon Exorcist
£70
Record Boxes
£75
Various Valves See List
£395
AV Processors
Arcam AV8
£2395
Integra Research RDC 7
£ 1800
Krell HTS
£3995
Lexicon MC12 Rev 4
£9500
Lexicon MC128
£ 3995
Lexicon MC8
£4150
Meridian Audio 565
£ 695
Meridian Audio 565 cicl Ato
£ 595
Parasound Halo Cl
£ 4500
Parasound Halo C2
£ 2995
Proceed PAR/POSO
£ 1995
AV Receivers
Pioneer VSX-D2011-S £ 450
Cables
Audio Note AN SPX Silver 2metres Bi Wire
Banana
£ 1450
Cenous Technologies 1.5 Meters XLR £ 495
Ecosse Reference MS 2.15
£ 150
Ecosse Reference MS 23
£ 150
Ecosse Reference Quartet MS2
£ 160
MIT Digital Reference Prohne AES/EBU
£ 395
Nordost SPM Speaker cable and Ouattrofil
Interconnect
£ 1650
Nordost Valhala Digital 1m
£ 750
Siltech Cables balanced
£ 200
Transparent Audio Digilink £ 125
Transparent Audio Music Wave
£ 150
Transparent Audio Music Wave tOtt Bi Wire £ 350
Transparent Audio Ret MM Speaker Cable£12990
van den hul revelation £ 350
CD Players and DACs
Accuphase DP 55V
£ 1500
Acoustic Arts Drive 1
£2250
Arcam 5
£ 200
Audia Flight CD1
£3795
Audio Research CD 2
£ 1795
Audio Research CO3 MU
£ 3550
Audomeca/ Pierre Lurne Damnation
£ 565
BOW Technologies ZZ-8 ( 24/192) £ 3300
Burmester 001COP
£ 4995
CEC DX 51 DAC
£ 1095
dCS Elgar 24/192
£ 2650
dCS Elgar Plus/Verona/Purcell/Verdi £ 14995
EAD DSP 9000 Pro III
£ 1795
Gamut CD lmk11
£ 1495
kenwood DPF-J5010
£90
Krell KAV300CD
£ 1450
Krell KPS 20 IL
£ 4250
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96
£ 10995
Maranta CD 6000 se limited edition £ 145
Marantz CD12
£ 1195
Marantz SA- 1151
£ 1800
Mark Levinson ML 390s
£ 3495
Mark Levinson ML39
£ 2450
MICROMEGA DUO CD 3.1
£ 600
Muse Mod9 DOD/CD
£ 1450
Onkyo MS13-1 HOD+CD MSB-1 HOD recorder£500
Pioneer PD F1009
£ 120
Tag CDT2OR-T2L
£675
Teac VRDS 20
£ 895
Theta Data II Transport
£ 1395
Theta Data 11 Transport
£ 400
Theta DS Pro Gen III
£ 1195
Theta Pro Prime 2
£695
Theta PRO PRIME 24 DAC
£650
Theta Progeny
£ 495
Tnchord GENESIS
£ 250
Unison Research unico
£650
Wadia 2000 Digimaster £ 1785
YBA 3Alpha
£995
YBA CD1 Delta 2PSU
£2895
Custom Installation Products
Linn Knekt Line Drive
£225
DVD Players
Arcam clv79
£850
Lexicon RT I0
£ 1395
Pioneer D00656A
£ 150
Hi Fi Other
bang and olufsen 8000 active/9000 6player cd £ 3750
Musical Fidelity T3 Tuner
£250
Senheiser HD650 Headphones
£ 150
intergrated Amplifiers
Accuphase E530
£ 3250
Audio Valve Assistant 20s Integrated
£ 995
Bel Canto Evo 2i integrated
£ 1900
Chord Electronics CPM 2600
£ 1950
Krell (AV 300i
£ 1295
Krell (AV 401301
£2250
Musical Fidelity 03.2
£ 475
Musical Fidelity NuVista M3 super integrated
amplifier
£ 1795
Roksan rocksan 'candy kat
£ 450
Sonus Faber Musica integrated £995
Loudspeakers
Acoustic Labs Bolero
£ 495
Also Vmk11
£ 995
Arcam One
£ 300
ATC ATC 20SL passive
£ 895
Audio Physic Libra
£ 1695
Audio Physic Minos Subwoofer £ 2500
Audio Physic Padua
£ 1999
Audio Physic Spark 3
£ 999
Audio Physic Tempo SE
£ 1595
Audio Physic Virgo III
£2750
Audovector M3signature active £2100
Definitive Technology BP3000 £2500

Dynaudio Contour S54
£2950
Eggleston Works Fontaine
£2850
Elac Jet CL310 Jet
£550
Epos ELS 303 Light Cherry
£225
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
£395
Hales concept 5
£2200
Horning FIX
£1095
Infinity Primus Centre speaker
£60
JMLab Diva Utopia
£5900
JMLab Electra 906 + Stands
£695
JMLab Micro Utopia BE
£2850
JMLab Micro Utopia BE
£2850
JMLab Micro Utopia BE + Stands
£3600
JMLab Micro utopia be with stands
£2695
KEF 105 mkt
£450
KEF Coda 80
£60
leema SPLX12 sub- woofer £650
Lumley Loudspeakers Lampros 400 S2 £ 3750
Magneplanar MG 20e
£8500
Magneplanar MG3.6/11 £ 3600
Martin Logan Clarity
£ 1195
Martin Logan Ouest
£ 2200
Martin Logan SL3
£ 1395
Meridian Audio dsp 33
£ 1450
Meridian Audio dsp5000c £ 995
Mirage FRX 9
£600
Perigee FK 1Loudspeaker £ 2995
PMC Loudspeakers BB5
£6995
Proac Studio 150
£ 800
Proac Tablettes mkt
£ 250
Quad ESL 57
£695
REL Q200E
£ 350
REL Stadium III
£995
Revel b15a subwoofer £ 1800
Revel M20 Performa
£895
Sonus Faber Concerto Grand Piano £ 1095
Sonus Faber Concertos + 1/W Stands £ 795
SoundLab Al
£ 8990
Talon Kite Centre
£ 750
Tannoy Kingdom 12
£ 5750
Triangle Australe 260 Stratos £ 2100
Velochne FSR 10
£ 495
Vibe Alpha 2sub
£ 250
Vienna Acoustics BERG
£ 475
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
£ 4500
whariedale diamond 8.1
£ 70
Wilson Audio MAXX 2
£ 28990
Wilson Audio System 5.1
£ 5900
Wilson Audio System 7
£ 12995
Wilson Audio Watt/Puppy 5.1
£6495
Wilson Audio Witt
£ 3495
Wilson Audio(We are not official Wilson Audio
Deal Wa113/Puppy2 £ 4250
Multi Channel Amps
Bryston 9B ST
£ 1995
Denon AVC 10se
£600
Krell KAV 250 A3
£ 2250
Parasound 051
£ 2895
Pioneer OSA 007
£ 375
Theta Theta Dreadnaught II
£ 3900
Multi Channel Speaker Systems
creative 7700
£ 150
Definitive Technology BP 3000 + LCR £ 3250
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
£ 195
JMLab Sib & Cub 51
£ 450
Vienna Acoustics 3Webern/2 Berg/ Subson£2650
Power Amplifiers
Accuphase M 2000 mono
£ 12995
Accuphase P700
£ 4000
Acoustic Arts Power 1
£2150
Alma ST 13.01
£995
Alma ST 15.01
£ 1095
Aragon 8008 mk2
£ 1500
Audio Flight Flight 100
£ 4495
Audio Flight Flight One Integrated £ 3495
Audio Research M300 Monoblocks
£ 5000
Audio Research Ret 600 Mkt
£ 12995
Audio Valve Baldur 200
£ 3495
Audio Valve Baldur 70
£ 1795
Audiolab 8000 P/C
£ 785
Audiolab 8000a mk111
£300
BAT. VK 600se
£ 5995
Beard M1000 monoblocks £ 1900
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks £ 1250
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
£ 2300
Bel Canto EVO 4
£ 2995
Bel Canto eVo4
£ 2499
Boulder 1060
£ 9995
Boulder 500 AE
£ 2250
Boulder 500 AE Monos
£4650
CA.T JL2
£6995
Carver A- 500x
£ 395
Carver TFM-42
£ 360
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS £ 1200
Cary SLA 70
£995
Cello Duet 350
£ 4995
Chord Electronics SPM 1200C £ 2395
Counterpoint NP100 ( SA100) £695
Oared - Vacuum Tube amp MP- 60 £ 1250
Dared - Vacuum Tube amp VP- 20 • SL 2000 Al £ 1850
Dual mono block- 2(10w 23.5
£ 2200
EXPOSURE 21 PRE/ 18 POWER
£ 1350
Exposure XVIII Power Amp
£ 475
EZO 1(face nord) Monoblocks £ 1100
Gamut D100 mk11
£ 1395
Gamut 0200 mluit
£ 3395
GR/AF GM508
£ 2895
Halcro DM 38
£9995
Harmon Kardon AP2500/PA2200 £ 395
KEF KSA 100S
£ 2000
Krell FPB 700 cx(600 0/graded) £ 7995
Krell FPB 750 mcx
£ 22250

Krell FPB 750mcx Monoblocks
Krell FPB-700CX
Krell KSA 150
Krell KSA 80 Ballanced
Linn active system
Lumley Reference M120
Mark Levinson ML434 Mcnoblocks
Mark Levinson ML436
McIntosh MC352
McIntosh MC501 Monoblocks
Melos 402 Gold Monoblocks
meracus Intrare 6
Meridian Audio 557
Musical Fidelity A300 CR
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power
Natm Audio SBL System
Nairn Audio 0131. Active System
Nairn Audio NAP 140
Nairn Audio NAP 180
Primare 030.2
PS Audio RCA 2Pwrix2) VGA? Pre
PS Audio HCA-2
Tag Avantgard.. e
. 10C:4
Tesserac TAMP 60
Tom Evans Linear A
VIC pow', env

£13550
£9995
£1295
£1295
£4500
£1750
£4995
£7975
£3250
£4995
£2495
£850
£850
£1095
£2495
£6975
£19750
£295
£650
£595
£1800
£750
£1295
£999
£2699
£1300
£6995

Power Conditioners
£3495
Power Plant 300
£ 1195
Pre Amplifiers
Accustic Arts Pre 1
£ 1495
Adyton Modus
£ 1295
Alma PST 11.01i
£ 1450
kola PST 11.011
£ 995
Aragon aurum
£ 1150
Audio Flight Flight Pre
£3495
Audio Note M3
£ 1795
Audio Note M3 Ultimate
£2795
Audio Refinement Pre 5
£ 395
Audio Research LS 2
£ 895
Audio Research LS 5mk I
£ 1595
Audio Research LSO
£ 995
Audio Research SP11 mk11
£ 1395
Audio Research SP8
£ 850
Audio Research SP9 MKIII
£950
Audio Synthesis Passion 8m
£ 850
BA.T. VK31
£ 1095
Bel Canto Pre 6
£2895
Boulder 1012
£8495
Boulder 2010 Pre
£9995
C.A.T SL1 Signature MK III
£ 2995
C.A.T Ultimate Reference £ 5995
Chord Electronics 3200 E
£ 2200
Chord Electronics cpa3200e £ 2100
Conrad Johnson POS Pre Amp
£ 595
Exposure XXI Pre
£ 450
EZO Nanda ( face nord)
£ 550
Gryphon Sonata Allegro £ 5500
Halcro DM 10
£ 7995
Jadis JP 80mm
£ 3595
Mark Levinson No. 32
£ 7995
Meridian Audio 562v
£ 450
Meridian Audio GO2
£ 1100
Passlabs 02.5
£ 1295
PS Audio PCA-2 + HCPS
£ 1700
Tact RCS 2.000
£ 1995
Tesserac TALA Pre
£ 495
Tom Evans The Vibe
£ 1995
YBA 2Alpha
£995
YBA Passion Pre
£ 3995
Projectors
Madrigal MP 9CRT
£ 19990
Black Diamond Racing Shelf 8. Cones £ 400
Mana Acoustics reference sound table £ 250
Mana Acoustics Reference Table £250
Tunttables/Arms/Cartridges
Phonostages
Antique Soundlab Phono
£ 300
Audio Note OTO Phono
£ 1195
Audio Research PH 3Phono
£ 1350
Audio Synthesis MM/MC phono Equaliser £ 395
Basis Debut Gold Std/SME V
£4995
Breuer Type 8
£ 2000
Clear Audio Accurate
£ 2395
Garrard TPA 10 Pick Up Arm
£0
Goldring 1012GX
£ 30
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE £ 200
toutou Rosewood 59 Plat. £ 3250
Linn K9
£ 40
Linn LP12/ARO/Armegedon £ 2495
Ming Da M- Star Phona
£ 300
Origin Live Encounter £ 750
Ortofon 540
065
Ortofon Jubilee
£ 1000
Ortofon Kontrapunkt B
£ 550
Rega RB300
£ 75
Roksan Xentes 10/D51.5/Memo/Jubilee £ 3500
SME 20/20 Turntable and Arm
£4250
SME 30/2A Turntable & Arm
£ 10495
SME Series 10A
£2795
SME Series VArm
£ 1400
SME 0- Counterweight £ 20
Systemdek 11XE900
£ 350
Transfiguration Temper Supreme £400
VPI TNT 4 + Rokport km
£ 6500
TV/Plasma/ LCD
NEC 42 XM3/XR3
£ 1995
NEC 50 XMA/XR$
£ 3500
Panasonic 42 HDPWD8
£ 1995

QUALITY USED

TRANSMISSION LINE KITS FROM IPL ACOUSTICS

EQUIPMENT,

The III range now includes six superb hi- wired Transmission lines

THE MIDLANDS BEST USED

BOUGHT. SOLD.
PART EXCHANGED

using top quality drive units and components to achieve sound quali-

EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST

ty and bass extension equivalent to speakers costing in the range of
£800 to £ 000. The Plus kits include all that is required apart from

Also agents for
Advantage • Acoustic Zen

TEL/FAX

0121 747 4246

the woodwork, but plain or veneered MDF cabinet kits are available.
Please see website or catalogue for full details.

•B A T • Boulder • Hovland
•Kharma • Lumley • Pass labs

Fl

•SME • Sound lab

CURRENT INVENTORY
RRP NOW
3999.. 2795
AUDIO RESEARCH VS110
2895.. 1995
AUDIO RESEARCH VS155
2000... 795
AUDIO RESEARCH D130
2000... 595
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2
3500.. 1295
AUDIO PHYSIC VIRGO 11 BIRDS EYE MAPLE
4600.. 2795
ACCUPHASE DP67
3000.. 1995
ACCUPHASE DP55V
1600... 895
ATC C2 SUB
AVI S2000MC REFERENCE CD
1395... 395
7950.. 4495
BAT VK75SE NEW SEALED
BAT VK51SE 6 MONTHS OLD
7950.. 3795
BOULDER 1012 PRE DAC EX DEM
12950.. 7995
BRYSTON BP20 PRE
1800... 895
BURMESTER 935 PRE
4000.. 1595
CHORD SIGNATURE SPKR CABLE 8MTR PAIR
1850... 995
COPLAND CD288 HDCD BLACK
2000... 795
DENON DVD1600
400.... 95
DENON AVC-AISR BLACK
3000... 995
DYNAUDIO 1.8 MK11 CHERRY
1800... 795
HITACHI 55PMA550 55 INCH PLASMA 3 MTHS OLD
5500.. 3495
7325.. 4995
HOVLAND HP200 WITH PHONO EX DEM
14000.. 5995
JEFF ROWLAND 8TI
JM LABS ALTO UTOPIA
11500.. 6995
4700.. 2795
JM LABS MICRO BE WITH STANDS
JM LABS 927 BE SIG LTD
2800.. 1895
JM LABS CHORUS 714S STYLE FINISH
500... 295
JM LABS CHORUS 700C
250... 150
KHARMA CERAMIQUE 3.1 PIANO BLACK EX DEM
5750.. 2995
KRELL PAM 5 PRE
N/A... 395
KRELL FPB 650 M X2
24000.. 8995
LINN EKOS MK11 2003
1800.. 1195
LINN AKIVA 2003
1850 . 1195
LINN LINTO 2003
995... 695
LINN LINGO 2003
LINN LP12 LINGO/AKIVA/EKOS/TRAMPOLIN ALL 2003... 6000.. 3495
MARK LEVINSON 432 6 MONTHS OLD
6495.. 3995
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT I
4333.. 2995
MARANTZ CD7
3500.. 2495
MARANTZ SC71 PRE MA9S1 MONO'S
17000.. 8995
MERIDIAN DSP 5000 24/96 ROSEWOOD
4500.. 1995
MUSICAL FIDELITY TRIVISTA INTEGRATED AMP
4000.. 2495
MUSICAL FIDELITY XRAY V3
900... 595
600... 220
MUSICAL FIDELITY X-80 INTEGRATED AMP
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2 PRE
999... 550
NAGRA DAC
7800.. 4995
NAIM 300 s/n 191332/191333
5085.. 3495
4265.. 2995
NAIM 252 s/n190745
2885.. 1995
NAIM SCAP 2 s/n 19118
NAIM NAT 02 s/n 60624
1200. . 595
NAIM CDX2 s/n 201915
2800.. 1995
7500.. 3495
NAIM NBL CHERRY s/n 160352
NAIM 82 s/n 102930
2600... 995
1200... 695
NAIM CD5 s/n 165689
829... 350
NAIM SNAXO 3-6 S/n 187399
2700.. 1795
PATHOS LOGOS 3 MTHS OLD
PENAUDIO REBEL2/CHARA NEW
2600.. 1595
4000.. 1795
PLINIUS SA100 MK111
PROAC 2.5 CHERRY
3000.. 1695
550... 395
REL STAMPEDE BLACK 2 MONTHS OLD
REL STAMPEDE BLACK
550... 250
REGA MAIA 3
549... 365
1195 .. 795
REGA EXON 3
RICHARD GREY 1200 CUSTOM MAINS DISTRIBUTION . 1900... 895
999... 395
SONY DVP-NS999ES CD/SACD/CD
7600.. 4795
SPECTRAL DMC3OS
8750.. 5795
SPECTRAL DMA 250
TEAC VRDS 9 CD
700. . 295
4000.. 1995
TANNOY DIMENSION 8
2300...
395
TARA LABS DECADE 2MTR BALANCED
4000.. 2795
WADIA 302 BLACK
ZINGALI OVERTURE 2
2500.. 1395

KIT

SPEAKER UNITS

CAB SIZE mm

PLUS KIT

P&P

11311

5"Morel, neas treble

810x 191 x261

£226.00

£9.50

S3t1

6.5"IPL PP,I"Seas treble

903 x230 x350

£203133

£10.00

5311m

6.5"IPL meta1,1"Seas treble

903 x230 x350

£248.00

£10.00

S311mItib 651PLmetal.Ribbon treb

903 x230 x350

£403.00

£10.00

5411

8"Vifa, 1"Seas treble

960x276x400

£258.21

£11.00

S5d

10"IPL.3"Dome mid.1"treb

1080 x320 x400

£378.00

f12.00

Send draw or postal onier) made payable to Mr IPLeslie at IPLAcoustics, Chelsea
Villa, Torrs Part, Ilfracombe, Devon, EX34 8A1', tel 01271 867439. Altemativly visit
our website

Silver PITE cables, and Quality Accmories.

IAN HARRISON HIFI
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

SAME
MICHELL ORBE
POA
MICHELL ORBE SE
POA
MICHELL GYRODEC
POA
POA
MICHELL GYRO SE
TECNO ARM A"
£340
DENON DL304
£175
£270
SHURE VI 5VXMR
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
£800
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA
£585
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
£1900
£1900
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER W
KOETSU BLACK
£800
KOETSU RED T
£1300
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION LEVEL 2 £1700
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION
£700
GRAHAM TONEARMS
EPOA
RESON LEXE
£1050
DECCA SUPER GOLD y POD
£475

ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA• - Exchange price on application.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6G0
TEL: 01283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

Absolute Analogue®
in its price range."

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website
E-mail

www.centralaudio.co.uk
tony@centralaudio.co.uk
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The Absolute Sound
Please see
ebsite
for details

Ii à not necessary to
hare great hi-fi equipment
in order to listen to music...
...but it helps.
PO Box 30429, London. NS% 67C1
Tel / Fax: +44 10)20 8459 8113
Absolute_Analogue(a emaiLmsn.com
VA%

n.absoluteanalogue.co.uk

TIIL

QUAD

IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING

5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6

Nordic Concept Art1 ,1

"The Plinius CD- I01 is a reference-quality
product and has reset the bar for excellence

PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL

Tel: 0121 747 4246

TRICHORD DINO
E250
TRICHORD DELPHINI
POA
TRICHORD DINO/DINO+ £ 425
VVHEST AUDIO
POA
GRAHAM SLEE
POA
JAN ALLAERT5
POA
ZYX
POA
VAN DEN HUL
POA
GRADO RS1
£ 625
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD
EPOA*
SUMIKO BPS EVO III
EPOA•
SUMIKO PEAR WOOD SIGNATURE EPOA•
KOETSU RED K SIGNATURE £ 1975
KOETSU THE SIGNATURE £ 3300
TOM EVANS GROOVE
£ 1500
TOM EVANS VIBE
£ 2200
TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE £ 350
TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE+ £ 625

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE 8, AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW 8 BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX-DEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS, NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.

COLLECT AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES

KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • VVADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XLO • MICHELL • SME
ATC • STAX • F'ROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA
McINTOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc

www.iplacoustics.coult or send a47p SA.E for catalogue detailing

liansmission Lines, HiFi and AV kits, including Active Subwoofers, drive units,

SPECIALIST
ESL 57 Nç

LE 1

Spares and Repairs

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL63 and LE I
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner.
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers.
Contact us for our free catalogue.

Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr. 30, 58068 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: + 49-261-38824 • Fax: +49-261-38172
e-mail: quad.gergt-online.de

l<

KRYSTAL
KABLES
PUREST SOUND . . .

.1.4"

eieceitedee/elei--eW
)
30 High Street Rochester Kent ME1 1LD
01634 880037
info@rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

it*

JUPITER solid silver
high power cord
1m from £ 385.00

•

STRATOS solid silver
power cord 1m £ 145.00

TITAN high power
entry level cord.
1 metre - £ 72.00
ADVANTAGE, ARCAM, ATACAMA, AUDICA, AUDION, AUDIOPHILE BASE,
Full no quibble money back guarantee
POWER CORDS •

MAINS BLOCKS •

SPEAKER CABLES •

INTERCONNECTS

MAINS FILTERS •

ACCESSORIES

Hi Fi World 8. Hi -Fi Choice reviewed power cords

VVWW.KRYSTAL-KABLES.COM
Tel: 01579 362189

AVI, BOULDER, CAIRN, CLEARAUDIO, CYMBOL, DAU, GAMUT, GOLDRING,
GRADIENT, GRADO, GRAHAM SLEE, GRAVES AUDIO JMIAB, LOEWE,
MERLIN, MUSIC MAKER, NAD, NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE, OPTIMUM,
PARTINGTON PURE, TRANSFIGURATION, TIVOLI, QUADRASPIRE,
STELLO, USHER, VINCENT

CALL NOW TO UPGRADE YOUR SYSTEM

NextiLVILuiiii i Hi-FiNews

EXCLUSIVE
TEST!

conrad-johnson's
stylish CT5 pre- amp

ALSO ON TEST...
•Lyngdorf's new CD- 1player

•ART Stiletto speakers
•Chord Symphonic phono stage
•Ortofon cartridges
PLUS:

Thorens 10124 • Q&A • AudioVision • CES show report
Hi -Fi News, March 2006 is on sale Friday, 3 February 2006
FEBRUARY 2006 • virww.hifinews.co.uk 145

MyTop10

FAVOURITE THINGS

Classical
Recordings
Our reviewer Christopher Breunig agonises over many thousands
of LPs and CDs to decide which 10 he could never part with...
Akiko Suwanai

Benjamin Britten

DVORAK VIOLIN CONCERTO

WAR REQUIEM

1999: Philips 464 531-2

1962: Decca 414 383-2
Iheard the broadcast premiere

All my other choices feature artists

in aManchester hotel room
when taking my RIBA finals.

no longer alive, alas, but this Dvorak
CD - with Sarasate's dazzling Carmen
Variations too - has one of today's most
interesting conductors,

WAR
REQUIEM

It's awork Ihave reseniat ons
about, but Britten's is the definitive recording and
this transfer has 55m of rehearsal and session

Ivan Fischer and
his Budapest

MAHLER SYMPHONY
8
1971: Decca 460 972-2
Of all the many
symphonic recordings
by Solti, none comes
near to this Mahler 8, one of Decca's
outstanding engineering achievements

room discussions with producer John Culshaw.

Festival Orchestra,
with the lovely

Igor Markevich

Akiko Suwanai.

STRAVINSKY RITE OF

Gorgeous sound.

SPRING
1951/59: Testament SBT 1076
Stravinsky was scathing
about fellow composer Ipr

Carlo Maria
Giulini
VERDI REQUIEM
1964: BBC Legends
BBCLIalmost chose
amazing 1938
BBC performance
(Testament again) but Verdi's Requiem
was Giulini's signature piece too. Of three
recordings with the Philharmonia this
Festival Hall live recording is perhaps the
best. As abonus he is heard discussing
his approach to music with Michael Oliver.

7

. * Multi kerrpfl

PIANO

happen to prefer the earlier CD transfer
(448 293-2), better stid the LP set!
Pa UTTerlteriZielin2L

reissue

There are three

arum

1958: Testament SBT
1029
recordings of this masterly set of

Ferenc Fricsay

variations with Paul Tortelier: the cellist

BARTOK CONCERTO FOR
ORCHESTRA

born to bring Cervantes' eccentric and
pathetic figure to life. Ihave chosen the
earlier of two with Kempe conducting; it

1957: DG 447443-2
Fricsay helped build DG's
postwar catalogue, dot leasr
in modern music; at the time the company's tape
quality was unsurpassable. He had aspecial
empathy with the music of fellow- Hungarian
Bela Bartok, and we have had ro finer account of
the Concerto for Orchestra - riere with Music for
strings, percussion and celesta.

1953-7: DG 474
024-2

Sir Clifford Curzon

Conservative yet

1962: Speakers Corner SXL 6023

wayward, Wilhelm Kempff - promoted
by DG as ' apoet of the keyboard'

One of the great Decca recordings
pairing the fastidious Curzon

-received negative reviews when Ifirst
heard of him. Ithink that's why Ibegan
buying all his LPs! This five disc set

with Sze, who at one point ir the

Brahms, Liszt, Mozart and Schumann.

and the Chicago Orchestra recorded in
1
,
the Vienna Sofiensaal - now destroyed. I

Markevich, yet no-one has
quite matched his reading of the seminal Rite
of Spring - two equally compelling versions with
the Philharmonia are couplea on this Testament

CONCERTOS

contains all the concerto recordings
he made in the 1950s: Beethoven,

with eight star soloists. Viennese choirs

STRAUSS DON
QUIXOTE

Toscanini's

Wilhelm
Kempff

Sir Georg Solti

BRAHMS PIANO CONCERTO 1

sessions told his friend to ' stop fming about
and just play the notes!'. Superb Kingsway sound
(complete with Underground rumblings and vocal

represents aspecial quality EMI captured
in Berlin. You may find Testament's LP
(ASD 326) still in print.

Sir John
Barbirolli
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
SYMPHONIES 2AND 8
1956/7: Dutton CDSJB
1021

Cheltenham

Festiva;s

were part of my
musical education,
with new British works premiered by Sir
John Barbiro1li and Ks beloved Hallé
Orchestra. Vaughan Williams dedicated his
Eighth Symphony to ' Glorious John', and

noises from pianist and corductorl available on

in his last year confessed o4 his ' London'
Symphony that he could ' still score like

200gm vinyl or CD ( Decca 425 082-21.

that'. This coupling brings back memories!
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Esoteric X-01 CD/SACD
and G- Os Master Clock system

This is a most exciting
time for high end audio.
The finest of todays designers
are bringing a transparency
and naturalness to the high end
unlike anything we have
previously experienced.
Symmetry is proud to
be involved with many
of these designers.
Here are some of the
exciting new components
they have created
for you to experience
the music you love.

Lyra Skala
moving coil cartridge

Mark Levinson
No 51 Media Player

Brinkmann La Grange,
10.5 Tonearm and
EMT phonograph system

Ayre K-lxe and
V-lxe amplifiers

Thiel CS2.4 and SS1
speaker system

Stereovox SEI
and LCP cables

Ayre Acoustics
Brinkmann
Cello
Esoteric
Grand Prix Audio

symmetry

Lyra
Lyra- Connoisseur
Mark Levinson
Stax
Stereovox
Sumiko
System Audio
& Thiel

t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

Sonus Faber Grand Piano Domus

us Faber Co

ertino Dom

Sonus faber.

For over two decades, Sonus tuber have treated us to speakers so beautiful that they ve revolutionised the entire industry. Where once there were only parallel sides, we now have curves. Where
once we suffered poor veneers, we now savour finishes worthy of the finest furniture. From the
exquisite Homage series, representing the ultimate -nSonus faber artistry, to the Cremona range,
offering the pleasure of Homage for awider audience, Sonus faber has addressed the needs of the
majority of music and cinema lovers. Now, the audience is wider still.
Imagine an affordable range of loudspeakers able to join the Homage and Cremona families. Imagine
afull selection, from centre channel : omain and suiround speakers to subwoofer, floorstanding or
shelf mounting, acomplete selection of stands, with the unmistakable lute shape, leather details,
fine woods, and - above all deliriously musical, truly sublime sourd quality. Imagine no more: Sonus

Sonus Faber Gravis, Center Domus

faber offers you Domus.

absolutesounds ltd.
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW

T: . 44 ( 0)20 89 71 39 09

F:

44 ( 0)20 88 79 79 62

www.absolutesounds.com

info

absolutesounds.com

